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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1. Aimg
The five main aims of the thesis are as follows s-
(1) To develop a 3-valued logic with values, truth, falsity and 
non-significance to handle certain types of sentences which cannot 
properly he dealt with using the classical 2-valued logic.
(2) To develop the theory of significance ranges, i.e. classes 
generated hy predicates of the form, "It is significant that ^ x."
(3) To develop Goodman's theory of individuals in the same formal 
system as a theory of classes.
(4) To solve the problem of distinguishing individuals from the 
null class by using the above 3-valued significance logic.
(5) To avoid the paradoxes of class theory by adding an extra 
value to the above 3-valued logic.
2. The Need for a 3-valued Significance Logic
of the 2-valued predicate calculus, the variable 
'f' is taken to range over all predicates and the variable *x* is taken 
to range over all subjects. According to the formation rules, 'fx' is 
a well-formed formula and hence 'fx', with a particular subject
substituted for 'x' and a particular predicate substituted for *f*, is
true or false. Take as predicate 'is in bed* and subject "Saturday*,
where *is in bed* has its obvious meaning and Saturday is a day of the
week. Hence 'Saturday is in bed* is true or false according to the
uzsuel-aQmaat&eS' of the 2-valued predicate logic. This also applies
to other grammatically well-formed sentences, For example, 'The
number 3 is older than the number 4’ (where the words have their usual
meanings) is of the form f(x,y), where *f' stands for the relation
'the number 3 and 'y' stands for 
'is older than* , 'x' stands for/’the number 4^  * So, 'The number 3 is
older than the number 4‘ is also true or false according to the 2-valued
logic, A problem now arises as to which value, truth or falsity,
should be given to this type of sentence.
However, Ryle, in his paper Categories ((4 ))< wants to say that 
these sentences are neither true nor false. On page 68 he introduces 
the notion of sentence-faotor, Let us call any partial expression 
which can enter into sentences otherwise dissimilar a 'sentence- 
factor', "Thus in the sentence, 'I am the man who wrote this paper', 
'1*5 'the man who*, 'who wrote this paper', 'wrote this paper* are all 
sentence-factors," He goes on, on pages 69-70, "*,« the gap in a 
given sentence-frame can be completed by some but not by any alternative 
complements. But there are two sorts of 'can* here, 'So and so is 
in bed* grammatically requires for complements to the gap indicated by 
'so and so' nouns, pronouns or substantival phrases such as descriptive 
phrases. So 'Saturday is in bed' breaks no rule of grammar. Yet
— 3 —
the sentence is absurd. Consequently the possible complements must 
be not only of certain grammatical types, they must also express 
proposition-factors of certain logical types. The several factors in 
a non-absurd sentence are typically suited to each other; those in an 
absurd sentence, or some of them, are typically unsuitable to each 
other. To say that a given proposition-factor is of a certain categ­
ory or type is to say that its expression could complete certain 
sentenee-frames without absurdity." So Ryle wants to call sentences 
like '^’Saturday is in bed*^  absurd, rather than true or false, because 
‘^’Saturday"'' does not express a proposition-factor of the right logical 
type to be coupled with ^ 'is in bed"^  (or, Saturday is not the sort of 
thing which can significantly be - or indeed, not be - in bed). 
Similarly, '^the number 3’^ and ^ 'the number 4’^ do not express proposi- 
tion-factors of the right logical type to be coupled with ^ 'is older 
than'% and so '^The number 3 is older than the number 4'^ ia absurd, 
according to Ryle.
If what Ryle wants to say is so, then there is some sort oftVburhVe grA
semantic inconsistency in^the classical 2-valued logic, because it is
being applied to Ryle's absurd sentences. There are three ways of
avoiding this inconsistency: (i) One can accept that sentences like
'^ 'Saturday is in bed^ are true or false; (ii) one can restrict the
substitution range of 'f * and *x', as in type theory and other
many-sorted systems? or (iii) one can accept that Saturday is in
bed"^  is absurd in Ryle's sense and make absurdity the third value in
-  4 -
a 3-valued logic. I will discuss each of these alternatives in turn.
(i) Contrary to Ryle, if sentences like ^'Saturday is in bed^ 
are true or false, so as to try to preserve the classical 2-valued 
logic, one must decide which one of these two values the sentences
will take. Quine says that these sentences are necessarily false.
n\
He says^ |\((i^ )) on page 229, "... the forms concerned would remain still 
quite under control if admitted, rather, like self-contradictions, as 
false (and false by meaning, if one likes)." If a Value, truth or 
falsity, must be given to it, it seems that necessary falsehood is 
the only plausible choice because Saturday is not the sort of thing 
which can be in bed and so’-'■’Saturday is in bed"' is not contingently true 
and not contingently false.
Row consider the sentence, '^’Saturday is not in bed'^ . If the 
usual meaning is given to the negation, then ’^Saturday is not in bed"' 
would be necessarily true. Goddard ((/!)) has pointed out some diffi­
culties about this assignment of values (see also Routley ((%%)), pp. 
180-182, Lambert (((S )), and Routley ((Z3)) ). The problem that arises 
here is, "vVhy is ’Saturday is in bed’ false and its negation true 
rather than vice versa?" It seems that Saturday is not the sort of 
thing which cannot be in bed just as much as Saturday is not the sort 
of thing which can be in bed. As it stands above there is a correla­
tion between negative sentences and truth and between positive 
sentences and falsity. As Goddard points out, "Neither in Mathematics
- 5 -
nor elsewhere is there a general correlation between necessary truth 
(or indeed contingent truth) and negative sentences." He says that 
the correlation "rests on the ambiguity of denials". Because there 
is a psychological need to force a meaningful interpretation on to a 
sentence, Saturday is not in bed"' is interpreted as "'Saturday is not 
the sort of thing which can be in bed"^ . It is the latter sentence 
which is true, while the former is meaningless as is its positive form. 
This type of meaninglessness, which corresponds to Ryle's absurdity,
I wish to call non-significance. Sentences which are not non-signifi­
cant I wish to call significant. There is a case of ambiguity of 
denials in Drange's book ((4)) on page 24, where he argues
"The theory of relativity is an abstract object.
Abstract objects are not blue.
The theory of relativity is not blue", 
in support of the concluding sentence being true. As Goddard says, 
"either the second premiss is taken in the sense 'Abstract objects are 
not the kinds of things which could be blue' (which is the natural way 
to take it), in which case, the premisses are indeed true but the 
conclusion is 'The theory of relativity is not the kind of thing 
which could be blue'," which is of course true. "If the second 
premiss is taken as stated and not reinterpreted as a significance 
condition, then the whole argument begs the question by assuming that 
the second premiss is itself significant." Further discussion on 
the above quotation from ((4)) can be found in (( 15)), pp. 82-83, and 
in ((%:^ )).
— 6 —
There is a further objection to saying that ^'Saturday is in bed"' 
is false and that its negation is true, and the like. Quoting from 
Goddard, "For suppose it is agreed that 'The Battle of Hastings likes 
tomato soup' is necessarily false and its negation 'The Battle of 
Hastings does not like tomato soup' is necessarily true. Presumably 
it would have to be said also that 'The Battle of Hastings dislikes 
tomato soup' is necessarily false, and its negation 'The Battle of 
Hastings does not dislike tomato soup' is necessarily true But
given that the two negative sentences are true, then so is their con­
junction 'The Battle of Hastings does not like tomato soup and does 
not dislike tomato soup'. In most ordinary contexts, however, to 
say that X does not like soup and does not dislike it, is to say that
X is indifferent to soup, i.e. he can take it or leave it. So we
are committed to the position that 'The Battle of Hastings is in­
different to tomato soup' is necessarily true. But this is a positive 
ascription of the same kind as the original sentence, 'The Battle of 
Hastings likes tomato soup', and ought therefore to be classified as 
necessarily false." More discussion on this point can be found in 
((22)), pp, 181-182, ((/5)), pp. 82-84, and ((23)),
This leads us to another suggestion that may be made to try to
maintain the 2-valued predicate calculus. One may want to say that 
both '^ 'Saturday is in bed"*" and ^'Saturday is not in bed'^  are false. 
Goddard says, "In this case either (i) there is an immediate inconsis­
tency, or (ii) the sentence and its negation are taken to be a
- 7 -
sentence and its contrary, and then there is in at least some instances 
an implied inconsistency ...5 or (iii) a new sense of "negation’* is 
being introduced which holds for this special class of sentences alone. 
But this is enough to distinguish them. That is, we may now simply 
define non-significant sentences as those which satisfy the condition 
that both they and their "negations" are false." Thus a 3-valued 
logic is needed here to incorporate these "negations".
Thus there is no satisfactory assignment of values in 2-valued 
logic for Ryle’s absurd sentences like '-"Saturday is in bed"’.
(ii) The second method for avoiding the inconsistencies is to 
restrict the substitution ranges of ’f’ and so as to eliminate
non-significant sentences from the formal theory. In this case, one
would have to eliminate them in the formation rules so that no
well-formed formula becomes non-significant for any substitution into 
its free variables. But, in order to include these semantic range 
conditions in the formation rules, one needs to presuppose a 3-valued 
theory of significance ranges.
An example of such range restrictions appears in Ihitehead and 
Russell’s book, Principia Mathematica ((l4)), where the theory of types 
is used to produce them. (X), where ^  is a predicate of exactly one 
type higher thanX / is said to be significant (or meaningful ). If If- 
is not of exactly one type higher than %, then f^ (^X) is said to be non­
significant (or meaningless). Similarly for classes, if x is exactly
-  8 -
one type lower than y, then x6j Is said to be significant (or meaning­
ful), and if x is not exactly one type lower than y, then xgy is said 
to be non-significant (or meaningless). They use the formation rules 
to exclude all non-significant sentences. Their theory of types 
suffers from the objection that they need a 3-valued logic, which would 
include variables ranging over all predicates and all classes (and 
individuals), to set up the type theory in the meta-language.
Even so, their notion of non-significance differs from Ryle’s.
For Ryle, ‘^(X) is non-significant iff ^ (is not the sort of thing which 
can have the property For example, ‘"Saturday is in bed", which is
significant according to the lAhitehead-Russell theory of types, is 
non-significant according to Ryle’s theory.
(iii) The remaining method of avoiding the inconsistency is 
to accept Ryle’s theory and set up a 3-valued logic with values, truth, 
falsity and non-significance (Ryle’s absurdity). Thus "Saturday is 
in bed" is non-significant, which is neither true nor false. The 
classical 2-valued logic must be rejected and a 3-valued logic must be 
substituted to cope with this type of sentence. One is forced to 
choose this third method as methods (_i) and (ii) are both unsatisfac­
tory. Henceforth, I will be assuming a 3-valued logic, the details 
of which I will be presenting in the first two chapters.
All through the discussion on the 3-valued significance logic, 
a philosophical problem was avoided. So far I have been referring
- 9 -
to true, false and non-significant sentences. Normally, it would be 
said, propositions are true or false but not sentences. Also, one 
cannot have a non-significant proposition and so there seem to be 
two linguistic levels involved. Goddard (((/9)) PP- 234-5) argues 
against the use of type-sentencess-
"One might, for example, simply point to the fact that 
although it is true that if we so use the word 'rainbow' in a 
given context to refer to visual phenomena in the sky then par­
ticular sentence tokens of the type 'Rainbows eat flies' cannot 
be used to make significant statements, nevertheless we might 
also use the word in other contexts to refer to trout, and in 
this case tokens of the same type can be used to make signifi­
cant statements. Hence, it seems, significance does depend 
crucially on the context of use, and we may express this by 
saying that any given token of the type 'Rainbows eat flies' can 
bo used in three possible ways : to make a true statement, a false
statement or an absurdity."
He goes on to say,
"We most commonly do presuppose a standard context and 
judge significance in terms of it, but the significance of many 
simple sentences cannot be determined independently of their use 
even though we presuppcse a standard sense for the words employed.
Suppose somebody says 'Mary is happy' , Just because the 
word 'Mary' is used to name people, cows, ships and cyclones, so
- 10 -
væ cannot, even given the standard sense of 'happy', determine
the significance of the sentence independently of its use."
This supports the use of sentence-tokens instead of sentence-types, 
but these sentence-tokens must have some context of use. In their 
forthcoming book on the theory of significance^ (((^ ), Goddard and 
Routley will be examining this problem in full. Since, I believe, 
they have a satisfactory solution, I do not want to labour this point 
in my thesis. To give some idea, token sentences v/hich are used to 
express true statements in a context are taken to be true, token 
sentences vdiich are used to express false statements in a context are 
taken to be false, and token sentences v/hich fail to express statements 
are talcen to be either non-significant or incomplete. Ron-signifi­
cance occurs v/hen there is a clash betv/een the sense or reference of 
one part and the sense or reference of another part of a token-sentence. 
For example^ the reference of ‘"Saturday"' to a day of the week clashes 
with the sense of ‘"is in bed".
3 - The Reed for Significance Ranges
As already pointed out, the ranges of predicates need to be restricted 
if significance is to result. What we need to know is, "What are the 
sorts of things that can (or cannot) be in bed?" or "%%iat are the sorts 
of things so that one thing can (or cannot) be older than another?"
- l i ­
lt is convenient, therefore, to introduce the widest range of a 
predicate (or n-place relation) vfhich will ensure significance. For
the predicate "is red"', the widest range consists of all extended 
things. Let this widest range of a predicate he called the 
significance range of this predicate. Similarly, for an n-place 
relation ' the significance range of R is the class of
ordered n-tuples <  x^,-,x^> such that R.(%^ ,_^ x^ )^ is significant.
(This definition is due to Goddard and will appear in ((/Z)), tha 
forthcoming hook by Goddard and Routley.) Formally some kind of 
3-valued Abstraction Axiom is needed. For example, (Sy) (Ax) (xEy 
<-^^(x)), where there may be some restrictions on ^  to avoid the 
class paradoxes, and where S is some sort of 3-valued existential quan­
tifier, A is some sort of 3-valued universal quantifier and means
'"has the same value as'^ . (This will be made more precise in later 
chapters.) Let the symbol Sp represent It is significant that p">. 
Then the significance range of a suitable (j> is the class y such that 
(Ax)(xey S^x) ). So these will be a special type of class with 
properties of their own and it will be interesting to examine them 
within the framework of a formal class theory, which will be done in 
Chapters IV, VII and VIII.
4« The Reed for a Theory of Individuals 
We now consider Goodman's theory of individuals, as developed in ((/s))
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and ((/fe))o This theory contains the relation ^  ("is part of") between 
individuals. Instead of regarding a heap of stones, say, as a class 
of stones of which each stone is a member, we regard a heap of stones 
as a whole (or individual) which contains each stone as a part. In 
Goodman's theory, the universe of non-classes regarded as a whole (or 
"individual) contains all individuals, which are, in fact, arbitrary 
parts of this universe. Goodman says ((06)) p. 45)»-
"The difference in the concepts lies in this: that to
conceive a segment as a whole or individual offers no suggestion 
as to what these subdivisions, if any, must be, whereas to con­
ceive a segment as a class imposes a definite scheme of sub­
division - into subclasses and members."
In the above example four stones in the heap, considered as a whole (or 
"individual fusion" - ((/G)), p. 47? I«03 - of the four stones) is just 
as much an individual as the whole heap of stones and as part of one 
stone in the heap. In fact, given a class of individuals, we can
form the individual fusion of all the individuals of this class. Here­
in lies the essential difference between this theory and a theory of 
classes. Given some individuals, in the theory of individuals we 
"fuse" them together to form a new individual with each of these 
individuals as parts, whereas, in a theory of classes we form an 
abstract entity, a class with each of the above individuals as members.
So a theory of individuals can be used to formalise this notion
-  13 -
of being a part in contrast to the notion of being a member. The 
formalisation of the theory of individuals also supplies us with a 
notion of individual identity which is defined in terras of ' . The
theory of individuals should be developed in the same formal system as 
a theory of classes because we want to form classes of individuals and 
not just classes of classes only. We want to include classes of 
stones, classes of people, classes of chairs, and the like.
5. Individuals and the Hull Class
A problem that arises when one tries to introduce individuals into a 
theory of classes is that of distinguishing the null class from an 
individual, since both have no members. The class theory will contain 
an axiom of extensionality which will identify two classes or 
individuals if they have exactly the same members. The null class 
and an arbitrary individual will have no members and hence, by the 
axiom, be identical.
The difficulty is discussed in Quine's Set Theory and its Logic 
( ((M)) PP » 29-32). One way out is to use separate variables for 
individuals and for classes or to introduce the primitive predicate 
'"is an individual"*' into the system. Quine dismisses these as "un­
welcome sacrifices of elegance" and says that happily these can be 
avoided. Quine instead suggests regarding x6y, where y is an
14 ~
individual, as x*y* This avoids the problem with the axiom of 
extensionality, booauso, if y and z are individuals (Ax)(xÇy * 
x(z) is equivalent to (Ax)(x=y :5x=B), i.e. y=z, Quine also shows 
that this implies that an individual is equal to its unit class 
and says that this does not affect the development of class theory 
as required for Mathematics* But if one takes a material object 
and forms its unit class, then, according to Quine, this material 
object would be equal to its unit class, an abstract entity, and 
this is unsatisfactory.
By taking x€y as non-significant when y is an individual and 
using a 3-valued significance logic, one can avoid all the problems 
that have arisen in connection with distinguishing the null class 
from individuals. The predicate * is an individual* can be defined 
in terms of the logic, i.e. l(x) ^(Sy)s(y£x), i.e. y6c is 
non-significant for all y , where the variables, x and y, range 
over classes and individuals.
The advantages of this over Quine's are obvious. No longer can 
it be said that there is an "unwelcome sacrifice of elegance". One 
can distinguish between individuals and their unit classes and 
avoid the identity of a material object with an abstract entity.
The Axiom of Extensionality has to be restricted to classes using 
the predicate * is a class* to restrict the general variables to 
class variables. The identity of Individuals is established separ­
ately within the theory
-15  -
of individuals.
Just as ’€* is taJcen as a paradigm predicate used for generating 
classes by an abstraction axiom, membership of an individual can be 
taken as a paradigm case of non-significance for generating signifi­
cance ranges. The rest of the classes can be obtained by adding 
arbitrary predicates, which does not affect the consistency nor the 
general features of the theory. Similarly with significance ranges, 
by the addition of arbitrary predicates, the significance ranges of 
these predicates can be formed.
6. The Class Paradoxes
In Cantor's naïve theory of classes, certain paradoxes came to light. 
Some of these paradoxes involved self-reference, where some form of 
self-membership is used to generate classes. Some paradoxes involved 
the size of the class of all classes. Cantor used an Abstraction 
Axiom of the form (8y)(Ax)(X6-y5^(x)), where 0 is any predicate whatso­
ever. From this, the Russell Paradox can be derived as follows:
Let ^ (x) be ^xi&x) = Then (Sy) (Ax) (X6y a *v(y.ex)). Hence, by letting
this y be R, (Ax)(x€^ s iv(key)) which is a contradiction,
Henceforth, I will call this R the Russell class. Another similar 
paradox is the Curry Paradox. Let ^(x) be xex => 4%.. Then (Sy)(Ax) 
(xfc^  s, x6X^ 'fe)o Hence, by letting this y be C, (Ax )(^ € C s.xêxcyiV) and
” 16 -
:?fz. Since p D ( p g ):> then GECPfz. Hence C6C and,
by detachment, fz. Anything of the form fz is now provable and there 
is absolute inconsistency.
A paradox involving the size of the class of all classes is the 
Cantor Paradox. Cantor's Theorem states that the power class of a 
given class, x, has higher cardinality than that of x. It can be 
shown by using a reductio ad absurdum argument ending in a contra­
diction of the form p%^ ~p. But the class of all classes is the same 
class as its power class and hence must have the same cardinality.
This is a contradiction which constitutes the Cantor Paradox. There 
are many class paradoxes of which the above three is just a sample.
There have been many attempts in the literature to avoid these 
paradoxes. The usual method adopted has been to place restrictions 
on the predicates which generate classes according to an abstraction 
axiom.
Russoll's theory of types, expounded in ((%)), only allows 
predicates of the form ^ (x), where x is an individual variable (type O) 
and is a predicate of type 1, or predicates of the form ^ (X), where 
If is a predicate of type exactly one higher than that of X. The theory 
of orders also restricts the variables of quantification in the predi­
cates. As previously mentioned, Russell appeals to non-significance 
in setting up his type theory and thus uses, in fact, a 3-valued system 
to avoid the class paradoxes.
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In Quine's systems NF and ML, as discussed in Chapter 13^
(O7))? stratification of the predicates is required. That, is, whenever 
all expression x£y appears in the predicate there must he a uniform way
of supplying indices so that the index of x is exactly one less than
the index of y.
In the systems Z-F (as in Suppes, Axiomatic Set Theory ((3 0)) ) and 
HBG (as in Mend el son. Introduction to Mathematical Logic (( )) ) an
axiomatisation of the notion of set is achieved by allowing sets to be 
generated only from certain predicates. Also the ultimate classes of 
ML and the proper classes of NBG cannot be members.
There is another method of avoiding the paradoxes and that is to 
use a non-standard logic. The Russell Paradox has the form ps"p and 
the idea of a non-standard logic is to allow for this to be valid for
some p, usually by rejecting the Law of Excluded Middle. The Cantor
Paradox also arises out of a proposition of the form ps>-p, as explained 
above. Fitch in his book Symbolic Logic ((6 )), has a consistent set 
theory using a natural deduction system which rejects general use of 
the Law of Excluded Middle. The use of the Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic 
is suggested in a number of places, e.g. in Fraenlcel and Bar-Hillel's 
book Foundations of Set Theory ((7)) (pp. 193-4)» Here it states 
that a form of the Curry Paradox is derivable. That is, (Sy)(Ax)
(Xey o.Xex — > fz) and hence A^A .ASA — ^  .ASA — ^  fz.
In a 2-valued logic the Absorption Law, pZ)(pZ)q)ZD»PZ)q? allows the 
ordinary Curry Paradox to be derivable.
-18  -
I
Buty in the Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic ? the lawj p — > (p — ^
,p q) — ,p — .p — > qg allows the proof of fz« Similarly g if
an n-valued Lukasiewicz logic is usedg then
<—  n p*8 —  ^ «—  (n-l)p*8 — >
(p —— o‘“*~*p q) *p — ^ 0-—«P ——^  q
also allows a foim of the Curry Paradox to be derivable.
Wang (Survey of Mathematical Logic ((‘33)) 5 p« 430) suggests using 
a 3-valued Lukasiewicz logic but allowing only A to be used in
forming predicates for the Abstraction Axiom. He also suggests 
using — but not to reiterate it g thus avoiding the Gurry-type 
paradox. This presents an awkward problem since one has to keep a 
tag on each class as to whether — > was used or not in its formation.
In substituting for A in (Sy)(Ax)(xey > .x<fA — > x€B)g A must not 
have been generated by a predicate with implication — A may have 
been obtained by successive substitution into many predicates and each 
one of these would have to be examined for — > . Anyway, the class
C obtained, such that (Ax)(x6C .xéA — ^ x#), is a peculiar sort 
of construct from classes A and B. So Wang's suggestion is not very 
satisfactory. The only thing that can be said against his first 
suggestion is that, perhaps, the theory will not be strong enough to 
develop classical Mathematics. But, as will be shown in Chapter VI, 
the system HBG, which is strong enough to develop classical Mathematics, 
can be included in the 3-valued class theory as a 2-valued sub-theory.
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Chang (( / )) tried to show the consistency of the Abstraction Axiom with 
unrestricted use of '— in a Lukasiewicz infinitely-valued logic with 
onlyÿpartial success. In his paper he showed that (Sy)(Ax)(x6y <<=— ^
^(x))g where contains no free variable other than x, is consistent.
*hround-vgg?i-ables-'of ' a speeirfi-ed-^e^. Earlier Skolem {{ZS)) had already
shown that (Sy)(Ax)(x£y ^ ^ (x, u^, — , u^)), where ^  is quantifier- ...
free, is consistent./\ Even though these partial results have beenljf^^^^t^ 
obtained the consistency of the unrestricted Abstraction Axiom remains 
an open question. But, as said earlier, the admission of — > into 
the Abstraction Axiom leads to peculiar classes being formed.
There has also been some work done by Skolem ((%&)) on the con­
sistency of the Abstraction Axiom in 3-valued logic. He has shown in 
his paper that (Sy)(Ax)(x€y ^(x,u^, —  ,u. )), w h e r e i s  quantifier-
free and contains connectives and & only, together with the Axiom
of Sxtensionalitj^ is consistent. I will show in Chapter V that (Sy) 
(Ax)(xGy 4—^ ^ (x?u. ,-gU. )), where ^ contains connectives &, and 
quantifier A only, together with the Axiom of Extensionality, is con­
sistent (relative to Z-E).
A question now arises as to what connectives and quantifiers of 
3-valued logic can be added to & and A in the Abstraction Axiom, 
while still maintaining consistency. Skolem shows ((36)) that 
relative quantification cannot be added as well as absolute
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quantification. It is also inconsistent
13 1 _0
1 1 i 0
12 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
Since p::)q .p — ^ .p — > q, a version
The addition of T, represented as
T__
1 1
& 0
0 0
also leads to inconsistency since (Sy )(ibc) T~(x€x) ) implies
T'^ (A^ A), for some constant A, and no value (l,i* or O) can be 
consistently given to A6A, It is also inconsistent to add 
represented ass-
1 & 0
1 1 & 0
2 & 1 &
0 0 ^ 1
since (Sy)(Ax)(xGj .x^x Ré'R), where R is the Russell class, 
leads to A€A .A^A — > RfR, for some constant A, in which A cannot 
be consistently given a value. So it appears that none of the more 
usual connectives or quantifiers can be added to &, A so as to 
preserve consistency of the Abstraction Axiom. I will defer an 
examination of the merits of this 3-valued approach until the
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conclusion because then I will be in a better position to assess them.
I will briefly describe how the 3-valued approach avoids some 
of the class paradoxes. In the derivation of the Russell Paradox, 
one ends up with R€R ^(B€R). This is still obtained using the 
3-valued logic. R6R cannot ha,ve the value 1 or 0 and so it is given 
the value -g-. In this case, by the 3-valued logic, R6R '^ (R6R^  
takes the value 1, and the Russell Paradox is avoided.
In the 3-valued logic one can still derive 06G V.x-CEO
V fz, which is the closest one can get to the Curry Paradox because 
of the restrictions on the connectives. In this case, if fz takes 
the value 1, 0 or ^ then C6C talces the value 1, g- or respectively. 
Thus the Curry Paradox is avoided.
In the proof of Cantor's Theorem in 3-valued logic the reductio 
proof fails because ps/^ P is no longer a contradiction. In fact, the 
power class of the class of all classes is the class of all classes 
itself and hence there can be a greatest cardinal number, viz. that 
of the class of all classes. This now invites the question, "To 
what classes does Cantor's Theorem apply?"
To answer this, I distinguish between classes and special 
classes, where every special class is a class but not every class a 
special class. The notion of special class is such that the classical 
2-valued logic (or a 3-valued significance logic) applies to them, 
while the notion of class is such that the Axioms of Abstraction and
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Extensionality hold. The special class theory I will adopt is HBG 
because it has fewer difficulties than Quine's systems and is more 
general than Z-E. This theory is strong enough to develop classical 
Mathematics and can, as said earlier, be contained in the 3-valued 
theory as a sub-theory.
At this point, I want to raise the question, "Gan the value 
non-significance be the same as the value ^ of the Lukasiewicz logic 
used above to avoid the class paradoxes?" Certainly this was the 
case with Russell, because, in his theory of types, the so-called 
paradoxical statements (like R€R) are non-significant since they 
violate type rules. However this is not the case when the two 
values are used as described above. Eor consider the two examples, 
xéa, where a. is an individual, and RGR, where R is the Russell class. 
Since the Russell class is a class it is significant that it belongs 
to itself simply because it is always significant for any class to 
be a member of any other class, classes being the kind of things which 
can significantly have members. However, individuals (or non-classes) 
are the kind of things which cannot significantly have members and 
hence x6a is non-significant. RGR is what I shall call paradoxical, 
since it takes the value So, the value is a significant value.
This leads to a 4-valued logic with values 1, 0 and n, i.e. truth,
paradoxicality, falsity and non-significance respectively. The main 
task of the thesis is to develop a 4-valued class theory incorporating
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both 3 -valued theories^ one with the value non-signifioance and one 
with the value paradoxicality, and to prove the consistency (relative 
to Z-F ) of the \'hole theory.
CHAPTER I 
S E N T E N T I A L  L O G I C
In this chapter I will develop a 4-valued significance logic contain­
ing as sub-logics a 3-valued Lukasiewicz logic and a 3-valued signifi­
cance logic.
1 « The 3-Valned Significance Logic
The problem now is to decide the matrix representations of the connect­
ives. For the connectives 'and*, 'or', 'not', 'if ... then' and 'if 
and only if, it seems clear that criterion II (b) on page 239 of 
Goddard's paper ((/O)) should apply. That is, '"Any compound expression 
in which all the components are significant is itself significant," 
This just means that if no non-significance appears in a sentence then 
the laws of classical 2-valued logic apply to it- This criterion 
will henceforth be assumed unless otherwise stated.
The matrix for is clear by the arguments presented in the 
Introduction. For example, both "The number 7 likes green cheese"' 
and "The number 7 does not like green cheese"^ are non-significant. 
Hence the matrix for ~ is:-
1 0
0 1
n n
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where *1' represents truth, 'O' falsity and 'n' non-significance.
Now consider the connective 'and' by looking at the example 
•"Saturday is in bed and this year is 1970"*% One would be inclined 
to say that it is non-significant on the grounds that one conjunct, 
"Saturday is in bed"^ , is non-significant. Also, for the example 
'•"Saturday is in bed or this year is 1970"' one could also say that it 
is non-significant on the grounds that one disjunct is non-significant 
These three connectives would then satisfy Goddard's criterion Il(a) 
{(l(o)) p« 239)9 "Any compound sentence with a non-significant component 
is non-significant." Applying this criterion to 'and' and 'or', we 
get the matrices?-
& 1 0 n V 1 0 n
1 1 0 n 1 1 1 n
0 0 0 n 0 1 0 n
n n n n n n n n
One can similarly introduce matrices for 'if .0. then' and 'if and only
if as follows?-
1 0 n 1 0 n
1 1 0 n 1 1 0 n
0 1 1 n 0 0 1 n
n n n n n n n n
The connectives &, 3 and = all satisfy criteria 11(a) and 11(b)
and are said by Goddard and Routley to be classical connectives. 
Once - and & are introduced the rest can be defined in the same way 
as in classical 2-valued logic. That is, p V q = df  ^('^ p & - q),
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P_0 H “ df ^ p V q or -'(p&'^q), p= q= df (pDq) & (qZ)p)@ where all 
sentential variables are unrestricted and 3-valued.
If the classical connectives are taken by themselves, then no 
logical law results if '1' is taken as the only designated value.
This is because if 'n' is substituted for each sentential variable *p*, 
’q', *r', etc., in a formula, then the whole formula v/ould take the 
value 'n'. If *1’ and *n’ are both taken as designated values, as in 
Goddard (((/^ )) pp. 240 ff.), then unintuitive results follow, as pointed 
out in the paper. It seems a rash thing to designate non-significance 
anyway. So some connectives assuring us of some valid formulae are 
required to be added to the classical connectives.
Some operators which will do the job are the operators 'T* (it 
is true that), 'E* (it is false that) and 'S' (it is significant that), 
mentioned by Goddard (((/D)) p. 237)» He says,
"To say of any sentence that it is true, that it is false 
or that it is non-significant, is to make a significant statement; 
and in particular, to say of a non-significant sentence that it is 
true, or that it is false, is to make a false statement."
Using this assumption, we get the following tables?-
T E S
1 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1
n 0 n 0 n 0
Goddard adopts this assumption, saying (p. 238), "We are using both
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'T' and the variable to talk about sentences, and of all such sentences 
it is significant to say that they are true." Similarly, and 'S* 
are used to talk about sentences. So, I also wish to adopt the above 
tables for 'T*, 'F' and 'S',
Another connective which is needed when talking about signifi­
cant and non-significant sentences is an equivalence with the meaning 
of 'has the same value as', Goddard (pp. 24O-I) uses the equivalence 
=9 which 1 will symbolise as .
- ij: 0 n
1 i| 0 0
0 0 1 0
n of 0 1
It is two-valued because sa^ i^ng that a sentence has the same value as 
another is saying something about the sentences rather than using them,
I would like to propose another disjunction other than the 
classical one which I think is useful formally and has some application 
in ordinary discourse. It is obtained from the criterion, "If one 
disjunct in a disjunction is non-significant then this disjunct is 
ignored when assessing the value of the disjunction." That is, if 
'p' is non-significant, then 'p V q' has the same value as 'q'. This 
gives the matrix?-
V 1 0 n
1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0
n 1 0 n
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The disjunction is formally justified by regarding it as an 
existential quantification over a finite range. In the next chapter 
a quantifier S will be introduced with the property that the value of 
(Sx)^(x) ic assessed by examining only the significant f^ (x) 's and 
that (Sx)^(x) is only non-significant if 0(x) is non-significant for 
all X, When assessing the value of (Sx)^(x) from the significant 
0 (x) '8 the classical 2-valued logic applies, in accordance with 
Goddard's criterion Il(b).
If one formalises ^'Something is happy'^  as (Sx)^x, using the above 
quantifier S, then (Sx)Hx will be true since some person in this world 
is happy and the quantifier has the effect of restricting the variable 
X to items of the "right" category (i.e. animals), "Something is 
happy"* seems to me to be true because there is a happy person who is 
certainly a "thing" in what ever broad sense this has. However, if 
an existential quantifier E is used in place of S, where E satisfies 
Goddard's criterion Il(a), so that (Ex)0(x) is non-significant if 
is non-significant for some x, then (Ex)Hx is non-significant 
because it is non-significant for stones to be happy and "thing" would 
include all material objects. In fact, (Ex)fx is always non-signifi­
cant, except for rare predicates which have the universe as their 
significance range (e.g. , Thus the quantifier S is necess­
ary to represent ^Something is happy'^  and to ensure the significance 
of existential statements. If the quantifier S is used over a finite 
range then (Sx)jJ^ (x) would be equivalent to a finite disjunction where
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the connective would be 'V.
Similarly to 'S' and one can introduce a universal quanti­
fier ¥ and a conjunction + as follows s-
p-l' q d f  ("p q), {rx)(p{x) - df (Sx) ^(x)
is represented by the matrix:-
4' 1 0 n
1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
n 1 0 n
Similarly to (Sx)^(x), the value of (Vx)=^(x) is assessed by examining 
only the significant ^(x) 's and (Vx)^(x) is only non-significant if 
(^ (x) is non-significant for all x. Also, when assessing the value of 
(Vx)^(x) from the significant ^(x) ‘s the classical 2-valued logic 
applies, in accordance with Goddard’s criterion II(b).
Consider the example "Not all that glitters is gold’®’. The 
intended meaning is that not all material objects that glitter are 
gold. By using the quantifier V the sentence can be formalised 
without mention of material objects because of the automatic restric­
tion to the significance range of "x glitters'®' and ^ 'x is gold'®. If 
the quantifier A is used in place of V, where A satisfies Goddard's 
criterion Il(a), so that (Ax) 0(x) is non-significant if ^(x) is 
non-significant for some x, then the variable x must be restricted to 
material objects otherwise the sentence formalised as '^ '~(Ax ) (GIx %)
Gd X ) will be non-significant which it clearly is not. So the
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quantifier V allows a more direct and natural formalisation of 
'"Not ÊLl tnat glitters is gold'*. Again, if such quantification
ranges over a finite domain then it can be replaced by a finite con­
junction using the connective, 4*.
There is another use of the disjunction, v. Consider the com­
pound predicate, "is a holiday or likes cheese'®. If is a holiday'® 
is true (say, x is New Year's Bay) then ^ 'x is a holiday or likes cheese'®' 
is true. Similarly, if "x likes cheese"' is true (say, x is Jerry, the 
mouse) then "x is a holiday or likes cheese'® is true. If "x is a 
holiday'®' and "x likes cheese'^ are both non-significant (say, x is a 
piece of wood) then "x is a holiday or likes cheese'® is non-signifi­
cant . If "x is a holiday'®- is false and ‘^'x likes cheese'® is not true
(say, X is my birthday) then '"x is a holiday or likes cheese"' is false.
Betting ^ 'x is a holiday'® be 'p', "x likes cheese# be 'q' and ^ 'x is a
holiday or likes cheese" be 'pBq*, the matrix for B as determined
above is?-
B 1 0 n
1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0
n 1 0 n
which is exactly the matrix for V. Thus 'fx V gx' has the same value 
as '(f or g)x' and the disjunction V can be used in representing a 
predicate disjunction. This does not mean that ’(f or g)x' can be 
interpreted as 'fx or gx', where the 'or' is a classical sentential
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connective. The sentence "x is a holiday or x likes cheese'® is 
alv/ays non-significant because whenever ''x is a holiday'® is signifi­
cant, "x liker cheese'® is non-significant, and vice versa.
Thus I have shown that the disjunction V is formally useful 
and has some application in ordinary discourse. However it can be 
defined in terms of other connectives which I will show are essential 
to the formal theory.
Although, as already pointed out, restricted varj^les are not 
always necessary because of the type of quantification where variables 
are automatically restricted to the significance ranges of their 
predicates, there are many cases where they are necessary. Within 
the framework of a general system with variables ranging over every­
thing or over a wide range, one may want to restrict the theory to a 
particular context. For example, in a theory of sets or classes, 
one may wanr to restrict consideration to ordinals, cardinals, integers, 
etc. To do this formally, one has to restrict the quantifiers to 
the required class of things so that all the original logical laws of 
the general system still hold in the restricted system.
In the 2-valued predicate calculus restrictions are placed on 
the variables as follows?-
(Ax)<^(x) = df (AX)(b (x )-J> ^ (X)),
(Sx) ^(x) = df (sx) (B(X) & ^(X)),
provided (SX) B(x) is valid.
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’x' is the restricted variable and ’X' is the unrestricted variable.
'x' is restricted to those X's such that B(X) is true, given that
there is at least one such X, In the 2-valued case, '3*
are the essential connectives for this restriction of variable.
‘ 3' satisfies the condition that if B(X) is true then (B(X)
 ) ^ (x) is equivalent to ^(x) and if B(x ) is false then B(X).J)0(X)
is true. For a particular X^, if B(X^)3^(X^) is true then the 
value of (ax) (b(x)Z)^(X)), which is determined from all the values 
of the B(x) 3.0(x)’s, is the same whether B(X^)_J^(X ) is considered 
in the valuation or not. So, whenever B(x) is false, ’B(x)Z)^(X) is 
ignored when assessing the value of (AX) (b(x)Z)0(X) ). Since there 
is at least one X such that B(x) is true, not all of the B(x)Z)^(x)*s 
are ignored. Hence, to evaluate (AX) (b(x)30(x)), one only has to 
consider the X's such that B(X) is true and the values of ^(x) for 
these X*8.
satisfies the condition that if B(X) is true then b(X) & 
<^ (x) is equivalent to ^  (x) and if B(x) is false then B(x) & 0(x) is 
false. For a particular X , if B(X^) & ^ X  ) is false then the value 
of (sx) (b(x) &^(X)), which is determined from all the values of the 
B(x) & ^ (X) ' 8, is the same whether B(X ) & |^ (X^ ) is considered in the 
valuation or not. So, whenever B(x) is false, B(x) & 0(x) is 
ignored when assessing the value of (SX) (b(x) & ^ (x) ). Since there 
is at least one X such that B(x) is true, not all of the B(x) & w(X)'s
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are ignored. Hence, to evaluate (3X) (l3(x) & ^ (X))? one only has to 
consider the X’s such that B(x ) is true and the values of ^(X) for 
these X ’so
In the 3-valued predicate logic we must find similar connectives 
to uhe ' 3 ' and of the 2-valued logic to restrict the variables.
As previously remarked, the quantifiers of the 3-valued logic are 
essentially A and S, which are defined as followss-
(AX)^(x ) is true iff <^(X) is true for all X; (AX) <^(x) is 
non-significant iff 0 (x) is non-significant for some X.
(sx) ^  (X) is true iff ^(x) is true for some X; (SX)^f(X) 
is non-signifieant iff 0(X) is non-significant for al] X.
Note that E and v can be defined as follows?-
(EX)^(X) = df (as) ~ (x),
(%(){^(X) - df ~ (sx) -(piX).
The 3-valued connectives required are Z) and &, defined as follows?-
3'1 0 n & 1 0 n
——— — — —
1 |l 0 n 1 1 0 n
0 jl p 1 G n n n
• -,n 11 1 1 n n n n
’3 ’ satisfies rhe property that if B(x) is true, B(x) 3  ^ (x) is 
equivalent to ^(X), and if B(x) is not true, B(x) 3 (^(x) is true. 
For a particular X ,^ if B(X^) 3^(X^) is true then the value of (AX) 
(b(x) 3  (ÿ(X)), which is determined from all the values of the B(x). _ 
3 ^(X) ' 8, is the same whether B(X^) ^(X^ ) is considered in the
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valuation or not. So, whenever B(x) is not true, B(X)3^(^) is 
ignored v/hen assessing the value of (AX) (b (x ) 3 ‘ Since there 
is at least one X such that (b (X) is true, not all of the B(x ) ) (X)'s
are ignored. Hence, to evaluate (a x) (b (x ) 3 ^ ( x )), one only has to 
consider the X*s such that B(x ) is true and the values of ^(X) for 
these X’s.
satisfies the property that if B(x) is true, B(x) & ^  (x) is 
equivalent to ^ (x), and if B(X) is not true, B(x) & ^(X) is non­
significant. For a particular X , if B(X ) & 0(X^) is non-signifi­
cant, then the value of (SX) (b (x ) & <^(x) ), v/hrch is determined from 
all the values of the B(x) & ^(x)’s, is the same v/hether B(X^) &
^(X^) is considered in the valuation or not. So, whenever B(x) is 
not true, B(x) & ^  (x) is ignored when assessing the value of (SX)
(b (x ) & ^ ( X ) ). Since there is at least one X such that B(X) is true, 
not all of the B(x ) & 0  (x)’a are ignored. Hence, to evaluate (SX) 
(b (x ) & 0 (x)), one only has to consider the X ’s such that B(x ) is 
true and the values of 0(x) for these X ’s.
Since these properties uniquely determine the connectives 3  
and &, these are the only connectives that can satisfactorily restrict 
variables when the quantifiers A and S are used.
I will show later on that if all variables are restricted using 
a given predicate, B, say, such that (SX)b(x) is valid, then all the 
axioms and rules of the 3-valued predicate logic will be preserved.
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I will introduce a monadic operator, such that its matrix 
is as follows?-
■^ n
1 1
0 n
n n
& and are interdefinable using Z) and &. = df p & (p Z3p);
p & q = df Tj^ p & q. It is to be noted that & and 3  are the only connec­
tives introduced that fail to satisfy Goddard’s criterion Il(b).
I will now show that the set of primitives | ~ , Z) ? Tnj yields 
a functionally complete system. Firstly, I will show that these 
primitives are independent,
(i) Let A(p ) be defined in terms of Z)’ and only. If p has 
the value 1, then A(p ) has the value 1, Hence is not 
definable in terms of ID and only,
(ii) ID cannot be defined in terms of monadic operators only.
(iii) Let A(p) be defined in terms of - and ID only. If p has 
the value 0, then A(p) has the value 1 or 0, Hence is 
not definable in terms of ~ and ID only.
This has shown that the primitives ID and T^ are independent. How 
I wish to introduce the following definitions»-
tp = df p ID p 
fp - df -1 p 
np - df T^ *^ tp
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Tp = df ~ (p Z> fp)
Pp = df T p
pvq = df (p Z) q) 3  q
p & q = df ~ p V q)
Sp « df T p V F p
p & q = df (8p & 8q Z  . p & q) & ( ~Sp v Sq Z  np)
The matrices for these are as follows?-
t f n T F
1 1 1 0 1 n 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 1
n 1 n 0 n n n 0 n 0
V 1 0 n & 1 0 n S & 1 0 n
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 n 1 1 1 1 0 n
0 1 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 n
n 1 0 n n 1 0 n n 0 n n n n
Consider the n-adic connective, A(p- p ), For each assignmentn
of values to p^ , — , p , A(pq,— ,p^ ) will talce some value, 1, 0 or n.
Let i^,— ,i^ be the values of a particular assignment for p^,— ,p ,
respectively. Let ^  be tp, fp or np according to the value
(l, 0 or n, respectively) of A(p^?— ,p^ ) under the assignment i^,— ,i^ .
For each assignment of values to p^,— ,p^ there will be a formula,
K^p. & K p & ---— &K p Z*$. . , where K, is T, F or 3^ accordingJL JL c /d n n 1 - , ,r j1
to the value, 1, 0 or n, respectively, of i^. & iv - p ) can now ben
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defined as the conjunction, using &, of all of these formulae, one
formula corresponding to one assignment of values to p^,— ,p .
Given a particular assignment, one and only one expression of the
form p_ & & ---- & Z p will be true while all other suchI’^l 2 2 n n
expressions will be false. The expression K^p^ & --- ^^3^n ^^^^h
is true will be part of the formula K. p. & IZp^ &  &K pX J- 2 2 n n n
which corresponds to the particular assignment. All other 
conjuncts in the conjunction defined to be A(pq,— ,p^^  will be true,
while this conjunct will take the value of . , which is the
value of A(p ,^ —  ,p^ ) under the given assignment. Hence the above
definition of A(p^,— ,p^  ^ is satisfactory. Hence all connectives 
can be defined and the primitives -, Z  and T^ form a functionally 
complete system.
Now I will give a formal axiomatic system for the 3-valued 
significance logic with the above primitives. But first, I will give 
an axiomabisation of the 2-valued logic, which I will call system P.
S y s tem P
Primitives
1, p,q,r, ----  (2-valued sentential variables)
2, 5^ 3  , (negation and implication connectives) 
Formation Rules
1, A 2-valued sentential variable is a wff.
2, If A and B are wffs, then vA and (A 3  B ] are wff;
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Définitions
lo A & B = df ~ (a ZD ~ B)
2. A VB = df "• A ZD B
3 o A = B = df (A 3  B) & (B
4* TA = df A
5- PA df T ~A
6. GA = df TA VPA
7o SA s= df TA ~ TA
8. PA df SA & ~ CA
Axioms
1 , p %) (q,Z)p)
2, p r> (g.Z)r) D  . pIDq. D  . p 3 r
3, - p Z ^ q Z . q Z p
^les
1« Substitution for sentential variables.
2. /-pA, /.pA3B =#-/.pB
The 2-valued system P is complete.
S y s t e m  S
The system P above is used in the construction of system S, but 
it is not a subsystem of system S, Note that the tivo systems have 
the common symbols p, q, r, etc., for sentential variables, and and
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3  for two connectives. It will be clear from the context which 
system the symbol is being used in and if there is any doubt, the
appropriate wff will be prefixed by an S or P, accordingly. This
will be done by using an assertion sign, e.g. /-p, /-g, or by using
the two dots, e.g. Ps p 3  p V q.
The 3-valued formal axiomatic system S is as follows?- 
Primitives
1. p, q, r,
2 . "
(3-valued sentential variables)
3, T^  ^ (connectives)
Formation Rules
1. A sentential variable is a wff.
2. If A and B are wffs, then '^A, A 3  B and T^ A^ are wffs.
Since 3, T^ j^ is functionally complete all connectives are 
definable. The ones I will be using are given by the following 
matrices s-
1
0
n
3 ]. 0 n Tn
0 1 1 0 n 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 n
n n 1 1 1 n n
T F s & 1 0 n V 1 0 n
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 n 1 1 1 n
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 n 0 1 0 n
n 0 n 0 n 0 n n n n n n n n
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3) 1 0 n s 1 0 n V 1 0 n + 1 0 n
1 1 0 n 1 1 0 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 n 0 0 1 n 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
n n n n n n n n n 1 0 n n 1 0 n
zy 1 0 n = 1 0 n
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 n
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
n 0 0 1 n n 1 1 *
They can he defined in terms of the primitives as follows
Tp = df - (p=) ~ (pDp) )
= df T p 
pvq = df (pZDq^ ) 3  q,
df ~ (~p V ~ q)P&q
Sp
p&q 
p V q
Sp
Pvq
df Tp V Fp
df (Sp&Sq3 . p&q) & (-Sp v ~ Sq3 ~ (pD p) ) 
df (pvq) & (qvp)
df Tp s! Pp 
df -^( q)
p Z  q~ df '^ (p & '^ q)
ps q t= df (pZq) & (q Z) p)
p + q = d f  p V q)
In these matrices, as in all the matrices introduced in this thesis, 
the only designated value is '1'.
— 4-1 “*
p = q -- df (p3 q) & (q 3  p)
p=q = df (Tp&Tq) V (î^j&Fq) v (~Sp&~Sq)
Axioms
1. STp
2. ~ S p 3 ~ S ~ p
3. T p 3 T T ^ p
4. P p 3 ~ S T ^ p
5. ~ S p 3 ~ S T ^ p
6. ~ S p 3 T ( p 3 q )
7. F p & ~ S q D T  (p3q)
8. Tp&^'Sqr) ~S(p3q)
Rules
lo Substitution for sentential variables,
2. /- A, /- A 3 B  B8 ' 8 8
3.* /L A(p^,--,p^) =#-/-^SB^=D----3  . SB^ZDA(B^, — ,Bj, where
P —  p are ail the variables in A,•^'1 n
It is in this Rule 3 that one needs to assume the theses of system P. 
It is not a rule in the usual sense, where one could obtain theses of 
S from other theses of S. It is more of a generalised axiom. In 
fact, the reason for its being in the form it is, i.e. as opposed to ? 
A(p ,^ — ,p^ ), S A (B^,— ?B^ ),
This rule is the idea of Prof, R. Routley
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where ,p^ are all of the variables in A, is so that the Deduction
Theorem is made easier to prove, in that S .-Z  A (B^ , —  ,B^) can
be treated as an axiom scheme of S,
The function of the rule is to preserve the 2-valued matrices 
for the connectives, so that the 3-valued matrices are extensions of 
the 2-valued matrices.
Theorems
1. 8 Fp
A.I., R.I., Defn. F : 8 Fp.
('A' is for axioms, ’R’ is for rules, ’T’ is for theorems of 8,
and ’P’ for theorems of P.)
2. 88n
p * 8(pvq) —  ( 1 )
A.I., T.I., (l), R.3 : 8( T p V F p ) ----(2).
(2), Defn. 8 2 8 8 p.
3. F2_Z^JLP^
P « P-Dp——  (1)
(1), T.I., R.3 : T - p Z T ~ p  (2)
(2), Defn. F : FpZl-^p.
4.
P : pZpV q  (1)
A.l, T.I., (1), R.3 s Tp Z T  p V F p  (2)
(2)9 Defn. 8 s T p Z  8 p.
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T p 3  P  ^p
P i 0? p rO P ~ p ----(l)
(1), a ,3 : s p r) . T p 3  F - p   (2)
(2)s P, R.3 : S p & T p :3 F - p —  (3)
T.4s Ps R.3 ! T p 3  S p & T p --  (4)
(3),(4)i p, R.3 ! T p 3  p ~ p.
6. g p 3  S p
A.2., P, E.3 ! S “ p 3  S p --  (1)
Ï.4, E.I5 Defn. g ! P p 3  S ~ p --  (2)
( l ) s ( 2 ) ,  P, R.3 I g p 3  S p.
7. T P & T g 3  T (p3a)
P : T p & T q 3 T  ( p 3 q ) -- (l)
( l ) s  R.3 : S p 3 . S ç L 3 . T p & T q 3 T  ( p 3 q )   (2)
(2), Pp R.3 : (Tp&Sp) & (Tq&Sq) 3  T ( p 3 q )   (3)
T.4, Pj R.3 I T p 3  T p & S p --- (4)
T.4, P; R3 : T q 3  T q & S q --- (5)
(4)s(5)s P, R.3 s T p & T q 3  (Tp&Sp) & (Tq&S q) --  (6)
(3),(6), P, R.3 ; T p & T q 3  T (p3q)
8. T p & g g 3  F (p3g)
P : T p & g q 3 g  ( p 3 q ) -- (l)
(1), E.3 ! S p  3 . 5 q  3 . T p & g q  3 F  ( p 3 q ) -- (2)
(2)s P, R.3 : (Tp & Sp) & (gq & S q) 3  g (p 3  q) ----(3)
T.4s P, E.3 : T p 3  T p & S p ---- (4)
T.6, P, R.3 I g q 3  g q & S q ---- (5)
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(4),(5), P, E.3: T p & g q 3  (Tp & Sp) & (Pq & S q )  (6)
(3),(6), P, R.3: T p & g q 3  g(p3q)
9. g p & S q 3  T(p3q)
P : F p & 8 q 3  T(p3q) (l)
(1), E.3 : S p 3 . S q 3 . g p & S q 3  T ( p 3 q ) --- (z)
(2), P, E.3 : (Fp & 8 p) & 8 q 3  T ( p 3 q )  (3)
T.6, P; E.3 : P p 3  g p & S p ----(4)
(3),(4), P, R.3 ! F p & 8 q 3  T(p3q)
10. T p V P p V - S p
p : P 3^ ~ P--- -7 (1)
(1)5 R.3 : (T p V g p) V ~ (t p V g p) --  (2)
(2); Befn. 8 : T p V F p V - S p
11. (T p 3  T q) & (g p .3 T q) & (~ S p 3  T q.)... 3..T..q
P : (p3 s) & (q3 s) & (r3 g) 3  (p V q V x 3  S )  (l)
(1); R.3 s (T p 3  T q) & (P p 3  T q) & (~ S p 3  T q)
3  (T p V g p V ~ S p 3  T q) --   (2)
(2), T.10, P, E.3 : (T p 3  T q) & (g p 3  T q)
& (~ S p 3  T q) 3  T q
B.E.l. TA A, A
T.4, R.2 : S A  ---- (l)
P s  T p 3  p ---- (2)
(l),(2), R.3 ! T A 3  A ----(3)
(3) : A
('D.E.' is used for derived rules.)
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Although the above theses and derived rules are sufficient to 
prove completenessj I want to add an example of a 3-valued theorem 
without an} 2-valued operators? T? P or S? in it. The reason for
this is that there may be some doubt as to how such a theorem can be 
derived from axioms in which every connective which involves the 3 
values is covered by a 2-valued operator. The proof will proceed 
in à similar fashion.to that used in the completeness proof.
12. 3  (q .3 . , . . .p . .3  ~ p )
T .5  ! T p 3  P ~ p ----( l )
T.8 ! T p & P ~ p 3  P (p 3  -  p)  ---------(2)
P : p 3 q 3 . p 3 p & q  -----(3)
(3) ,  E. 3 : T p 3 P ~ p 3 . T p 3 T p & P ~ p  (4)
( I ) , ( 2 ) , ( 4 ) ,  P, R.3 : T p 3  P (p 3  ~ p ) ------ ( 5)
A .7 .  T .9 ,  P, R.3 : P p 3  T (p 3  q) ------ (6)
(6)  I P p 3  T (p  3 - p )  -------(7)
A .6 s a p 3  T (p 3  ~ p) ------ (8)
(6 )  I P q 3  T ( q  3  . p 3  ~ p) ------- (9)
A .6 : ~ a q 3  T (q  3  . p 3 ~  p )  ( lO)
(5) ,  . ' . 3 ,  P, E .3  ! T p & T q 3  P (q  3  . p 3  -  p)   ( l l )
(7)5 T .7 ,  P; R.3 : P p & T q 3  T (q  3  . p 3  ~ p)  ---------( l 2 )
(10) ,  T .7 ,  P, R.3 ! S p & T q 3  T (q 3  . p 3  ~ p) -------( l 3 )
(II) ,  T .6 ,  T .9 ,  P, R.3 ! T p & T q 3  T (T .12)    (14)
(9) , ( 12) ,  T .7 ,  P, R.3 s T p & P q 3  T (T .12)    (15)
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( 1 0 ) , ( 1 3 ) ,  T .7 ,  P, E.3  ! T p & ~ S q 3  T (T .12 )  --- ( l 6)
( 9 ) , ( 1 2 ) ,  T .7, P, R.3 : g  p & T q 3  T (T .12)   (17)
(9) ,  T .7, P, R.3 8 F p & g  q 3  T (T .12)  --  ( i s )
(9) ,  (10) ,  T .7, P, E.3 : g p & ~ S q 3  T ( T .12) ------- (19)
(10) , ( 13) ,  T .7 ,  P, R.3 8 ~ S p & T q 3  T (T .12) ----- (20)
(9) , ( 10) ,  T .7 ,  P, R.3 : ~ S p & g  q 3  T ( T .12) --  ( 2 l )
(10) ,  T .7 ,  P, R.3 8 ~ S p & ~ S q 3  T ( T .12)   (22)
T .10, P, R.3 s T (T.12)---- (23)
(23), D.R.l. ! T.12.
Ifow I give a completeness proof for the set of axioms and rules 
with respect to the 3-valued matrices. The proof is adapted from 
one given by Church ((( 2 )) pp. 97-99) for the 2-valued sentential 
logic.'’ first I v.dll prove a lemma.
Lemma
Let B be a wff of S and let p^?— ?p^ be the distinct variables
occurring in B. Let be Tpu? Pp^ or ~8p^ according as the value
a,, of p_. is 1,  0 or ,n. .Let B* be TB? FB or '^ BB according as the
value of Bg for values a-.? a^?---- ? a of p.? p^?--? p is 1? 0?
or n. Then /- .à & — &A ID B* ,1 n
Proof
By induction on the number of variable occurrences.
It is trivial in the case of a single variable.
'•X'This adaptation was suggested by Prof. R. Rout ley.
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(i) g is
By indo hyp. ? & —  & A^ Z) ]^, If B^ has the value 1? 0
or n? then B has the value 0? 1 or n? respectively. So? if B^  is 
TB 5^ or '^ SB^ ? then B ’ is f ~ B^? respectively.
By T.9? T.3 and A.2, TB^ Z) F - B^? FB^ZD T - B^? aiid -8B^ Z)
« S B^c Hence B^  Z) B ’ and? by using P and H.3? A^ & —  & A^
Z) B ’ .
(ii) i_jÆ,4_aj2
By ind. hyp. ? A^ & —  & A^ ZD Bj[ and A^ & —  & A^ ZD ? where
p^?— ;P are all the distinct variables in B^ ZD B_.
(a) If B^ has the value 0 or n? then B has the value 1. So?
if b{ is or - SB^, then b ’ is T (B^  Z) B,).
By T.9, F p & 8 q Z) T (p=)q) and by A.?, F p & 8 q 3
T (pZD q). By using P and R.3? F p Z) T (pZDq). By A.6?
S p ZD T (pZD q). Hence B^ ZD B* and by using P and
R.3? A. & —  & A Z) B' .1 n
(b) If B^ has the value 1? then if B^ has the value 1? 0 or n 
then B has the value 1? 0 or n? respectively. So? if
B[ is TB^? then if B* is TB ? FB^ or ~ SB^ then B* is 
T (B^ Z) Bg)? F (B^  ZD Bg) or S (b  ^ ZD B^)? respectively. 
By T.7? TB]^  & TBg 3  T (B^3 B^).
By T.8? TB^ & FBg 3  F (B^  3  B^).
By A.8? TB^  & - 8Bg 3  - 8 (B^  3  B ).
Hence B^  & B^  3  b ' . Since p3  ( q 3 p & q) holds in P?
4^by using R.3? & —  & A^ 3  & Bg and hence
A^  & — . & A 3  B %1 n
(iii) B_isT B,
By ind. hyp »? A^ & —  & A 3  B^ .
If B^ has the value 1? 0 or n? then B has the value 1? n or
n? respectively. So? if B  ^ is TB^? or - 8BL? then B^
is TT^^B^? S B^ or «v ST^B^? respectively.
By A.3, A.4 and A.5, TB^ 3  TT^B^? FB^ 3^^ ST^B^ and
SB^ 3  ST^B^c Hence Bj^ 3  B ’ and? by using P and
R.3, A^ & —  & A 3  B' .
Leta-theorem 1
If B is valid according to the 3-valued matrices? then B is a thesis of 
the axiomatic system 8 .
Proof
Let p^?— ?p^ be the distinct variables of B. Let A^?— ?A^ be as 
in the lemma. Since B is valid? B ’ is TB? independently of the 
values of p. ?— ;p . Hence? /-o A. & —  & A . & T p 3  TB. ByJ- Xi kD _L Î1
P and E.3, A  A, & —  & A =) (T p ED T B). Similarly, ^ JLX
A  A, & —  & A„ . 3  (p r> T B) and A  A, & —  & A , 3  (~ S p Ü 1 n-1 n ' o 1 n-1 n
3 T B ) .  By P and E.3, /-^ & —  & A^_^ 3  . (T 3  T B) &
(F p„ D  T B) & (~ S p^, 3 T B ) .  Using T.ll, A  A. & —  & A ^n n M JL * n—JL
3  TB. By repeating this procedure for each A^? 1 i :^n-l,
/g T Bo Hence? by B.R.l? B.
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Meta-theorem 2
The Deduction Theorem holds in S for 3. That is? if — ?A^ B
then At? —  ?A  ^ Æ  A 3  B? provided no substitution is made on 1 n-1 ' S n
variables of A^ <
Proof
Let there be a proof of B from A^?— ?A^ using the axioms and rules 
of 8. Place ‘4 ^ 3 ’ in front of every step in this proof. If A^ 
is used in the proof of B? then /*g A^3 A^. Since p 3  (q3p)? 
by Meta-theorem 1? A^ 3  any axiom. By R.l? if /g C (p)
/g c (D) then 3  C (p) ^  3  C (d ). Since (p3q)
3  . (p3 . q3r) 3  . p 3 r  , by Meta-theorem 1, if /g C, /g C 3  B 
/g D then /g A^ 3  C, /-g A^ 3  (C3D) /g A ^ 3  D . If 
hj} A (p*j s— ,P^) ^  /g S 3  • '—— 3  o S B^ %) A (B^,——,B^), then,
since /g P 3  (q3p), /g 3- S B^ 3  .---3  . S B^ 3  A (B^,~,B^)
Fence? ^A^3' can be inserted in front of every step in the proof 
of B from A^?— ?A^ and the theorem follows.
Met a-theorem 3
Substitutivity of Equivalents holds in S for That is? if /g A -e B
then /g C (a ) 0 (B)? where substitution into C can be made for any
particular argument place.
Proof
By Meta-theorem 1? /-^  A B 3  . A B? A ~ B 3  , D 3  A - .
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D 3  B, A  A ~ B 3  . A 3  B -  . B 3  D, A  A -  B 3  . T A ■" T B.'Cî / ' R m VI
"s
l i . OJ D i —3 J J o J J —^ JJq ii X) • X ü, XS  ^ ' s n n
By applying these to each connective of C in turn? A  C (A) -^0(3)
can he shown.
Meta-theorem 4
Let B be a wff of S containing only the connectives? 3? T^? T? &? V? 
"-T. (if occurs at all? it must precede a T.) Let A be a wff
of P obtained from B by deleting any T's or T^'s and replacing ~T by
Then? if /• A then A B.P 8
Proof
The proof is similar to that of Meta-theorem 1? except that there
are only two values? 1 and not-1. The lemma can be stated as
follows c- Let B be a wff of S and let p^?— ?p^ be the distinct
variables occurring in B, Let A^ by Tjn or '-Tp^  according as the
value of p. is 1 or not-1. Let b ’ be TB or ~TB according as
the value of B? for values a^?— ?a^ of p^?— ?p^ ? is 1 or not-1.
Then & —  & A^ 3  b ' . This is proved similarly to the
lemma? making use of Meta-theorem 1. The proof of Me ta-theorem 4
is similar to that of Meta-theorem 1. One can prove A  A^ & —  &
A^_^ 3  . Tp^ 3  T B and %  3  T B. By
using Meta-iheorom 1, /- A^ & —  & '^ n-1 ^  ^ ® and by repetition
/- T B. Bence /■ B.S S
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Met a-theorem 5
Let G(p) be a wff of S containing only the connectives? 3? T ? T? &,
V? ~T? as in Meta-theorem 4» Then? if A  ^ B then /“ C (a ) sS S
G (B)? with substitution as in Theorem ]. (a and B can contain any 
connectives.)
Proof
By Meta-theoraB 1? /- A = B 3  , B Zj A ^ . B 3  B? A  A = B 3  .s s
A 3 D = . B 3 D ,  /-A = B D . T A s T  B, /-A = B 3 . T A b T b ,Ü n n s
/ ~ A s B  3  . A & D = B & B, /- A s B 3  . D & A = B & B, A  A = BO '  Q Û
3 . A v B s B v D ,  / - a b b  3 . D V A S B V B ,  /-_Ab B 3 .  ~ T Ab S
= T B. By applying these to each connective of G in turn? A  G (a ) 
- G (B) can be shown.
This completes the account of this 3-valued significance logic. 
Another axiomatisation appears in Rosser and Turquette* s Many-Valued 
Logics (((21)) pp. 33-4)* %" use of Rule 3 avoided the necessity of
having a large set of axioms as in Rosser and Turquette? where there 
would be 25? taking ~^? 3  and T^ as basic functions.
2. The 3-valued Lukasiewicz Logic
A l t h o u g h  the Lukasiewicz; matrices for <^? &? V? — > have been 
suggested in the literature? I want to give some reasons for their use
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The matrix for is obvious from the discussion about the 
Russell Paradox.
1
Consider the statement 'RSR & 06 IT? where 0 is the null class 
and IT the universal class. One would not want to say that it is true
because RC-R is not true. Neither would one want to say that it is
false because neither R 6 R  nor 0 6IT is false. This only leaves the 
paradoxical value. This satisfies the property that if one conjunct 
is true then it can be deleted without altering the value of the 
conjunction. Now consider the statement? ‘R SR & O^U. This is 
not true because neither R 6 R  nor O^IT is true. Truth and falsity 
are extremes amongst the significant values because the negation of one 
is the other. Paradoxicality? being a significant value whose nega­
tion is itself? is a neutral? in-between value. Since the conjunction 
of a false statement with either a true or a false statement is false? 
the conjunction of a false statement with a paradoxical statement is 
also false. This now satisfies the property that the conjunction of 
a false statement with any (significant) statement is false. It is 
clear that the conjunction of two paradoxical statements is paradoxical. 
Assuming the commutation of conjunction? the matrix for conjunction is 
as follows:-
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& 1 12 0
1 1 12 0
& k 12 0
0 0 0 0
which is the Lukasiewicz conjunction.
Now consider the statement? R6 R V 0€U. It is certainly not 
false. If R 6R was replaced by a true or false statement? the truth 
of 06 IJ guarantees the truth of the disjunction. Since? as said 
earlier? paradoxicality is a neutral value in between truth and 
falsity? the disjunction? R 6 R  v 06IJ? is true. This now satisfies 
the property that the disjunction of a true statement with any (signi­
ficant) statement is true. Now consider the statement? R 6 R  v 0 4 n *
It is certainly not true. Since not both disjuncts are false the
disjunction cannot be false. Also? since? if Ré R was replaced by 
a true statement the disjunction would be true and if R6R was replaced 
by a false statement the disjunction would be false? R6R V 0 4 n should 
be paradoxical on account of paradoxicality being a neutral value in 
between truth and falsity. This now satisfies the property that if 
one disjunct is false then it can be deleted without altering the 
value of the disjunction. It is clear that the disjunction of two 
paradoxical statements is paradoxical. Assuming the commutation of 
disjunction? the matrix for disjunction is as followss-
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1 i 0
1 1 1  
1 & & 
1 ^ 00
which is the Lukasiewicz disjunction.
The reasons for choosing these matrices are obtained by extend­
ing properties of the 2-valued connectives? on the assumption that 
paradoxicality is a neutral? in-between value. But? there is little 
else to go on. By an extension of similar properties two implications 
arise? viz. — ^ and I? given by the matrices:-
1\1 h 01 1s’ 0
1 1 2 0
1- 1 1 h
0 1 1 1
1 1  k 0
ll 1 & &
0 1 1 1 1
The Lukasiewicz implications? —  ^and I? satisfy the properties that 
any (significant) statement implies a true statement? a false state­
ment implies any (significant) statement? if the premiss is true then 
the value of the implication is the same as that of the conclusion? 
and if the conclusion is false then the value of the implication is 
the same as that of the negation of the premiss. In addition? — > 
ensures the validity of p — > p. Anyway? I is definable in terms of 
and &? i.e. p I q - df (p & '-q)« ^^? &? V? and I can be used to
show the de Morgan Laws.
Using the Wajsberg axiomatisation ((3/)) of the 3-valued Lukasie­
wicz logic, the formal system L is as follows:-
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Primitives
1. p? q? r .... (3~valued sentential variables).
2, — > (negation and implication connectives).
Formation Rules
1. A sentential variable is a wff.
2. If A and B are wff s? then '^ A and A — ^ B are wff s.
Definitions
p V q = df (p — f q) —  ^q.
p & q = d f ~ ( < “ p V  ~ q).
P <-> q = df (p — > q) & (q —  ^p).
P -D q = df (p — ^ (p —  ^q).
p B q = df (pZ)q) & (q3p).
Tp = df ~ (p — > ~ p).
Fp ï= df T ^ p.
Pp « df ^  Tp & ^ Fp.
Cp = df Tp V Fp.
Sp = df Tp V Fp V Pp.
The matrix representations of these are as follows:-
1 — ^ 1 12 0 V 1 A2 0
1 0 1 1 12 0 1 1 1 1
k 1.2 i- 1 1 12 & 1 k k
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 12 0
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& 1 12 0
1 1 k 0
fr k b 0
0 0 0 0
1 & 0
1 & 0
5 . i _ Tj F_ IÏ 2
1 1 k 0 1 1 1 0 ll 0 1
k 18 1 1 k 0 0 & 1 k
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 01 0 0
1
0
Axiome
lo q —  ^. p —  ^q.
2o p ——  ^q ■ ■ ^ # q — r —  ^« p — ^ r.
3e ((p --- > ^ p) --> p)  p.
4- q. — > " p —  ^o p — > q.
Rules
1. Substitution for sentential variables.
2o A  ^ 9 /“A —  ^B A  B'
It is shown by #ajsberg ((3/)) that this set of axioms yields a 
complete system; that is? every valid wff is provable. By a similar 
proof to that of Meta-theorem 2 of the 3-valued significance logic? the 
Deduction Theorem holds f>r D? that is? if A^?— ?A B then A^?— ? 
■^ n-l Aj ^ A^ —  ^0 A^ —  ^B)? provided no substitution is made
on the variables of A^. By a similar proof to that of Meta-theorem 3? 
substitutivity of equivalents holds for 4-^ ; that is? if A  A B
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then 0 (a) 4r-f C (b)? with substitution into any argument place.
By a similar proof to that of Meta-theorem 4? we have the following
result for Ls- Let B be a wff of L containing only the connectives?
3? T., Scy Vo Let A be a wff of P obtained from B by deleting
any T's and replacing by Then? if A  A then B. By a
similar proof to that of Meta-theorem 5? we have the following result:
Let C (p) be a wff of L containing only the connectives? 3? T? &? v?
-T? as in the previous result. Then? if A = B then C (a ) ^
C (b )? where A and B can contain any connectives and substitution can
be made in C for any argument place.
3. The 4-valued Significance Logic
The connectives of the 4-valued logic are appropriate extensions of 
the connectives of the two 3-valued logics. The matrix for - is 
clears-
1 0
.1 12 2
0 1
n n
The matrix for & satisfies the property that if one conjunct is non­
significant then the conjunction is non-significant? as in the 
3-valued significance logic.
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& 1 h 0 n
1 _L 1.2 0 n
i 1s & 0 n
0 0 0 0 n
n n n n n
The matrix for v satisfies the property that if one disjunct is non­
significant then this disjunct is ignored when assessing the value of 
this disjunction? as in 3-valued significance logic.
11 1 i 0 n
1 1 1 1 1
h 1 i h 2"
0 1 1s 0 0
n 1 12 0 n
The operators T? F? S? P? C satisfy the property that if a sentence 
is true? false? significant? paradoxical? or true-or-false? respect­
ively? then that sentence operated upon by the respective operator is 
true? and otherwise false.
T P 8 P' G
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
2' 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 1 0
0 i  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
n 1 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0
The connectives needed for restricting the variables of the quanti­
fiers? A and 8? where these quantifiers are extensions of the two
3-valued ones and reduce over a finite domain to the repeated use of
the conjunction & and disjunction v above? are 3  and T^? which are
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as follows
3 1 1s 0 n Tn
1 1 i 0 n 1
h 1 1 1 1 12 n
0 1 1 1 1 0 n
n 1 1 1 1 n n
There are essentially two ways of extending the Lukasiewicz — ^ , One 
of these is where a non-significant component causes the implication to 
be non-significanto This is represented as —^  with the matrix
-^>1 1 12 0 n
1 1 k 0 n
i 1 1 k n
0 1 1 1 n
n n n n n
The other other one is where paradoxical sentences implying true or 
paradoxical sentences and false sentences implying significant senten­
ces is extended so that non-significant sentences imply any sentence. 
Also it is taken that for a significant sentence to imply a non­
significant one is non-significant. This gives the following?-
“■>
1
-I-
0
n
0 n
1 0 n
1 1 n
1 1 1 n
1 1 1 1
These two implications are introduced mainly because their corres­
ponding equivalences <3^ and <— ^ are useful in the sequel.
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1 12 0 n 4— ^ 1 1,2 0 n
1 1 12 0 n 1 1 12 0 n
2 h 1 k n i 1 1 2 n
0 0 i 1 n 0 0 .12 1 n
n n n n n n n n n 1
-i and V can be defined as in the 3-valued significance logic because 
they arise when quantifying over a finite range.
+ 1 12 0 n V 1 k 0 n
1 1 12 0 1 1 1 1 1 n
& 1 12 0 1.2 12 1 12 12 n
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 12 0 n
n . 1 k 0 n n n n n n
I will now show that the connectives of the set  ^~ ? <Sc? 3? 
are independent. They will not yield a functionally complete system 
because the 3-valued Lukasiewicz logic is functionally incomplete and 
the extensions of the connectives to four values does not introduce 
any additional k values. That is? if a function A(p) is formed 
using only r/? &? 3  and T^ then if p tai.ces the value 1? 0 or n then 
A(p) cannot take the value because? whenever the value k appears in 
any of these four connectives? it must have already been present at an 
earlier stage in the evaluation of A  (p). Getting back to the 
independence of the connectives? I will show it for each one in turn,
(i) Let A  (p) be defined in terms of &? ZD and T^  ^only. If p
has the value 1 then A(p) has the value 1. Hence is not 
definable in terms of &? ZD and T^  ^only.
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(ii) For d.mplicity? I will show that S is not definable in terms
of 3  and This will show that & is not so definable
bee an se 3 can be defined in terms of & and 3  as follows:-
Sp - df ^ (^ (p & (p3p) ) 3  ^ (pZDp) ). Let /V(p) be
defined in terms of ? 3  and T^  ^only. If p takes the
value let A(p) take the value . If p takes the value
n? let A(p) take the value A  . Either - A  « 1 or 0?n 2 n
or Ai ~ J- or n and A^^= J or n. That is? if ^ is replaced 
by n everywhere in the matrices of - ? 3  and T^ no inconsis­
tency will arise. In the case of 8? an inconsistency will 
arise because? if p takes the value J-? Sp will take the value 
1? while ? if p takes the value n? Sp will take the value 0.
(iii) Let A (p?q) be defined in terms of ? & and T^ only. If p 
takes the value n and q takes the value n then A  (p?q) takes 
the value n. Hence 3  is not definable in terms of &9
and T^.
(iv) Lot A(p) be defined in terras of - ? & and 3  only. If p 
bakes a significant value then A  (p) also takes a significant 
value. Hence T^  ^is not definable in terms of & and 3  
only.
This has shown the independence of the connectives. Now I will give 
the formal axiomatic system LS for the 4-valued significance logic 
with the above primitives.
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Primitives
1. p? q? r?   (4-valued sentential variables).
2, ^ 9 3? (connectives),
Fbrmation Rules
1, A sentential variable is a wff.
2, If A and B are wff s then ~A? A & B? A 3  B and A are wffs.
Definitions
Tp = df ~ (p 3  ~ (p3p) ),
Pp - df T p,
8p = df F (p & " (p3 p) ).
Pp = df 8p & Tp & Fp,
pVq - df (Sp&Sq 3  '^ ("*'p & q) ) & (Sp & '^Sq 3 p )  &
(Sq & ~ 8p 3  q),
Cp = df Tp V Fp,
p q = df (((Fp V Pp) & - 8q) 3  . p & q) & (Pp & Fq 3  . p \T q)
& (- (((Fp Pp) & - 8q) V" (Pp & Fq)) 3  . p 3  q),
P- q = df (p 3  q) & (q 3  p), 
p ^ q - df (p > q) & (q — > p),
p —^  q - df ('^Sp V “^ Sq 3  . p & q) & (8p & 8q 3  . p — > q).
p q = df (p -3^ q) & (q p), 
p + q - d f  '^ (~ p V '^q),
p V q = df ~ ('^  p & ~ q).
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The matrix representations are as follows
IV 1 12 0 n 3 1 12 0 n n^'l T F
1 0 1 i- 0 n 1 1 18 0 n 1 1 1 1 0
1
2
12 i - | 1.s 1.2 0 n 12 1 1 1 1 H
n k 0 X2 0
0 1 °l 0 0 0 n 0 1 1 1 1 0 n 0 0 0 1n n n j n n n n n 1 1 1 1 n in n 0 n 0
S 0 1 1
12 0 n — ^ 1. 1.2 On n
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X2 0 n
X2 1 ^1 1 k 0 1
X2 X2 k X2 1 1 1S' n
0 1 G| 0 0 1 0| 1 X2 0 0 o: 1 1 1 n
n 0 ni 0 n 0 n i 1 1.2 0 n n 1 1 1 1
1 12 0 n e 1 12 0 n ^ ^ 1 1.2 0 n
1 1 k 0 n 1 1T 0 n 1 1 i 0 n
12 1 1 12 n 12 12 1 1 1 12 12 1 2 n
0 1 1 1 n 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 12 1 n
n n n n n n n 1 1 1 n n n n 1
1 12 0 n + 1 12 0 n V 1 X2 0 n
1 1 & 0 n 1 1 12 0 1 1 1 1 1 n
1‘2 k 1 2“ n k 12 12 0 12 X2 1 12 & n
0 0 12 1 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 i 0 n
n n n n n n 1 12 0 n n n n n n
An extension of the 3-valued ^ could have been added but  ^serves 
the purpose since p q has the same matrix as T (p <—  ^q).
Axioms 
1. G 8 p, 
2o 0 T p
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3, 0 P 3  8 P*
4. p P 3  ^ T p.
5* S P 3 * 8 ~ p.
60 s P V - 3 q 3  - 8 (p & q)
7. s P 3 T (p 3  q
8. T p & '- S q 3  T (p z0  q).
9* T P & '*' I3 q 3  ~ S (p3 q)-
10. T P 3  T Tn P*
11. T P 3 *8 p.
Rules
lo Substitution for sentential variables.
^  ^ tLS®'
3. A  A (p-,,— ,p„) =#■ A «  S B, rD . —  . =) 8 B^ 3  .
A tj —— ? ) ?l,--,-n
where P^p"— 9 are all the variables in A,
Rule 3 is similar to the Rule 3 of the 3-valued significance logic. 
Again? L is assumed and theses of LS are constructed using it. Also 
there are common symbols used in P? S? L and LS? it is clear from the 
context which system the symbol is being used in and if there is any 
doubt? the appropriate wff will be prefixed by a P? S? L or LS? 
accordingly.
A (B^9— where — ,0^  ^are all the variables in A .
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By the completeness of L and the definitions in L of the
connective symbols of A? A (p^?— ?p^) C p^ 3  ,  . Z)
C p^ 3  A ( p^ ? —— ? Pj^ ) * By Rul e 3 ? 8 B^ 3  • S Bg 3  • ——  . 3
8 B^ 3  , C B^ 3  . -- , 3  C B^ 3  A (B^?— ?B^). Since C B^ ?
— 9 0 B^? by Axiom 3s /^g S B^?— ? /^g 8 B^ and hence A (B^ ?
-,BJ.
1. C g p
A.2} Befn. F ! C P p
P s G (p V q) ---  (l)
(1), B.E.l ! C (T p V g p ) —  (2)
(2), Befn. C : C C p.
3. Ç-P P
Ps C ( p & ~ q & » ' r )  --(l)
(1), B.E.l ! G (S p & ~ T p & ~ g p) - (2)
(2), Befn. P : 0 P p
4. S T p
A,2, A.3 s S T p
5. 8_g^
A.3, T.l s S g p
6. S C p
A.3, T.2 : S 0 p
7. S....S p
A • 3 9 A • 1 3 S 8 p
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8. S P p
A.3? T.3 2 S P p 
9- T p Z) C p
P t p =) p V q  (l)
(1)s D.R.l ! T p 3  T p V P p  (2)
(2), Defn. G s T p Z3 C p
10. T p D  S p■■■ ■ iMi ii m I—« M
T.9 ! T p Z) C p --- (1)
A.3 8 C p ZI S p ---(2)
(l);(2), P, D.R.l ! T.10
11. P p Z  T ~ p
P ! p Z  p  (I)
(1)? D.R.l î T ~ p Z  T ~ p  (2)
(2), Defh. Pi P p Z  T ~ p
12. T p Z-P ~ p
L I T p Z  P ~ p ---(1)
(1). R.3 I S p Z  . T p Z  P ~ p ---- (2)
(2)? P, D.R.l s S p & T p Z  P ~ p --  (3)
T.10, P, D.R.l ! T p Z  S p & T p --  (4)
(3),(4), P, D.R.l ! T p Z  F - p
13. P p Z  S p
Ps p & ~ q & ~ r Z p  ----(1)
(1), D.R.l s S p & ~ T p & ~ P p Z S p  ----(2)
(2), Defn. P t Pp Z  S p
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14. P p Z  P ~ p
L ! P p z  P ~ p —  (l)
(1), R.3 ! S p Z  . P p Z  P ~ p —  (2)
(2), P, D.R.l s s p & p p z p ~ p --- (3)
T.13, P, D.R.l : P p Z  S p & P p -- (4)
(3), (4), P, D.R.l 8 P p Z  P ~ p
15. F P Z  S D
A.5, P; D.R.l : S ~ p Z  S p --- (l)
T.10, Defn. F : F p Z  S ~ p --- (2)
(1), (2), P, D.R.l s F p Z  S p
16. T p & T g  Z T ( p & g )
L 2 T p & T q Z  T (p & q) ---  (l)
(1), E.3 : S p Z  . S q Z  . T p & T q Z  T (p & q) --  (2)
(2); P; D.R.l s (s p & T p) & (s q & T q) Z  T (p & q) -- (3)
T.10, P, D.R.l s T p Z  S p & T p---  (4)
T.10, P, D.R.l ! T q Z  S q & T q--- (5)
(4), (5), P, D.R.l s T p & T q Z . ( S p & T p ) & ( S q &
T q) --- (6)
(3), (6), P, D.R.l 2 T p & T q Z T ( p & q )
17. (P p & T q) V (P p & P g) V (g? p & P g) Z  P (p & g)
L 2 (P p & T q) V (P p & P q) V (T p & P q) Z  P (p & q) --  (l)
(1), R.3 : S p Z  . S q Z  . (1) ---  (2)
(2), P, D.R.l î S p a= S q & /"(P p & T q) v (P p & P q)
« (T P & P q)_7 Z  P (p & q) --- (3)
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T.10, T.13; P, D.E.l s P p & T q ZD S p & S q --- (4)
T.13, P, D.E.l 5 P p &  P q Z) S p &  S q -----  (5)
T.10, T.13, p, D.E.l s T p & P q Z) S p & S q --- (6)
(4)5 (5), (6), P, D.E.l ! (P p & T q ) V (p p & P q) V
(ï p & P q) Z) S p & S q --(7)
(3), (7), P, D.E.l s (P p & T q) V (p p & P q) V (T p & P q)
:3 P (p & q).
18. (P p & S q) V (s p & P g) Z) P (p & g)
L ! (p p & S q) V (s p & P q) Z) P (p & q) --- (l)
(1), R.3 s S p 3  . S q 3  . (1)   (2)
(2), P; D.E.l s S p & S q & Z T P p & S q )  v ( S p & F  q)J7
3  P (p & q) --- (3)
T.15; P; D.E.l S P p & S q 3 S p & S q  --  (4)
T.15; P; D.E.l ! 8 p & P q  3 8 p & 8 q  --  (5)
(4); (5)9 P; D.E.l s ( P p & S q ) v ( S p & P q ) 3 S p & S q
—  (6)
(3), (6), P, D.E.l ! (P p & S q) V (s p & P q) 3  P (p & q)
19.» P p 3  " T p
P s p & q & r ZD q---- (l)
(1), D.E.l ! S p & ~ T p & ~ P p 3 ~ T p  --- (2)
(2), Defh. P ! P p D  ~ T p
20. ~ S p 3  ~ T p
T.10, P, D.E.l ! ~ S p 3  ~ T p
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21. (f p y P p) & s g D  . T (p 3  g)
L ! (p p V p p) & s q 3  ï (p 3  q)-----(l)
(1); R.3 s S p 3  . S q . (P p V P p) & S q 3  T (p Z) q)
—  (2 )
(2); P, D.E.l s S p & S q & ( P p v P p ) & S q 3 T ( p 3 q )
—  (3)
T.13 : P p 3  S p----- (4 )
T.15 a P p 3  S p----- (5)
(4), (5); P, D.E.l s P p y P p 3  S p -----(6)
(3), (6), P; D.E.l I (P p y P p) & S q 3  T (p 3  q)
22. T p & P g 3 T ( p 3 o )
L a  T p & T q 3  T (p 3  q) --- (l)
(1), R.3 a S p 3  . S q 3  , T p & T q 3  T (p 3  q) --- (2)
(2); P, D.E.l 8 S p & S q & T p & T q 3  T (p 3  q) --- (3)
T.10 a T p 3  S p----- (4 )
T.10 s T q 3  S q----- (5)
(4); (5); P, D.E.l s T p & T q 3  S p & S q --- (6)
(3)9 (6)5 P, D.E.l a T p & T q 3  T (p 3  q)
23. T p & P g  3 P ( p  3 g )
L a  T p & P q 3 P ( p 3 q )  ---  (l)
(1)9 R.3 s S p 3  . S q 3  . T p & P q 3  P (p 3  q) ---- (2)
(2), P, D.E.l s S p & S q & T p & P q 3  P (p 3  q) --- (3)
T.10 a T p 3  S p----- (4 )
T .13 a P q 3  S q----- (5)
25.
(" 8 p T q) I D ( T p V F p v P p \ / ' ^ S p I D ' T
(2 ), T.25, P, D.R.l : (T p Z3 T q) & (P p :3 T q) & (P p :D
T q) & (~ 8 p r D T q )  Z) T q 
D'R'2. T A A
T.9 ; C A  (1)
P 3 T p 3  p ----(2)
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(l), (2), D.E.l : T A A -- (3)
(3) s A
ÎÎOW I can give the proof of completeness for the above set of axioms 
and ru] es with respect to the 4“-valued matrices. But first I will 
prove a lemma.
Lemma
Let B be a wff of LS and let p^,— )P be the distinct variables
occurring in B. Let be Tp ,^ Pp^ , Pp^ or 8 p^ according as the
value a^ of p^ is I9. 0 or n. Let B* be TB, PB, PB or '^ SB
according as the value of B, for values a^ ? a^ ? — a^ of p^  ^ p^ ?
 3 is I9 8 9 0 or n. Then A. & ^  & A 3  B'.n ' LS 1 n
Proof
By induction on the number of variable occurrences.
It is trivial in the case of a single variable.
(i) 5_iS._jrSx
By ind. hyp., & —  & A Z3 If has the value
1? S's 0 or n, then B has the value 0, 1 or n? respectively<
8 0 > if B" is TB^g PBp PB^ or ^SB^g then B’ is P  ^B^?
P rv T A/ B^ or ^ 8  B g^ respectively.
By T.12; T;14, T.ll and A.5, TB. 3  P B PB^ 3  P - B ,
PB^ 3  T ~ B^  5 and 8 B^ 3  S  ^B^. Hence 3  B' and g 
by using P and B.R.l? A^ & —  & A^  ^ 3  B* .
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(il) B is BL & B
By ind, hyp.g & —  & A^ 3  and & —  & A^ 3  B^? 
where p^g— gp^ are ail the distinct variables in B^  & B^ . 
has the value 1 and B_(a) If Bt 3 bas the value 1, then B 
has the value 1. So, if Bj is l'B, and B' is TB„, then
b ' is T (B^  & B ),
By T.16, T p & T q ID T (p & q) and hence TB^ & TB„ 3  
T (B^ & Bg) and & Bg 3  b '. By using P and B.R.l,
A, & —  & A 3  b ' .1 n
(b) If has the value ^ and Bg has the value 1 or §- or if 
B^ has the value 1 and Bg has the value then B has the 
value g-. So, if g" is and b ' is TBg or PBg or if
is TB^ and B ’ is PBg, then b ' is P (B  ^& Bg).
By T.17, (EB^ & TBg) v (PB^ & PBg) V (TB^ & EB ) 3  P
(B^ & Bg). By P and D.E.l, EB^ & TBg 3  P (B^ & Bg),
EB^ & PBg 3  P (Bj & Bg) and TB^ & PBg 3  P (B^  & B ).
Hence 23 B* in all three cases. By using P and
B.R.lg A^ & & A :D B'.
(c) If B^ has the value 0 and B^ has the value Ig ^ or 0 or
if B^ has the value 1 or ^ and B^ has the value Og then B
has the value 0„ Soj if B^ is and Bg is TBg, PBg 
or IBg or if B^ is TB^ or PB^ and Bg is PBg then b ' is 
F (B^  & Bg).
By T.18, (PB^ & 8Bg) V (SB  ^& PBg) :3 F (B^  & B ).
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By T,10g T.13 and T.15 and by using P and D.R.l? &
TBg :3 F (B^  & Bg), FB^ & PBg :3 F (B  ^& Bg), FB^ & FB :3 
F (B^  & Bg), TB^ & FBg :3 F (B^  & Bg) and PB^ & FB :3
F (B^  & Bg). Hence in all cases & Bg Z3 B' and, by
using P and B.R.l, & —  & A^ 3  B* ,
(d) If B^ has the value n or if B has the value n then B
has the value n. So, if Bj^ is 8B^ or if is TB^,
PB^ or FB^ and Bg is - SB thon b ’ is' -S (P . & B ).
Bÿ A.6, ~8B^ V ~ SBg :3 - 8 CB^  & B ).
By P and DoR.l, fv SB^ 3  ~ S (B^ & Bg) and SBg 3  S
(B^  & Bg), In each case, either B^  is SB^ or is
SBg and hence 3  b ’ or Bg 3  B'. Hence A. & —  & 
A^ :2 B'.
(iii) B is B_ 3  B^
By inü. hyp., 3  1^ and A^ & —  & A 3  1^
where p^,— ,p^  are all the distinct variables in & B .
(a) If B.) has the value 0 or n then B has the value 1.
So, if is PB^, FB^ or ~ SB^  ^then B is T (B^ 3  B ).
By T.21, A.8, T.19, and by using P and D.E.l, EB^  3
T (B^ 3  Bg). By using A,4 as well, FB^ 3  T (B^  3  B ), 
By A.7, ~ SB^ 3  T (B^  3  B ). Hence 3  B* and 
A^ & —  & A 3  B'.
(b) If has the value 1 and B„ has the value 1, J-, 0 or n
then B has the value 1, g-, 0 or n, respectively. So, if
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is TB^ and B^  is TB^, PBg, FBg or ~ SB„ then b' is 
T (B^  3  Bg), P (B^  3  Bg), F (b^  3  Bg) or - 8 (B^ .3 Bg),
respectively.
By T.22, T.23, T.24 and A.9, B^ & B ' 3  b ' and hence
A-, & —  & A 3  b ' .1 n
(iv) B is T B, -
If takes the value 1 then B takes the value 1 and if
takes the value 0 or n then B takes the value n. So, if
B| is TBj then B' is T and if Bj^' is PB^, FB, or ~ SB,
then B' is ~ S T .n 1
By A.10, A.11, A.4? T.19 and T.20, and using P and B.R.l,
[W IB B ’ and hence A. & —  & A 3  B* .=* i n
Meta-theorem 6
If B is valid according to the 4-valued matrices, then B is a thesis 
of the axiomatic system LS.
Proof
Let p. ,--,p he the distinct variables of B. Let A_ ,— ,A be as n I n
in the lemma. Since B is valid, B* is TB, independently of the
values of p^,— , p *^ Hence A^ & —  & A^  ^ 3  TB, irrespective of
whether p has the value 1, 0 or n. Therefore, A. & —  &n Lb I
^n—1 ^ ^^n ^  TB. By P and B.R.l, A^ & ■*'— & A^  ^ 3  (lp^  3  
TB). Similarly, A^ & —  & A^^^ 3  (Pp^  3  TB), jL & —  &
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V l  ^  IB) and & —  & A^_^3 (~ Sp^3 TB). By P
and D.E.l, /- A, & —  & A - 3  . (Tp 3  TB) & (Pp 3  TB) & (PpLS X n-l n^. ' n  ^•^ n
3  TB) & (■“ Sp 3ÆB). Using T.26, /-„ A, & —  & A , 3  TB. By n XiD X ïi—x
repeating this procedure for each A., 1 ^  i ^  n-1, A  TB. Hence,X  L d
by B.R.2, Be
Meta-theorem 7
The Deduction Theorem holds in LS for ’3  i.e. if A^ ,'— ,A^ B
then A., — ,A  ^ /r , A 3  B, provided no substitution is made on -L n—i. Jju n
variables of A .n
Proof
The proof is similar to that of Meta-theorem 2. Since p3p, p 3  
(q 3  p) and (p3q) 3  (p3 . q 3  r) 3  . p 3 r  are all valid by the
4-valued matrices, the proof is clear.
Meta-theorem 8
Substitutivity of Equivalents holds in LS for , i.e. if A 
B then /^g C (a ) C (B), where substitution can be made in C 
for any argument place.
Proof
By Theorem 6, g A B 3  . A - B, A B 3  . D &------------- y     ^
D & B, yig A *-». B 3  . A & D <:-» B & D, /- A e-» B 3  . D 
3  A  ^D —u B, /^ gA ' > B 3  « A 3  D ^  ^ B ZD D, /ig A ^ B
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3  o A %  applying these to each connective in turn,
/^g C (a ) <0—^ C (b )o
Meta-theorem 9
Let B be a wff of LS containing only the connectives, 3, T , T, &, V, 
'vT, Let A be a wff of P obtained from B by deleting any T's or 
and replacing by Then, if A  A then B.
Proof
The proof is similar to that of Meta-theorem 6, except that there 
are only two values, 1 and not-1. The lemma can be stated as 
follows Ô Let B be a wff of LS and let p^,— ,p be the distinct
variables occurring in B. Let A^ be Tp or -Tp according as the
value a^  of p^ is 1 or not-1. Let B’ be TB or *^ TB according as
the value of B, for values a^,— ,a^ of p^,— ,p , is 1 or not-1.
Then /^g A^ & —  & A 3  b \  This is proved similarly to the lemma 
to Meta-theorem 6 making use of Meta-theorem 6 in the process.
One can prove /^gA^ & —  & n-1 ^  “ Tp 3  TB and A g  A. & —  &
A , 3  o^Tp 3  TB, By usingn-1 •^n o
Meta-theorem 6, /^g A^ & —  & A^ __^ 3  TB and by repetition /^g TB. 
Hence /^g B.
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Meta-theorem 10
Let 0(p) be a wff of LS containing only the connectives, 3, T,
V, "T, as in Theorem 9» Then, if A ^ B then /^g 0 (a) s Q (b),
where substitution is similar to Theorem 8. (A and B can contain any 
connectives.)
Proof
By Theorem 3 . D 3 A s B 3 B ,  /; A s B Z) . A 3  B
S B  3  D, A = B 3  . A s B, /-^ A^ s b 3  . TA ® TB, /^g A 
S B  3  . A & B S B & D ,  A  A S B  3 . D & A S D & B ,  A „ A S B  3 .IjD Xjq
A V B s B V D, /-^ g A s B 3  . D V A s B V B, A s B 3  . ~ TA s 
“ TB. By applying these to each connective of A in turn, C (a ) 
s C (B).
This completes the account of the 4-valued significance logic.
In each of the three logics developed, only sufficiently many 
theorems for the completeness proof have been derived. One must use 
the matrices to test for the validity of particular wffs. Meta­
theorems 5 and 1(^ are put in just to aid one in testing for the 
validity of certain types of wff s. It is clear in each of the three
formal systems that all axioms are valid and the rules preserve 
validity, and hence a wff is valid iff it is a thesis.
GHAHTSR II 
P REDICATE LOGIC
In this chapter, I will extend the three sentential logics 
developed in the first chapter so as to include predicates and subjects.
1. The 3-vglued Significance Logic
The quantifiers A and S were introduced in the last chapter.
A satisfies the property that if B(x) is non-significant for some x 
then (Ax)B(x) is non-significant, if B(x) is true for all x then 
(Ax)B(x) is true, and if B(x) is significant for all x and false for 
some X then (Ax)b(x) is false. S satisfies the property that if B(x) 
is non-significant for all x then (Sx)B(x) is non-signifie ant,* if B(x) 
is true for some x then (Sx)B(x) is true^ and if B(x) is not true^for 
all xyand false for some x then (Sx)b(x) is false. The quantifiers 
V and E can then be defined in terms of A and S.
Before giving the formal axiomatic system for the 3-valued 
significance predicate logic, I will present the 2-valued predicate 
logic which, being an extension of the 2-valued sentential logic, I 
will call P.
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Add the following to the sentential system Ps- 
Primitives
3. xj y, z, ...  (subject variables).
4. f, g, h, ..... (predicate variables).
5. A (universal quantifier).
Formation Rules
3. If f is an n-ary predicate variable and — ,x^ are subject 
variables then f(x^,— ,x^ ) is a wff.
4. If B is a wff and x is a subject variable then (Ax)B is a wff. ^
À
Definition
9. (Sx)A = df * (Ax) A. 5
Ï
Axiom 'lOl, T
4. (Ax)A ZD A- Ï
(Axioms 1 to 3 of the sentential logic are written in schematic |
form. )
Rules
' ^3. Substitution for subject variables, free and bound^ w
4. A 3  B A 3  (Ax)B, where x is not free in A. |
This 2-valued system P is complete.
The 3-valued system S is obtained by adding the following to 
the sentential system Ss-
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Primitives
3* X) y? Zp (subject variables).
4. f; g; h, ..... (predicate variables).
5. A (universal quantifier), S (existential quantifier).
Ibrmation Rules
3. If f is an n-ary predicate variable and — ,x^  are subject 
variables then f(x^,— ,x^ ) is a wff.
4. If A is a wff and x is a subject variable then (Ax)A and (Sx)A 
are wffs.
Definitions 
(Ex)A = df ~ (Ax ) A
(Vx)A = df ~ (Sx) A.
Axioms (all the sentential axioms are written in schematic form)
9. (Sx) - S A(x) 3  - S (Ax) A(x).
10. (Sx) T A(x) 3  T (Sx) A(x).
11. (Ax) - T A(x ) & (Sx) E A(x) 3  E (Sx) A(x ).
12. (Ax) S A(x ) 3  S (Sx ) A(x ).
13. (Ax) A 3  A.
14. A 3  (Sx) A.
Rules
4. Substitution for subject variables, free and bound^ 1 iK "f'Kg p^rtŸLiâ^  r,
( h r 2-15. A 3  D =w# /* A 3  (Ax) B, where x is not free in A. / ' ; •
— 8X
b )j• o• > *  n>i^/)j where A^^*##>
A are the only wff-Bcheaata ira^and x. .,.,.,x. . are the only“ ■ j»-*- ' J)ij
variables (i.e. free or bomd by,^ ') !h an;^  Mgp>iUj- firefe Vt:jriqtff-f
i le .^ ir^ e . .r è « W  »5f4;) m <8; W % W l  mre seh^mata A<-i-U ,Rule 6 IS s in i la ir  to  Rule 3 o f S but i t  ca ters  fo r  w ffa  o f  p red ica te  *2
logic. There iJt a similar relatioa between the predicate systems
S, Ii, and IS as there is between' the sentential systems P,S,Ii and L8. I
Again common symbols have been employed in  those systems. \
Theorems
D.E.l, ^  A /•g(Ax) A,
E .S ï (p  D p) D A siÿ (p  D p) D (a  x )  A „ ( l )
B: ( p D  p) 3  A _ _ ( 2 ) .
(l;(2'):(p D p)p (A x) A ___ (5)
(3jtSi (a x) a.
D.R.2. .^.AP B î=»/-^  (A x) A D (a x) Bi.
A.13, Ss A D B D.(Ax)a D B  (l)
(1) ; (Ax) A D B  (z)
(2) , E .5  : (Ax) A D  (Ax) B.
1 . (Ax) ACà (Sx) A.
A^13, A .1 4 , B: (Ax) A D (Sx) A .
2. .(Ax)TA(x) D T (Ax)a (x ).
P8 (A x )ta (x )  D T (A x )a (x ) .  (1)
(1), R.6: (Ax) S A(x) D. (Ax)TA(x) D T(Ax)a(x) (2)
Si (p D. q D r) D (q & p D r) ___(3)
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(Ax) B A (x) & (Ax) TA(x) D T(Ax) A(x) __ (4)
S :. TA(x) D S A(x) __ (5)
(5), D.R.2: (Ax) TA(x) D (Ax) S A(x) (6)
B : ,p.D q p, p D q & p  (?)
(6),(7), H.2: (Ax) TA(x) D (Ax) S A (x) & (Ax) TA(x)  (s) i
(4),(8),B: (Ax) T a (x) D T(Ax) a (x).
3. (Sx) g A(x) & (Ax) S A(x) D P (Az)A (x).
P: _(Sx) P A (x) & Ax)p A(x) D F (Ax) A(x) __ (l)
(1), B.Bs (Ax) SA(x) D, (Sx) F A(x) & (Ax) 8 A(x)
D P (Ax) A (x) ___ (2)
8: (p D. q & p 3) r) D (q & p D r) (?)
(2),(3), E.2s (Sx) F A (x) &jAx) S A (x) D F (Ax) A(g).
4. T(3x ). A(x) D S(it) T A(x).
S: r(Sx) A(x) D - F (Sx ) A(x)____ (l)
P: ((Ax ) A(x) & (Sx)b(x) DC^D(>CD ~ (Ax)A(x)
V ~ (Sx)b(x))___(2)
5. B.R.l: (Ax) S ~ T A(x) (3)
Si B.R.l: (Ax) S F A (x) ___(4)
S:B F (Sx) A(x) __ (5)
(2),(3),(4),(5), R.6: ((Ax) - TA(&) & (Sx) FA(x) D F (Sx) a(x)) ■
D (~ F(Sx) A(x)D~ (Ax) ~ T A(x) V ~ (S*) F A(x))y(6): ** F (Sz:) A(x) D (Ax) T A (x) v ** (Sx) F A(x) (?) J
(l),(7),8: T (Sx) A (x) D (Ax) ~ T A (x) v  ^(Sx) F A(x) (b) -
P: (Ax) A(x) D (Sx) A(x) (9)
8,D.R.l: (Ax) 8 T A(x)  (lO)
(9), (10), R 6: -(Ax) N T A(x) D (gx) T A (x) (ll)
(s), (ll), B: T (Sx) A (x) 3 (Sx) T A (x) v ~ (Sx) F A(x) . (l2)
Sî T (Sx) A (x) D S (Sx) A(x ) ___ (13)
P: ((Ax) - A(x) 3 ~ B(x)) 3 (b (x ) 3 (Sx) a (x )) ___ (14)
S, D.R.ls (Ax) 88 A(x)  (is)
S: S S (Sx) A (x)___ (16)
(14),(15),(16), R.6; ((Ax) ~ B A('x) 3 S(Sx) A(x ))
3(S (Sx) A(x ) 3 (Sx) S A (x) ) ___ (l?)
A.12, (17): S(Sx) a (x ) 3 (Sx) 8 A (x)  (is)
(13), (18), S: t (Sx ) A(x ) 3 (Sx) S A (x) ___ (19)
8, Defn. S; (8x) 8 A(x) 3 (Sg) (t A(x) v  P A (x)) (20)
P; (Sx). (a (x ) V B(x)) 3 (Sx) A(x) v (Sx ) b(x) (21)
8, D.R._1; (a x) 8 T A(x) ___ (22)
8, D.E.l; (Ax) 8 P A(x) ___ (23)
(21),(22), (23), R.6; (Sx)(ta(x) V F A(x)) 3 (Sx) T A(x)
V (Sx) F A(x) __ (24)
(19),(20), (24I, 8: t(Sx) A(x) 3 (Sx) T A(x) t (Sx) F A(x) (2S)
(12), (25)‘»R.6.: T (Sx) A(x) 3_(Sx) T A(x).
5. S (Sx) A(x ) 3 (Sx) S A  (x).
(18) of T4: 8 (Sx) A(x ) 3 (Sx) 8 A (x).
6, S (Ax) A (x) 3 (Ax) 8 A(x ).
P: iiSxX ~ A(x) 3 - B(x )) 3 (b (x ) 3 (Ax) A(x )) ____ (l)
S, D.R.l; (Ax) 88 A(x) ___ (2)
8; 8 8 (Ax) A(x)____(3)
(1), (2), (3), R.6: ((Sx) ~ 8 A (x) 5 ~ 8(Ax) A(x))
3 ( 8  (Ax) A(x)p (Ax) 8 A(x)) (4)
A.9», (4) :S'(Ax ) A('x ) 3 (Ax) 8 A (x).
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The oonpletenees proof for the azione and rules with respect to 
the properties that A and S satisfy can now be given# Firstly^  I 
prove the Deduction Theoren forD»
Meta-theorem 1»
The Deduction Theorem holds in S for D, i,e. if A„ «. .A /. B thenn S
A^ ,, A^ D B, provided Rule I? is not used to generalise on any
variable of A^ and Rule 4 is not used to change a free variable of A^.
Proof
This proceeds the same way as Meta-theorem 2 of Chapter 1, but, account 
must be taken of Rules 4j 5 and 6. If A  A D C (x) then by Rule 4, A  
A^ D C (y), where x  and y are free variablesIf A^ D C ( (Q x )d (x )_ ) then
. pvoviSi?also by Rule 4, A^ D C((Qy)D(y)), where Q is A or If A D. A D D  
then by the sentential S, A^ & A D B# Since x is not free in A^ & A^ ^
A^ & A D (Ax) B, by Rule ^5. By the sentential 8, A^ D^A 3(Ax)B.
If, by Rule 6, ^^ 1 l^ ***^ l^~i^ ' ^  #«*»#*#D
n «- n f
; , " .  )), for some schemata , 6« Xi XX, a. n '
then /jg A^ D the above expression, since p D (q D p)#
Hence the Deduction Theorem follows.
Meta^theorem 2.
If B is valid according to the 3-valued matrices and the properties etated 
for A and 8, then B is a thesis of the axiomatic system 8,
^pof^
The proof is modelled on the proof for the completeness of the 2-valued 
predicate calculus given in dhurch,[23, p.238^ 243#
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As in  Church, I  v d .ll in troduce sone d e fin it io n s #  I f  P  is  any class  
o f w ffs  and B is  any w f f ,  then  j ] " A  ^ Af th e re  is  a f i n i t e  number o f  w ffs  
A^, ; ,  A^ o f p  such th a t  A^, • # . ,  A^ /■ A class P  o f w ffs  is  c a lle d  >
in c o n s is te n t i f  th e re  e x is ts  a w ff  B such th a t  / -  B and P  B* I f  
no such B e x is ts , th en  P i s  c o n s is te n t. I f  P  is  any class o f  w ffs  and 
C  is  any w f f ,  then C  is  co nsis ten t w ith  P  i f  the class { c j u p  is  co n s is te n t 
o th erw is e , 0 is^^ o n s is te n t w ith  P  # A class P  o f  w ffs  is  c a lle d  a 
maximal co n s is ten t c lass i f  P  is  consisten t and i f  C  is  con e is to n t  w ith  P ^  
then Ç  < P.
Lemma o
Every co ns is ten t c lass P  o f w ffs  can be extended to a maximal consistent 
c la s s P ,  i e , ,  th e re  e x is ts  a maximal consisten t c la s s P c o n ta in in g p .
Proof#
Enumerate the w ffs  o f  the system. Given any class p  o f  w ffs , d e fin e  an 
in f in i t e  sequence o f classes P ^ , p^,###» as fo llo w s : is  P .  I f  the
(n  + l )  - a t  w f f  is  co n s is ten t w ith jp ^  then f ( n + l )  - s t  w ff}#
Otherwise is  P^# P ^ , P ^ , # # * , a r e  co n s is ten t c lass^ o f w ffs# L e t
— Q 1 ^
P  be the union of the classes p ,.r , # •# ,#  I f  Pis consistent then Pis 
consistent, for, if P is inconsistent then A^, A ^ , ,  A^ / •  B and A^,
A g , . # # ,  /-  •* B, f o r  some w f f  B o f  p  , where A^, . . # ,  A^ are members o f
P  where a. is  the g re a te s t number assigned to  any o f  th e  w ffs  A ^ ,.
A ^  in  the  enumeration# Since p  ^_is co n s is te n t, so is  P  # ^  is  a lso  a 
maximal c lass i f  p  is  c o n s is te n t. Le t C  be c o n s is te n t w ith  P  » I f  C i s  the  
( n + l ) - s t  w f f  then C is  co n s is ten t w ith  p ^  and G  Hence C < ? #
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The theory thus far applies to any first order predicate logic,
pure or applied, provided the primitive symbols are enumerable. We
now conMder an infinite sequence of applied predicate logics of first
order, S^ , 8^ , ,y^ have as primitive symbols all the primitive_
symbols of the system 8 and in addition certain individual constants#
Viz., the primitive symbols^of 8^ are those of 8 and the individual
constants  ^  ^ q, $ the primitive symbols of 8^^^ are thosq
of 8_ and the additional individual constantsn V, n+i*‘ i,n-{*l 2,n-H
Also let 8^ be the applied predicate logic which has as its primitive
symbols the primitive symbols of all the systems Sq, 8^ , 8^ , All the
wffa of 8^ can be enumerated and so can the wffs of each 8^ by deleting
from the enumeration of the wffs of 8^ the wffs not in 8^ .
Let pQ be a given consistent class of wffs of 8^ which have no free
individual (ie. subject) variables* We define the classes (#and n
being positive integers) as follows: p^, is If the (m +l) -st wff
of 8^ , n > <5, has the form (Sx) A(x) and is a member of , thenp^^
is the class Tfhose members are A(w^ ^ ) and the members of otherwise 
AlsoP^^^ is 4^ where A^iw the union of the classes $
pi p2 The members of are wffs of 8 and . is a maximalIX I* '**11 H xXt"x
consistent class of wffs of 8. .k
Assume that, for a particular n, is consistent but is
inconsistent. _ Thenp^ ^   ^is not the same asP^ but has the additional 
member A(W^^^). By the inconsistency of p  ^  * ^and the Deduction
Theorem, p ^  / A (w^ ^^ ) D Bandp^ /•
A {V n) 3 - B. Hence, by 8, - T ).m,ix II m,n
-- -- - ^ .. ...
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Let r be an individual (or subject) variable- that does not occur in
this proof fron^hypotheses, and in it replace the constant ^
everyifhere by x* Since ^ does not occur in any of the nenbers of
we thus have: ~ TA (x). By making one or more changes in
^ v/kCY-e y  ,'5 /I/A,
bound variable, by D.R.l, we have: /• (Ay) TA (y), A Since in
P, (Ay) A(y) D ^ (Sy) A(y), by H.6, (Ay)  ^TA(y) D - (Sy) TA(y) holds',
in 8# Hence (Sy) TA(y). (Sz) A (x) is a member of r^_and
hence p Therefore / (Sy) A ( y ) .  Since, in 8 ,  /-A, « ^ / t A . ,
/-T (Sy) A(y), %  T.4, p  ^  (Sy) TA (y). Hence - (Sy) TA (y)
andf^ /-(Sy)TA(y). Ï
Since pjr is consistent, so , By induction it follows that if ?' n n
is consistent thenp^^- is consistent. By another induction, P is i ‘ n - ’ n+1 ' n aconsistent for all n, * -ir
Let be the union of the classes p^, p P , Then is a
maximal consistent class of wffs of 8^. (For could be inconsistent |
only if, for some n, were inconsistent. Further, if C  is a wff of
8 ^  consistent with , then, for some n, G is a wff of 8^ and is
0 0consistent with since ^ maximal consistent class of wffs ofji
8^, it follows that, C  is a member o fp^^ and therefore is a member 
The following are properties of
(a) If A t then A .
If ~ A c then would be inconsistent.
(b) If SA < and A / then ~ A < '
If A / then A is inconsistent with and f^, A /► B and 
A yA ^  Bs
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Hence / ^ H A D B ,  and ^  h -TA, Since fj, h SA, then
f%; h FA, i,e, h T~A* Since, in S, h TA 5;^ h A, h -A and ~A€î^#
(0) If A ^ t h e n  -TA<flf^ , This is proved in the proof of (h).
(d) At least one of TA, PA, -SA is a member of ,
Let TAjéf^ ., PA)^ /%; '-SAjéiTJ^. Sinoe STAtf^ J,, SPAé-l^and S-SAIîJ ^  -TA
-PAé-î^ a^nd — By S, SAé'/J^and hence f^j TA à -PA & SA,
By S, H -(TA v PA v -SA) and also h TA v PA v -SA, By the 
consistency of , the property (d) holds,
(e) At moat one of TA, PA, -SA is a member of f%#.
By 8, TA O -PA, TA 3 SA, PA D -TA, PA 3 SA, -SA 3 -TA, -SA 3 -PA, 
Hence if one of TA, PA or -SA is a member of jQy, then the negations 
of the other two are also members of Q , , By (a), the other two are 
nonr^members of
Now we can make an assignment of values to each member of S • If 
TA$^, then A has T, if PA^ jf/^then A has F and if -SA#/J^then A has 
-S. If TG(a^,.,, ,a^)4Q^ for all choices of a^,..,,a^, then G(%^,,.., 
n^) SG(a^,,.. ,a^)é rjj,for all choices of a^ ,,, , ,a^ , then
G(x^,,,,,x^) has 8, G(x^,*,, ,%^ ) has P if G has 8 and has no,t T. 
G(x^,,,,,x )^ has -S if G has not S,
To show that the assignment is a consistent one, one must show 
that the primitive connectives satisfy the matrices and that the 
quantifiers satisfy their appropriate properties.
(1)
In S, q, I- TA ^  n,h F~A, h FA h T-A, h ~SA ^  ~S~A.
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Hence, if A has T, ~A has P, if A has P, ~A has T, and if A has ~S 
then ~A has ~S. Hence the connective “• satisfies the matrix.
(11) 3.
m s ,  h TA, h TB T(A D B) , h TA, FB ^  P(A
D B) , h TA, r, I -  "SB =* ( L  *- -8(A 3 B) , h FA or j% h -SA =#
T(A 3 B).
Henoe, if A has T and B has T then A D B has T, if A has T and B
has P then A 3 B has P, if A has T and B has -S then A 3 B has -S,
if A has P then A 3 B has T, and if A has ~S then A 3 B has T. Henoe 
the connective 3 satisfies the matrix.
m  8, (L I- T4_s# Q, h TT^A, t-FA=^(%,|- -ST^A, h ~SA^ h -ST^ A,
Henoe, if A has T, T^A has T, if A has P or -S then T^A has -S.
Henoe the connective satisfies the matrix.
(iv) A.
(a) Let h TB(w^^^) , for all Let T(Ax)B(x)^/J^# Then -T(Ax)
B(x)fff^and h -T(Ax)B(x) * By T.2, (Ax)TB(x) 3 T(Ax)B(x) and hence,
by P and R.6, -T(Ax)b (x) 3 -(Ax)TB(x) and — .(Ax)TB(x). Sinoe,
in P, -(Ax) A(x) 3 (Sx)-A(x), by R.6, -(Ax)TB(x) 3 (Sx)-TB(x). Hence,
fj*, h (Sx)-TB(x). By the construction of fL h-TB(w ) for some^  m , n
'\,n* "khe consistency of , this oontradiots the initial
assumption and henoe, if B(w^ )^ has T for all ^ then (Ax)B(x) 
has T.
(b) Let h '"8B(w^^^) for some Sinoe, in S, A 3 (Sx)A,
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(Sx)-SB(x). Sinoe, in P, (Sx)-A(x) 3 -(Ax)A(x) , by R.&, (Sx)
-SB(x) D~(Ax)SB(x). Henoe h*-(Ax)SB(x) - By T.6, s(Ax)B(x) 3 (Ax) 
SB(x) , and henoe — S(Ax)b (x). Therefore, if B(x) has -S for some 
X, then (Ax)b (x) has -S.
(o) Let for some and h SB(w^^^) for all
Henoe (Sx)PB(x). Let (Ax) SB(x)^i^ Sinoe, in P, S(Ax)A(x) , by
R.6, f H  S(Ax)sb(x). Henoe -(Ax) 8B(x)&Q^. Using P and R.6, (Sx)-8 
B(x)€f^^# Hence, -SB(w^^^)(CP^^for some By the consistency of
r^, (Ax) SB(x)c By T.3, f h F(Ax)B(x) . Therefore, if B(x) has F
for some x and S for all x then (Ax)B(x) has F.
(v) S*
(a) Let TB(w^^^) for some Then (Sx)tB(x) and, since,
by A.10, (Sx)TA(x) 3 T(Sx)a(x), f ^ h  T(Sx)b(x). If B(x) has T for 
some X, then (Sx)B(x) has T.
(b) Let h -SB(w^^J for all . Let (Ax)-SB(x)^Q. By P and
r.6, S(Ax)~SB(x) and henoe -(Ax)-8B(x)eP. By P and R.6, -(Ax)-SB(x)
3 (Sx)SB(x) and hence (Sx) SB(x)é By the construction of f^ , SB(w^ )^
for some By the consistency o f , (Ax)-SB(x)f By P
and r.6, ~(Sx) SB(x)é/^. By T.5, "8(8x)B( %)&[.. If B(x) has ~S for
all X then (Sx)B(x) has -S.
(o) Let !- I'B(w^^^) for some ^ and let TB(w^ ,^11
Then h (Sx)FB(x). Let (Ax)-TB(x)^ {^, Then, since S(Ax)~TB(x), 
-(Ax)-TB(x)jgPj. Since -(Ax)-TB(x) 3 (Sx)TB(x), (Sx)TB(x)#,^. Henoe
^m,n* ^^is is a contradiction. Hence (Ax)-TB(x)
n*
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^ . By A. 11, H P(Sx) B(x) . If B(x) has F for some x and has not
T for all X then (Sx)b (x) has F.
SincepQ was chosen as an arbitrary consistent class of wffs of 
Sq without free individual variables, every consistent class of well- 
formed formulae of S^ without free individual variables is simult­
aneously satisfiable in a denumerable domain.
Let B be a valid wff. Then the class consisting of -B only is not 
simultaneously satisfiable and henoe is not consistent. Therefore, 
for some wff A, -B h A and -B h -A* By the Deduction Theorem, h B.
This completeness proof assumed the consistency of the system S. 
This can be easily shown by considering the domain of one individual. 
Then there is no difference between (Ax)A(x), (Sx)A(x) and A(Xg), 
where is that individual. Thus all the quantifiers can be removed 
and the system reduced to a sentential one. This sentential system 
is consistent because the axioms are valid according to the matrices 
and the rules preserve this validity.
Meta-theorem 3#
Substitutivity of Equivalents holds in S for-cc’.. That is, if H Ao?BD
then f-g C(A) C(B) , where substitution into C can be made for any 
argument place.
Proof. The proof is an extension of the one given for Meta-theorem 
3 of Chapter 1. If hg A^'B then hg (Ax)A>^(Ax)1 and hg (Sx)A^(Sx)B,
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using Meta-theorem 2.
Meta-theorem 4»
Let B be a wff of S containing only the connectives, 3, T,
&, V, -T and the quantifiers A, S. Let A be a wff of P obtained 
from B by deleting any T's or and replacing -T by Then,
if f-p A then Hg B.
Proof, The proof is the same as that of Meta-theorem 2 except 
that, instead of there being three values T, P and -S, there are 
two values T and -T, Because of the completeness of the axiomatis­
ation all the necessary theorems of S are available,
Meta-theorem 5*
Let C be a wff of S containing only the connectives, 3, T^, T,
&, V, -T and the quantifiers A, S, as in Meta-theorem 4. Then, 
if hg A H B then Hg C(A) s C(B), where substitution into C can 
be made for any argument place.
Proof. The proof is an extension of the one given for Meta-theorem 
5 of Chapter 1. If Hg A h B H g  (Ax)A s (Ax)B and Hg (Sx)A h 
(Sx)B, by Meta-theorem 2,
Meta-theorem 6,
If the domain is restricted to all x's such that B(x) is true, 
then the axioms and rules restricted to this domain will still
hold, provided that the domain is non-empty, i.e. K  (Sx)l)(x).o
Proof, The sentential axioms and rules still hold, by repeated 
use of hg A 3.B 3 A.
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(a) Axiom 9 becomes g (Sx )(T^D(x ) & ^8A(%)) 3 -8(Ax)(D(x) DA(x)), 
with variables I'oetrioted to D(x ) •
Let (Sx )(T^D(x ) & "8A(x)) take the value 1, For some x^, T^D(Xq )
& ~8A(Xg) takes the value 1. Hence D(Xq) takes the value 1 and 
A(Xq) takes the value n. Hence Dfx^) D A(x^) has the value n and 
(Ax)(I)(x) D A(x)) also has the value n. Therefore ^8(Ax)(D(x) D 
A(x)) takes the value 1 and the above wff is valid and hence 
provable in S.
(b) Axiom 10 becomes s (Sx)(T^D(x) & TA(x)) 3 T(Sx) (T^ I)(x) & A(x)), 
Let (Sx)(T^L(x) & TA(x)) take the value 1. Then Dfx^) and A(Xq) 
both have the value 1, for some Hence T^L(Xq) & A(x^) has
the value 1 and so has (Sx)(T^D(x) & A(x)) and T(Sx)(T^D(x) & 
A(x)). Therefore the above wff is valid and hence provable in S.
(o) Axiom 11 becomes § (Ax) (d (x ) 3 ^TA(x)) & (Sx)(T^I)(x) & FA(x))
D F(Sx)(T^D(x) & A(x)).
Let (Ax)(d (x ) D -TA(x )) and (Sx)(T^D(x) & FA(x)) have the value 1. 
Then D(Xq) has the value 1 and A(x^) has the value 0, for some 
x^# Also, for all x, if D(x) has the value 1 then A(x) has the
value 0 or n. Hence, for some x^, T^D(x^) & A(x )^ has the value
0# It is not the case that T^D(x) and A(x) are both true for some 
X. Hence (8x)(T^D(x% & A(x)) is false and the above wff is valid 
and hence provable in 8,
(d) Axiom 12 becomes s (Ax)(l)(x) D ~SA(x)) D -S(Sx) (T^D(x ) & A(x)),
Let (Ax) (d (x ) 3~8A(x)) take the value 1, Then, for all x, if
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L(x) has the value 1 then A(x) has the value n. Hence T^D(%) &
A(x) has the value n, for all x. Hence (Sx)(T^D(x) à A(x)) has 
the value n and therefore the above wff is valid and hence provable 
in 8,
(e) Axiom 13 becomes s D(x) D. (Ax)(i(x) D A(x)) O A(x),
Let L(Xç^) take the value 1 and let (Ax) (l)(x) 3 A(x)) also take 
the value 1* Then, for all x, if !)(x) takes the value 1 then A(x) 
takes the value 1. Hence A(x^) takes the value 1. Since this 
holds for all x^, the above wff is valid and hence provable in
8.
(f) Axiom 14 becomes g D(x) 3#A(x) 3 (8x)(T^L(x) & A(x)).
Let b(Xçj) and A(x^) take the value 1. Then T^D(x^) & A(x^) takes 
the value 1 and so does (Sx)(T^I)(x) & A(x)). Hence the above wff 
is valid and provable in 8*
(g) The Rule 4 works just as well with restricted variables.
(h) Rule 5 becomes g Hg D(x) 3.l (z )^ 3.D(zg) 3% . 3 D(z^) 3,
A 3 B(x) Hg D(z^) 3.D(Zg) 3i ...4 3 D(z^) 3.A 3 (Ax)(L(x) 3 
B(x)), where are all the free variables in A 3 B besides
the variable x.
Let D(%^), ^(zg) » D(z^) and A all take the value 1. If D(x )^ ,
D(z^), D(%2)) « ; D(z^) and A all take the value 1 then B(x^)
will take the value 1. Since this holds for all values x, (Ax)
(D(x% 3 B(x)) takes the value 1 and hence Rule 5 still holds.
(i) Rule 6 becomes % hp B(z^) 3. .... 3 B(z^) 3,^’(A^(x^
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X- . A (x . ,x . )), where are all the ^J* ^ jf ^ JL II
free variables inj&(A^;.**,A^), A^,..,,A^ are the only wff-
schemata i n x .  ^,.**,x. . are the only variables in A., andJpij d
contains all the quantifier restrictions on the bound variables 
of the Aj'8; ::^h^ 3. .... 3 D(zJ 3. ( Ax^ (d(x^ 3.
)....) D. ---- 3 3'(A%n,2)(D(%n,2)
%1 4 )»•••• ,,...,1 . )), where x. ,^...,x. . are theI* Ii,X 11, JjX j
only free variables i n & ' and ^ ^  contains the quantifier restrict-U J
ions on its bound variables#
Let L(z^) ,D(z^) , (Ax^^^) 3* #..# 3 (Ax^^^ ^
(A=n,i)(D(%n,l) ^ ^^^n,ij
j ) ^ * ( X  ^,# « « ,x . ))#*#*) , all have the value 1#n,x^ n n,x > n
So, if D(x. ,) has the value 1 for all variables x. , , then S^.»J J$a: j
has the value 1 and ^ . * has the value 1 or 0. Let us now examine
V
the restricted quantification in ^  , given that the®.* *s have 
the value 1 or 0.
(a) (Ax)(D(x) 3 C(x)), where C(x) is 2-valued, will be 2-valued 
and its value will be independent of whether one lets D(x) take 
the value n or not#
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(b) (Sx)(T^I)(x) & C(x)), where C(x) is 2~valued, will be 2-valued
and its value will be independent of whether one lets D(x) take 
the value n or not and independent of whether is deleted or 
not.
Similarly with the connectives off^4s it does not affect the final 
value if they are regarded as 2-valued instead of 3-valued. So,
s i n c e ( A ^ , . .. ,A^ ) has the value 1 in P, has
the value 1 in S.
Meta-theorem 7.
If A is a wff of S containing only the connectives -, &, v, T 
and the quantifiers A, S, then there id a wff A* of S such that 
Aii'^ A' and A* has all of its quantifiers, A, 8, ¥, E at the 
beginning of the formula.
Proof. The following are valid and hence provable in S s 
-(Ax)A SK" (Ex)-A.
-(Sx)A (¥x)-A.
-(¥x)A s:'(5x)-A.
-(Ex) A (Ax) -Ak
(Ax)A & B ^  (Ax) (A & B 
(Sx)A & B (A & B
(¥x)A & Bac (¥x)(A & B
(Ex)A & B ^  (Ex) (A & B
(Ax)A V B (Ax) (A V B
( Sx) A V B ( Sx) ( A V B
, where x is not free in B.
, where x is not free in B.
, where x is not free in B.
, where x is not free in B.
, where x is not free in B.
, where x is not free in B.
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(Vx)A(x) V B 3r(¥x)(Sy)(Sz)(Aw)-(~(A(x) v B) & -(T-B & -SA(y) & 
TA(z) & -T-A(w))) , where x is not free in B.
(Ex)a(x) V Bj3f(Bz)(Ay)(Az)((A(z) v B) & -(T-B & -SA(y) & TA(%))), 
where x is not free in B,
T(Ax)A £s'(Ax)TA.
T(Sx)A ~  (Sx)TA.
T(¥x)A(x) «  (Sx)(Ay)(TA(x) & ~T~A(y)).
T(Bx)A(x) (Sx) (Ay) (TA(x) & SA(y)),
Applying these equivalences to each connective in turn, one can 
construct an A such that the quantifiers are in front of a 
formula containing connectives only.
Again, Rosser and Turquette's axiomatisation in [2l] could 
have been used but I give an axiomatisation using Rule 6, due 
to Routley*
(ii) The 3~valued Lukasiewicz Logic.
The quantifiers A and S that I will use are the ones of the 
3-valued Lukasiewicz predicate logic, satisfying the following 
properties s
If A(x) is true for all x then (Ax)a(x) is truef if A(x) is false 
for some x then (Ax)a (x) is false? and if A(x)is not false^for 
all x^and paradoxical for some x then (Ax)a (x) is paradoxical.
If A(x) is true for some x then (Sx)a (x) is true? if A(x) is false
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for all X then (Sx)a (x) is false? and if A(x) is not true,for all 
x^and paradoxical for some x then (Sx)A(x) is paradoxical.
The quantifiers A and S are interdefinable, (Sx)a (x) being defin­
able as -(Ax)-A(x)o
The formal axiomatic system L is obtained by adding the follow­
ing to the sentential system L §
Primitives.
3* x,y,B,.,... (subject variables)
4. f,g,h;..... (predicate variables)
5* A (universal quantifier)
Formation Rules.
3. If f is an n-ary predicate variable and x^,...,x^ are subject 
variables then f(x^,...,x^) is a wff.
4. If A is a wff and x is a subject variable then (Ax)A is a wff. 
Definition.
(Sx)A -(Ax)-A.
Axioms.
[All the sentential axioms are written in schematic form.]
5. (Ax)A A.
6. (Ax)TA(x) T(Ax) A(x)_.
7« F(Ax)a(x) ^  (Sx)FA(x).
Rules.
3. Substitution for subject variables, free and bound^
I r O  PI ^  1.4* A-^B 1-^  A"*(Ax)B, where x is not free in A. ) '
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Theorems.
D.R.l. 1-^  (Ax)A.
R.4 s (p 3  p)~&A (p 3  p)-*(Ax)A ._____(l)
(1) , L § (p 3 p)^(Ax)A _____ (2)
(2) , L 8 (Ax)A.
D.R.2. K  A h . (Sx)A^B, if x is not free in B.
L 8 —B*"^  —A .(1)
(1), R.4 t -B-^(Ax)'^A _____ (2)
(2) j L 8 — (Ax)—A*^ »B ( 3)
(3), Defn. S s (8x)A~»B.
1; (Sx) A(x) -(Ax)-A(x) .
L 8 -(Ax)-A(x) ^ - ( A x)-A(x) _______ (1)
(l), Defn, S 8 (Sx)A(x) ^ -(Ax) ~A(x) .
2. -(Sx)A(x) ( A x)-A(x) .
T. 1, L 8 -(Sx)A(x)’^ ( A x)-A(x) •
3. (Sx)-A(x) ^  -(Ax) A(x) .
T. 1, L 8 (Sx)-A(x) ~(Ax) —  A(x) ______(1)
(1) , L s (8x)-A(x)f^-(Ax)A(x),
4. -(Sx)-A(x) (Ax)a (x) .
T.3, L 8 -(8x)-A(x)tr?(Ax)A(x).
5. A ( Sx) A.
A.5 9 B s —A*^^—(Ax)A (l)
(1) , L 8 — A ‘—a^-(Ax)—A (2)
(2), L, Defn. S s A —^  (Sx)A.
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6. (Az)A ->(8%)A,
A.5, T.5> L s (Ax)A-«ÿ (Sx)A.
7. T(Ax)A(x) -» (Ax)TA(x).
A.5, L 8 T(Ax)A-> TA ______ (1)
(1) , E.4 8 T(Ax)A (Ax)TA.
8. (Sx)FA(x)-» F(Ax)a(x).
A,5j L 8 ~A(x) ~(Ax)A(x)  (1)
(1), L 8 T~A(x)-*■ T~(Ax)A(x) _______ (2)
(2), Defn. F, D.R.2 8 (Sx)FA(x) F ( A x) A(x) .
D.R.3. A-4B 8» K  ( Sx) A“j> ( Sx) B.
T.5, L 8 A-5>(Sx)B _____ (1)
(1), D.R.2 t (sx)A-»(8x)B.
D.R.4. K  A~?B »»K. (Ax)A-»(Ax).B.
A.5, L 8 (Ax)A-r>B _____ (1)
(1), R.4 8 (Ax)A-^(Ax)Bi
9. (Sx)(A V B)-*^  (Sx)a V (Sx)B;
L I A-.A V B _____ (1)
(1), D.R.3 8 (8x)A.»(8x)(A v B) (2)
L, D.R.3 8 (8x)B-*(8x)(A v B) ______ (3)
(2), (3), L 8 (Sx)A V (8x)B-*(8x)(A v B) ______ (4)
A.5 8 A-*(8x)A _____ (5)
A.5 8 B -»(8x)B _____ (6)
(5) , (6) , L 8 A V BH^(Sx)A V (Sx)B _______(7)
(7), D.R.2 8 (Sx)(A V B)-»(Sx)A v (Sx)B ______ (8)
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(4)5. (8), L s (Sx) (A V B)f*(8x)A v (Sx)B.
10. P(Ax)a (x) (Ax)-FA(x) & (Sx)PA(x).
L s P(Ax)A(x)t^ -T(Ax )A(x ) & ~F(Ax )A(x) ______ (l)
A.6, T.7, L s -T(Ax)A(x)-^4'~(Ax)TA(x) (2)
(2), T.3, L 8 -T(Ax) A(x) (Sx)-TA(x) _______ (3)
A. 7 9 T,8, L 8 -P(Ax) A(x) ^ -(Sx)PA(x) _______ (4)
(4)9 T.2, L 8 -P(Ax)A(x)f-t(Ax)-PA(x) _________(5)
(1) , (3) 9 (5) 9 B s P(Ax)A(x) (Sx)-TA(x) & (Ax)-PA(x) _____ (6)
L, D.R.3 s (Sx)-TA(x)(Sx) (PA(x) v PA(x)) (7)
(7), T.9, B 8 (Sx)-TA(x) ^  (Sx)PA(x) v (Sx)PA(x) ______ (8)
(6), (8), L 8 P(Ax)A(x)4-> ((Sx)PA(x) & (Ax)-PA(x)) v ((Sx)PA(x)
& (Ax)-PA(x)) ______ (9)
A.2, A. 7, T.8, L î (Sx)PA(x) & (Ax)-PA(x) ^  P(Ax) A(x) & -P(Ax) 
A(x) ______ (10)
(9)9 (10)'9 B 8 P(Ax)A(x)\H> (Ax)-PA(x) & (Sx)PA(x).
11. (Ax)CA(x) ^  C(Ax)A(x).
T. 10, B 8 P(Ax)A(x)-»(Sx)PA(x) ______ (l)
(1)9 B 8 -(Sx)PA(x)-P(Ax) A(x) ______ (2)
B 8 PA(x)^~CA(x) ______ (3)
(3)9 D.R.3 8 (Sx)PA(x)M (Sx)-CA(x) ______ (4)
(4)9 L, D.efn.A s -(Sx)PA(x)^ (Ax)CA(x) _____ (^5)
(2)9 (5) 9 B 8 (âx) CA(x)--*4 C(Ax) A(x) .
12. T(8x)A(x)fr»(Sx)TA(x).
A. 7? T. 8 8 P(Ax) A(x) (Sx)Pâ(x) ________ (1)
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(1), Befn.P 8 T~(Ax)A(x) ^  (Sx)T-A(x) _______ (2)
T.3, L g T~(Ax)A(x)f* T(8x)~A(x) _______(3)
(2), (3), L 8 T(Sx)a(x) ef (8x)TA(x).
13. F(Sx) A(x) 4^ (Ax)FA(x) .
A. 6, T. 7 i T(Ax) A(x) (Ax)TA(x) ( l)
(1) , L, Defn.I* g T(Ax)-A(x ) ( A x)PA(x)  _____ (2)
(2), T.2, L s T(Ax)-A(x)*f T-(Sx)A(x)________ (3)
(2); (3), Defn.P % P(Sx) A(x) 4-^  (Ax)PA(x) .
14. P(Sx)A(x) ^  (Sx)PA(x) & (Ax)-TA(x).
L 8 P(Sx)A(x)-T(Sx)A(x) & -P(Sx)a(x) ________ (l)
T.12, L s -T(Sx)A(x)- v^ -(Sx)TA(x) ________(2)
(2), T.2, L 8 -T(8x)A(x)4^(Ax)-TA(x) _______ (3)
T.13, L 8 -P(Sx) A(x)<c-> ~(Ax)PA(x) ________(4)
(4), T.3, L 8 -F(8x)A(x)4rt(8x)-PA(x) ___ (5)
L 8 -PA(x)<*-> TA(x) V PA(x) ______^(6)
(6), D.R.3 § (Sx)-PA(x)'^(Sx)(TA(x) vPA(x)) _______(7)
T.9 s (Sx)(TA(x) V PA(x)) (Sx)TA(x) v (Sx)PA(x) _______ (8)
(5), (7), (8) , L 8 -P(Sx)A(x) «^(Sx)TA(x) v (Sx)pa(x) _____ (9)
(l) , (3), (9)9 B 8 P(Sx) A(x) (Ax) ~TA(x) & ((Sx)TA(x) v (Sx)PA(x))
 (10)
(10), B 8 P(Sx)A(x) ( (Ax) ~TA(x) & (Sx)TA(x)) v ((Ax)-TA(x) & 
(Sx)PA(x)) _______(11)
T.12, T.2, L 5 (Ax)-TA(x) & (Sx)TA(x)4^-T(8x)A(x) & T(Sx)A(x)
 (12)
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(11), (12), L g p(8x)A(%)*+(8%)PA(%) & (Ax)-TA(x).
15> (Ax)CA(x) C ( S x) A(x) #
T.14, h s P(Sx)A(x)--> (Sx)PA(x) _____ (1)
(1) , L : -(Sx)PA(x)*-? -P(Sx)A(x) (2)
L g PA(x)^-CA(x) _______ (3)
(3), D,R,3 8 (8%)PA(x)4~»(Sx)~0A(x) _____ (4)
(2), (4) , L 8 -(Sx)-CA(x)C(Sx) A(x) ________ (5)
(5), T. 4 % ( A x ) C A ( x ) C(Sx) A(x) .
Meta-theorem 8.
The Deduction Theorem holds in L for D, i.e. if A^f.f.yA^ R 
then A^,,,.,A^_^ A^ D B, provided Rule 4 is not used to gener­
alise on any variable of A^ and Rule 3 is not used to change a
free variable of A «n
Proof. The proof is an extension of one used to prove the Ded­
uction Theorem for the sentential system L* Account must be taken 
of the Rules 3 and 4* If K  A 3 G(x) then by Rule 3, K  A^ 3
C(y) , where x and y are free variables^If K  A 3 C((Ax)D(x))
\N»fktke pwpviio [2 .^ ffCjz,
then by Rule 3, ^ C( (Ay)D(y))^^  If A^ 3.A-^B, then by
the sentential L, k^ TA^ <& A B. Since x is not free in TA^ &
A, k^ TA^ à A'--^(Ax)B, by Rule 4# By the sentential L, k^ A^ 3.
A '^(Ax)B. Hence the Deduction Theorem follows.
Meta-theorem 9>
If B is valid according to the 3-valued matrices and the properties
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stated for A and S, then B is a thesis of the axiomatic system L# 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Meta-theorem 2. I will 
indicate the differences between that proof and this.
In showing thatP^^'^ is consistent if is, the following theorems
and derived rules of L are required s 
A 3 B, A 3 -B -TA.
A(x) k^ (Ax)A(x). (D.R.l)
(Ax)-A-f -(8%)A. (T.2) 
k^ A ^  kj^ TA.
T(Sx)A(x) (Sx)TA(x). (T.12)
The property (b) of 2^% is g If CAc-^ n^^ and A)^  T  then -A«rp. To show
that this property holds, we need the following t
k^ CA, kj^  -TA ts&i k^ PA. 
k^ TA.;^k^ A.
The property (d) of is % At least one of TA, PA, PA is a member
of P  . To prove this, we need the following g OTA, CPA, CPA, TA v
PA V PA, all theorems of L.
The property (e) of i® * At most one of TA, PA, PA is a member
of # To prove this, we need the following g TA 3 -PA, TA 3 -PA,
PA 3 -TA, PA 3 -PA, PA 3 -TA, PA 3 -PA, all theorems of L.
Por the assignment of values,, if PA^ ) ' then A has P. If FCYa^,M/ 1 '
...,a )<$rfor some choice of a_,...,a , then G(x.,,...,x ) has P.£v mL iX JL
If G has not T and has not P then G has P.
In checking the connectives, - and one needs the following g
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TA 3 F~A, PA 3 T~A, PA 3 P~A, TA & TB 3 T(A^B) , TA & PB 3 P(A-*-B) , 
TA & PB 3 P(A^B) , PA & TB 3 T(A-*B) , PA & PB 3 T(A->B) , PA & PB 
3 P(A-^B) , PA 3 T(A ->B) , ail theorems of L.
In checking the quantifier, A, in part (a) one needs the following 
(Ax)TA(x)~~^tT(Ax)A(x) , ~(Ax)A ^4(Sx)-A, hoth theorems of L (A.6, 
T . 3 ) .
Part (h) becomes s Let k PB(w ) for some w . Hence H  k (Sx)*** J —* il* ^ J>X
PB(x) , since A^(S x)A holds in L. By T.8, k P(Ax)B(x) .Therefore, 
if B(x)has P for some x, then (Ax)B(x) has P.
Part (o) becomes s Let k PB(w^ )^ for some and 1*2^, k -PB
for all Since A-^(Sx)A holds in L^ f^k (Sx)PB(x).
Let (Ax)-PB(x)^£. Since k^ C-PB(x) and by T.ll, k^ C(Ax)-PB(x), 
Hence -(Ax)-PB(x);grj By the definition of S, (Sx)PB(x)-€^. Hence 
contradicting the consistency of/^. Therefore, (Ax) 
-PB(x)ef^ and k (Ax)-PB(x). By T.IO, fj^k P(Ax)b (x). Therefore, 
if B(x) has not P for all x and has P (i.e. has not T) for some 
X then (iSx)B(x) has P.
The completeness of the axiomatic system L can now be proved 
as can its consistency, which follows by the same procedure as 
used in Meta-theorem 2*
Meta-theorem 10*
Substitutivity of Equivalents holds in L forf*,t. That is, if 
k^ A'^B then k^ C(A)4^0(b) , where substitution into C can be made 
for any argument place#
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Proof. Since AfjkB (Ax)A<^(Ax)B, by D*R.4, the theorem
follows as before.
Meta-theorem 11.
Let B be a wff of L containing only the connectives, 3, T, &, v,
-T, and quantifiers A, S. Let A be a wff of P obtained from B by
deleting any T*s and replacing -T by Then, if K  A then K  B.P L
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Meta-theorem 9 except 
that, instead of there being three values, T, P, and P, there 
are two values, T and -T. All the necessary theorems are available 
because of the completeness of the system L.
Meta-theorem 12.
Let C be a wff of S containing only the connectives, 3, T, &,
V, -T and the quantifiers A, S, as in Meta-theorem 11. Then, if 
hj^ A H B then 0(A) « C(B), where substitution into C can be 
made for any argument place.
Proof. Since A h B (Ax) A s (Ax)B and k^ (Sx)a s (Sx)B,
because validity is preserved, the theorem follows as before. 
Meta-theorem 13.
If the domain is restricted to all x’s such that D(x) is true, 
then the axioms and rules restricted to this domain will still 
hold, provided that the domain is non-empty, i.e. (Sx)d(x). 
Proof. The variables are restricted as follows g (8x)(TD(x) & 
A(x)) is the restriction of (Sx)A(x) to D(x). (Ax) (n(x) 3 A(x)) 
is the restriction of (Ax)A(x) to B(x).
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The proof follows the lines of that of Meta-theorem 6»
(iii) The A^-valued Signifioanoe Logic.
The quantifiers A and S that I will use are the ones satisfying 
the following properties s
If A(x) is true for all x then (Ax)a (x) is true, if A(x) is true 
or paradoxical for all x and A(x) is paradoxical for some x then 
(Ax)A(x) is paradoxical, if A(x) is significant for all x and 
false for some x then (Ax)A(x) is false, and if A(x) is non­
significant for some x then (Ax)A(x) is non-significant.
If A(x) is true for some x them (Sx)A(x) is true, if A(x) is not 
true for all x and paradoxical for some x then (Sx)A(x) is para­
doxical, if A(x) is false or non-significant for all x and false 
for some x then (Sx)A(x) is false, and if A(x) is non-significant 
for all X then (Sx)A(x) is non-significant.
The formal axiomatic system LS is obtained by adding the follow­
ing to the sentential system LS g 
Primitives.
3. x,y,%......(subject variables)
4# f ,g,h,.....(predicate variables)
5# A (universal quantifier), S (existential quantifier).
Formation Rules.
3. If f is an n-ary predicate variable and x^,...,x^ are subject 
variables then f(x^,.... ,x^ ) is a wff.
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4* If A Is a wff and x le a subject variable then (Ax)A and (Sx)A 
are wffs.
Definitions.
(Bx)A -(Ax)-A.
(Vx)A -(8x)-A.
Axioms.
[All the sentential axioms are written in schematic form.]
12. (Ax)A(x) 3 A(x).
13. A(x) 3 (Sx)A(x).
14. (Sx)-SA(x) 3 ~8(Ax)A(x).
15. (Sx)TA(x) 3T(Sx)A(x).
16. (Ax)-TA(x) & (Sx)PA(x) 3P(Sx)A(x).
17. (Ax)(PA(x) V ~8A(x)) & (Sx)PA(x) 3P(Sx)A(x).
16. (Ax)-SA(x) 3-S(Sx)A(x)é
Rules.
4. Substitution for subject variables, free and bound^ wff/i i-Ae
5. hj^ g A 3 B k^g A 3 (Ax)B, where x is not free in A.
6. >••••» \(*n,I'” * ^ L S  ^^*1,1’
where A, are the only wff-sohemata in Jx i »•«•>*. .i n  0*1 * j
are the only variables (i.e. free or bound by .J)4) in A. and theV
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o n ly  f r e e  v a r ia b le s  ( i . e .  f r e e  o r  bound by .M*) in 3
Theorems.
D.R.l. K «  (A x )A.— 'Lky"- — *  
H .5  I k^g (p  3  p) 3  A »f-kj^g (p  3  p) 3  (Ax )A  __________(1 )
LS 8 (p  3  p) 3  A ______ (2 )
(1 ) , (2 ) s (p  3  p) 3  (Ax)A  ____(3 )
(3), LS 8 (Ax)A.
:D'R'2._ kpi^ A l^x^ ^^ ,... ^^ )^ ♦,♦.3. .8.%^ ,l^llL±L8-^l-
i ^ X , 1J-* - 1 , i  ,?, A l~Ls j Z .( .^ x l ^ l , 1 -*-
By th e  com pleteness o f L and the d e f in i t io n s  in  L o f the  co n n ect-
iv e  symbols o f J ^ ,  k p '.4 (A ^ , . . .  ,A^ )^ t=^>kj_ (Ax^  ^ .)C (^ ^  3 .............3
(A i^  . ) C 0 ^  3  . ^ ( 6 ^ , . . .  , (6 g )  8 w ith  v a r ia b le s  as above. By R ule
6 , k^ g (A%i^ j)8j2^  3i .... 3 3. (Ax^  ,)C]{^j 3......
=> ^ 5 4 - ( 6 x » - •» < & „)•  S ince k^g 0 ( 0 ^ ^ , . . . ,  k^g 0 $ ^ ,
by LS) k^g s d ^ ÿ . . . ÿ  ^LS ^^^n* D . R . l j  X^tS ^^^1*"lS (^ n^,j)^ n^' k^g,9k(0i,...,(%).
D .R .3 * k^g A 3  B 34»k^g (Ax )A  3  (Ax )B .
A. 1 2 , LS 8 (A x )A  3  B ________ (1 )
(1 )  , R .5  8 (Ax)A  3  (A x)B .
1 . (Ax) A 3  (Sx )A .
A .1 2 , A. 1 3 , LS 8 (A x )A  3  (S l)A .
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s. (Ax)TA(x) D T(Ax)A(xl.
L I (Ax)TA(x) 3 T(Ax)A(x) _____ (1)
(1), R.6 s (Ax)SA(x) 3. (Ax)TA(x) 3 T(ax)A(i) ______ (2)
(2), LS ! (Ax)SA(x) & (Ax)TA(x) 3 T(Ax)A(x) _____ (3)
LS ! TA(x) 3 SA(x) ______ (4)
(4), D.R.3 t (Ax)TA(x) 3 (Ax)sA(x) _______ (5)
(3), (5), LS s (Ax)tA(x) 3T(Ax)A(x).
3. (Ax)(TA(x) v ,PA(x)) & (Sx)PA(x) 3P(Ax)A(x).
L 8 T.3 _____ (1)
(1), R.6 8 (Ax)SA(x) 3 T.3 _____ (2)
(2), LS 8 (Ax)SA(x) & (Ax)(TA(x) vPA(x)) & (Sx)PA(x) 3 P(Ax)A(x)
_______ (3)
LS 8 TA(x) V PA(x) 3 SA(x) ______ (4)
(4), D.R.3 8 (Ax)(TA(x) V PA(x)) 3 (Ax)SA(x) ______ (5)
(3), (5), LS 8 T.3.
4. (Ax)SA(x) & (Sx)FA(x) 3P(Ax)A(x).
L 8 T.4 ____ (1)
(1) , R.6 8 (Ax)SA(x) 3 T.4 _______ (2)
(2) , LS 8 T.4.
5. T(Sx) A(x) 3 (Sx)TA(x).
LS 8 T(Sx)A(x) 3 ~P(Sx)A(x) _______ (1)
P 8 ((Ax)A(x) & (Sx)b (x) 3 G) 3 (~0 3 ~(Ax)A(x) V ~(Sx)B(x)) ___(2)
LS, D.R.l 8 (Ax)0~TA(x) ____ (3)
LS, D.R.l 8 (Ax) CPA(x) _____ (4)
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LS 8 OP(Si>A(x) _______(5)
(2), (3), (4), (5), D.R.2 s ((Ax)~TA(x) & (Sx)PA(x) 3 P(Sx)a (i)>
3 (~P(Sx)A(x) 3 ~(Ax)~TA(x) V ~(Sx)PA(x))  ______(6)
A.16, (6) 8 ~P(Bx)A(x) 3 ~(Ax)~TA(x) v ~(Sx)PA(x) ______ (?)
(1), (7), LS 8 T(Sx)A(x) 3 ~(Ax)~TA(x) v ~(Sx)PA(x) ______ (8)
P 8 ~(Ax)~A(x) 3 (Sx)A(x) _____ (9)
LS, D.R.l 8 (Ax)CTA(x) _______ (10)
(9), (10), D.R.2 8 ~(Ax)~TA(x) 3 (Sx)TA(x) ______ (11)
(8), (11), LS 8 T(Sx)A(x) 3 (SX)TA(x) v ~(Sx)PA(x) ____ (12)
Similarly, T(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)(~PA(x) & 8A(x) ) v (Ax)~J’A(x) ,___ >_(13)
using A*17.
Similarly, T(Sx)a (x) d (Sx)sa(x),  ____ (14) using A,l8.
P s ((Sx)A(x) & (Ax)(B(x) V C(x) V -A(x) )) O (Sx)(B(x) v 0(x))
 (15)
LS, D.R.l, D.R.2, (15) 8 ((Sx)sA(x) & (Ax)(TA(x) v PA(x) v ~SA(x))) 
3 (Sx)(TA(x) V PA(x)) ______ (16)
LS, D.R.3 8 (Ax)-PA(x) 3 (Ax)(TA(x) v PA(x) v ~SA(x)) ____ (17)
(16), (17), LS 8 (Ax)~PA(x) & (Sx)SA(x) 3 (Sx)(TA(x) v PA(x))
 (18)
(13), (14), LS 8 T(Sx)a(x) 3 ((Ax)"PA(x) & (Sx)SA(x)) v ((Sx)(~P
A(x) & SA(x)) & (Sx)SA(x)) ______ (19)
P 8 (Ax)(A(x) 3 B(x)) 3. (Sx)a (x) 3 (Sx)B(x) ______ (20)
(20), LS, D.R.l, D.R.2 s (Ax) (~PA(x) & SA(x) 3 TA(x) v PA(x))
3. (Sx)(~PA(x) & SA(x)) 3 (Sx)(TA(x) v PA(x)) ______ (21)
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LS, D.R.l I (Sx)(~PA(x) & 8A(%)) 3 (Sx)(TA(x) v PA(x)) ____ (22)
(19), (22), LS s T(Sx)A(x) 3 ((Ax)~PA(x) & (Sx)SA(x)) v ((Sx)(T 
A(x) V PA(x)) & (Sx)SA(x)) (23)
(18), (23), LS * T(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)(TA(x) v PA(x)) _____ (24)
(24), P, D.R.2 8 T(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)TA(x) v (Sx)PA(x) ______ (25)
(12), (25), P, D.R.2 8 T(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)TA(x).
6. s(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)SA(x).
P 8 ((Ax)-A(x) 3 ~B(x)) 3 (B(x) 3 (Sx)A(x)) _______ (l)
(1), LS, D.R.l, D.R.2 8 ((Ax)~SA(x) 3 ~S(Sx)A(x)) 3 (s(Sx)A(x)
3 (Sx)SA(x)) (2)
A. 18, (2) 8 S(Sx)A(x) 3 (Sx)SA(x).
7. S(Ax)A(x) 3 (Ax)8A(x);
P 8 ((Sx)~A(x) 3~B(x)) 3 (B(x) 3 (Ax)A(x)) _______ (1)
(1), LS, D.R.l, D.R.2 8 ((Sx)~SA(x) 3 ~S(Ax)a (x)) 3 (s(Ax)A(x)
3 (Ax)sA(x)) (2)
A. 14, (2) 8 S(Ax)a(x) 3 (Ax)SA(x).
Meta-theorem 14#
The Deduction Theorem holds for D, i.e. if A.,,.#.,A B then1 n LS
A ^ , , * . , A ^ _ ^  D B,  provided Rule 5 is not used to generalise
on any* variable of A^ and Rule 4 is not used to change a free 
variable of A^ -
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Meta-theorem 1, except 
that the systems are L and LS instead of P and S.
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Meta-theorem 15.
If B is valid according to the valued matrices and the properties 
stated for A and S, then B is a thesis of the axiomatic system LS. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Meta-theorem 2. I will 
indicate the differences between that proof and this.
In showing t h a t ^  is consistent if.P^ is, the following theorems 
and derived rules of LS are required g
htjS ^ ^ hjS ^ ^ hj^ g ~TA.
hj^ g A(x) k^g (Ax)A(x). (D,R*l)
(Ax)-TA(x) D -(Sx)TA(x). (P, D.R.2)
•"LS ^ '^‘^ LS
T(Sx)A(x) D (Sx)TA(x). (T.5)
The property (b) of is g
If CAEa-nd A^ P^then -A€p. To show that this property holds,
we need the following s
hhS ^LS
^LS ^^LS
The property (d) of is g At least one of TA, PA, PA, -SA is 
a member of . To prove this we need the following s OTA, CPA,
CPA, C-SA, TA V PA v PA V -SA, all theorems of LS.
The property (e) of is g At most one of TA, PA, PA, -SA is a
member of To prove this, we need the following g TA D -PA,
TA D -PA, TA O SA, PA P -TA, PA D -PA, PA 3 SA, PA D -TA, PA D
-PA, PA 3 SA, -SA D -TA, -SA O -PA, -SA D -PA, ail theorems of LS •
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Por the assignment of values, if PA iQ^ then A has P. G(x^,. 
x^) has P if G has S and PG(a^,. • # ,a^ )<r for some choice of 
a^,.,, ,a^ . If G does not have P and does not have T out has S 
then G has P. G has -S if G does not have S.
In checking the connectives -, &, 3, and T^, one needs the following : 
TA 3 P-A, PA 3 P-A, FA 3 T-A, -SA 3 -S-A, TA & TB 3 T(A 3 B) ,
TA & PB 3 P(A 3 B); TA & PB 3 P(A 3 B) , TA & -SB 3 -S(A 3 B) ,
PA V PA V -SA 3 T(A 3 B) , TA & TB 3 T(A & B) , (TA & PB) v (PA &
PB) V  (PA & TB) 3 P(A &  B) , (PA &  SB) v (SA &  PB) 3 P(A &  B) ,
-SA V -SB 3 -S(A & B), TA 3 TT^A, PA v PA V -SA 3 -ST^A, all 
theorems of LS.
In checking the quantifier, A, in part (a) one needs the following s 
-T(Ax)A(x) 3 -(Ax)TA(x) , -(Ax)TA(x) 3 (Sx)-TA(x), hoth of which
are theorems of LS (T.2, P, D.R.2 ; P, D.R.2).
In part (h) , one needs the following s A 3 (Sx)A, (Sx)-SA(x) 3
-(Ax)SA(x), -(Ax)SA(x) 3 -s(Ax)A(x), all of which are theorems
of LS (A.13 5 P, D.R.2 ; T.7, P, D.R.2).
In part (o), one needs the following s A 3 (Sx)A, C(Ax)SA(x),
-(Ax)SA(x) 3 (Sx)-SA(x) ,(Ax) SA(x) & (Sx)PA(x) 3 P(Ax)a (x) , all
of which are theorems of LS (A.13 ; P, D.R.2 5 P, D.R.2 ; T.4).
part (d) becomes %
Let fL*- some and 1%  h or
for all Hence fL h (Sx)PB(x) and H  k TB(w ) v PB(w ),m,n ^ m,n m,n
for all w^ Let (Ax) (TB(x) v PB(x))^P. By P and D.R.2,
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Q, H C(Ax)(TB(x) V PB(x)). Henoe k -(Ax)(TB(x) v By P,
D.R.2, r  k (Sx)(-TB(x) & -PB(x)). Henoe, ^TB(w^ J  & -PB(w )'V 15, n 15,n
^ By the consistency of (Ax) (TB(x) v PB(x))^^]^ and by T.3, 
P(Ax)B(x)^P. Hence, if B(x) has P for some x and T or P for all 
X then (Ax)B(x) has P.
In checking the quantifier, S, in part (a) one needs the following î 
A D (Sx)A, (Sx)TA(x) D T(Sx)A(x) , both of which are theorems of LS 
(A.13 I A.15).
In part (b) , one needs the following § C(Ax)-SA(x) , -(Ax )-SA(x )
D (Sx)SA(x), (Ax)-SA(x) 3 -S(Sx)a (x). (P, D.R.2 ; P, D.R.2 ;
A.18).
Part (o) becomes s
Let k or r;^k ~SB(w^^^) for all and ^  k
for some Henoe k (Sx)PB(x) and P  k B'B(w ) v -SB(w )m,n w w m,n ' m,n
for all w . Let (Ax)(FB(x) v -8B(x))^/%. Then, since by P andill if iJL
D.R.2, /L k G(Ax)(PB(x) v ~SB(x)), ~(Ax)(PB(x) v ~SB(x))$’P. By
P and D.R.2, (Sx)(~PB(x) & 8B(x))#f^. Henoe ~PB(w ) & SB(w )' \ m,n'  ^ m,n'
€ !Q. By the consistency o f , (Ax)(FB(x) v -8B(x))ë/^, and by 
A.17, F(Sx)B(x)^P. Henoe, if B(x) has F for some x and has F or 
-S for all X then (Sx)B(x) has F.
Part (d) becomes s
Let 1%, k RB(w^^J for some and let TB(w^^^)|^q,for all
Then k (Sx)PB(x). Let (Ax)-TB(x)^:^. Since, by P and D.R.2, 
C(Ax)-TB(x), -(Ax)-TB(x)<r*. By P and D.R.2, -(Ax)-TB(x) 3 (Sx)TB(x),
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and henoe ( Sx) TB(x) §’f* and TB(w^ some By the*" lu ^ n “ * ID ÿ n
consistency of , (Ax)-TB(x)€^^. By A,l6, P(Sx)B(x)6^^, Henoe, 
if B(x) has P for some x and does not have T for all x then (Sx) 
B(x) has P.
The completeness of the axiomatic system LS can now be shown 
as can its consistency, which follows by the same procedure as 
used in Meta-theorem 2.
Meta-theorem 16»
Substitutivity of Equivalents holds in LS for 44 , i.e. if K.„ ALk)
4-^ B then |-^ g C(A)^^C(B), where substitution into 0 can be made 
for any argument places
Proof. Since A^B«-|^l-^g (Ax) A W(Ax)B and k^g ( Sx) A4-> ( Sx) B, 
the theorem follows as before.
Meta-theorem 17.
Let B be a wff of LS containing only the connectives, 3, T^, T,
&, V, -T and the quantifiers, A, S. Let A be a wff of P obtained 
from B by deleting any T*S or T^^s and replacing -T by Then, 
if kp A then k^g B.
Proof, The proof is the same as that of Meta-theorem 15 except 
that, instead of there being four values, T, P, F, and -S, there 
are two values, T and -T. All the necessary theorems are available 
because of the completeness of the system LS.
Meta-theorem l8.
Let 0 be a wff of LS containing only the connectives, 3, T^, T,
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&, V, ~T and quantifiers, A, S. Then, if k^g A s B then k^g 6(A)
= 0(B), where substitution into 0 can be made for any argument 
place.
Proof, Since k^g A s B k^g (Ax)A s (Ax)B and h^g (Sx)A s (Sx) 
B, the theorem follows as before.
Meta-theorem 19»
If the domain is restricted to all x^s such that B(x) is true, 
then the axioms and rules restricted to this domain will still 
hold, provided that the domain is non-empty, i.e. k^g (Sx)b (x). 
Proof, The variables are restricted as follows g (Sx)(T^D(x)
& A(x)) is the restriction of (Sx)A(x) to D(x), (Ax)(D(x) 3 A(x)) 
is the restriction of (Aîsc)A(x) to D(x). The proof follows the 
lines of that of Meta-theorem 6.
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CHAPTER 3#
THE THEORY OF INDIVIDUALS,
Firstly? I would like to clarify my concept of an individual#
It is said on p.45 of [l6], "What is conceived as an individual 
and what as a class is thus relative to the discourse within 
which the conception occurs# One task of applied logic is to det­
ermine which entities are to be construed as individuals and which 
as classes when the purpose is the development of a comprehensive 
systematic discourse." Here I am presenting a comprehensive system 
which includes all kinds of individuals, although interpretations 
of it can be restricted to particular contexts as will occur in 
the model I give for it which will contain only one individual, 
Lafleur, in [l4]» criticizes this comprehensive system saying, 
"Unfortunately, there are no entities which are discrete in this 
total sense g any two named will have many characteristics in 
common, especially if both are "concrete"." Lafleur is mistaken 
because he thinks that the mere existence of some common charact­
eristic will ensure that two individuals will have a common part. 
Two material objects which are spatially separate at a given time 
will be discrete, that is, they will have no common parts. The 
common characteristics needed to ensure that two individuals 
have a common part depend on the nature of the individuals. Two 
material objects having a common material part at a given time, 
two periods of time having a common temporal part, two groups
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(that is, individual fusions as opposed to classes) of people 
with a common person and two individual fusions of a person's 
thoughts containing the same thought (or, indeed, any two individual 
fusions containing the same individual) all have a common part.
Two individuals of different kinds will not have any common part.
It is useful to introduce the notion of atomic individual, which 
is one having no individual as a proper part of it/ for example, 
a point in time^'
-"time—are all atomic èné&v&éuWrS-r
Unlike most class theories, there is a universal individual, 
which is defined as the fusion of all individuals. Every individual 
is a part of the universal individual.
Wang, in his paper, [32], criticizes Goodman's calculus of indiv­
iduals because he does not commit himself on the question of the 
total number of individuals. The usual sorts of axiom of infinity, 
like 'every individual has a proper part* and 'every individual 
is a proper part of some individual', must be rejected because 
of the existence of atomic individuals and a universal individual. 
Since points in time and space are taken as individuals there 
must be at least 2 ° individuals. Periods of time and volumes of 
space are individual fusions of these points and are hence fusions 
of 2 atomic individuals.
Although I use Goodman's calculus of individuals and accept
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some of his notions of individual, I admit some individuals, e.g. 
points and some idealized concepts, which he does not admit and I 
take the notion of individual as absolute rather than "relative 
to the discourse within which the conception occurs," I say that 
an entity is either a class or a non-class and regard any non-class 
as an individual, whether it is a material object or an idealized 
concept.
For the purpose of formalising the calculus of individuals a 
theory of classes or sets must be assumed so that fusions of all 
the individual members of certain classes can be formed. In the 
next chapter I add individuals to the class theory, NBG, and use 
individuals as well as the null set to generate clnsses. I regard 
the class of all individuals as a set because there is no reason 
why it should be a proper class and no paradoxes arise out of its 
being a set, I will present a 2-valued calculus of individuals 
which can later be fitted into 3 and 4~valued theories of classes 
and individuals. For this calculus, I must introduce sets with 
individual members only as well as the individuals themselves.
The formal axiomatic system is as follows s 
Primitives,
1. k,l,m,n,. .(individual variables),
2. f * ,g* , h * ( v a r i a b l e s  over sets with individual members
only) •
3. o ('overlaps'), é ('is a member of).
-  x é i  -
4. ~j & (oonnoctivee) , A (quantifier).
Formation Rules.
1, If k and 1 are individual variables then kol is a wff.
2, If k is an individual variable and f* is a set variable then 
kÊf* is a wff,
3# If A and B are wffs then and A & B are wffs.
4. If A is a wff and k is an individual variable then (Ak)A is a 
wff,
5, If A is a wff and f  is a set variable then (Af*)A is a wff. 
Definitions.
1, k ^  1 (Am) (mok D mol), (k is part of 1.)
2, k«l (Am) (mok s mol), (k is identical with 1.)
3. k < 1 k ^ l  & ~(k=l). (k is a proper part of 1.)
4, k %  1 ~(kol), (k is discrete from 1.)
5. kpuf* (Am) (m%k s (Al)(l^f 3 my.) ), (k is the fusion
of f*.)
6. kHuf* (Am)(m<k s (Al)(l&f' D m < l) ), (k is the nucleus
of f',)
7# f 'C g' (Ak)(kcf* 3 k^g'). (f is a subset of g',)
8# f ‘ =g* (Ak)(k£f* s k^g'), (f is identical with g*,)
9. f *C‘g* f'C g' & ~(f*=g'). (f is a proper subset of g',)
Axioms.
1, kol s (Sm) (An) (nom 3 nok & nol),
2, (8k)(k&f') 3 (SI) (iFuf').
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3, (Sf’) (Ak) {k€f ' s where ^ is con­
structed using € , o, ~y & and A, where the quantification can he 
over individual or set variables#
4. k«l D.k^f' 3 l€f’#
Theorems,
1, k=l s#k$:l & l^k#
P s (Am) (mok s mol) s. (Am) (mok 3 mol) à (Am) (mol 3 mok) ( l)
(l), Defns.l and 2 § k=l s.k^^l & l^k.
2è kol s (Sm) (m^k & m f  l) #
P s (An) (nom 3 nok & nol) s, (An) (nom 3 nok) & (An) (nom 3 nol)
 (1)
(1), A# 1 8 kol H (Sm) ( (An) (nom 3 nok) & (An) (nom 3 nol)) (2)
(2), Defn. 1 s kol s (Sm) (m^k & m^l),
3# k^*k,
P : (Am) (mok 3 mok) (l)
(l) , Defn. 1 8 k^k,
4* kok,
T,3 8 k < k  & k < k  (l)
(1), P 8 (Sm)(mJ'k& m;Ck)_______ (2)
(2), T#2 g kok,
5# k ^ l  3 kol,
P 8 (Am) (mok 3 mol) 3, kok 3 kol ( l)
(1), T,4, P 8 (Am) (mok 3 mol) 3 kol _______(2)
(2) , Defn,l g k ^ l  3 kol.
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6é kol a lok.
P : (8m)(m3(k à m^l) ^ (sm)(m^l & k) (l)
(l), T.2 g kol s lok.
7. k=k.
P g (Am) (mok s mok) ( 1)
(l), Defn.2 g k-k,
8. k=l K l=k,
P g (Am) (mok s mol) s (Am) (mol = mok) ________ (1)
(1), Defn. 2 g k~l s l=k.
9# k=l & l=m 3 k=m,
P g (An) (nok h nol) & (An) (nol s nom) 3 (An) (nok h nom) (l)
(l), Defn.2 g k*l & l=m 3 k=m.
10. k6'l & l-^ 'm 3 k4^m.
P g (An) (nok 3 nol) & (An) (nol 3 nom) 3 (An) (nok 3 nom) _____(l)
(l) , Defn. 1 g k ÿ l  & l ^ m  3 k.ÿ^ m.
11. k=l 3 k»^l.
P g (Am) (mok s mol) 3 (Am) (mok 3  mol) ____ (l)
(l) , Defns.l and 2 s k=l 3  k ^  1.
12. k;^  1 5.k<l y k=l.
T. 11, P g k<^l s kj^l V k»l _____ (1)
(1) , P g k.^1 s (kfl &  -(k»l)) V k=l _______ (^2)
(2), Defn.3 s k &  1 s k < l  v k=l,
13. k < l  3 ^(l;gk).
P s l.^k 3 -(k^l) V l ^ k ______ (1)
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(1), P s l<k D-(kél) V (k^l & l^k) ______ (2)
(2), T.l s l $ k  3 ~(kïl) V k=l ______(3)
(3), P, Defn.3 : l^gk 3 ~(k<l) _______(4)
(4), P : k < l  3 ~(l$k).
14. k < l  3 ~{l<k).
9.12, P ! K k  3 Ijf k (1)
(1), P I ~(l$k) 3 ~ ( K k )  _______(2)
(2), T.13, P s k C l  3 ~(l<k).
19. ~(k<r'k).
P s "(k^ik & ~{k=k)) ______(1)
(1), Defn.3 » ~(k<k),
16. k <1 & If m 3 k<m.
Defn.3, P : k < l  3 k ^ l  ____  (l)
(1), 9,10, P s k < l  & l $ m  3 k ^ m  ______(2)
9.13 s k < l  3 ".(l$k) _____ (3)
9.10, P 8 l ( m  & ~(l^k) 3 ~(m^k) ______(4)
(3), (4), P : k< 1 & IjCm 3 ~(m^k) ________ (5)
9.11, P 8 ~(m$k) 3 ~(m=k) ____ _(6)
9.8, P, (5), (6) 8 k < l  & l ^ m  3 ~(k=m) ______ (T)
(2) , (7) , P 8 k < l  & l ÿ m  3 k ^ m  & ~(k»m) ______ (8)
(8), Defn.3 8 k < l  & l ^ m  3 k<m.
17. k < l  s (Am)(mSk 3 mjÇl).
P s (Am) (m;fk 3 m^l) 3.k<gk 3 k ^ l  _____( 1)
(1), 9.3, P 8 (Am)(m^k 3 m^l) 3 k ( l  ________ (2)
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9.10, P s k^l D. m^k D 1
(3), P s k^l 3 (Am) (m^k 3 m^l)
(2), (4), P 8 k,|f 1 2 (Am) (m^k 3 m^l).
18. k=l 3 (Am)(m^k = m^l).
9.17, P ! k.$l & l^k a (Am)(mf k 3 m^ l) & (Am) (m:$ 1 3 m < k)
 (1)
(1), 9.1, P « k=l s (Am)(m{(k a m^l).
19. ~(k\k).
9.4, Defn. 4 s ~(k"l,k).
20. kTl a itk.
9.6, Defn.4, P ; k%l a l%k.
21. kjTl 5 (Am)(mT.l 3 mXk).
Defns.l and 4, P : kjÇl a (Am) (m%l 3 m%k).
22. k=l a (Am)(mXk g mil).
Defns.2 and 4, P ; k=l a (Am) (ni%k a m%_l).
23. (Af')(kff' g léf) 3 k=l.
Hyp 8 (Af')(k(f' a 1(f) ______ (1)
A. 3 8 (Sf’) (Ak) (kéf ' a mok) _______ (2)
(2), P 8 k^f ' a mok _______(3) (f^ '^ is a constant.)
(2), P 8 Iff^ ' s mol _______(4)
(l), (3), (4), P 8 mok a mol ______ (5)
(5) , P 8 (Am) (mok s mol) (6)
(6), Defn.2 s k=l (7)
(1), (7), P 8 (Af')(kgf' a ]ff') 3 k»l.
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24. k=l s 5 ligf).
A,4, 9.8, P t k“l 3.k«f' s l«f _____ (1)
(1), P * k=l D (Af')(kgf s W )  ______ (2)
9.23, (2), P 8 k=l 3 (Af')(kgF' s 1(f).
25» k=l 3.gf(k) s Sl(l), for any wff Of.
Defn.2, P 8 k"l 3.mok a mol (1)
(l) , 9.6, P 8 k=l 3*kom a lorn (2)
9;24, P 8 k=l 3,k(f' a léf _______ (3)
Using (1), (2) and (3), Dy induction on the number of connectives 
and quantifiers of ç(, k=l 3.ÿ((k) a 0(1) can be shown.
26. (Sk)(kCf) 3 (sll)dFuf ).
A.2 8 (8k)(kgf') 3 (Sl)(lPuf) _____ (1)
Defn.5 8 IPuf* a (An) (n'%^ 1 a (An') (n'<f 3 n%n')) (2)
Defn.5 8 mPuf a (An) (n%_m a (An')(n'(f 3 n^n')) ______ (3)
(2), (3), P 8 IPuf & mPuf 3.(n%l a (An') (n'^ff'• 3 n^n')) & 
(nqm a (An')(n'(f 3 n^n')) ______ (4)
(4), P 8 IPuf & mPuf' 3.n%l a n"|jn _______ (5)
(5), P, 9.22 8 IPuf & mPuf 3 l=m_____ (6)
(1), (6), P 8 (Sk)(k€f) 3 (sil)(lFuf).
Under the condition that f* is non-empty, we can now introduce 
the symbol Pu^f* for the unique 1 such that IPuf,
27. (Sk)(k(f) 3 (Am)(mTPu^f a (Al)(lff< 3m~Ll)).
Defn.Pu f  8 (Sk)(kgf ) 3 (Pu^f )Puf ______ (1)
(1), Defn.5, P 8 (Sk)(kff) 3 (Am) (m%Fu^f a (Al)(l€f 3 m'%,1)).
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28. (Sk)(k(f) D.f gg' 3 Fu*f';^ Fu'^ g'.
Hyp t (Sk)(kff) ____ (1)
Hyp s f'£g' ______ (2)
(1), (2), Defn;7, P : (Sk)(k<g') _____ (3)
(1), 9,27 s (Ain)(mlPu‘f' s (Al)(lé'f 3 nTLl)) ______ (4)
(3), 9. 27 ! (Am) (nT%_Pu'g' s (Al)(l€g' 3 m*Ll)) ______ (5)
(2), Defn. 7, P : K g ’ 3 m%l 3. l$f 3 m%.l ______(6)
(4), (5), (6), P I m’Ll'u^ g' 3 m^Fu^' ______
(7), P, 9.21 8 Pu^f'$Pu‘’g' ________ (8)
(1), (2), (8), P 8 (Sk)(k€f) 3.f'£g' 3 Pu*f'î^Pu^g'.
29. (8k)(k6f') 3.f’=g* 3 Pu*f'°Fu^g'.
Hyp 8 (Sk)(ktf) _____ (1)
Hyp 8 f'=g' ____ (2)
(l), (2), Defn.8, P s (Sk)(kfe')_____ (3)
Defns.7 and 8, P 8 f'=g’ a f'Cg' & g'Cf ______ (4)
(1), (4), 9.8, P 8 Pu^f'ÿPu^’g' & Pu^g'.$Fu^f' ______(5)
(5), 9.1 8 Fu^f'=Fu‘g' _____ (6)
(1), (2), (6) , P 8 (Sk)(k(£f’) 3.f'=g' 3 Fu*f'=Fu\g:.
30. (s/f') (Ak) (ki£f ' 3 #(k)), where 0 is any wff.
A.3 8 (Sf')(Ak)(k(f e 0(k)) ___ (1)
P 8 (Ak)(k(f 3 0(k)) & (Ak) (k(g' 3 0(k)) 3 (Ak)(kef 5 kfg')
 (2)
(1), (2), Defn.8, P t (s/f') (Ak) (k(f ' s 0(k)).
We can now introduce the symbol j|^k s 0(k)î for the unique f' such
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that (Ak)(k€f' a 0(k)).
31. (Ak)(k(|k 8 0(k)^ a 0(k)). for any wff (if.
Defn. [k s 0(k)'| 8 (Ak) (kf^ s 0(k)| a 0(k)) .
Define 8 m=k v m=l|.
Define k+1 as Pu^|k,l|. [(Sm) (mgik,l^) always holds heoause k=k«■ .è t. i
V k=l holds*]
32. m"l.ik4l) 5 mXk & ..nTLl#
Defn.4-, 9.27 8 (Am) (ml_kfl a (An) (ng^, J  3 m%n) ) _____ (1)
(1), Defn./k,4 , 9.31 s (Am) (m^k*! a (An)(n=k v n=l 3 m%_n))
 (2)
(2); P s (Am) (rn^kfl a (An) (n=k 3 m%n) & (An)(n=l D nfyn)) <
T.7, P § (An) (n=k 3 m%n) 3  in%k______ (4)
T.22, P s m'^k 3  (An) (n=k 3  mj_^ n) _________ ^(5)
(3) , (4), (5), P : (Am)(m\tefl s m%k & m%l) _______ (6)
(6), P s m^Jk-Kl) s nT^k & m^Ll,
33. kfk=k*
T.32 8 m%(kfk) e rn^k & m^k _______ (l)
(1), P 8 (Am) (mX(kfk) =  m%^k) (2)
(2), T.22 8 kfk=k,
34* kHhl=iHhk.
T.32, P s (Am) (^ [^ (k+l), s m%(lfk)) ______  (l)
(1), T.22 8 kfl=l+k.
35. kf( Ifm) = ( k4l)4.m*
T.32 8 nX.(k-f{l-fm)) s n^k & n^(lfm) _______ (l)
-‘lii -‘»î_‘>r i..- j, - ér - --r a. y.-.-S-i»;. ■?-H.;-..;:-:
t. V ‘;- ;
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(1) , T.32, P § rTy(k**^ l4*m)) 2 n^k & & n^m . (2)
T.32, P s n*y((k^l)fm) 2 n^k & n^l & (3)
(2), (3), P % (An) (n]^ (k-f(l4m)) 2 rTy( (kfl)4-n) ) (4)
(4), T.22 8 kf^ l+-m) » (k4-l)iHn,
36. mo(kf'l) 5 mok v mol.
Defn,4, T.32, P s ^(mo(ktl)) 2 ~(mok) & ~(mol) (l)
(1), P s mo(kfl) 2 mok v mol.
37. (k^ l),< m 2 k ^ m & l^m.
Defn, 1, P 8 (k4l);g^  m 2 (An) (no(k+l) 3 nom) _______ (1)
(1), T. 36, P s (kfl) jCm 2 (An) (nok v nol 3 nom) _______ (2)
(2), p 8 (k'&l) f  m 2 (An) (nok 3 nom) & (An) (nol 3 nom) _____ (3)
( 3) , Defn. 1, P s ( kfl) ^  m 2 k :<m & 1 ^ m.
38. k.(g:kfCL,
T.32, P 3 my(k+.l) 3 b%k _______ (1)
(1), T.21, P s ktCkfl,
39. (Sk)(0(k) & l^k) 3  l4 : .F u tA  8 0 ( k ) | .
Hyp s (Sk)(0(k) & l^k) Kl)
9,31, (1), P 8 (Sk)(k«(k 8 0(k)}) ....  (2)
(1), P 8 0{k^) & 1< k^ _______ (3) (k^  is a constant,)
(2), 9.27, P 8 mqpu ^k 8 0(k)^  a (An)(n(/k s 0(k)j 3 m^n) (4)
(3), 9.21 8 m%k^ 3 m% l (5)
(3), 9.31, P 8 (An)(n«^k s 0(k)| 3 mln) 3 m^k^ _____ (6)
(4), (5), (6), P 8 mXPu 8 0(k)j 3  (7)
(7), 9.21 8 lj£:Pu‘/k 8 0(k)| ______ (8)
C'vi'' :'L ■ . y   ^ . / 4.^7 " ... • ' . x - ' ' ‘.IS-;»-*; ' - f"'A ^ \ 5,1.')' *
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(1), (8), P ! (Sk)(0(k) & icg’k) 3 l ^ P u ^ k -8 0(fc)^ .
(Sk)0(k) 3.(Ak)(0(k) 3 kj:i). 5Fu^X 8 0(k)U l.
Hyp 8 (Sk)0(k) _____ (1)
(1), 9.27, 9.31 8 m^Fu^fk : 0(k)j a (An)(0(n) 3 mln) ____ (2)
Hyp 8 “l l  3nrj_Pi?j^k 8 0(k)| ______ (3)
(2), (3), P 8 (An) («Xl 3.0(n) 3 mXn) (4)
(4), 9.21, P 8 (Ak)(0(k) 3 k^l)  _______(5)
9.21, (3), (5), P 8 Fu {k 8 0(k)| g 1 3 (Ak)(0(k) 3 k^l) _____ (6)
Hyp 8 0(k) 3 k^l (7)
Defn.l, (7), P 8 (Am) (0(k) 3,mXl 3 m^k) _______ (8)
(8), P 8 i4_l 3 (Ak)(0(k) 3 mXk)  ____ (9)
(2), (9) 8 m”|_l 3 œX fu* fk 8 0(k)^_______ (lO)
(10), 9.21 8 Fu {k 8 0(k)Jîÿ 1 ________(ll)
(2) , (11) , P 8 (Ak)(0(k) 3 kCl) 3 Pu‘’/k 8 0(k)^^ 1 _____(12)
(6), (12) 8 (Ak)(0(k) 3 k$l) sFu{k s 0(k)|<.l _____ (13)
(1) , (13) , P 8 9.40.
41. (Sk) 0(k) 3.(Ak)(0(k) 3kXl) a FuXk 8 0(k)?Xl.
Hyp s (Sk)j2f(k) ____ (l)
(1), 9.27, 9.31 8 ^ F u f k  : 0(k)| = (An)(0(n) 3 m^n) _____ (2)
(1) , (2), P 8 9.41.
42. (Sk)c((k) 3.(Sk)(0(k) & kol) a Fu'/k t C((k)? ol.
Hyp 8 (Sk)0(fc) _____ (1)
(1), 9.41, P 8 (Sk)(0(k) & ~k|_l) a ~Fu |k 8 0(k)j%l ___(2)
(1) , (2) , Defn.4, P s 9.42.
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Let us introduce the symbol k for Fu*'/! g 1%_4 ; provided (81) 
(l^k) bolds.
43. (Sl)dXk) 3.1%.k 5 l,^ k.
Hyp s (81) (l%.k) _____ ( 1)
(1), 9.41, Defn.k ; l%k = (Am)(m%k 3 mXl) ______  (2)
(2), 9.21 8 l%,k s If k ______ (3)
(1), (3) 8 9.43.
44. (SI) (iXk) ..3_kLk.
9.43 8 (81) (Xk) =).kXk s k f k ______(l)
(1) , 9.3, P 8 9.44.
45. (81) (ilk) 3.1^k s iTk.
Hyp 8 (Sl)(lX,k) _____ (1)
Hyp 8 If k ______ (2)
(2) , 9.21 8 (Am) (m%k 3 m%l) ________ (3)
(1), (3), P 3 kXl _____(4)
(4), 9.20 8 ll_k______ (5)
(2) , (5), P 8 ISk 3 ll_k_____ (6)
Hyp 8 l7_k______ (7)
(7) , 9.21, P 8 mSk 3 m\l
(8) , 9.43 8 mlk ^ m"Ll
(9), 9.21 8 1-gk_______ (10)
(7), (10), P 8 X k  3 l^k _______ (11)
(1), (6), (11), P 8 9.45.
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46. ( SI) ( iXk) 3 £=k.
Hyp 8 (31) (Xk) ______   (1)
(1), 9.45, P 8 Iffc 3 X k ______ (2)
(1) , 9.43, P 8 lT_k 3 If k _______ (3)
(2) , (3), P 8 Ifk 3 If k ______ ( 4)
(4), 9.18, P 8 k°k_______ (5)
(1), (5) 8 9.46.
Let us introduce the symbol U for Pu ^ k s k=kï. 9his will always
be defined because of T.7.
47. k'S U.
9.7, 9.27, 9.31 8 ml_U s (An)(n=n 3 m%n) _____ (1)
(1), 9.7, P 8 m%,U 3 (An)(mln) ______ (2)
(2), P 8 mXu 3 X k  _____ (3)
(3) , 9.21 8 kf U.
48. koU.
9.47, 9.5 8 koU.
49. k+U=U.
9.38 8 Ufk-+U _____ (1)
9.47, P 8 k+U(U ______ (2)
(1), (2), 9.1 8 k*U=U.
50. (Ak)(kf 1) 3 1=U.
Hyp 8 (Ak) (kf l) ______ (l)
(1), P 8 Uf 1 _______ (2)
(2), 9.47, 9.1 8 1=U_____ (3)
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(1), C3) : (AkXkf 1) 3 1=U____ (4)
Hyp % 1=U _______ (5)
(5), T.25 8 (Ak)(kfU) s (Ak)(kfl) ______ (6)
(6), 9.47 8 (Ak)(k-Sl) _____ (7)
(5), (7) 8 1=U 3 (Ak)(kfl) (8)
(4), (8) 8 9.50.
51. (Ak)(kol) s 1=U.
9.50, 9.5, P 8 1=U 3 (Ak)(kol) _____ (1)
Hyp 8 (Ak) (kol) ______ (2)
(2) , P 8 (Am) (mok 3 mol) ______ (3)
(3), Defn.l, P g (Ak)(kfl) ______ (4)
(4) , 9.50 8 1=U_______ (5)
(2), (5), P 8 (Ak) (kol) 3 1=U________ (6)
(1), (6) 8 9.51.
52. (Sl)(l~Lk) 3.k4k=u.
Hyp 8 (81)(l%k) ______ (1)
9.32 8 mX(kfk) s mXk & mX_k_______ (2)
(1), 9.43 8 s mf k ______ (3)
9.5, Defn,4, P 8 mfk 3 ~(niXk)______ (4)
(2), (3), (4), P 8 ~(mX(fc4-k)) ________ (5)
(5), Defn.4, P s (Am) (mo(k+k)) _______ (6)
(6), 9.51 8 k+.k=U______ (7)
(1), (7), P 8 9.52.
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53. (Sl)(lTk) 5. ~k==U.
9.51, Defn.4 8 (Al)~{lXk) s k=U _____ (l)
(1) , P 8 (Sl)(Xk) 3 ~l5?=U.
54. ~k=U 3 «k=U.
Hyp 8 “k=U ____ (l)
Hyp 8 k=U ______ (2)
(2), 9.1 8 U f k _____ (3)
(1), 9.53, (3), 9.45 8 ul_k (4)
9.48, Defn.4 8 ~(u'l.k) _____ (5)
(2), (4), (5), P 8 ~k=0_____ (6)
(1), (6), P 8 9.54.
55. (8k)(-k=U & 0(k)) 5 (Sk)(~k°U & 0(k)).
Hyp 8 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k)) _____ (1)
(1) , P 8 ~k^=U & 0(k.) ___ (2) (k. is a constant,)
(2), 9,46, 9.25 8  (3)
(2), 9.54 8 ~kj^ =U ______ (4)
(3), (4), P 8 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k))______ (5)
(1), (5) 8 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k)) 3 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k)) ____ (6)
Hyp 8 (Sk)(~k=u & 0(k)) _____ (7)
(7), P 8 ~k^=U & 0(k^)___(8)
(8), 9.54 8 ~k^=U & 0(k^) _____ (9)
(9), P 8 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k))_______ (10)
(7), (10), P 8 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k)) 3 (Sk)(~k=U & 0(k)) _____ (ll)
(6), (ll) 8 9.55.
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56.. (Ak)(~k=U 3 0(k)) 3 (Ak)(-k=U 3 0Ck)).
9.55, P 8 ~(Sk)(~k=U & ~0{fc)) 3 ~(Sk)(~k=U & ~0(k)) ____ (l)
(1), P 8 (Ak)(~k=U 3 0(k)) 3 (Ak)(~k=U 3 0(k)).
57. ~k°U & ~1=U 3.k=l 5 k=l.
Hyp 8 ~k=U & ~1=U _____ (1)
9.22 8 k=l 3 (Am) (m%.k s m^l) (2)
(1), (2), 9.45 8 k=l 3 (Am)(mfk s m<l) ______ (3)
(3), 9.18 8 k=l 3 k=l ______ (4)
(1), (4) 8 9.57.
58. ~k°U & ~1=U 3.kf 1 3 l.gk.
Hyp 8 ~k=U & ~1=U ______(1)
9.21 8 k f l  3 (Am)(m%l 3 m% k ) ________(2)
(1), (2), 9.45 8 k f  1 3 (Am)(m<Tl 3m*k) _______ (3)
(3) , 9.17 8 k$l a I f k ______(4)
(1), (4) 8 9.58.
We now introduce the definition of nucleus of a set as follows g
(I) PÜ I'k 8 (Sl)(l6f & ~1=U & k=l)| , provided (i) (8k)
(31) ( K f  & ~1=U & k=l) and (il) -Fu^jk s (Sl)(l€f & ~1=U & k=l)l 
«U both hold. These conditions are necessary to ensure the defin- 
ability of (i) Fn (k 8 (Sl)(l€f & ~1=U & k=l)| and (il) îû
However this definition does not cover the case where U is the
only member of f'. So a special definition is given in this case,
(II) Nu^f* U, provided (Ak)(k#f* D k=U) holds.
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59. (Sk.)(Sl)(lÆf & ~1=U & k=ï)5 (8k) ( W f  & ~k=U).
Hyp î (Sk)(Sl)(lAf & ~1=U & k=ï)_______(1)
(1), P 8 Ijtff' & "1^=U & k^=l^ (2) (k^ and 1^ are constants.)
(2), P 8 l^Cf & ~1^=U _______(3)
(3), P 8 (Sk)(k€f & ~k=U) _____(4)
(1), (4) s (8k) (81) (Iff & ~1=U & k=ï) 3 (Sk)(k6f’ & ~k=U) _____ (5)
Hyp 8 (8k) (k&f & ~k=U) ______ (6)
(6), P 8 k K f  & ~k-=U _____(7) (k. Is a constant.)
T.57, (7) 8 k^=k^ _____(8)
(7), (8), P 8 (Sl)(l€f & ~1=U & k^=ï) _______(9)
(9), P 8 (Sk)(si)(l€f' & ~1=U & k=ï) ______(10)
(6), (10) 8 (8k)(k(f ' & ~k?U) 3 (Sk) (81) (Kf ' & ~1=U & k»ï)  (ll)
(5), (11) s 9.59.
60. (8k) (ksf & ~k°U) 3.~Fu^fk s (Sl)(lgf' & ~1=U & k°ï)f=U = 
(Sl)(Ak)(k(f 3 1 6k).
Hyp 8 (Sk)(k(T' & ~k=U) ______(1)
(1), 9.53 8 ~Pu''(....| =U s (8m) (mXpu'^% .. .1 )_____ _(2)
(1), (2), 9.27 8 ~PuX...*]=U H (Sm) (Ak) ((SI) (lee' & ~1=U & k=ï)
3 m%k) ______ (3)
(3), P 8 ~Pu*/....]=U 3 (8m)(Ak)((Al)(~l&f' v 1=U v ~k=ï) v m^k)
_______(4)
(4), P 8 ~Pu'^|...,.|=U S (8m) (Al) (Iff' & ~1=U 3 (Ak)(k=ï 3 rn^k))
 (5)
P 8 (Ak)(k=ï 3 m^k) 3 m i l  ______ (6)
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T.22, p s mXÏ 3 (Ak)(k=î 3 m%k) ______ (7)
(5), (6), (7), T.43, P 8 ~Pu‘{....>=U 3 (Sm)(Al)(l€f & ~1=U 3
mfl) _____ (8)
9.47 8 1=U 3 mfl ______  (9)
(8), (9), P 8 ~Pu^(....|=U 3 (Sm) (Al) (Iff' 3 m f  1) _____(lo)
(1), (10), P s 9.60.
9.59 and 9.60 simplify the conditions on the definition of Nu^f 
so that condition (i) becomes (8k)(ktf' & ~k=U) and condition (ii) 
becomes (Sl) (Ak) (kfif 3 Ifk).
61. (Sl)(Ak)(k«f ' 3 Ijfk) 3 (Am) (m^fHu^f ' s (Al)(Kf 3 m^l)).
Hyp 8 (8l)(Ak)(k(f 3 If k) _(1)
Hyp 8 (8k) (kff ' & ~k=U) __(2)
(2), 9.27 8 mXPu‘^[k 8 (Sl)(l£f' & ~1=U & k=l)} = (Ak)((Sl)(l*f'
& ~1“U & k=l) 3 ml k) ____  (3)
(3), Defn.Nu, 9.45, (l) s mfNu^f = (Ak) ((Sl) (Iff & ~1=U & k=l)
3 m^k) _____ (4)
Using the proof of T.60, m^Nu f  a (Al)(léf 3 m f  l) ____ (5)
(2), (5) 8 (8k) (kff ' & ~k=u) 3 (Am) ( m fm*f s (Al) (Iff 3 mfl))
 (6)
Hyp 8 (Ak)(k6f 3 k=U) _____ (7)
9.47 8 k=U 3 m f k
(7) , (8) 8 (Al)(l(f 3 m
(8)
£1) _____ _(9)
9.47, Defn.Hu 8 m5Nu‘f   (lo)
(9), (10), P 8 (Am)(mfNu‘f  s (Al)(l(f 3 m f  l)) _____ (ll)
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(7), (11) s (Ak)(k6f 3 k=U) 3 (Am)(mfHu4' = (Al)(léf 3 mfl))
 (12)
(1), (6), (12), p s 9.61.
62. (81) (Ak) (kK' 3 Ifk) 3.kHuf a k=Hu‘^ f ,
9.61, Defn.6, 9.25, 9.18 s 9.62.
63. (SI) (Ak) (kfeg' 3 Ifk) 3.f'gg' 3
Hyp 8 (Sl)(Ak)(tasg' 3 Ifk) ________(1)
Hyp 8 f'Ê^g' _______(2)
(1), (2), Defn.7, P s (Sl) (Ak) (k£f ' 3 1 f  k) _______ (3)
(1), 9.61 8 mfN u*f g (Al) (Iff ' 3 m^l) _______ (4)
(1), 9.61 s m <m^g' 3 (Al)(l€g< 3 m f  1) _______ (5)
(2), Defn.7, P s (âl)(lfg* 3 m<l) 3 (Al)(lsf' 3 m f  l) _____ (6)
(4), (5), (6), P 8 m <m«g' 3 m f N / f  > _______ (7)
(7), 9.17 8 Hu'g'^Nu^f’ ______(8)
(1) , (2) , (8) 8 9.63.
64. (81) (Ak) (kgf ' 3 Ifk) 3.f'=g' 3 Hu^f'=Hu‘g'. '
Hyp 8 (81) (Ak) (kéf ' 3 Ifk) ______(l)
Hyp 8 f'=g' _______(2)
(2), Defns.7 and 8 s f'Cg' & g' C f  ' _______ (3)
(1), (2), 9.25 8 (8l)(Ak)(k^' 3 l<k) _______(4)
(1), (3), (4), 9.63 8 H u X ' f  Hu^g' & Hu^g'fH/f ’ _____(5)
(5), 9.1 8 Hu^f'=Nu^g'______(6)
(1), (2), (6) 8 9.64.
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65. (Sl)Uk)(0(k) 3 l.ÿk) 3.(Ak)(0(k) 3_l!gk). a i W / k  > 0(k)L
9.61, 9.31 s 9.65.
66. (Sl)(Ak)(0(k) 3 l.<k) 3,(Sk)(0(k) & kf'l) 3Hu^(k : C((k)?gl. 
Hyp : (sl)(Ak)(0(k) 3 l^k) ____^(1)
Hyp s (Sk)(0(k) & kj?l) (2)
(2), P 8 0(k,) & k.4  1 _____ (3) (k^  la a constant.)
(1), 9.31, 9.61 8 (Am) (m $ Hu'^ lk s 0(k)j 3 (Al)(0(l) 3 m $1) ) ___(4)
(3), (4) 8 (Am)(m^Nu^|k 8 0(k)j 3 m^k ^  ______ (5)
(5), 9.17 8 Nu^ l^k 8 0(k)| ^ k^ _______ (6)
(3), (6), 9.10 8 Nu'^ fk 8 0(k)}f 1 _______ (?)
(1), (2), (7) 8 9.66.
67. (31)(Ak)(0.(k) .3 1 $k) 3.(Sk)(0(k) & kll) 3 Hu fk 8 0(k)Tll.
Hyp 8 (Sl)(Ak)(0(k) 3 l^k) _____ (l)
Hyp 8 ~1=U _____ (2)
(2), 9.43, 9.66 8 (Sk)(0(k) & k%l) 3 Hu |k 8 0(k)H Î ____ (3)
(2), (3), 9.56 8 (Sk)(0(k) & kpl) 3 Hu^k 8 0(k)|l^l ____ (4)
(2), (4) 8 ~1=U 3. (Sk)(0(k) & kl 1) 3 Hu^/k 8 0(k)H 1 (5)—  f. Î ^
Hyp 8 1~U _____ (6)
9.48, Defn.4, P 8 (sk) (0(k) & k\u) 3 Hu (k s 0(k)^U ____ (7)
(6), (7), 9.25 8 (Sk)(0(k) & kXl) 3 Hu‘^k 8 0(k)]7 1 _____ (8)
(6), (8) } 1=U 3.(Sk)(0(k) & k"][ 1) 3 Hu*’|k 8 ^(k)!^ 1 _____ (9)
(1), (5), (9) 8 9.67.
66. (Sl)(Ak)(cf(k) 3 l;gk) 3.1oHu^(k s Cf(k)l 3 (Ak)(0(k) 3 lok). 
Defn.4, 9.67, P 8 9.68.
-  1 4 0  -
We now introduce the definition of kl as Nu^|k,l|, subject to 
the condition that kol holds, The condition is oorreot for this 
nucleus because g 
(Sn) (Am) (m£4k,l|- O njTm)
2 (Sn)(Am)(m-k v m~l 3 n^:m) (Defn, k,l )
H (Sn) (Am) (ra«k 3 n,^ m,<S}.m«l 3 njs^ m)
H (Sn) ( (Am) (m=k 3 n^m) & (Am)(m=l 3 n.$m) )
5 (Sn)(n^k & n^l) (T.?, T,l8)
£ kol (T,2)
69, kol 3,m^k & mv<l = mi^ gkl.
Hyp s kol _____(1)
(1) ? T,6l, Defn,kl s u^.kl ~ (An)(nefk?l^ 3 m ^ n) (2)
(2), Defn, k,l s kl 2 (An)(n=k v n=l 3 m^ gTn) _______(3)
(3), P s m<;kl = (An)(n=k 3 m,^n) & (An)(n=l 3 m^Jn) ______(4)
(4) , T.7, T.I8 8 m<kl 2 m<^k & m < l  (5)
(1), (5) : T.69,
70, kol 3 klf^ k^,
1,69 § kol 3,m^‘kl 3 m.;g'k (l)
(1) , T,17 s kol 3 kl^k,
71, kol 3,klLm 3 klLm,
T.70, T.21 s kol 3 (Am) (m%k 3 m^kl) _____(l)
(1) , T..20, P s T,71.
72, kol 3,mokl 3 mok & mol,
T,69 8 kol 3,m^kl 3 m ^ l  (l)
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(1), T.17 s kol 3,kl<l ______(2)
(2), Defn.l % kol 3.mokl 3 mol ______ (3)
T.70, Defn.l g kol 3.mokl 3 mok (4)
(3), (4) 8 kol 3.mokl 3 mok & mol,
73# kk=k,
T.4, T.69 % m < k  & m.Çk s m<,kk (l)
(1), P s (Am)(m$k s m^kk) (2)
(2) , T.18 : T.73.
74. kol 3 kl=lk.
Hyp g k o l  (1)
(1), T. 69 g m<.kl £ m$lk _____ (2)
(2) , T.18 s kl=lk  _____(3)
(1), (3) s T. 74.
75. (8n)(nj:k & n ^ l  & n.Sm) 3,k(Im) =(kl)m.
Hyp 8 (Sn)(n-^"k & n < l  & n jgm) ______ (l)
(1), T. 69 s (Sn)(n$.k à  n^ g'lm) _______ (2)
(1), T.69 g (8n)(n$kl & n$m) _______(3)
(1), T. 2 g kol ____(4)
(1) , Tv2 s lom  ___ (5)
(2), T92 % ko(lm) _____(6)
(3) , T.2 g (kl)om _____(7)
(6), T. 69 8 n $k(lm) s n g k  & n $'lm _____(8)
(5), (8), T.69 g n<k(lm) s n ^ k  & n<l & n < m  _____(9)
(7), T. 69 s n^<(kl)m = n<kl & n < m  ______(lo)
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(4) , (lo) , T.69 t n5(kl)m s n,<k & n<l & njCm (ll)
( 9) ,  ( 11) s n.i^k(lm) s n ig (k l )m  ( 12)
( 12) ,  9 .1 8  8 k ( lm ) = (k l )m  ______ (1 3 )
( 1 ) ,  ( 13) s 9. 75.
76. kU=k.
9; 48 8 koU ______(1 )
( 1) ,  9.69 3 m ^kU  s m < k  & m ^U  _______ (2 )
( 2 ) ,  9.47 8 m;gkU s m $ k _______( 3)
( 3) ,  9 .1 0  8 kU=k.
77» k o l  & ~k=U & -1=U 3 . k ï = W .
Hyp 8 k o l  & ~k=U & ~1=U ______ (1 )
Hyp 8 k l= U  ______(2 )
(2 ) , 9 .1 8  8 m ^ k l  g m < U  ______ (3 )
( 3 ) ,  9 .4 7  8 m ^ 'k l  _______ ( 4)
( 1 ) ,  (4 ) , 9.69 8 la^ 'k  & m < l  ______(5 )
( 5 ) ,  9.50 8 k=U & 1=U ________(6 )
( 1 ) ,  ( 2 ) ,  (6 )  8 ~kl=U  ________ (7 )
9.69 8 m( k l  s m ^ k & m S l  ______(8 )
(8) , 9.43 : kl s >®lk & ni|_l  (9)
( 9)5 9.32 8 -  m l_ (k  Ï )  ______ ( 10)
( 1 0 ) ,  9 .2 2  8 ÎS=5+-Ï ______ (1 1 )
( 1 ) ,  (1 1 ) 8 9. 77.
78. k f  1 5 k 9 l = l .
9 .1 0  8 k ^ l  a (A m )(ljC m  D k ^ m )  ( 1)
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(1) , P s 1 s (Am)(kjÇm & lj$m a l<m) _____(2)
(2), T. 37 8 = (Am)((k+l)^m = Ijfm) ___^(3)
(3) j P s k<l = (Am)(~in=U s l^m) & (Am) (m=«U 3.
s l<m) ____ (4)
(4), T.47, T.25 : kgl = (Am) (~m=U 3.k+l<m = l<m) (5)
(5), T.56, T.45 s k^l £ (Am)(~m=U 3.kf-l^m s l~|_m) (6)
(6), T.48; T.25 ! k< 1 £ (Am) (m"^(k+l) £ mjj.) (7)
(7) , T.22 8 k;Çl £ k*l=l.
79* 1 & n D
T.78 s k < l  & m ^ n  3 & mfn~n  (l)
(1), T.34, T*35 § k ^ l  & m^n D I f (Ifn) ______ (2)
(3), T.78 § k.$ 1 & m D  k#i< Ifn,
80, kol 3,k ^ l  5 kl~k.
Hyp 8 kol _____(1)
(1), T*69 s k^l = kj: kl ______ (2)
(1), T.70 8 kl;fk______(3)
(2) , (3> 8 k^ri s k f  kl & k l ^ k _,(4)
(4), T, 1 8 k:g^ l s kl=k_____ (5)
(1), (5) ; T.80,
81. kom D#k^l & n D km^ ln..»
Hyp 8 kom _____(i)
Hyp 2 k f l  & m ^ n  ______(2)
(1) , (2), Defn. 1 :s lorn ____,(3)
(2), (3), Defn,l .2 Ion ____(4)
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T. 80 8 k^^l & m ^ n  D kl=k & mn«m (5)
(5), T .74, T.75 8 k < l  & mî^'n D k m « (k m )( ln )   __ J 6 )
( 6) ,  T,80 s k ^ l  & mÿ*n D kmn^ln.
82# k o l & kom D kM km  = k ( l4m).
Hyp 5 kol & kom .(1)
.(2)
.(4)
( 1) ,  T .38, Defn . 1 s k o ( Ifm ) _ _ _ _
T,38 s 14$ I fm  &_________ _______ ( 3)
( 1) ,  T .8I ,  T.3 8 k l ^ k ( l 4m) & km;^k(]r»m)
( 4 ) ,  T .3 7  8 k l f k m ^ k ( l4 « i )   ____ (5 )
Hyp 8 n o k ( l4m) ____( 6)
( 6) ,  T.2 8 n ^ < n  & jC k ( I fm )  . (7) (n^ is a c o n s ta n t .)
( 7) , T.69 8 n^^ k  & n ^ jg . l fm  _(8)
( 8) ,  T.5 8 n ^ o (lfm ) _______ ( 9)
(9)9 T .36 8 n^ol V n^om ______ (lO)
Hyp 8 n^ol Xii)
(11), T.2 8 Rg^&^l ^ BgSal _____ (12) (n^ is a constant.)
(8), (12), T.IO 8 ng^k & n^gl ______(13)
(13), T.69 8 ng<kl _____(14)
(7), (12), T.IO 8 ng.<n ______ (15)
(14), (15), T.2 8 no(kl)  ____ (16)
(11) , (16) 8 n^ol D no(kl) ____
Hyp 8 n^om _____(I8)
Similarly, no (km) ____ (I9)
(18) , (19) 8 n^om 3 no (km) ____ (20)
.(17)
V.'
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(lO), (IT), (20) j no(kl) V no (km)
(21), T.36 $ no(kl+km) ______(22)
(6), (22) : (An) (nok(If-m) 3 no(kl*.km))
(23), Defn. 1 ! k( 1+m).^ kl+km ______ (24)
(1) , (5) , (24) , T.l 8 T.82.
83. lorn D k+lm= (k+l) (k+m) .
Hyp 8 lorn ______(1)
(1), T.36 8 (k+1)om _____ (2)
.(21)
(23)
(2), T.36 8 (k4.l) o(k+m) 
T.38 8 kdfk+1 & kgk+m
.(3)
.(4)
.(5)
.(7)
(3), (4) , T.69 8 k^(fcfl)(k+m) ___
T.38 8 1 < W 1  & mÿk+m _______(6)
(1) , (6), T.81 8 lm^(k+l) (k^m) __
(7), T. 37 8 (kflm)g(k+.l)(k+m)______
Hyp 8 no(k-f-l) (k+m) ______(9)
(9), T.2, T.69 s & n ^ ^ k ^  & n^<Ck4m
.(8)
(10) (n^ Is
a constant.)
.(11)Hyp 8 n^ok ___
(10), (11); Defn.l g nok __
(11), (12) g n^ok D nok ___
Hyp 8 n ^ k _______(14)
Hyp 8 n^on^ ______(15)
(15) 9 T#2 s n^^ng & n^^n^
(14), (16), T.21 g n ^ k  __
.(12)
Jl3)
_^ (l6) (n^ is a constant.)
Xl7)
V:;i i'. - J'."'
.'T.-- é W '
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Hyp 8 « 2 ^ 4 ______(18)
(16%, (18), T. 21 8 n ^ l  _____(19)
(17), (19), T. 32 8 n^-^(k4.l) _ _ _ _ (2o)
(10), (20), T.21 8 ______(21)
(l6), T.5 8 n^on^ _____ (22)
(21), (22), (15), (18) s ïigon^  3 ngol _
(23), Defn.l s n^'Sl ______ (24)
Similarly, n.'Çm________ (25)
(24), (25), t.69 8 n^<Çlm ______(26)
(10), (26), T.2 8 no(lm) _____(27)
(14), (27) s B^ljc 3 no(lm)
(13), (28) s nok v no(lm) _
(29), t.36 8 no(M-lm) ______ (30)
.(28)
.(29)
.(23)
(9), (30), Defn.l s (k-H) (k*n) jC (fc+lm) ______
(8), (31), T.l 8 k-flm = (k+l)(kfm) ______(32)
(1), (32) s T.83.
84. kol & ~(k^Tl) & ~1=U 3 k ° kl-fkï.
Hyp 8 kol & -(k fl) & ~1=U ______(1)
(1), T.43 8 koî ______ (2)
(1), (2), T. 82 g kl4kï = k(lfï) ______(3)
(31)
(1) , T. 52 8 1+ï = U .(4)
(3) , (4) , T.25 8 kl-fkï = kU __
(5) , T.76 8 kl-fkï = fc _____(6)
(1), (6) 8 T.84.
.(5)
■ 5-' .c c -Jï
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85. ~1=U 3  k  = (k f - l )  ( k 4 l ) .
Hyp 8 ~1=U .(1)
(2)
.(3)
t.38 s k Sk+1 & k<k+l __
(2), T.2 8 (k-fl)o(lwl) _
(2) , T.69 8 k6 (k+1) (kfï)
Hyp 8 no(k+l) (k*î) _______ (5)
(5) J T.2, T.69 8 n^ jgZn & ktl & n^:g.k+ï
.(4 )
(6) (n., is a
constant. )
Hyp 8 n^ok .(7 )
(8)
.(9)
(6), ( 7) 5 Defn.l s nok _
(7 )  , (8 )  8 n.ok 3  nok __
Hyp 8 n ^ k __________ (lo )
Hyp 8 HgOn^ ( 11) (n„ is a constant.)
( 11) ,  T.2 8 n^i£ng & n^ sTn^^  (12 ) (n, is a constant.)
(10), (12), T.21 8 n j  k
(14 )
(13)
Hyp 8 n g l_ l __
( 1 2 ) ,  ( 1 4 ) ,  T.21 8 n j t . 1   _____( 15)
( 1 3 ) ,  ( 15) ,  9 .  32 8 n ^ ( W - l )  ______ ( 16)
( 6 ) ,  ( 1 6 ) ,  T.21 8 n ^ n ^  _______(17)
( 12) ,  T. 5 8 n_on^ ( 18)
( 17) ,  ( 1 8 ) ,  ( 1 1 ) ,  (1 4 ) 8 ngon^ 3  ngOl
( 19) ,  Defn.l 8 n^;$l (2o)
Similarly, n^^l _____(2l)
_(19)
(21), T.45 8 n % 1 (22)
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(20), (22), T.21 i  (23)
T.4 8 n^on^ ____(24)
(lo), (24) 8 n^ok (25)
(25) , (9) 8 nok (26)
(5), (26) ; no(k-fl) (fcf-l) D nok (27)
(27), Defn.l g (k+l) (k-+-ï):$k ____ (28)
(4), (28), T.l 8 k = (k4-l)(k+l) ____ (29)
(1), (29) 8 T.85.
86. ~k=U & ~1=U & kol & ~(k^l) & -(l«-k) 3 k»l = kl+kl+kl.
Hyp 8 ~k=U & ~1=U & kol & ~(k^l) & ~(1-Sk) _____(l)
(1), T.43 8 -(k]_l) & ~(i\k) ______ (2)
(2%, Defn. 4 s kol & lok ( 3)
(1), T.84 8 tofl = (kl+kï)4.( Ik+lk) ____(4)
(1), T.74 8 kl = Ik___ (5)
(4), (5), T.25, T.33, T.34, T.35 s fc+l = kl+kl+lk (6)
(1), (6) 8 T.86.
87. ~k=U & ~1=U & kol & ~(kjci) & ~(l^-k) 3 kl = (k+.l) (k+l) (k4.l) 
Hyp 8 ~k=U & ~1=U & kol & ~(k.<l) & ~(l.&:k) _____ (l)
(1), T.43, Defn.4 8 kol & lok_____ (2)
(1), T.85 8 kl = (k^ l) (ls«-l) (1+k) (1-fk) (3)
(1), (3), T.73, T.74, T.75, T.34 8 kl = (k-fl) (k+ï) (l^ Æ) ____(4)
(1), (4) 8 T.87.
88. f'=g' 3.0(f') = 0(g'), for any wff ç(.
Defn. 8 8 f'=g' 3. ktf ' s kgg' ( l)
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Using (l), by induction on the numhers of oonnootlvee and quant­
ifiers of T.88 can he shown,
89. (s(h')(Ak)(k6'h' s kff & Mg').
A.3 s (8h')(Ak)(kth' s kCf & k€g’) _____ (l)
Hyp I (Ak)(k«hi' s k6f & kfg') & (Ak)(kthg' s kef' & keg') ___ (2)
(2), (Ak)(keh^' = kghg') _____(3)
(3), Defti.8 8 h^'=hg' _____ (4)
(1), (2), (4) : T.89.
We now introduce the term f f o r  the unique h* such that k^h’ 
s 3drf’ & k€g*.
90. (sfh')(Ak)(keh' 5 kef vkgg').
A.3 I (Sh')(Ak)(kgh' s k6f v keg') ______(l)
Hyp 8 (Ak)(keh^' s kgf' v keg') & (Ak)(k6h2' s kef v keg') ___ (2)
(2) 8 (Ak) (kgh^' 5 kfhg') _____ (3)
(3), Defn.8 s h^'-hg'  _____ (4)
(1), (2), (4) 8 T.90.
We now introduce the term f f o r  the unique h' such that k^h’
= kütf * V k€g’.
91. (s/h')(Ak)(keh' a ~kgf).
A.3 8 (8h')(Ak)(keh' s -kgf) ______(1)
Hyp 8 (Ak)(l^h^' 3 ~kgf') & (Ak)(k6hg' s -kgf) _____(2)
(2) 8 (Ak)(kgh^' s kéhg') ______ (3)
( 3) , Defn, 8 8 h.^  ' =hg ' ______ ( 4)
(1), (2), (4) 8 T.9I.
-  1 50  -
"We now introduce the term f* for the unique h* such that kCh* s
~kaf',
92. (Sk)(kgf'.& keg') DPu^(fV>.g')^(Pu*f')(gu*e').
Hyp s (Sk)(fc£f & k%g') ____ (l)
(1), Defn. n 8 (8k)(kff'Ag') ____ ^(2)
(1), T.39 8 (8k)(k^Fn'f & k.$Fu‘g') ____ (3)
(3), T.2 8 (Fu‘f’)o(Fu'g») ____(4)
(2), T.41 8 k“î_Fu'^ f'6g' 3 (Al)(léf & leg' 3 ilk) ______ (5)
(1), T.41 8 k]_Fu^f' 3 (Al)(lef' 3 ilk) ____(6)
(5), (6) 8 klFu ’^ f 3klFu'’f'rtg' _____ (7)
(7), T.21 8 Fu'f'Ag'.$Fu^f' _____ (8)
Similarly, Fu^ f'j| g'.j: Fu*g' _____ (9)
(4), (8), (9), T.69 8 Fu^f'/»g'.<(Fu‘'f')(Pu‘g') ____ (10)
(1), (10) 8 T.92.
93. (8k)(k(f') & (8k) (kgg') 3.Fu^ (f'&,g') = Fu'f'+Fu'g".
Hyp 8 (Sk)(ktf') & (Sk)(k€g') ____ (l)
(1) 8 (8k)(kff'i/g0 _____ (2)
(2), T.41 8 k'lFu'^ f'ug' 3 (Al)(ief v Igg* 3  ll_k) _______(3)
(1), T.41 8 k1_Fu*f' 3 (Al)(l€f 3 il_k)_____(4)
(1), T.41 8 k l F u V  s (Al)(lfg' 3 ilk) _____ (5)
(3), (4), (5) 8 kJ_Fn^f Ifg' 3 k^Fu^f' & klFu^g' ______(6)
(6), T.32, T.22 8 Fu^f'og' = Fu^f'+Fu'g' ____(7)
(1), (7) 8 T.93.
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94. (Sk) ( k € f & -Fu*f'=U, 3 FÜ?f~ .g Fu'f".
Hyp : (Sk)(kÉf) & ~Fu^f'=U_____ (l)
(1), T, 48, Defn.2 i (Sk)~(koFu^f') ____ (2)
(2), Defn. 4 : (Sk) (k^Fu^f ' ) _____ (3)
Hyp I (Ak)(kgf') _____ (4)
(3), T.41 s {Sk)(Al)(ief 3 l%_k) _____ (5)
(4), (5) s (Sk)(Al)(llk)  _____ (6)
(4), (6), T.48 8 (Sk)~(kff) _____ (7)
(7) : (Sk)(kçF) _____ (8)
Hyp 8 klFu^f" _____ (9)
(8), (9), T.41 8 (Al)(~lff 3 l%k) ___ (10)
(10) 8 lok 3 Igf ' _____(11)
(11) 8 kok 3 kff '  _____(12)
(12), T.4, T.39 8 kSFu^f* . (13)
(1), (13), T.43 8 k~[_FFF ______ (14)
(9), (14), T.21 8 fF F ^ F u^ F  _____ (15)
(1), (15) 8 T.94.
95. (81) (Ak) (kgf vkgg' 3 l^k) 3 Hu^(f'pg') = (Hu^f') (Hu*g') .
Hyp 8 (Sl)(Ak)(k(f' V kfg' 3 l,<k) _____ (1)
(1) 8 (Sl)(Ak)(k^f 3 l^k) _____ (2)
(1) 8 (8l)(Ak)(k€g' 3 l<:k) _____ (3)
(1), T.61 8 k<Nu‘f'Ug' = (Al)(l€f v Igg' 3 k<l) ____ (4)
(4) 8 k<Nu^fiwg' a (Al)(lff' 3 kçi) & (Al) (leg' 3 k SI) ___ (5)
(2), (3), (5), T.61 8 k<Nu'’f'ug' a & k<m^g'______ (6)
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(1), (6), t.69 8 kSNu^f't'g' s kS'(Nu*f')(Hu^gO ____ (7)
(7), T.18 8 Nu^f'Vg' = (Uu^ f')(Nu'^ g') ,____ (8)
(1), (8) 8 T.95i
96. (SI) (Ak) (ktf ' 3 If k) & (sl)(Ak)(keg' 3 l6 k) 3 m^f+Nu'^g' 
Æ m^(fyg').
Hyp 8 (Sl)(Ak)(kèf 3 l&k) & (8l)(Ak)(k*g' 3 1 £k) ____ (l)
(1) 8 (Sl)(Ak)(k€f' & keg' 3 16k) _____ (2)
(1), T*63 8 ^m'^(f' „g') _______ (3)
(1), T. 63 8 m ^ g ' S m  (f'rtg') _____ (4)
(3), (4), T. 37 8 Hu''f'...Nu^ g'£Hu^ (f V.g') ____ (5)
(1), (5) 8 T.96.
97. (S.h')(Ak)(kéh' 5 kok).
A.3 8 (sh') (Ak) (fce-h' s kok) ____ (l)
Hyp 8 (Alc)(k£.h^ ' s kok) & (Ak) (k6hg ' s kok) (2)
(2) 8 (Ak)(k4h^' 3 kéhg') ____ ,(3)
(3), Defn.8 s h^'=hg' _____ (4)
(1), (2), (4) 8 T.97.
We now introduce the term V for the unique h* such that k.^ h' s
kok and also the term A for \/,
98. Pu V=U.
T.4 8 (8k) (kok) ____(1)
(1) , T.42 8 loPuV 3 (8k) (kok & kol) ____ (2)
T.4 s(Sk)(kok & kol) _____(3)
(2), (3) 8 (Al)(loPu^VO _____ (4)
(4), T.51 8 Pu*V=Ui
We now define an atomic individual as follows ; At(k) ■»„ ~(Sl) 
(Kk).
99. At(k) 3.16k 3 l=k.
Hyp s At(k) ____(l)
(1), Defn. 3, Defn. At : (Al)(l6’k 3 l=k) ___ _(2)
(2) 8 ISk 3 l=k (3)
(1), (3) 8 T.99.
100. At(k) & At(l) 3. k~Ll V k=l.
Hyp 8 At(k) & At(l) _____ (1)
Hyp 8 kol _____ (2)
(2), T.2 8 m^<k & m^dFl (3) (m^  is a constant.)
(1), (3), T.99 8 m^=k & m^=l ____ (4)
(4) 8 k=l _____ (5)
(2), (5) 8 kol 3 k=l _____ (6)
(6) , Defn.4 t k^ l v k=l ___(7)
(1), (7) 8 T.IOO.
If one wants to restrict the range of individual and set variables 
to a particular type of individual, then it can he carried out 
as follows 8
(Ak)0(k) becomes (Ak)(k6g* D 0(k) ).
(Sk)^(k) becomes (8k) (k€g’ & 0(k)) ,
(Af')0(f*) becomes (Af')(f'gg' D0(f»))*
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(8f')0(f') becomes (Sf')(f'C,g' &
The set g‘ must he non-empty#
The theory can easily he shown to he consistent as follows §
Let there he only one individualand two sets; f\ and k^^ . Let 
kok and k6|k| hë true and k^4 he false. Axiom 1 becomes kok Si 
kok D kok & kok and is hence true. Axiom 2 becomes either k^AP 
kB^ u/i , which is true, or k^'^j D kPu^ kj-, which is ki^ i|k| D,k\k 
s,k^|k| D kTj^, which is true. Axiom 3 becomes (Sf’)(k€f* s (Zf(k) ) 
j2((k) is true or false when particular substitutions are made for 
its free variables. If j2((k) is true then k^[k^ s j2f(k) is true 
and if (2^(k) is false then k6A= 0(k) is true and hence (8f*)(kff* 
s 0(k)) is true. Axiom 4 becomes either k=k D»k6/^  D k^Ao^? k~k 
D.kiR;jk} D kfjk). In both oases, they are true.
■■ ...-------------- ■. - ■■ , _ ç ; / — 7— r;. ■---;.; t- . , : V  - / V -  '
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CHAPTER 4.
A 3-VALUED GLASS THEORY WITH im)IVIDUALS#
In this chapter, I wish to construct a class theory which is 
similar to NBG hut has individuals as well as classes, and these 
individuals are used, as well as the null set, to generate classes. 
This theory differs from other class theories containing individuals 
in that it contains an axiomatic theory of individuals and uses 
a 3-valued significance logic in distinguishing between individuals 
and classes. On p,20 of [30], Suppes says, "However, our axioms 
do not actually postulate the existence of any individuals, and 
they are thus consistent with the view that there are only sets 
in the domain of discourse," So, he cannot ensure the existence 
of even one individual. Also he has to take care in distinguishing 
the null set from individuals. He can, however, construct classes 
from individuals hy using his Axioms of Separation and Pairing,
The formal theory that follows will he similar to Mendelson's 
treatment of NBG in Chapter 4 of [17] except for certain modific­
ations due to the presence of individuals or due to the use of 
the 3-valued significance logic. The formalisation is as follows % 
Primitives,
1, u,v,w,x,y,z, (variables over special classes, i.e, the classes
of this 3-valued theory, and individuals)
2, o(overlaps) , 6* (is a member of),
3, ^ , 3, T^ (connectives of the 3-valued significance logic).
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4* A, s (quantifiers of the 3-valued significance logic),
Formation Rules.
1* If X and y are variables then xoy and x6y are atomic wffs.
2# If B and G are v/ffs then ~B,(b D cj, T^B are wff s.
3. If B is a wff and x is a variable then (Ax)B and (Sx)B are wffs*
Definitions.
Gl(x) (Sy)S(y.€x). (x is a special class.)
l(x) ~Cl(x). (x is an individual.)
Let us assume for the moment that there is at least one set (and 
hence at least one special class) and at least one individual, 
(Ak){Zf(k) (Ax)(l(x) 3
(Sk)5<((k) (8%)(T^l(x) &^ix)).
Let k,l,m,n,,. , . ,  be such individual variables,
(Af)0(f) “ if (Ax)(Cl(x) 3  
(8f)0(f) (Sx)(‘I^Cl(x)
Let f ÿgj,h,i ,,,,,,,, be such special class variables,
M(f) (Sg)(feg). (f ts a set.)
(Af')0(f') (Af)(M(f) 3 pf(f)).
(8f')/(f') “df (Sf)(T^M(f) & 0Xf))"
Let f',g';h*,i',j',#,,,^.,m be such ;set variables,
(Au')^(u') (Au)(M'(u) V I(u) 3^(u)),
(Su')S2f(u') (Su) (T^(M(u) V I(u)) & ^(u)).
Let u*gV*,w*,x*,y',%:,...,,o be such variables over sets and indiv­
iduals.
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x«y (Ak) (kox s koy) v (Aa)(a&z i z€y), (x is identical with y.) 
Notice, in this definition, that if x and y are classes then x-y 
C^(Aa) (zi^ x s z£'y) , if x and y are individuals then x-y -C^ :'(Ak) (kox 
s koy), and if x is an individual and y a class, of vice versa, 
then x-y is non-significant. Notice also how the disjunction v 
is used to define identity over a range containing two different 
types of things. The definition could have been made without the
use of V by taking each case in turn but it seems easier and more
natural to use v,
I now give definitions restricted to individuals. In using these 
definitions, one cannot substitute one side of the definition 
for the other unless the variables x, y , etc. are restricted to 
individuals or sets(as the case may be), 
k ^ rl = .. (Am) (mok 3 mol), (k is part of 1.) 
k-1 (Am) (mok s mol), (k is identical with 1.)
[This is derived from the definition of x=y.]
k < 1  k^' 1 & -(k=l). (k is a proper part of 1.)
k"^l ~(kol), (k is discrete from 1,)
kPuf’ (Am)(m | k ~ (Al)(ltrf’ 3 nTj^l)), (k is the fusion of f^,)
kNuf* (Am) ( m ^ k  s (Al)(l6f* 3 m£l)), (k is the nucleus of f*,)
I now give definitions restricted to special classes. Again, 
the definitions cannot be used unless the appropriate variable 
restrictions are made,
f C g  (Az)(z^f 3 z€g), (f is a subclass of g.)
A5. L/... - V Î ~.,i ■ vs;,.- -V J-,- :y iv-.i- £ A'.-.r-'f-A".' :'.k'“s- / -V : » 1. ^ ;e: S' : Yÿ'-v jÿ'faJ
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f~g ~df s z€g), (f is identical with g.)
[This is derived from the definition of %=y#] 
f Cg  f Cg & -(f=g). (f is a proper subclass of g,)
If the variable restrictions are violated a non-significant 
wff may result. For example, k ^ l , kCg, f ^ g, and f ^ k  are all 
non-significant. Except in the case of xoy and x^y, these non­
significant wffs are avoided because it is simpler to use restricted
variables and also the only purpose they could serve would be to 
form significance ranges but they do not introduce any new signify 
icanoe ranges which are not already obtained from xoy and x^y. 
General Axioms,'
1. 8(x&f).
2. S(kol).
3- Cl(x) V Cl(y) 3 -S(xoy),
Individual Axioms.
1, kol H (,Sm) (An) (nom 3 nok & nol).
2. (8k)(kGf*) 3 (8l)(lFuf().
3, (8f')((Ak)(kCf' 5 0(k,l^,...,l^)) & (Ag*)-(g*ff *)) , where ^ 
is conn true ted using only o, , A and variables quantified 
over individuals.
4. k=l 3.kgf 5 16f.
5# (Sx)l(x).
Special Glass Axioms.
T. f-g 3 (Ah) (f&h s g&h),
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P. (Ax')(Ay')(Sf')(Au')(u'éf = T(u'=%' v u ’=y<)).
N. (Sf')(Ax')~x'<gf
U. (Af')(Sg')(Ax')(x'(Ég> s (Sh')(x'*h' &h'é?f')),
W. (Af')(Sg')(Ax')(x'.«g' s T(Ay')(y'Cx' Qy'Æf')).
S. (Af') (Ag) (Sg’) (Ax') (x'ÿg' 3 x'ef & x'eg)-
Before introducing more axioms, I need to prove some theorems 
and introduce more definitions,
T.l. -8(xfk),
Defn,I ? T(y) 3 (Ax).^ 8(xey) _____ (l)
(l) 5 Defn.k g -8(x€k)
T,2, k=l 3,^(k) l) , for any wff (j,
Gen,Ax,2, Defn. = g k=l 3,mok ^mol (l)
Gen.Ax.2, (l) g k=l 3,kom ‘^ I p m ______(2)
Gen. Ax.1, Ind. Ax. 4 § k-1 3.kéf ^ I C f ______(3)
T.l 8 k«l 3.X'^ k 3:" x^l (4)
T.l § k=-l 3.k€me'l«an ____ (5)
Gen, Ax. 3 s k-1 D.fokC/fol _____(6)
Gen. Ax. 3 s k=l 3, kof cf lof (7)
By using induction on the number of connectives and quantifiers 
in (/, T.2 can now be shown.
T.3. f=g s.fi^g & gGf.
Defns,*=, G  8 T.3.
T.4, f=f,
Defn.e 8 T.4#
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T."5. f=g D.g°f.
Defn.= 8 T#5#
T. 6. f D , g = h  3 f=h.
Defn.« 8 f*g s (Az)(z^f s zeg) (l)
Dofn.= 8 g»h 5 (Az)(z^ s zgh) _____ (2)
(1), (2) 8 f=g 3.g-h D (Az)(z4f s zfh) (3)
(3) , Defn.« 8 T. 6.
T.7» f=g 3'0(f) 0(g) , for any #f V-
Gen,A%"l, Defn.= : f=g 3. z^f O^z^g______(l)
Gen#Ax. 1, Ax.T 8 f~g Dof^h  (2)
T.l 8 f~g D#f%k C^ge^ _____(3)
Gen. Ax# 3 s f=g D#fox^gox (4)
Gen. Ax# 3 s 3# xof dC/xog (5)
By using induction on the num]).er pî connectives ^nd quantifiers 
in 52^, T. 7 can now he shown.
Define a proper class §s # ^pgci^l olage whic% || npt A set,
Pr(f) =af ~M(f),
T#8# Pr(f) 3P.(fég).
Defns.Pr, M 8 T.8.
T.9, (AxQ (Ay*) (sif 0  (An*) (u^£f * s T(u'=x* v u*=y*)).
Ax.P 8 (Ax')(Ay*)(8f')(Au*)(u'&f! 5 T(u?=x' v u'sy!)|  ___(l)
Hyp 8 (Au')(uLgf^* s T(u'=x* v u'=y*)) & (Au*)(u*^fp> « T(ut=x* 
V u'=y'))_____(2)
(2) : (Au:)(u*ef]^( s u'EfgO ___(3)
- " V.- I . I,; '■ VC/'
- I6l -
(3), T.8 s (Au)(u#f^« 3 ui^ fg*)  _____(4)
(4) J Defn.- s f^'sfg*  _____ (5)
(1), (2), (5) s T.9.
We now introduce the definition (the unordered pair of
X* and y*) for the unique sOt f* such that (Au*)(u^ff* 3 T(u*=x* 
V u*=y*)). Also define |x*| as |'x* ,x’l .
T.10. (Au*)(u*^fx'? 5 T(u*=x*)).
Defn. ^ x^L t (Au*) (u*f s T(u*=x* vu*=x')) (l)
(1) 8 T.IO.
T. 11. (x^  = 4%'},
Defn. Jx*,y'% § T, 11,
T. 12. jx^-'fy^j- D. x*~y*.
Hyp Î {x*|«(y*}______ (1)
(1), Defn.- % u*6|x*^ 3 u*6’fy'j- _______ (2)
(2); T.IO s (Au')(T(u'=x*) 3 T(u*=y*))______(3)
Hyp 8 I(x') & I(y') _____ _(4)
(3), Defn.u* 8 (Ak)(T(k=x*) s T(k=y')) _______ (5)
(5) 8 x’-y*  ______J 6)
Hyp 2 Cl(x') & Ol(y') _______(?)
(3), Defn.u' s (Af')(T(f'=x*) 2 T(f'=y'))__(8)
(8) 8 x*=y'_____(9)
Hyp 2 (I(x') & Cl(y*)) v (Cl(x*) & l(y*)) _(lo)
(10) , Defn.- 8 -S(x‘-y*)____ _{ll)
(10), (3) s F({x'}=jfy'p (12)
— -  'F -
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(1), (4), (6), (7), (9)i (10), (11), (12) 8 T. 12.
T. 13. (slf *) (Ax')~x'6f '.
Ax.N 8 (Sf •) (Ax')~x'éT• _____(l)
Hyp 8 (Ax')~x'6f^' & (Ax')~x'fKf2'   1.(2)
(2) ! (Ax')(xVef^' = x'sfg')  ____(3)
(3), T.8 8 (Ax)(xgf^' s xgfg') (4)
(4), Defn.= s  (5)
(1), (2), (5) « T. 13.
We now introduce the definition 0 (the null set) for the unique 
set f’ such that (Ax')~x’é f .  We now have at least one set as
required for the definition of set and special class variables. 
Individual Axiom 5 ensures the existence of at least one individual 
for the definition of individual variables.
We define an ordered pair,<x* of x* and y* as ,|x* ,y
T. 14# <Tx* ,y^ ]>-<[u* ,v*^  D x*=u* & y*=v*.
Hyp g <x* ,y*> = <u* 5V*> ______(l)
(1), Defn.<x',y'> s fV'}) ______(2)
(2), Defne.{x',y'j-,= s {x'] e ,.j*u',v'|^  _______(3)
(3), Defn. ^ x' ,y'j. s j^x'U^u'j v ^ x'} =^u',v'| ______ (4)
(4), T. 12, Defn,jx'J s x'=u' ______ (5)
(2) , Defns.Jx' ,y'} ,= s ju' ,v')e{{x'j ,^x' ,y'J| ______(6)
(6), Defn.fx' ,y'j i fu'jv'} = fx'^ v {u> ,v'}-= fx',y'7 ______ (7)
Similarly, ^x' ,y'^  v-^x',y’J-=£u’,v'_J _______(8)
Defn.£xq 8 £u' ,v'j=£xi & ^',y'^=|u'|' 3 y'=y' (9)
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Hyp % = ,y^  (10)
(5), (10) I |u',v'|=(u',y'| ______ (11)
(10), Defn.'fjc'jjrT 1 T(y'=n') vT(y'=v') _____ (12)
(12) : u*=v' 3 T(y*=v*) ______ (13)
(11), Defns. I^ x’,y^ ] , - : y'"U* D T(u*^v*) ______ (14)
(12), (14) 8 ~T(u'=v*) 2 T(y'=v') ______ (15)
( 1 0 ) ,  ( 1 3 ) ,  (15 ) 8 {u* jV^ J-^lxSy*] 3  T(y'=v*) ____ ( l 6 )
(7), (8), (9), (16) : T(y'=v') _____ (17)
(5), (17) 8 x*=u* & y*=v* ____ (l8)
(1), (18) s T.14.
The definition of ordered pairs can be extended as follows «
0'> “gf %,  “df<^q'»'**»^n'>»Vl'^*
T. 15._A-, ' -  ,x y > f ( y 3 . % i '=yi' & .... & %%'=?%'"
Hyp s <Xj^ ',... ,Xj^'>=<y^',... ,y^ '>  _____(l)
T.14, Defn.^Xj^',... ,x^U ® >• • • & *n'~^n*
 (2)
By T.14, Defn.{x^',...,x^'), using induction on n, x^'=y^' & ....
%n'=rn' ------(3)
(1), (3) I T.15.
(see next page)
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T.16. (Afn(SIg')(Axn(x*eg* = (Sh*)(x«€h*
Ax.U : CSg*3(Ax‘)(x*€g» 5 (Sh»)(x’£h* S h'gf')) ____(1)
Hyp : (Ax*)(x*€g^ ^^  5 (Sh*)(x^eh* # (Ax*)(x^eg2* = (Sh*)(x*E
h*  ^h*€f*)) ____(2)
(2) : (Ax*)(x'eg^* s x'eg^') ____(3)
(3), T.8, Defn. = : gi'=g2' ____
(1), (2), (4) : T. 16.
We now introduce the definition U(f*) (the sum set of f*) for the 
unique g’ such that (Ax*)(x*eg* - (Sh')(x’éh* § h’ef*)). Also define 
f’ ug* as U({£’ ^ g'}) 0 
T.17. (Ax*) (x*€f*ug* E x'ff' V x'eg').
Defns. u and U : x’ef’ug* = (Sh’)(x*6h* § h*£{f*,g'}) ____(1)
(1), Defn. { } : x’ef'ug* s (Sh*)(x*eh’ S.T(h'=f') v T(h’=g’)) ____(2)
(2) : x’ef’ug*  ^x'cf* v x*eg*.
We can now define {x ',..,,x ' } inductively as (x. ,x - ’ }ufx *}.. i n  1 n— 1 n
T.18. (At4')(i;'€{x^%X2%.,.,x^'} E T(V^ '=x^ *) v - v T(^*=x^').
T.IO : (^ *€{x^ *} E T(q*=x^') ____(1)
Defn, { } : ^’^ {x^'jX^'}  ^T(qt=x^*) v T(q*=x^*) ____(2)
T.17, Defn. { } : i%*€{x^ ' ,... '\+l^ - uj’e{x^’,,.. ,x^’} v
(3)
(3), T.IO : q'e{x^‘ } e  ' ,... ,x^’} v T(u*=x^^^*)___(4)
By induction, using (1), (2), (4), T,18 follows.
T.19. (Af*)(SIg*)(Ax*)(x*£g* E T(Ay*3(y»ex* a y*gf*)).
Ax.W : (Sg*) (Ax') (x*€g’ h T(Ay')(y'ex' a y'ef')) ____(1)
■^  \ (> 5 -
Hyp ; (Ax') Cx'eg,^ ' 5 T(Ay'}(y'€x' » y'ef')) § (Ax')(x'eg.’ h T(Ay')
(y'£X' y'êf')) (2)
(2) : (Ax')Cx'eg^' 5 x'eg^') (5)
(3), T.8, Defn, - : g^*=g2' ____(4)
CD, (2), (4) : T.19.
We now define the power set of the set f',u (f')> as the unique g*
such that (Ax') (x'eg’ = T(Ay')(y*ex' s y'sf')).
T.20. (Af')(Ag)(Slg')(Ax')(x'eg' e.x'ef' S x ’eg).
Ax.S : (Sg') (Ax') Cx'eg' =.x'ef S x'eg) ____ (1)
Hyp : (Ax')(x'eg^' -:,x'e£' § x'eg) & (Ax') (x'eg ' s.x'ef § x'eg) (2)
(2) : (Ax')(x'eg^' = x'eg^') ____(3)
(3), T.8, Defn, » : g^'-gg' ____(4)
(1), (2), (4) : T.20,
We now define the intersection set of the set f  and the class g, 
f'ng, as the unique g' such that (Ax') (x'eg' s.x'ef 8 x'eg). 
T.21. f c f> z. M(f).
Defn.n : x'efnf = x'ef 8 x'ef ____(1)
Hyp : f c f  ____(2)
(2), Defn. c : x'ef c x'ef ____(3)
(1). (3) : x'efnf ; x'ef ____(4)
(4), T.8 : fnf'=f (5)
Defn. n : M(fnf') ____(6)
(5), (6) : M(f) ___ (7)
(2), (7) : T.21.
In preparation for the next set of axioms we need the definition of a 
univocal class (relation) : Un(f) (Ax*)(Ay*)(Az*)( < x * > £ f  §
<x* ,z*>£f 3 T(y* =z*)) .
Further Special Class Axioms.
B, (Ax 2 f • * * » y^) 8 ^ (x ^ . o., x^ y^ )  ^ (8 f )
(Ax ^ , •.., x^ ) ( <x , » 0 o, x^ >€f — ^(Xj'j,.«, x^ *,yj^ ,..», y^ ) ), where 
 ^is constructed using 0, e, T^, A, S (quantifier) such that
only variables over sets and individuals are quantified, and 
x^',... ,X£* ,y^,... ,y^ are all the free variables of and f is not 
amongst them.
R. (Af‘)(Un(f) 3 (Sg*) (Ax’) (x’eg* e (Sy’) (<y* ,x»>€f § y’ef’))) .
I. (Sf’)(0£f’  ^ (Ag’)(g’€f’ 3 g’U{g’}€f’)).
T.22. (SIh) (Aw’) Cm’eh E (Sv’)(Sw’)(T(i%?:=<v’,w’>)  ^v’ef  ^w*€g)) .
Ax.B : (Sh)(Ai%')(%*£h e (Sv’)(Sw')(T(^’=<v’ ,w’>) § vef § w'eg)) ____(1)
Hyp : (Alt’) (14*Eh^ e (Sv')r----) § (Aa')(|j'Eh2 e (Sv’) )  (2)
(2) : (A|A’)(i%’Eh^ E L^ ’eh^) ____(3)
(3), T.8, Defn. = : h^^h^ ____(4)
(1), (2), (4) : T.22.
We now introduce the definition fxg (the Cartesian product of classes
f and g) as the unique h such that (A^’)(q’ch e  (Sv*)(Sw’)(T(^’= 
<v’,w*>) § v ’ef § w’eg).
Let f^  be defined as fxf and f*^ be defined as f "^ ^ xf.
T.23. (Slh)(Aa’) (q’eh e u'ef  ^U'eg).
Proof is similar is that of T.22. Define fng (the intersection of 
classes f and g) as the unique h such that T.23 holds.
~ f ^  7 -
T.24. (S!h) (Au*) (yj'ch g Ui’ff v q*dg)o
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define fug (the union of classes
f and g) as the unique h such that T.24 holds,
T.25, (Slg)(Au*)(M*6g E -u*£f).
Proof is similar to that of T,22. Define f (the complement of the
class f) as the unique g such that T.25 holds. Also define f-g as
fng.
T.26. (S!f)(Au’)('^ *€f E
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define V (the universal class) as 
the unique f such that T.26 holds.
T.27. (S!g)(Au»)(u*£g -E (Sv'3(<M*,v*>€f)),
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define^(f) (the domain of f) as
the unique g such that T.27 holds.
T.28. (SIg) (Au*)(t|*€g E (Sv')(<v',M'>£f)).
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define(R(f) (the range of f) as
the unique g such that T.28 holds.
T.29. fug = fng.
Defns. u, : n'efug = ~(u’ef v u’eg) ____(1)
(1), Defns. n, : u’efug e w'efng ____(2)
(2), T.8, Defn. = : T.29.
%T.30. £=f.
Defn. : u’ef  ---(%%'ef) ____ (1)
(1), T.8, Defn. = : f=f.
T .31 . V=0.
f 6 g -
DefnSo 0, : U(*€0  ^(1)
(1) : a»eÔ E u'=q( (2)
(2), T.8. Defns. V$= : V=0.
T.32. (Au')(y'€V).
Defn. V : U^eV e %*=%' ____(1)
(1) : CAU')(y'ëV).
T'33. (AM*)CU*ef-g e  ^~U^€g)o
Defn. - : U'ef-g = vl^ efng  ___(1)
(1), Defns. n,” : y'ef-g a m'ef  ^~m»€g.
The following theorems follow trivially from the definitions
T.34. fng=gnfc
T.35. fn(gnh) = (fng)nh.
T.36. fnf=f.
T.37. fn0=0.
T.38. fnV=f.
T.39. fug=guf.
T.40. fuCguh) = (fug) uh.
T.41. fuf=f.
T.42. fuo=f.
T.43. fuV=V.
T.44. fn(guh)=(fng)u(fnh).
T.45, fuCgnh)=(fug)n(fuh),
T.46. fng=fug‘.
T.47. f-f=0.
IT.48 . V - f= f .
T.49. V=0.
We now define a relation as follows;
Re|« (f) f Ç
T.50. (Slg)(Au')(W'eK = T(Av') (v'eit' ^ v'ef)).
Proof is similar to that of T,22. Define (p(f) (the power class of
f) as the unique g such that T.50 holds.
T.51. (Slg)(Ag»)(a»€g E (Sh')(u'eh' § h'ef)).
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define U(f) (the sum class of f) 
as the unique g such that T.51 holds.
T.52. (SIf)(Aw')(u'ef = T(Sv')(W'=<v',v'>)).
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define I (the identity relation) 
as the unique f such that T.52 holds.
T. 53. * > ” * ° * j y 4 ' ' s y^ )^ Scj)(x^ *,.»<.^  ,y ^ ,.,,, y^)  ^ (SI f )
(f c V G (Ax^',...,X2^)(<X^',...,X^'>€f 5 0(x^',...,x^', 
yi, ».. ,y^))), where (j) is constructed as in Axiom B.
Hyp I (Ax^* 4 « « 4 *  4y2» ‘ ® ® >y^ )^ 4*(^ 2* * * * * * *  4y2> • * • »y^) (i)
(1)4 ® >. « • 4^^ *} (^ %2 4 ' 4 f2 — 4* (^ 2 * 4 * • • > 4y2 4 * • • /y^ ) )
 (2) (f^  is a constant)
(2), Defn. /  : f^nV^ c /  § (Ax •,.. .x^') (<x^',... ,x^'>ef^n/ s
4^ (^2 4 « ° " 4 * 4 y 2 4 ' » • 4y^ |) ) (3)
Hyp : g^  c S (Ax^',...,x^')(<x^',...,x^'>eg2 e *(x^*,...,x^ ', 
^1'''"'^ %)) 5 82 5 G (Ax^',...,x^')(<x^',...,x^*>gg2 =
4> (Xj^ *,.. o,x^ ,y^  j. 0.4y^Y^  ^) (4)
“ ) ■? ô  ”•
(4) : <x^',...,x^'>gg^ : <x^',...,x^'>eg2 ____(5)
(5), Defh. /  : (Aw')(g'«V^ î U'egg) ____ (6)
(4) : (All') (~a'£V^ o.M'eg^ s W'egg) ____(7)
(6), (7), T. 8 : g^=g^ ____(8)
(1), (3), (4), (8) ; T.53.
Define )} (the class of ordered
£~tuples such that <j> holds) as the unique f such that T.53 holds.
Define the inverse relation of f,f, as {<x^’,X2'> / <X2* iX^  ' >c f}.
T.54. R(f)=$(f).
Defh.tR : U's®.(f) s (Sv') (<v'>e£) ____(1)
Defn. 9  : W'€^(f) s (Sv') (<«',v’>ef) ____(2)
Defn. ^  : <y*,v*>ef e <v',q'>ef____(3)
(1). (2), (3) : n’£®(f), 5 n 4\£) ____(4)
(4), T.8, Defn. = : T.54.
We now define the following:
Fnc (f) Re| I (f) § Un(f) (f is a function),
gif fn(gxV) (the restriction of f to the domain g ) .
Un^(f) Un(f) § Un(f) (f is one-to-one).
If there is a unique z* such that <y',z'>ef then f‘y* z*. 
f“ g=^(gif).
T.55. (Af')(Un(f) 3 (S!g')(Ax')(x'cg' = (Sy')(<y',x*>ef  ^y'ef'))). 
Proof is similar to that of T.22. Define the setjR(f*lf), as the 
unique g' such that T.55 holds.
“ I ~l I -
T.56. i-Axiom R => j- Axiom S.
Hyp : Axiom R ____(1)
Defn. Un : Un({ <x^'jX^' ^ I TCx^'sXg') G x^'eh}) __ _(2)
(13, (2) ; (Sg')(Ax')(x'sg' 5 (Sy'3(T(y-=x'3 S y'gh § y'ef')) ____(3)
(33 : (Sg'3(Ax'3(x'£g> s x'€h § x'ef'3 ____(4)
T.57. M(J(f'33.
Hyp : w'e3)(f'3____(13
(13, Defh.f) : (Sv> 3 (<«', v ' f  '3 ____(23
Defhs. < >, U : (u'}eU(f'3 ____(3)
(33, Defns. { 1, U : M’eU(U(f'33 ____ (43
(13, (43 :B(f'3 ^ U(U(f'33 ____(5)
(53, T.21 : M($(f'33.
T.S8. M((jl(f'33.
Proof is similar to that of T.57.
T.59. M(f'xg').
Hyp : H’ef’xg'__ __(1)
(1), Defn. X : T(w' = <v^',w^'>) G Gw^'eg') ____(2) (v^  and
are constants)
(2) : {v^'} Ç fug* G c f'ug*  (3)
(33, Defn.(P : (v^'}eP(f'ug'3 # (v^',w^'lePlf ug'3 ____(4)
(43, Defhs.Ç*, < > : <Vj^ ',Wj^ '>e(P((P(f ug'33 ____(53
(23, (53 : a'e<P(P(f'ug'33 ____(63
(13, (63 : f'xg' cf(f(f'ug'33 ____(73
(73, T.21 : M(f'xg'3.
I / 2
T.60. M(B(f)) S M((R('f)) § Re II (O  ^M(f).
Hyp ; M(HCf)) § MCÜ.(f)) 6 Re/f: (£) ____(1)
Hyp ; M'ef ____(2)
(1), (2) : =  _(3) are constants).
(2), (3), Defns.$ : v^'e^Cf) § w^'eK(f) ____(4)
(33. (43 : (Sv'3(Sw'3(W' = <v',w'> § v'eâ(f3 § w'e(R(f33 ____(53
(53, Defn. x : U'e%(f3x&(f3 ____(63
(23 , (63 : f cj)(f3xll(f3 ____(73
(13, (73, T.59, T.21 : M(f3 ____(83
(13 , (83 : T.60.
T.61. Fnc(f3 3 M(f'lf3.
Hyp : Fnc(f3 ____(13
Defns. Relf , 1 ; Rej f (f'lf3 ____(23
Defiis. Un, 1 : Un(f'lf3 ____(33
(23 , (33 , Defn. Fnc : Fnc(f'lf3 ____(43
Defhs. 1 :©(f'l£3 c f  ____(53
(53, T.21 : M(®(f'lf33 ____(63
(33, (63 , Ax.R : Mg^(f'l(f'lf3 3 3 ____(73
(73, Defn. 1 : M((K(f'lf33 ____(83
(23 , (63 , (83 , T.60 : M(f'lf3 ____(93
(13, (93 : T.61.
T.62. Pr(V3.
Ax.B : (AM'3(M'«fj^  s T~M'eu('3 ____(13 (f. is a constant3.
11 :3
Cl) : (Aq)(M(i4) s T~«en) ____(2)
(2) : M(£p : FCf^^efp  (3)
3, Defn. Pr : Pr(f^) ____(4)
T.32 : f, c V (5)i - ----
(4), (5), T.21 : Pr(V).
T.63. M(I).
Indiv. Ax. 3 : (Sf ) ((Ak) (kef = kok) 8 (Ag')~(g'ef'))  ___ (1)
Let I be the set of all individuals, defined by (1), f  being unique 
by T.8 and the Defh. = . Hence, M(I).
T.64. ^ (S!£*)(Ak)(kef^ 5 *(k,y^j.,.,
y^)) G (Ag’)'^ (g*ef*) ), where 4» is any wff, not containing f’ free and 
containing quantification over set and individual variables only, and 
where k,y^,...,y^^ are all the free variables in (j).
Hyp : (Aw;,y^;...,y^)SO(u’,y^,..,,y^) ____(1)
(1), Ax.B : (Sif)(A%')(u'€f = S ~(Sy’)S(y'eu')) ____(2)
(2), T.8 : (SIf)CAk)(kef 5 *(k,yi,...,yQ)) G (Ag')-(g'efg) ____(3)
(3), Defn. V : f^  c V  (4) (f^  is the unique f of (3).)
(4), T.63, T.21 : M(f^) ____(5)
CD, (3), (5) : T.64.
T.64 corresponds to Axiom 3 of the last chapter, where any wff could 
be substituted for
■7 V
From this point onwards, I will only state the theorems and only give
proofs where they differ from those of NBG in Mendels on *s book.
firrg Rel£ (f) G (Ay*) (y‘eg =» '^ <y* ,y*>ef). (f is an irreflèxive
relation on g).
fTrg Rejf (f) G (A%*)(Av*)(Aw*)(w*eg G v'eg G w’eg G <W*,v*>ef G
<v*,w’>ef 3 <y',w*>ef). (f is a transitive relation on g). 
fPartg (fIrrg) G (fTrg). (f partially orders g).
fCong Rel f (f) G (A14*) (Av‘) (<a’eg G v'eg G '"T(u*=v*)><U',v'>ef v
<v',u'>ef). (f is a connected relation on g).
fTotg (firrg) G (fTrg) G (fCong). (f totally orders g),
fWeg (firrg) G (Ah) (h 5 g G ~h=0 => (Sx*)(x'eh G (Ay')(y'eh G
~T(y*=x') 3.<x',y'>ef G ~<y*,x'>ef))). (f well-orders g).
T.65. fWeg 3 fTotg.
T.66, fWeg G h c g 3 fWeh.
E {<x',y*> / T(x*ey*)}, (The membership relation).
Trans^ (f) (Ag')(g'ef 3 g' c f). (f is transitive over sets),
Trans_ (f) = (Ak) (A&) (k<6 G fef 3 kef), (f is transitive over
individuals).
Sect (f,h) h c f G (Au* ) (Av') (M’ef G v'eh G <U’,v*>eg => u'eh).
(h is a g-section of f).
Seg (f^ y*) {x' / x'ef G <x',y*>eg}. (The g-segment of f
determined by y'),
T.67. Trans^ (f) =.U(f) c f.
T.68. Trans^ (f) G Trans^ (g) 3 Trans^ (fug) G Trans^ (fng).
; 7
T .69. (1) Segg ( f ,g ')® H x  /  x e f  6 x e g '}= fn g ’ .
(2) Segg (£,k)=0.
T.70. M(Segg(£,g')).
T.71. Trans^ (£) (Ag')(g'efD Seg^  (£,g')=g’).
T. 72. EWef § Sectg (£,h) § ~h=f 3 CSq')(U'e£ g h=Segg (£,%')).
Hyp : EWef g Sect^ (f,h) § ~h=f (1)
(1), Defns, Sectp : R c f § (Au') (Av') (n'ef 8 v'eh 6 T(u'ev') 3
%'eh) (2)
(1), Defns. We,H : (EIrrf) 8 (Ah) (h ç f g ~h=0 3 (Sy')(y'eh g (Av') 
(v'eh g~T(v'=y') 3 T(y'ev') g ~T(v'ey')))) ___ (3)
(1) , (2) : ~f-h=0 ___ (4)
(2), (3), (4) ; (Sy')(u'ef-h g (Av')(v’ef-h g ~T(v’=u') 3 T(u'ev') g
~T(v'eU'))) ___ (5)
Hyp : w'eh ___ (6)
(5) : Uj'ef___(7) (u^ ' is a constant instantiating the u' of (4)).
(1), (6), (7), T.65 : T(w'e«^') v TCy^'ew') ___ (8)
Hyp : T(Ui'ew') ___ (9)
(7), (6), (9), (2) : u^'eh ___ (10)
(5) : -U^'ch ___ (11)
(8), (9),(10), (11) : T(w'eUj') _(12)
(2), (6), (12) : w'eh = w'ef g T(w'ey^') ___ (13)
~ n 4 “
Hyp : w'ef G T(w'ey^') ___ (14)
Hyp : ~w'eh ___ (15)
(5), (14), (15) : -T(w'=u^')  ^T(m »^€w ') G MT(w'€l$^ ')____(16)
(14), (16) : T(w'=u^')____(17)
(14), (17) : TCw^ 'et^') ___ (18)
(1), Defn. We : -TCu^'eu^') ___ (19)
(15),(18), (19) : w'eh  __ (20)
(14), (20) : w'ef G T(w'eU^') 3 w'eh ____(21)
(13), (21) : w'eh 5 w'ef G T(w'ey '^) ____ (22)
(7), (22), Defn. Seg : fsy)(ü'ef G h-Seg^ (f,u')) ___ (23)
(1), (23) : T.72.
Ord (f) EWef G Trans^ (f) G '^ (Sk)(kef). (f is an ordinal).
Note the restriction here on the definition of an ordinal. This is 
necessary to prevent each individual from generating a sequence,
{k}, {k,{k}}, {k,{k}, {k,{k}}}, etc., which would satisfy the 
definition of ordinals but would not satisfy the uniqueness require­
ment.
Ord (k) '^ (kok).
On {x' / Ord (x*)}. (The class of all ordinal numbers).
T.73. OeOn.
Use Greek letters for variables over ordinal numbers,
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T . 74. Ord ( f )  3 . ~ f g f  g ( A g ' ) ( g 'e £  3 ~ g ' £ g ’ ) .
T.75. Ord (f) g g c £ g Trans, (g) = gef.
Hyp : Ord (f) g g c. £ g Trans^ (g) ___ (1)
Hyp : u'ef g v'eg g T(tt'ev') ____(2)
(2) : Cl (V')_____(3)
(1), (2), (3) : u'eg____ (4)
(2), (4), Def. Sect : Sect^  (£,g) ___ (5)
(1), (5), T.72 : (SM')Cu'ef g g-Seg^ Cf,U')) ___ (6)
(6) : W^'ef g g=Segg (£,U^ ')  (7) (u^ ' is a constant).
Cl), C7), Defn. Ord : Cl C^ i') ___ C8)
(7), (8), T.69 ; g=fnu^ ' ___(9)
(1), (7), C8), Defn. Ord : c £ _(TO)
(9), (10) : g=Uj ' ___ (11)
(7), (11) : gef ___ (12)
(1), (12) : T.75.
T.76. Ord (f) g Ord (g) 3.g c f s gef.
T.77. Ord (f) g Ord (g) =.(gef v g=f v feg) g ~(feg g gef) g ~(feg g
f=g)-
T.78. Ord (f) g gef 3 geOn.
Hyp : Ord (f) g gef____(1)
(1), T.74 : g e f  (2)
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(1), (2), T.66 : EWeg ___
Hyp : Meg § vea (4)
(1), (4), Defh. Ord ; ijef g vef § Cl (m) g Cl (v)____(S)
(1), (5), Defn. Ord : veg v v=g v gev ____(6)
(1), T.74 : ~v=g g ~gev ___ (7)
(6). (7) : veg  __ (8)
(4), (8) : Trans^  (g)  O)
(2), Defn. Ord : CAk)~(keg) ___ (10)
(1), (3), (9), (10) : T.78.
T.79. EWeOn.
T.80. Ord (On).
T.79 : EWeOn ___ (1)
T.78 : Trans^  (On) ___ (2)
Defn. Ord ; (Ak)-(keOn) ____(3)
(1), (2), (3), Defn. Ord : Ord (On).
T.81. Pr (On).
T.82. Ord (f) 3.f=0n v feOn. 
f<^ g =j£ feOn g geOn g feg.
^0® °df ® (f=g V f<Qg).
T.83. (AB) ((Aa) (aeg 3 aef) 3 Be f) 3 On c f. T.83 can be used to prove
that all ordinals have a given property $(a), provided the universal 
closure of <j>(a) is significant. Let £={g' / #(g') g g'eOn). Then 
show that (AB) ((Aa) (aeg 3 *(«)) 3 *(B).
I / ^
(£')*
T.84. f'cOn E (f*)'€On,
If f'cOn, then one also needs to prove that (Ak)~(k£(£')'), i.e. 
(Ak)'^ (k£f ' u{f ' }) . This follows from (Ak)'^ (k£f’) .
T.85. (Aa)-(SP)(a<Qg< a*).
T.86. (Aa) (A3) ( a ' -> a=3).
Sue (f) f'eOn G CSa)(f'-a*). (£' is a successor ordinal).
Sue (k) =df ~(kok).
K, {x' / x'=0 V Sue (x*)}. (K.^ is the class of ordinals of the
first kind).
w {x' / x'eKj G T(Ag')(g*€x' g'eKj)}.
1 =^£ {0}. (the number one).
T.87. Oew G lew.
T.88. M(cü).
Ti89. (Aa)(aew e a'em).
T.90. Oef G (Ag*)(g'€f o (g')'cf) = w c f.
T.91. (Aa) (aeo) G 3<^ a  ^3cw).
The members of w are called finite ordinals.
2 =^£ 1', 3 2',..., n+1 ~^^n’,... Hence Oem, lew, 2ew, etc.
Lim (f) f'eOn G ^f’eK.^ . (f* is a limit ordinal).
T.92. Lim (w).
î 0
T.93. (Af)(£c On 3 (UCf)eOn g (Ao)(aef 3 a<^ U(f)) g CA3)'C(Aa) C«e£ = 
3 U(£)<^g))). (î£ f is a set of ordinals then U(f) is an
ordinal which is the least upper bound of f).
(Ak)'^ (keU(f)3 is clear since U(f) is a set of ordinals.
T.94. (Af)(£ c On G -f=0 G (Aa) (oef 3 (SB) (gef G a<^ B)) Lim (U(f)). 
(If f is a non-empty set of ordinals without a maximum, then U(f) is 
a limit ordinal).
T.95. (Aa)(Suc(a) 3 ((U(a))'™a) G (Lim (a) 3 U(a)=a)).
T.96. Oef G (Aa)(aef 3 a'ef) G (Aa) (Lim (a) G (AB) (3<^ a 3 gef) d aef) 
3 On c £, (Transfinite Induction).
T.97. Oef G (Aa)(a'<^ 6 G otef 3 a’ef) G (Aa) (a<^ 6 G Lim (a) G (A3) 
(3<^ a 3 3ef) 3 aef) 3 & c f. (Transfinite Induction up to <S).
T.98. (Af3(SIg)(Fnc(g) g$i(g)=On g (Aa) (g^a-f%lg))).
In the proof, let Y^ ={u' / (Sf) (TCf'=u’) g Fnc (£') g ....)}.
T.99. (Af')(Afp(Af2)(S!g)(Fnc(g) g$)(g)=On g g'o=f- g (Aa) (g‘‘Ca') =
g (Act) (Lim (a) 3 g^a=f (^aig))). (T.98 and T.99 provide
definitions of unique functions by transfinite induction).
T.IOO. (Af')(Afj)(Af2)(S!g)(Fnc(g) g%g)=6 g g‘'o=f> g (Aa)(a'<^ 6 3 
gf(a')=f^ * (g*a)) g (Aa) (Lim (a) g a<^ S 3 g‘^a=f2® (olg))).
(The definition of a unique function for ordinals up to 6). 
f g g =j£ Fnc (h) g Un^  (h) g î)(h)=f g(K(h)=g.
f “ g =j£ (Sh)(f ^  g). (f and g are equinumerous).
T.lOl. f “ g' 5 (Sh')(f “ g').
T. 102. f = g 3 f.
h
h is the composition o£ f and g iff h={<x',y*> / (Sz')(<x’,z'>ef G 
<z' ,y'>eg)}.
T. 103. f ^ g G g ^ h o f ^ h ,  where h^ is the composition of h^ and h^
T.104. f ^  f.
T.105. f = g 3 g ^ f\
T.106. f - g G g - h 3 f = < h .
T.107. f ^  g G f^- g^  G fnf =^0 G gng =^0 3 fuf^ - gug^.
T. 108. f “ g G fj^ “ 3 fxf^ - gxg^.
In the proof, let W={<V/,v'> / (Sx') (Sy') (x'ef G y'ef^ G T(y'=<x',y'>) 
g T(v '=<f‘^x ' ,G®y'>))}.
T.109. £x{g'} “ £.
In the proof, let F~{<u',v*> / g'ef G T(v'=<y',g'>)}.
T.llO. fxg ~ gxf.
Similarly, cover the with a * f*.
T.lll. (fxg)xh fx(gxh).
Similarly, cover the ^  with a .
T.112. (Af) (Ag) (Sfp (Sgp (f - fi G g = g% G f^ng^=0).
=df / (S£’)(T(f'=u')'g Fnc [£') gî)(£')=g g(R(f) ç £)}.
(The class of all sets which are functions from g into f).
T.113. (p(f) “ 2^ .
T.114. Pr(g) 3 £8=0.
T.llS. M(f'S').
It z
T . 116. f ° = { 0 } = l .
T.117. ~f=0 3 0=0.
h ^1T.llS. f=“ g g h = “ h ^ 3 f ‘“ g-^
T.119. fng=0 3 — h^xh g^
T.120. (-fg)h = fgxh.
f i  g = (Sh) (h c g S f “ h). (f is 1
g =df fil g S ~(f‘ “ g) »
T.121. f S  g = f S g V £ ^ g*
T.122. f < g s Pr (£) 3 Pr (g)
T.123. f -<f S ~(f-< f).
T.124. f 5 8 = g.
T.125. f:i g G g-< h 3 £ ■< ho
T.126. f g  ^g~l f 3 £ — g*
T.127. fil g s gT (gng.=0 3 fuf
g A
T.128. f X  fug.
T.129. f 4  g ^ ^Cg"! f).
T.130. f g G g < h 3 £ -^ hc
T.131. £'< §>(£').
Fin (f) =^£ (Sa)(aew G £ - a) . (f is
Den (f) =^£ £ — (ü. (f is denumerable)
Inf (£) =d£ -Pin (£). (£ is infinite).
1 £,
3 ^
The standard results about finite, infinite and denumerable classes 
now follow as in Mendelson.
T.132. For any set f’, there is an ordinal which is not equinumerous 
with any subset of x.
In the proof, let the relation R be such that ,v'>6RiffTC£'^u'e 
f'^v'). Define an initial ordinal as an ordinal which is not equi­
numerous with any smaller ordinal. It follows that every ordinal, 
a, is equinumerous with a unique initial ordinal, namely, with
the least ordinal equinumerous with a. So the initial ordinals can 
be regarded as the cardinal numbers. Now there follows the standard 
theory of initial ordinals.
This development is now sufficient to deal with the Axioms of
uConstructibility and Choice and the Generalised Contimiin Hypothesis. 
Further Special Class Axioms.
A.C. (A£')(£'eg' =.~f’=0§ (Ah’)Ch’eg' 6 ~h'=£' 3 h'n£'=0)) 3 (sj') 
(A£')(£'eg' 3 CS!x')Cx'£f'nj')).
D. (A£)((Sg')(g'e£) 3 (Sg>) (g'ef 6 ~(Sh>) (h’£g< Sh'e£))}.
GCH. (A£')~(Sg')(£'^ g'-< fCf)).
C, f* is constructible (to be defined later).
As in Mendelson, it can be shown that AC is equivalent to each of the 
following:
(1) For any set f , there is a function g' such that, for any non­
empty subset h' of f', g'^h'ch*.
k^twcea 'J- exwe t^ H o  H ^ i \ n g  f l - y ^ t H n R j  ^ o  '5 a / s ^ o  a Ç .
(2) Every set can be well-ordered.
(3) 2' V g'</ ft.
(4) Any non-empty partially-ordered set f  , in which every chain (i.e. 
totally-ordered subset) has an upper bound, has a maximal element.
Notice the difference between my Axiom D and Mendelson’s Axiom of 
Restriction. Individuals may belong to the intersection of g' and 
f* Now I will define the notion of constructible set, which is 
similar to that on p.87 of [3]. Define the set M as follows:i I. J o
E (Sk)T(îJi'-{k}), is a set by Individual Axiom 3 and Axiom
R. If a is a limit ordinal, then the set is defined as the union
of all the sets , for B< a, i.e. e  (S3) (B< a G y'cM ). Thep o a O p
set M is defined as the union of the set M and the set of all setsa+l a
f* for which there is a formula A(z',w^',,..,w^'), which is significant 
for all substitutions into its free variables, such that if A^
a
denotes A with all bound variables restricted to M ul , where I isa
the set of all individuals, then for some (constant) w^ * in M^ul,
for all i, f'={z'£M^uI / A^ (z^w^',,.. ,W£» ) }. [{z'cM^uI / A^
a a
(z',Wi*,...,w^()}={z' / z'eM^uI G A^ ^^(z'/w^',...,*^')}].
a
Now we show that can be defined in the formal system, given that
can be so defined. This proof follows that of Cohen’s on p.92
of [3], For each f>> o let f^ denote the set of all ordered triples
<^1’,h2* ,^2*> where h^’, h^' and h^’ are sets of ordered n-tuples
<x_',...,x '> for which there is a formula A(x ,x ’,t ,t ’),r n X . n . 1 - m
with exactly r quantifiers, but where A can be non-significant for 
some substitutions into its free variables, such that h^’={<x^’,.,.,x^'
>g(MgUl)* / TAj^  . , x ^ ' ,.. . . ,x^'>e
a
^^  ^ / PA^ ^J (x^ , c o o , , t^ , o «, a ,t^ ) }* and h^’~{<x^* ,...,x^' >e
(M^ ul)^  / ""SA^  (x^‘,.. o ,x^ * jt"^ ’, o . . ,*t^ ')}, where T^’eM^ uI, for all i.
a
We show that f^ * is expressible in the formal system by an induction 
on r. Firstly, in order to define f *^, we define g^ ' as follows: 
y'cgQ,*' = (Sy')(y'EM^uI S (Shi')(Sh2')(Sh2')(w' = <hi',h2',h2'> % 
(Aw’)Cw'eh^' E (Sx.^ * ) (Sx^ * ) (T(w’^ ‘<x^ ' ,X2*>) G x^'eM^uX G x^'eM^uI G 
TCx^ 'ey'))) G CAw'lCw'ehg* i CSXi')(Sx2')(TCw'=<x^',X2'>) G x^ 'e 
M u^l G %2'=MaUl G F(x^'ey’))) G (Aw'jCw'ehg' = (Sx^')CSx2')(T(w' =
<x^',X2'>) G Xi'fM^ uI G Xz'cMakI G -SCx^'ey'))))) v  (for other
types of formulae using ordered tuples from 1 to n).
This example is for the formula x^'ey’ with ordered pairs <x^’,X2’>, 
this particular disjunct yielding a set because of the Axiom R and the 
assumption that is a set. will be a set because it is a
finite union of sets. Define g^ * as the union of all the g^ ^/^s
where new-{0}. So g^ ' is the set of all ordered triples <h^’,h2*,
hg'> where h^', h2* and h '^ are sets of ordered n-tuples <x^’,...,x^’>
for which there is a formula A(x ’,...,x ’,t *,... ,t ’) with noJL Hi X 1ÏI
connectives or quantifiers and such that h^', h2* and h^’ are defined 
as above,
Using an induction on the length of formulae without quantifiers assume,
for all k<£, the set g^ ' has been constructed to deal with all formulae 
without quantifiers and with k connectives. To construct g^ ' we need 
ordered triples corresponding to formulae with £ connectives and 
obtained from previous formulae by the use of one of 3 and 
UTegj/ = (Shi')(Sh2')(Sh2')(<hii,h2',h3'>£g^_i' G T(u'=<h2',hi*,h2'>))
V (Ski)(Sk2)(ki+k2=Z-l G (Shi')(Sh2')(Sh2')CSh4')CShg')(Sha')(<hi',
 ^<h^',hg',h^'>eg^ ’ G T(u ’^7< (h^  ' nh^') uh^',h^'nhg *,
hi'nha'>))) V (Shi')CSh2')(Sh2')(<hi',h2',h3'>£g^_i' G TCu' = <hi*,0, 
h2*uh2'>)), where complements are taken with respect to (M^ul)^ for 
n-tuples. is a set because the g, ' *>s for k<£ are sets and the
h^')s are sets. Define f^’ as the union of all g^'^ s such that few. 
Now by induction on r we will define f A set <h^*,h2',hg'> will
be a member of f^ * either if there is a set <h^',h^’,h^*>ef^ ^' such 
that h^',hg' and h^’ are sets of (n+l) - tuples and such that 
x^’>eh^’ E (SXq*)(x^’eM^uI G <Xg’,x^',...,x^'>eh^'), <x^*,...,x ’>e 
^2’  ^ (SXq')(Xq’cM^uI G <Xq*,x^‘,...,x^’>eh^') G -(Sx^*)(x^'eM^uI G 
<Xo',Xi*,...,Xn*>ehj/) and <x^',...,x^’>eh^' e [Ax^')(Xq'eM^uI 3 <Xq', 
x^',...,x^’>eh^’) or if there is a set <h^’,h^',h^*>ef^ such that 
h^', hg’ and h^' are sets of (n+l) - tuples and such that <x^',,..,
E (Ax^ V) (x^’eM^ul 3 <XQ',Xi',...,Xn'>€h^'),<x^',...,x^^>£
^ 2 ’ ^ (SXq’)(x^’eM^uI G <Xq’,,.o,x^’>ehg’ G -(Sx^*) (x^’eM^uI G <Xg*,
...,x^'>eh^') and <x^',,,.,x^y>eh2 ' ” (SxQ')(%Q'cM^uI G <x^’,...,x^’>
Chg').
Then the set M is defined as the union of the set M with the set a+l a
g"?
of all sets where, in the ordered triple <h^^,h2*,hg*> which
belongs to some f^',h^* is the null set and h *^ and h2* are sets of 
1-tuples,
Thus the Axiom of Constructibility (Axiom C), in the form (Af')(Sa) 
(f'eM^), can be formally defined in the system.
We now prove a theorem showing that only the connectives G and T 
and quantifier A need be used in the predicate  ^of the Axiom B to 
generate all the classes that Axiom B generates.
Theorem 1.
If 4» is significant for all substitutions into its free variables, 
then there is a <}>' such that  ^E and (j>* contains only the connectives
G and T and the quantifier A.
Proof.
This proof is similar to the proof that can be defined formally,
given M^ .
There are finitely many atomic formulae occurring in 4>. Corresponding 
to each one there are three classes defined as follows:
If the atomic formula is x’ey, say, then (Ax')(x'€h^ e  T(x'6y)),(Ax') 
(x'eh2 = F(x'ey)) and (Ax')(x*eh2 = ~S(x'ey)) give definitions of the 
three classes, h^, h2 and h^. If the atomic formula is x^'ex2*, say, 
then (Ax^')(AX2')(<x^',X2’>€h^ e  T(x^’ex2') ) , (Ax^' ) (AX2') (<x^' ,X2'> e  
hg = F(x^'ex2')) and (Ax^')(AX2*)(<x^',X2'>eh2 E -S(x^'ex2')) give 
definitions of h^, h2 and h^. And so on for any atomic formula 
appearing in If the atomic formula has now or one free variable
then the h's have 1-tuples for members and if the atomic formula has
two free variables then the h's have 2-tuples for members.
We now assume that h^, h^ and h^ have been found for any predicate <j) 
with less than n connectives and quantifiers and take the quantifiers 
and connectives in turn.
Let h^, h^ and h^ be the classes for 4> and form
("^ i^ ,. *., x^ >£h^ — x^ * ^ ^^ 1 * ^  ^ ' ) ^ *^ 1^ * ^ * * * ^ x^ ' >£
hg E <x^*,...,x^’>eh^) and (Ax^',...,x^')(<x^',...,x^*>£h^ e <x^',... 
x^ ' >£hg) define the classes h^, h^ and h^ for ~4>.
Let h^, h^ and h^ be the classes for 4>^(wherefh^, h^ and h^ have
members of the form <x ,x. * >) and let h., h_ and h^ be theIfc 4 t> 0
classes for (where h^, h^ and h^ have members of the form <x^  ',
. .,x. ’>). (Ax. *,...,X. ')(<X. ',...,X. '>£h_ E (<x. ’,...,X. ’>£
 ^ ’•I
h^  G <x^  ',...,x_ *>£hj) V ~<x^ X. '>£h,),(AXj x, ’)(<x^ '1 " il   j£ 4-' ’"' i l ---- i
. .,,x. ’>€hjj = <x. X. '>£h^  G <x. X. *>£h_) and (Ax.]£ 8 ^k  ^ ®
, ,,,x. ’)(<x, ',...,x. *>ehQ E <x. ',...,x. '>£h_ G <x. ',..,,x. ’>€ 
Jl 3i y ^k  ^ 1^ U
h^ ) define the classes h^ , hg and h^ for (j>^ 3 <j)^, where x^  x^  ’
contains no repetition of variables.
Let h^ , h^ and h^ be the classes for cj) and form T^<j). (Ax^' ,. .. ,x^ ') 
(<x^',...,Xp»>£h^  E <x^',...,Xp*>£h^),(Ax^’, ,Xp')(<x^',...,x ’>£hg 
E OeO) and (Ax x ')(<x/,...,x *>£h. e  ~<x * ,... ,x *>£h_)1 p i p 6 1 p 1
define the classes h ., h_ and h, for T (j).4 5 6 n
Let h^, and be the classes for (|>(x') and form (Ax')^(x').
(Ax^',...,x^l)(<x^*,...,x^'>eh^ E ( A x ' ) ( < x ^ ' , x ^ ' > e h ^ ) ) , 
(Ax^',...,x^')(<x^',...,x^'>ehg E (Sx')(<x^',...,x',...,x^'>eh2) G - 
(Sx')(<x^',...,x',...,x^'>€h^)) and (Ax^',...,x^')(<x^',...,x^'>eh^ e  
(SxD (<x^ *',.,, ,x', 0, , ,Xj^ '‘-^ eh^ )) define the classes h^, h^ and h^ for 
(Ax')^(x').
(Ax^ Xj^ ) • « f Xj^ ' ^ ^^4 ~ (Sx')(<x^',o»,,x',,.«, x^ !>eh j^) ) >
( Ax ,*«<>, Xj^ ) ( ^x^  ' , (I o ® , x^ '^chg — (Sx')(<x^',e.«,x',,,., Xj^ '^eh^) G 
-(Sx') (<x^', ...,x*,... ,x^'>Eh^)) and (Ax^ ' , ,..,x^^) (<x^', ...,x.J>e 
h^ E (Ax')(<x^',,..,x',...,x^'>eh^)) define the classes h^, h^ and h^ 
for (Sx') K x ’) ,
Hence, for any formula (j) there are corresponding classes h., h« and
eLh^ such that <x^',...,x^'>eh^ e  T*,<x^',...,x^'>A= Fcj) and <x^',..,,
x^'>€h^ E ~S(f), because of the method of constructing the h's for the
formula Since (j) is significant for all substitutions into its
free variables, h- is the null class. Hence <x ',... ,x '>eh. e  <j),o X n X
where h^ was constructed using only G, T and A, the uses of the 
quantifier S being replaceable by '^ Pr' because S only quantifies two­
valued formulae. Hence the cj)' required can be taken as <x^',....
The next task is to prove that the formal theory is relatively 
consistent to the set theory, Z-F. This is more difficult than 
would first appear since, in usual set or class theories containing
individuals, there is no axiom asserting the existence of at least 
one individual and hence one can ignore individuals when constructing 
a model or showing consistency in any way. But in this theory 
containing Individual Axiom 5 (necessary of course for the development 
of a theory of individuals) we cannot ignore individuals when construct 
ing a model for the theory. Since the theory of individuals can be 
shown to be consistent using a model consisting of only one individual, 
we will construct a model for the special class theory also containing 
only one individual. The model cannot be an inner model of any 
class theory because there is no such class theory explicitly contain­
ing individuals.
We first construct a model N for the individuals and sets of the 
theory and then extend it to a model N' for the individuals and 
special classes of the theory. The domain of N and the valuations 
of the membership statements are constructed by a transfinite 
induction on the ordinals. This is similar to the construction of 
the constructible sets of the inner model of Z-F, that appears in
[3], p.87. The final aim is to establish a domain with the follow­
ing members: k,{k},M^, for all ordinals 0, and all expressions of
the form: {z'eM^u{k} / A^ where w^’ is k or
a
w.'cM has the value 1 in the value assignment to follow, where all l a
the bound variables in A„ ... , are restricted to M u{k}, and A,, rt iM uik) a M u{k>a a
has the value 1 or 0 for all substitutions into its free variable z' .
The restrictions of variable to M ulk} are done as follows:a
(Ax') (x'eM 3 f(x')) § f(k).
(Sx')(T^(x'eM^) 8 f(x')) V f(k).
é* oAssume that these restrictions ml M^u{k> apply for the whole 
construction of the domain N.
The transfinite induction is as follows:
We shall use the notation, v(expression) =4,0 or n. We will
construct a transfinite sequence of domains, D c D» c c ......o - 1 - z -
c D c D c ...... c c c D-Î c .....  c c c D ,^
u s■where D will be the domain for sets and individual and D will be 
the domain for special classes and individual. The valuations made 
for each domain will hold good for all domains containing it.
Let the domain consist of k (the individual) and {k}. Then 
v(kok)=l, v({k}ok)=v(ko{k})-v({k}ofk})-n, v(kek)=v({k}£k)=n, v(ke{k}) 
=1, v({k}c{k})=0.
Let the domain consist of k, {k}, M^, and all expressions of the 
form:
{z'eM^ulk} / A^ where for all i, and,
for all z'cDq , A^ ^^^^has the value 1 or 0, If g' and h'eD^-D^,
then v(kog*)=v(g*ok)=v(g'oh')=v({k}og')=v(g'o{k})=n. Also v(keMQ)=
0, v({k}eMQ)=l, v(MQck)=n, v(MQe{k})=0, v(MQeMQ)=0» If g*£D^-(DQU 
{Mq }), then v(MQ€g*)=0, v(g*ek)=n, v(g*e{k})=Oc
v(x'e(z'eMQU{k} / A^ (z> ,w^y,...,w^7)))=v(A^, (x< , w ^ ' . ,w^')) ,
-for all x'eD^, where the range of bound variables is taken as for 
the valuation. If g'eD. - (Dq UIMq }), then if v(x'eg') = v(x’€{k}) 
for all x 'cDq , then vCg'^M^] = 1. Call {k} the corresponding member 
of Dq for g’.
If it is not the case that vCx'eg') = v(x*e{k}] for all xteD^, then 
vCg'eM^) = 0.
Let f'cD^ - (Dq U{Mq }). Let vCfeM^) - 1. Then v(f'e{z’^ M^uCk} / 
B'MQU{k}(^*'*l''''°'*m')^]  ^ *l'''"''*m'))' where x^’e
for all i, and the range of bound variables in B., . is takenV  ^ MgUikj-
as Dq. Now let vCf’eM^) - 0. Then v ( f z^eM^uIk} / B^ u{k}^^'"
x^*,...,x^’)}) = 0. This completes the valuation for 
We shall now show that the Axiom of Extensionality holds in D^ .
Let v(x'ef') - v(x’€g') for all x'eD^, where f*,g*eD^ - {k}, 
v(f'€{k}) = 0 = v(g'e{k}).
(i) Let vCfeM^) = 1 and fcD^. Then f* is {k}. (a) Let g'cD^,
then g' is {k}, which is f '. Hence vCg'eM^) = 1 and v(f'e{z'eM^ulk} /
\  = v(g'€{z'eMgU{k} / u{k} *4'' ' ’ '’V  ^0 ^ —  0
(b) Let g'sD - (D_u{Mq })> Then £' is a corresponding member of 
Dq for g', v(g'eMg) = 1 and v(g'e {z’sMgUCk} / u{k} ’^ 1 ' ’ ' ‘ ^
= = v(f>£{z'eMQu{k} / AMqU{k}(:''"l''-'''
w^')}). (c) Let g' be This cannot be the case because vCkef)
= 1 and vCkeM^) = 0.
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(ii) Let vCf’eM^) - 1 and f f '  cannot be because 
v CMqCMq) = 0. (a) Let g’cD^, then this case has already been treated
in (i)o (b) Let g'eD^ - (Dq U{Mq }), has a corresponding member,
{k}, of Hence vCx’cf*) - v(x*e{k}) for all x’cD^, and v(f’e{z*e
v(x’eg’) = v(x^e{k}) for all and vCg^eM^) = 1, v(g'e{z*eMQU
{k} / ^ ” vCf*
e{z’£MQu{k} / (c) g* cannot be because
v(keM^) = 0 and v(ke{k}) - 1.O'
(iii) Let v ( f = 0, Then it is not the case that v(x’ef‘) =
v(x’£{k}) for all x'eDg. (a) Let g'cD^ - (D u^{Mq }), The above
holds for g* and hence vCg^eM^) - 0. Hence v(f’e{z'£MQu{k} / 
A M o U ( k } ( : ' ' " l ' = ° = v(g-e{z-£MQu{k} / ,w^',...,
(b) Let g' be Then vCg'cM^) = 0 and v(g'£{z'£MQU{k} /
A M Q u { k } ( : ' ' " l ' ' ' - ' ' * f ' ) ) )  =  °  = v ( f ' E ( z ' e M Q U ( k }  / ‘ ‘ ‘ ’
(c) Let g'eDg. Hence g* is {k} and v(x*£g() = vCx’£{k}) 
for all x *£Dq , which yields a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
Let f'cD^ - (DqU{M^}) and let v(x*£f') = v(x^£{k}) for all x *£Dq ,
So vCfeM^) = 1. Let g*£D^ - D^ .
(I) Let v(g'£M^) - 1. Then v(x’£g*) = v(x*£{k}|, for all x ^£Üq .
Let the f* above be {z'£MQu{k} / A^ Then
“ M  4""
vCg'ef*)  ^v(A^ - v({k}ef^) « v({k}e{k}) = 0.
v(g*e{k}) = 0 = v(g’£f*)c
(II) Let vCg'sM^) “ 0. Then v(g*€f*) = 0 = v(g*g{k}).
Hence, by the Axiom of Extensionality, in all contexts, f’ can be 
replaced by {k}, its corresponding member of Hence v(B^
(z/,w^',...,w^')) (z',w.' all c.Dq ) is the same whether the range of 
the bound variables in B ,,, t is taken as D_ or D,.MpUlk) 0 1
This completes the initial stage of the transfinite induction. The 
next step is to assume for some ordinal a that domains , for all 
B < a, have been constructed and that all valuations of the expressions 
constructed from the members of these domains have been obtained in a 
way similar to the valuation of expressions from D^ . consists of
k, {k}, M^, for all Y such that 0 < y < B, and all expressions of the 
form: {z'eM^ufk} / where (if 3
is a successor ordinal) or w^’eD^ (if 3 is a limit ordinal) and
v(w^*eM^) = 1 or w '^ is k, for all i, for y such that 0 < y < 3, and
where A^ has the value 1 or 0 for all (if 3 is a successor
ordinal) or^z*eD^ (if 3 is a limit ordinal). The Axiom of Exten­
sionality holds in and if f'cD^ - and v(f*eM^) = 1 then f’ can 
be replaced by any of its corresponding members, in all contexts with 
the domain Also v(B^ ^^^^(z',x^^,...,x^/)) is the same whether
the range of the bound variables in B^ , r, . is taken as D or D^ .M ulk} y 3Y
/i 5
We now define D . as all members of the D_*s, for all 3-a, M , anda+i 3 a
all expressions of the form: {z'eM u{k> / y^^j(zi,w^',...,w^^)},
 ^ Ï
where w.'cD such that vCwJeM ) 1 or w, ’ is k, for all i, where1 a 1 Y 1
0 < Y*^ and where A . has the value 1 or 0 for all z’eD .M uiKj- aY
[If a is a limit ordinal, then y^a is the only case we need to 
consider].
If g* and - D^ , then v(kog’) = v(g’ok) = v(g’oh*) = n. If
f'cDg - {k}, then v(g'of’) = v(f’og') = n. Also v(keM^) = 0,
v(M ek) = n and v(M eM } = 0. If f'eD - {k}, then v(f'cM ) = 1a a a a a
and v(M ef*) = 0. If g‘eD - (D u{M }) then v(M eg’) = 0, v(g’ek) a a-^ l a a  a * '
= n and v(g’e{k}) ~ 0.
v(x>€{z'eM u{k} / Aj^  u { k } ( 2 ' ' " l ' ' - = v(A^ u{k}(*''"l'''-''Y Y
w*')), for all x'eD , 'where w.’eD such that v(w.’eM ) = 1 or w. ’ is'O Y 1 OL 1 Y 1
k, for all i, and where the range of the bound variables in A^ u{k}
Y
is taken as D for the valuation, a
[If a is a limit ordinal, then y=a is the only case we need to
consider]. Let x’eD - D . If vYx'eM ) = 1, then v(z’ex') =0. y  ^ Y '
v(z*ey*) for all z’eD^, for some y*eD^, where y* is a corresponding
member of D for x ' . Then v(x'e{z'eM u{k} /  A^  ^u{k} '^ 1 ’ " * * ‘ ^T Y
Y
If v(x’eM^) = 0 then v(x’e{z’eM^ufk} / A^ u { k } ( ^ ' * * l ' 0. 
If - (DgU{Mg}) and 0 < a, then if v(x'eg') - v(x'eh')
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for all x’eD 2 for some h^sD , then v(g’eM^) - 1 and h ’ is called a 
corresponding member of for g’.
If it is not the case that v(x*eg*)  ^ v(x’eh’) for all x'eD^, for some
h’eD^, then v(g’eM^) - 0,
Let f’eD . - (D u{M }). Let vCf’eM ) = 1, Then v(f'e{z*€M u{k} /a+l a a y Y
^  u { k } ( ^ ^ ' * l ' u { k } ( ^ ' ' * l * ' ' ' ' ' * f ' ) ) '  where h ’ is a Y Y
corresponding member of for f’ and where the range of the bound
variables is taken as D .a
Now let v(f’eM^) - 0, Then v(f’e{z’eM^uCk} /
)}) = 0.
Since the Axiom of Extensionality holds in D^ , any corresponding 
member, h’, of for f* can be substituted in the above expression.
We shall now show that the Axiom of Extensionality holds in
Let v(x'ef’3 = v(x*€g’) for all x’eD^^^, where f^, g'eD^^^ - {k}. 
v(f’e{k}) = 0 = v(g*£{k}). Let 0 < y  < a. Let w^’eD^ and v(w^’e 
M ) = 1 or w.’ be k, for all i.Y 1
(i) Let v(f’eM ) =  1  and f’eD . (a) Let g’eD . Then v(g’eM ) ~  1Y Y Y  ^ Y
and v(g'e{z>£M^u{k} / ^(z',w^' ,. .. ,w^'J}) = v(Aj^  u { k } ’
= v(A^ = v(f'€{z’eM^u{k} /
(z',w^',...,w^')}), using the Axiom of Extensionality in D^ . (b)
Let - D c^ Then f’ is a corresponding member of for
g*, v(g’eM^) = 1 ,  and vCg’e{z'eM^u{k} / A^ u{k}(^''*l'
= vCy, ° v(f'£{z'eM u{k} / A^ u{k}(z''Wi''--''
( Y " Y
f9 7
(ii) Let v(f’€M^) - I and - D^. (a) Let g’eD^ . This case
has already been treated in (i). (b) Let f  has a
corresponding member, j*, of Hence v(x’€f’) - v(x’ej’) for all
x'eD^, and v(f'e{z'<iM u{k} / u { k } ( % ' ' * l ' “ v(A^ u{k}*^ '^^Y Y
w^’,,..,w^’))c v(x'eg’) = v(x*€j’) for all x’cD^ and v(g’€M^) = 1.
v(g'e{z'eM u{k} / A^ ^(zSw^',. . , ,w^') }) = v(A^ u { k } '’“l'’ ' ' ’ ’
Y Y
w^’)) = v(f'e{z'eM u{k} /
Y
(iii) Let v(f’eM^) - 0. Then it is not the case that v(x*€f’) =
v(x’ej’) for all x*eD , for some i'eD , (a) Let g’eD . Then v(x’ea Y Y
f*) = v(x’eg’) for all x'eD^. This is a contradiction. (b) Let 
g'^^a+1 ~ y^" Then it is not the case that v(x’eg’) = v(x’ej') for 
all x’eD^, for some Hence v(g’€M^) = 0 and v(g’€{z’£M^u{k) /
Y, u { k } ( 2 ^ ' * l ' = 0 = vCf'eCz'eM u{k] / A^ u{k> ' ’ ' ” ' ’Y Y
Üfd)}).
This completes the proof.
Let f’eD^^^ - and let v(x'£f’) = v(x*£h') for all x’eD^, for some 
h ’cDy {0 < y < a), So v(f*eM^) = 1. This covers all cases of 
v(f’eM^) = 1, where f'eD^ - , because f’ and h* can be interchanged
in all contexts in D , Also f  cannot take the form M , y < 6 < a,a Ô
because v(M^€M ) = 0. Let f’ be {z’eM^ufk} / A^ u{k}^^''^l*'°'''Y K
w«’ ) }, where 0 < k < a and w.'eD andv(w.’eM ) = 1 or î7. is k, for“C X Ct 1 K X
all i.
Let g'eD^+i - D^ .
IA 2.
(I) Let v(g’eM^ ) = 1. Then v(x’eg*) = v(x’€i’) for all x'cD^ , for 
some i'eD^. Then v(g'ef') = v[A^ = v(i*ef) =
K
v ( i ’ €h* ) ,
Let h* be { z ’ eM^uCk} /  u (k }^ ^ ’ '^1* where 0 <  6 < y <  a6
and x^'eD^_^ (or D^, if y is a limit ordinal) such that v(x^’eM^) = 1
or x^’ is k, for all i.
(i) Let vfg’cMg) = 1. Then v(x'eg') = v(x’ej’) for all x’cD^, for
some j'cDg. Hence v(g'ch') = v(B^ = v(j'eh').
6
(a) Let Ô < K. Then D. c D and j’ could have been used as the0 - K
corresponding member of for g’ and hence v(g'cf’) = v(j’eh') =
v(g'eh').
(b) Let Ô > K. Then c and i' could have been used as the
corresponding member of for g’ and hence v(g*£h*) = v(i*£h') =
v(g'ef’).
(ii) Let v(g'eMg) = 0. Then v(g’eh') = 0. It is not the case that 
v(x’£g’) = v(x'£j*) for all x'eD^, for some j*eD^; This also
follows for i'. Hence v(i*£M^) = 0 and v(i*€h') - o. Hence v(g'e
f* ) - 0 = v(g*£h').
Let h’ be {k}. Then v(g*£h*) = 0 and v(g*£f*) - v(i'eh*) = 0,
Let h’ be M^, 0 < 6 < y < a. As above, if v(g’eM^) - 1 (or 0) then
v(i*£Mg) ~ 1 (or 0) and hence v(g'£f) = v(g’^ h').
(II) Let v(g'eM^) = 0. Then it is not the case that v(x*€g’) = v(x’
£i’) for all x'eD^, for some i’£Ü^. , v(g’ef*) « 0.
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Let h ’ be iz'^M^ulk} / x^',...,x^')j i where 0 c y
and (or ' If X is a limit ordinal) such that y(
x-*^M-)-l or X.* is kÿ for all i*
(i) Let v(g%Mp)=l, Then v(x*^.g’)'?v(x’é'j’) for all x’lfir, ford
some j'EL.' Tf 5 ^ K> then D C D  ^ and v(x'€g*)=v(x*cj*) for allo Q **' K‘
x ’^ L^, for some which yields a contradiction. Hence, let
E > K # v(g’éh*)«v( j*^h*)=v( j’éf *) • It is not the case that v(x*4» j*) 
=v(x*#i*) for all x ’^ I)^ , for some i D ^ .  Hence v(j’ék^)“0 and 
v(j4cf*)=0. Hence v(g*eh')=0=v(g'ef*)*
(ii) Let v(g*&M^)=Or Then v(g*6h’) “0=v(g’gsf ’ ) •
Let h ’ be ^ k^. Then v(g41h’)=0=v(g^f').
Let h* be M^ r, 0 < * Let v(g'6Mr)=l. Then v(x*fg')=v(xh2j*)O o
for all x*el>. 9 for some, j*6IL.# If %6 then D C L and v(x*^g’)
=v(x*ëj*) for all x’Æ'L^ , for some j , which yields a contra­
diction- Hence, let v( «l«v( j’ef 0  • It is not the case
that v(x’&j*)=v(x’6i') for all x ’E]^ , for some i D ^ .  Hence v(j*& 
M^)=0- Hence v(j*^f’)®0, which is a contradiction- Hence v(g*él^)
-0 and y(g*^h')=0=v(ghcf').
Hence, by the Axiom of Extensionality, in all contexts, f * can be
replaced by a corresponding member of i , 0 Hence v(H f j
(z*, x^’,--.,x *)) (%*, w. ’ all ) is the same whether the rangeX m 1 ^
of the bound variables in H  ^ is I) or 31 . _ , where 0^  y<(X-M / à "*"1
The next stage of the transfinite induction is to consider the 
rmation of L^, <K a limit ordinal, consists of k, k^]-,
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for all ^  suoh that 0 ^  <«(, and all expressions of the form ;
| h ' ( 5 M y y { k | / ( z ' j  w^' ,...iw^)} , where and v(w^'sMy)
~1 or w. * is k, for all i, where 0<>/<cy, and where A,, has1 ^ V 7 f/|k j
the value 1 or 0 for all z'üfl) . That is, D = U D«. By the induction^ i3<or P
hypothesis, all the valuations for have been made, the Axiom 
of Extensionality holds in 1 and if f’61, -D and v(f’.6Mj-)~l then<>? d ^  ^ iS
f • can be replaced by any of its corresponding members, in all
a m  3^. Also (z», x^» , ,x^’))contexts with the doma: ' V
is the same whether the range of the bound variables in B^  
is taken as or B^ ..
Now define B^* U B^, B^ consists of k, f k^y M^, for all o#, and
all expressions of the form % v|kJ / A^ t/|k} (s*» w^*,
where ’fB^ and v(w^*fM^) = l or w^’ is k, for all i, where
A/ is any ordinal, and where has the value 1 or 0 for all
U ex'z'^B • By the transfinite induction, all the valuations for B
have been made, the Axiom of Extensionality holds in B^, if f*
^B^-B^ and v(fVB^)“I then f* can be replaced bÿ any of its oorr-
esponding members, in all contexts with the domain B , and v(Ag
'dt '• J
(%* , w^',.,#,^*)) is the same whether the range of the bound 
variables in A^ is taken as B^ or B^.
0< ’ *•' y
The following valuations hold in B s 
If f*€B^~£k]' and g ’^ B^~{k} then v(kok)~l, v(f*ok)=v(kof*)=v(fiog*) 
=n, v(ke%) =0, v(M^gM^)=l ±£fit:e(, v(M =0 if If x'é'D^
then v(x'ék)=n. If g'€D^“ k , -then v(g'e-£kp=0 and vfkfeîk}) =1.
IS
7..:^- : ' ' ' I': ■' .'/V <.
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If f  is {z’èM^ u[k'( / Ajj (s', w^',... ,w^ .')} , where
and v(w^ teM[^ )-l or w^* is k, for all i, then v(f*|iM^)«l for all
and v{U^€f^)»0 for all T , If v(x*éM.P“I or x* is k, then
v(x»frf*)*v(Aj^ (x*, w^» ,•*. ,w^*))^ If v(x'e%^) =0 and x ’ i
not k, then v(x\zf*)=0, v(|k|^)*=l, for all f,x • If v(x*^ ?.f *)=v(x*
6 h ’ ) for all x*<*3)^ , for some h* such that v(h*éMç)“l for some
(fy then v(f*tM—)-l* If it is not the case that v(x*&f*) =V
v(x*éh*) for all x*6'B^ y for some h* such that v(h*6M^)*l, for 
some then v ( f I f  v(x*^IL)“l then v(x*éM^^)»?1,
for all x'^JpJ for all $ and K  such that Henoe for any x*f
D^y except for k, there is a least ordinal a such that v(x’E %  ) 
«1# Henoe v(x*€-M )®0, for all )f<M and v(x*€-Mj*'l for all .o O
Call this least ordinal, 0( Note that 1, and
^ /^3
6^  , is always a successor ordinal. If^^(To< ,, then v(g*6f')=0.X I g
If f* is {0 *^ -M^ u^ k| / A^ (%', then
If v(g*ff')=I then -1.
The domain and its valuations will form the model for the 
axioms involving sets and individuals, which will he shown later,
aWe now construct a domain B which, with its valuations, will 
form the model for the axioms involving special classes and 
individuals.
Let B^ consist of all the members of B^ and all the expressions 
of the form 5 fz’ / A(z*, x^*,,,,,x^*y^p where x^*gB^, for all i, 
where A contains quantification only over sets and individuals, 
and where A has the value 1 or 0 for all z*$B^, In the following,
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all quantification over sets and individuals that occurs in pred­
icates A Will be evaluated over
If {z* / A(z', then v(y’é^z* / A(z*, x^*,
>Xj^Oj)*v(A(y’, fof all y ‘£B^i If v(y»e{z* / A(z*,
x^» ^x^*)|)~v(y»éw*) for all y ’(:B^ , for some w*éB^, then v(
£z* / A(z‘, x^  ^,*,# #x^*)^^u)=v(v*éü) , for fell u D^^- If it is not 
the case that v(y*6^z* / A(%*, x ^ * f o r  all 
y ’^ B^, for some then v(£z' / A(z*, x^%. • • ,x^’)^éu)«0,
for all ufb^.
Given that and its valuations have been determined, 
consists of all of the members of B^ and all the expressions of
the form s |z' / A(z', ,z^ ' , , where x^ 'é-D ,
for all i, and y.€B^, for all j, where A contains quantificationV
only over sets and individuals, and where A has the value 1 or 0 
for all z'gD^.
If |z' / A(z', % i ' ? ! ) ' ' ' then v(y'#£z' / 
A(z', ?!>••• »ÿp)})='v(A(y', %i' , . ,
for all y'eD^. If v(y'£[z' / A(z', x^',..,,î^', ÿ^,...,ÿp|) = 
v(y*^w') for all y'^ -D > for some w'gD^, then v(^z' / A(z', x-',
... ,x^', y^,... ,y^)%6n)=v(w'gn) , for all . If it is not
the case that v(y'&j|'z* / A(z', x^',.«.,x^', y^,.,.,y )^)=v(y'fw') 
for all y'6B^, for some w%D^, then v(/z' / A(z> , x^',...,x^',
jyp)jéu)»0 for all If v(y’é-v)==v(y'£w') for all y'g
D , for some w'6D , where v£d’^~I)^ , then v(vfeu) =v(w'(fu) for all
for some Hence v(A(w*, y^,,.*,y ))=v(A(w^^,
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If It is nol5 the case that v(y*6v) *v(y’é‘w O  for all 
y^éîPf for some then v(v<?u)«0, for all
We need to show that if v(y^gw*)=V(yh6W^') for all then
v(w*^u)-v(w^*£u), for all where w* and By the
Axiom of Extensionality for , the above holds for all 
Let us assume that the above holds for U6D^. Now lot 
For some predicate A, u is {z* / A(z*, x^*,».,,x^', y^,-., *
v(w*6u)*v(A(w*, x^*,.,,;x^i; y%»*«"fyp))* If yy^lP-lPf then either 
v(y^w»)«v(y^€w^»)=0 or v(y^Cw*)®v(y^%wO«v(y^»êw^*)*v(y^Êw^») >V
x^',... , ?!,...,?)) and v(w'é«)“v(wj^ »gu) .
This completes the proof#
Let g B^ and let B^ have the valuations obtained by induction 
on the B^ ’s. Henoe B^ consists of all the members of B^ and all 
expressions of the form : £z» / A(z*, y^,,.#,yp)^,
— U — _ Qwhere x. *0B , for all i, and y .éB , for all j, where A contains J- J
quantification over sets and individuals only, and where A has 
the value 1 or 0 for all z %B^.
If / A(z *, x^*,#.#,x^*, y^  ^ • ,yp)|^B -B^, then /
A(z*, %!*,"*',%%*, ?!>•••>yp)})“v(A(y*, '
for all y'&jp. If v(y'ê-(.z' / A(z', x^',... jX^ j^ ',
^w') for all y'ÉD J for some then v(^z* / A(z', x^',...,x
— v'^y^,#• # ,y )^6u)~v(w»Cu) , for all u^B^. If it is not the case thatP
v(y»€(z* /a(z», for all y^^lP,
--'.'<7 a.' X'<- iiî7ï - .':.v -i' 7 . 7  À  ' . y 'C.' " 7 f  ' 1 Î Ij-Jl~ ’5iLÏ7-y: ■ 'Jûé L A  Z. ' ./S\
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for some then v(£z* / &(%', y^,.•, ,yp)|6u)
=0, for all u6D^. If v(y’fw*)*v(y*6w^^) for all y’éB^, then v(w*
M Ttgu)=v(w^Lfu) for all u^B , where w* and w^*^B • This follows by 
induction using an above argument#
oNow we will show that B and its valuations form a model, N*, 
for all the axioms#
aThe domain for special classes and individuals is B , the domain
for individuals is , the domain for sets and individuals is
B^, the domain for special classes is B^-Jk|, and the domain for 
U  ^1sets is B -^kj.
The General Axioms 1, 2 and 3 are obviously valid in the model 
N’, Individual Axiom 1 is valid because there is only one indiv­
idual, k, in the model. Individual Axiom 2 is valid because the 
fusion of f* is k. Individual Axiom 3 is valid because f* is either 
|kl or 0, where 0 oan be taken as YMg(/(k]. / ^(k£^|-)^. Individ­
ual Axioms 4 and 5 are valid because there is one individual, k.
For showing the validity of Axiom T, let v(xéf)*v(x^) for all
S S Ux6D , where f and g^B • If f and g^B , then we have already shown
that v(f#u)=v(g#u), for all uêB^# If and g0 p^ then by
the construction of B^, v(f^u)-v(g^u) for all u6B^# Similarly, if
fSB^ and gfB^-B^. Let f6B^~B^ and géB^-B^# (a) If v(y‘^ f)«v(y»^w*)
for all y ’^ B^\ for some w(c.B^ , then v( y %  g) = v( y *^w ’ ) for all y»^
B^, for some w%B^# Hence v(f€u) =v(w’6u)=v(g6u) , for all ugB^#
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(b) If it is not the case that v(y*C*-f)~v(y’few*) for all y ’6D^, 
for some , then it is not the case that v(y’î^ g) «v(y ) for
all y » for some Henoe v(f#u)=0=v(g6u), for all u6I)^ .
Hence Axiom T is valid in the models
To show that the Axiom P is valid in the model, let x* and y* 
be unequal to k# Letoi . . • Then v(x’gM )~v(y*<fcM . )=1, They * y *required f * is then o^kf / (Aw*) (w%M^ O T(w*^z* h w*
y* ' '
éx*)) & T(k6z’ 2 k^x*) .V, (Aw*) (w*^M DT(v/*6z* s w*^y*)) & T("y'
kfz’ h key * )]", How let x* be unequal to k and let y* be fc. Then
the required f* is Jz*^M , U (k} / v.(Aw*)(w*éM 3 T(v;*gz*
^ X» ' ^x*
2 w*<rx*)) & T(k^z* 5 k<rx*)j. If X* and y* are both k, then the 
required f * is fk}*
Axiom N is valid as the required f* oan be taken as 
/ (^kê'^ k))^ -# As before, call this 0,
For showing the validity of Axiom B, consider the predicate 
0Xx^*,,,.,Xp*, y^,,.,,yo), where only variables over sets and 
individuals are quantified, and where ^ is significant for all 
substitutions into its free variables# The required f* is |"z* / 
(Sx^*)### (8x^*) ((Aw»)T(w*^z* s w*(^ <x^ * ,##. ?x^*>) Sc Ç2f(x^ * ,.#.,
Xg^ *, y^,# #. ,yjjj) )|# The <x^* . ,x^  is defined the same way as
earlier in this chapter, using the set f*, used to show the valid­
ity of Axiom P.
For the Axiom U, the required f* is U jk} / (Sv*)(T^(v*
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6 &  v*6ff * ) V, z*%.k &  ki^ 'f’} *'£ t tJ
For the Axiom W, consider all the members x* of f* in the model,
i.e. such that v(x*6f*)=1* All of these members will be members
of , i.e. such that v(x*^M^ _.) = 1, or be kl Consider a'f ’ f <
set S of only those members of f * which are members of the set
3)^  . Any member of f * not in will be replaoable by a•* f*"" ^
member of f* in B^ # . in all contexts. Let the set T be the set
of all subsets of S. Form a subset R of T such that X%R s X6T &
(Sh') (h'6D^ & (Aw')(w'(£D^ 0.v(w'feh')=l s w'ex)). [ By transfinite
induction, the class V of ordered pairs <x',y'^, %' ,y'6-B , such
that v(x*€‘y*)=l can be constructed so that *v(w*^h*)~l* can be
replaced by ’c>*,h*>^V*.3 For each member X of R, since there is
a member h* of B^ there is a least ordinale#^, such that v(h*<;M^ )
=1. Hence choose a h* from B,^  satisfying the above property.
h ’
So to each member X of R we can choose a corresponding h* from 
B^. Since there is a set of such h* *s, there is an ordinal 
which is the sup of all o r d i n a l s H e n o e  the required g* can 
be taken as U?k| / (Aw*) (w(€M^ D.T(w*^z* £) w*;?*f»)) Se T(k6z*
O  k^f *)) » This is the required power set of f * because, by the above 
argument, all possible subsets of f* will be members of M,..p
Next we will show that Axiom R is valid but firstly in a form 
applicable to sets and individuals only. That is, if A(x*, y», 
u^',...,u^*) is univooal then (8g')(Ay*)(yLgg* h (Sx ’)(a (x *, y»,
'■ ■ !• ' V ‘ -ni . • • . ' - ‘ '
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8e x*^f*)), where quantification in A is over sets 
and individuals only, and where A is significant for all substit­
utions into its free variables. By Theorem 1, we need only consider 
wffs A such that A contains only the connectives & and T and 
the quantifier A. By Meta-theorem 7 of Chapter 2, we need only 
consider wffs A such that A has all of its quantifiers, A and E, 
at the beginning of the formula* [ In the proof of Meta-theorem 
7, Sp can be defined as ~^~Tp & ->T~p) and T(Ex)A(x)ze (Ex) (Ay)
(TA(x) 8c SA(y))*] The proof will follow that in [3], PP#90-92,
Lemma 1»
Let y*=0(%') s, uni vocal function defined by a formula A(x* ,
y* , u^',...,u^') for some u^ and such that implies Ç2^ (x*)
If u*6B^ then there is a w ’EB^ such that if v* is the range
Uof (gf on u' , then y*$v* 3.v(y*^w')-1, for all y'^B . [ v* is a
U Uset of members of B , and cannot belong to B ,]
Proof. Note that if v(wj^Cz’) ~v(w^’^ x*) for all w^’^ B^ and where
z’ and x ‘^ B^9 then v(w^’^ ^[(z*))-v(wg*^52^(x’)) , for all Wg’feB^ .
For each x* such that v(x4ru')=l and x*^B_. , let g(x’) be the
Ù *
least ordinale^ such that v(j2f(x*)0M^O®I> if (2f(x*)<&B^ -^ kj , and 
let g(x*) be 0 if 0(%*) i® k. Let ^  be the sup of all these g(x*)'s. 
Clearly y’Ev* 3 v(y*6%^U^kj) =1, for all y *^B^# [ oan be
taken as jz Ic’l / k<^ .|k^ '^ *]
Lemma 2»
Let A(x^* . ,x^*) be a wff with the above restrictions on oonneot-
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ives and quantifiers and with its quantifiers, A and E, at the 
beginning of the formula. Let y ^ # There is an 
such that if v(zfey*)=l then =1, for all z*^B^, and
for all X. such that v(x.’è*M i/^k))=l, v(A(x, * . ,x *))=v(
A^ ,• ** > where A^ A with all its bound vari­
ables restricted to M [ M b(kl can be taken as jfz^éK </{k7yM. U  J yM.  ^ L. ^ w
Proof, By the above conditions, A is of the form g Q-,y^*.#*Q y * 
B(x^‘,... ,x^ * , y^*,...,y^*), where ( 1 r $ m) is either A or E, 
Let u'eB - k . For l ^ r < m  there are functions f ^ ( x ^ * . ,x^ * , 
y-, ’ , ,y defined for x.*, y.» in u* (i.e# v(x *ycu’)=l and
•*. X frL X X ^
v(yj*é^u*)=l.) with the following property g If is B and there 
is a set or individual y^*€*B^ such that g
(1) ------  "• V m ’ 3(%l'....%n''
• ••,ymO is non-significant in the model, or given that there are
— Uno sets or individuals y^* in B such that (l) is non-significant
— Uin the model, there is a set or individual y^* in B such that
(l) is true in the model, then f^«o( where d  is the least ordinal
such that there is a (i.e. v(y^ *6M^ .(/(kl) =1). satisfying
either of the above conditions. If no such y^* exists, put f^=0.
If is A (i.e. ) , then f^ is defined the same way as for E
except that (l) is replaced by its negation.
Let 5 be the sup of f (x *,y ') for all x * and y _-,» r 1 J 3 - 3  u
such that v(x^*Gu*)=l and v(y ’^ u*)=l, and all r for lg"r {Tm.
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Put (u*)* » u*uM^v{k|‘. This union oan he formed using the Pairing
Axiom and Sum Set Axiom which have already been shown to be valid
in the model. So (u*)*^^B^* Now we define a sequence with z^*
as , if (:;( is the least ordinal such that v(y*^ jR|^ .)*l, and
.n * = (%_*)*. So z Tor all n. Let z* = U b ». This requiresn*r»' n n n n
the validity of the Axiom of Infinity, which will be shown later. 
Assuming this, z»AB^. So z»= / ^ <  for some ü( ». z*
“M , i/5k} if is a liâit ôîrdinal or ifc^* is a succ­
essor ordinal. If v(x*iM^)“l then v(x»^z»)“l for all x»GD^, and 
henoe if v(x»%y»)=l then v(x’^ z*)“l for all x»^B^,
Now we need to show that v(A(x-»,...,x »))=v(Ar,(x-»,...,x »))' 1 '  ' n  ' ' ' Z» 1  ^ ^ n
for all x^»éB^ such that v(x^Luz»)=l. Let C(x^* ,... ,x^ » , y^
y^») denote the statement (l). Assume that we have shown that,for
rj>r^, C<^C-, is true in the model, for all x^’ and y^éXp such
that v(x.»fz»)=l and v(y.L&z»)=l. Certainly this is the case for3. J
r^=m. Then with r=r^, given that v(x^»6z»)=l and v(y^»4z»)=l, 
they must all lie in z^» for some k.
Let be E. Then if C(x^»,...,x^», y^»,...,y^') is true in
— U / — — \the model then there is a B such that
and C(x^',...,x^», true in the model and for
all y^^q*6B^, C ( x ^ » , x ^ » , y^»,...,yp^^») is significant in
the model. By assumption, C-,(x^*,...,x^», y^»,...,^^^^») is true
—  TTfor the chosen y^^» and significant for all y ^ ^ % B  such that
and hence C-, ( x ^ ^ ' . ,x^', is true.
-  2 1 0  -
If C ( x ^ » #,x^*, is false (in the model) then for
all y^y,,.,;yp^^') is false. By assump-
tion, Gg,(x^',...,z^', »yj.o') is false for all '6#^
such that v(y and. henoe C-, (z^ '^j... jX^ '^, y^',...,yp')
is falsei If y^*,.,.;y^*) is non-significant (in
the modelj^then thëre is a ^ s u c h  that
and C(x^*,...,%^*, y^*,,..,yp^^') is non-significant# By assump­
tion, C - , ( x ^ * .,x^», yq*^y^^q*) non-significant for the
chosen yp^qS &nd henoe 0-^(x^*,.##,x^*, y^*,,.#,yp*) is nonrsig- 
nificant.
Let he A (i.e. ~E~) .  If C(x^',... ,x^*, y^* ,,,.,y^') is
true (in the model) then for all y ^ ^  %'B^, C(x^ *,... ,x^*, y^*,..., 
Yp^q') is true. By assumption, 0-,(xq*,...,x^», yq';''#,yp^q') 
is true for all Yp^ q^ *ë:B^  such that v(y^^^*éâz * ) =1 and henoe C-, 
(x^',...,x^:, yq',""',yp') i8 true. If C(x^',... ,x^*, yq*,...,y^*) 
is false (in the model) then there is a yp^'^B^ such that v(y^^* 
é.z^^l*)~l and C(x^»,...,x^», y^*,..,,yp^^») is false and , for all 
y^^q’fB^, C(x^',...,x^i, y^',...,y^^^*) is significant. By assump­
tion, C g , ( % q ' y ^ * , . . . , y ^ ^ ^ * )  is false for the chosen 
r^*fl* significant for all Yp^q*^B^ such that v(y^^^*^‘z*)-1, 
and hence C-,(x^*,...,x^*, yq*,...,y^') is false. If C(x^»,...,
X », y-, y *) is non-significant (in the model) then theren ‘'I
is a such that v(y^_^^’êZj^^3_')*l and C(x^',... ,z^', y^',
...,yr^q*) is non-significant. By assumption, C-,(x^*,...,x^*,
T — T.- ' r y.,. 'A:". p  i .î , - - .-p y. / ; '■ •' ' .7-^
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yqS**9yp^q*) is non-signifioant for the chosen y^^qS snd hence 
C - , ( X i * .,x^*, is non-significant. This completes
the proof#
Theorem 2.
The Axiom of Replacement in the form s (.Ax*) (Sjy’)A(x*, y*, u^*,
& (Az',ÿ»,u^',..i,u^^)8A(z', y', D (Sg>)
(Ay')(y'ês' s (Sx') (A(x’, y ’, u ^ ' . ,u^') & z*€f')) » where A 
contains quantification over sets and individuals only, is valid 
in the model.
Proof. Let A(x*, y*, u^*,..,,u^’) define a univooal function
in s y* = 0(x*), for particular u^*,...,u^* in B^. Let f*^B^
and let v* he the range of ^ on f*. [ v* is a set of members of
B^ but does not itself belong to B^,] By lemma 1, there is an
cf such that z*^v* 3# v(z*^M^t/|k|)»l, for all z *!|gB^. We can assume
that f», u--*,...,u * all belong to M u/k’?, i.e. v(f *£M. t^&r)J, m <?\ ff J u< * * ^
and v(u^',^M^ »/^k^ )=l for all i. Taking M^5>|k^ as the y* of lemma 
2, it follows that for some v(A(x* , y*, u^*,..#,u^^))=v(A^
—  —  TT L  J(%*, y *9 u^*,... ,u^*) , for all X’,y*£B such that v(x*^M^v|kJ)
=1 and v(y*^M^w|fcp =^ 1. Also v(z*^'M^M|k|)«1 implies that v(z’^ î^ufk})
= 1, for all z*£B^. Hence, for all z*<^ B^ , z%v*  3  v(z*e&^v^k^)=l.
Also, v(f*^?M uJk|)-l and v(u. c^ fe:?)=l, for all i. Hence the' ' 1 ^  i "
required g* can be taken as /y*^ .M -d/k? / (Sx*)(T (x'éM ) & x*£f*4, * - *1 n
* y ’’ ^ y ’’ "i',...,— Y ” — — — -Um*)) # For arbitrary u^»,...,u^*, f ‘, an ordinal ^ ,oan be found
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so that the above g* represents the set v' in in that v*
— Uiff v(z4&g*)=l, for all z*gD . Hence the above form of the Axiom
of Replacement is valid in the model.
Lemma 3*
If then there is a g€D^ such that , for fell v(z€
* v( z6g).
Proof. Let f^B^"^^-B^ and assume that the lemma holds for all mem­
bers of B^. Let f be / A(z*, u^,... ,u^,v^,... where
u. *$B 9^ for all i, and v.gB^, for all j. By the assumption, for 1 J
each v.CB^ there is a w .6.B^  such that v(z^v.)-v(z£w .) for all z 1 J J J
^B^. Let f^ be 3z*   a (z *, u *^ . ,u »^ , Wq,...,^)|. Then, by
the Axiom of Extensionality, which is valid in the model, v(z^f)
=v(ztfq) all z^B^. If v(z*rWj) =v(z^y*) for all z6B^, for some
y*€B , then replace the w^ in A by the y'. If there is no such
y *^B^ then replace any statement of the form w in A by any
false statement and replace any statement of the form x’gw^ by
its equivalent predicate expression, i.e. if w, is ^z* / B(z»)^J ^ J*
then x*(w . is replaced by B(x*)« For statements in A of the form 0
xgw., where xfB^-B^, if v(zÇx) =v(z6y*) for all z»^B^, for some 0IWM 'O’ mm mm mm mmy*^B then replace x by y* and replace y %w^ by its equivalent
predicate expression, and if there is no such y * then replace 
xgWj by any false statement. Let A* be the resulting form of A 
after these replacements have been made# Let g be |,z* / A»(z», 
x ^ ' s€tP  , v(z£e)=v(z£fp for all
sand hence v(zÇg) =v(z(£f) for all z(B .
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Theorem 3.
The Axiom of Replacement (r) in the form s Un(f) ^ (8g*)(Ax»)(x*
fg’ 5 (8y')(<y',xL>ef & y*<^ f ’ ) ), is valid in the model#
S UProof. Let f6D -D and let f he univooal. By lemma 3, there is 
a g &P such that v(z6f) =v(z€g) , for all • Let g he £z* / A(z* ,
u^’ . ,u^*)|. 8o (y* ,x»^6f C&; (8z*) (T(Aw*) (w’6z* h 
& A(z ’, u^*,...;U^/)) is valid in the model. Let the expression 
on the R. H. S. of the he called B(y’, x* , u^*,.,.,u^'). Since
f is univooal, so is B(y* , x', u^* . ,u^*). Hence,by Theorem 2,
the Axiom R is valid in the model.
Since Axiom R implies Axiom 8 formally, Axiom 8 is valid in 
the model.
We will now test the validity of Axiom I (Axiom of Infinity).
If v(g’£M )=1 then v(g*t/<g’?^M, ^ ) «1 since g’</|g*) can be takenC\ t J "TÎI, f, «1
as'j* z / z*6g: v. (Aw*) (w*eM^ 3. T(w*fz* é w^Ag*)) & T,(k^ z*
H kég*)^. Also v(|^z*£MQu|k| / -(k£*{k})|^M^) = 1. Hence the required 
f * oan be taken as M .
We will now test the validity of Axiom B, the Axiom of Regular­
ity. Since f has at least one member, which is a member of B^, 
leto( be the least ordinal such that some member of f is a member 
of Let v(g'6f)=l and v(g*£^l^)~l. Then g* is either Jkj
(ifc(=0), or of the form ^z*65^_qU(kj / A^ . (%*, w^*,...,
w^*) , where v(w^*6]&^_q) =1 or w^* is k, for all i. Henoe any member
, .. . ..  i " ' .  ' I
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of g* will be a member of or be k. Hence there are no set
members of g* that are members of f and the Axiom B is valid in
the model#
We will now test the validity of Axiom 0, the Axiom of Construct- 
ibility# Formally this is (Af ») (Se«f) ( f # Firstly we need to
show that the ordinals defined according to the formal theory and
interpreted in the model are in one-one correspondence with the 
8 of the model, that is, with the ordinals used to set up the 
model. Before doing this, we need the following lemma %
Lemma 4#
* g* is an ordinal » is absolute, i.e. if Trans^(h') & g ’&h* &
(g* is an ordinal)^, then g* is an ordinal, where (g* is an ord- *'
inal)^, means that all the bound variables in ♦ g* is an ordinal »
are restricted to h*.
Proof. Absoluteness can be shown for f*=g*, h* = ^ f»,g*^, h*=<CT’ , 
g*^, etc. as in Cohen, [3], p.94# However, in the definition of 
» g* is an ordinal », we need to replace * EWeg* * by * ECong* ». 
This can be done as in [20], pp. 35**36. Then the absoluteness of 
» g* is an ordinal ’ will follow.
We will now define the ordinals in the model. Let 0 be
/ ^(k6'^kj)^. Then v(OEMq) =1 and the smallest ordinal <X such that 
v(0€‘M^ )=*l is 1. Let c< be defined in the model and let the smallest 
ordinal g. such that v(gcé'M^ )“l be o(*fl* Let c(-#'l be /
z»eo#( V. (Aw*) (w*€M^^q 3 T(w*^z* 2 w*fcOt)) & T(kCz* = k<?^ f. Clearly
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If «1 then O^ '^l is either or a subset
of Since v(X&c4#l) =1 then v (iî>c€M^)*1, which is a contradict­
ion. Hence€44"2 is the smallest ordinal such that =1.
Now let be a limit ordinal and assume that for all is
defined in the model such that the smallest ordinal y such that 
is prH.0 Let be j ^ z / (z* is fen ordinal)^
Since * f » is an ordinal » is absolute and is transitive
then c( is the set of all ordinals in and is hence the
required limit ordinal. Clearly v^EM^^^)=l. If v(^4£M^)-l, then 
v(«^.£:Mj^) ~1 for some y5<o(# Since then =1, which is
a contradiction. Hence((-R is the smallest ordinal such that v(</
Henoe all the ordinals cah be defined in the model satisfying 
the properties of the ordinals and such that the smallest ordinal 
j3 such that v(s<^ :Mp)-l is 0(41, for all the ordinalsof. Hence the 
ordinals d  defined in the model are in one-one correspondence 
with the Mjj^’s of the model.
To show the validity of Axiom C in the model, we must show that
the 8 of the formal theory, when interpreted in the model,
have the same members as the s of the model. This is shown by
transfinite induction on the ordinals, the one-one correspondence 
above dispelling any ambiguity between the ordinals defined in 
the model and the ordinals used to construct the model.'
Clearly of the model oan be taken as a member of with 
the sgme members as that of the formally defined M^, interpreted
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in the model. Assume that the same holds for M.. M - is formally
defined as the union of and the set of all sets f » such that
there is a predicate A, which is significant for all substitutions
into its free variables, and / A^
, . *where w. »éM for all i. Since M. ylkf oan be taken as M.yl, 
interpreted in the model, |z*£M^ (/|^ kj / A^  ^^ 1^* y* ' f j
can be taken as / A^ v / ^ * *)J , interpreted
in the model. Hence of the model can be taken as the formal
interpreted in the model. If or is a limit ordinal and the 
above property holds for all p<c/, then the of the- model, 
satisfying the property of being the union of all the M^*s such 
that oan be taken as the formal interpreted in the model,
Since there is an x such that v(f *gM J=l, for all f , (Af*)
(So0 (f is valid in the model. Henoe Axiom Ç is valid in the
model.
The next step is to show that the Axiom of Choice (A,G.) is 
valid in the model, using Axiom 0. There are various equivalents 
of the Axiom of Choice,which oan be shown by the methods in Mend" 
elson, [17], pp.197-199, with little or no modification to allow 
for individuals. One of these equivalents is the Well-Ordering 
Principle g (Af*)(8g*)(g*Wef*), and so it is sufficient to prove 
it. This proof follows that in Cohen, [ \&], p.95#
Lemma 5*
There is a wff A(h*, j* , M^ , g*) such that if g* is a well-
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ordering of the set , the relation h* <* ;)* a A(h», j», ,
g») induces a. well-ordering of the set , where A is sig­
nificant for all substitutions into its free variables.
Proof. Enumerate the countably many formulae B^(x*, t^*,,..,t^*). 
We have already essentially shown how to express the relation 
C(h-, n, I h-={z-eM^c<(k} /
4"  ^ 't^7) . Now the well-ordering g* induces a natural well-ordering
on the set of all possible (k*i#l)-tuples <'n, t ’,...,t *> whereX KI
t. , for all x. For each h'^M  ^ v/e can define (^ (h*) as1 (X ' ^ (X TrX
the first (kf-l)-tuple, for some k, under this well-ordering, such 
that C(h* , 0(h'), t^*,...;t^/) holds. Now we oan define A by hav­
ing h*<*j* mean ÿf(h») j») . One can easily add k at the beginn­
ing of the well-ordering so that k is the first member of M _
Thus oan be well-ordered.
By transfinite induction, we oan define a well-ordering on 
Mqk^ as follows s is ^k,^klj and so oan be well-ordered.
If is a limit ordinal and the well-ordering has been defined 
for all with p we well-order M^o|k}» U in an
obvious manner. By lemma 5, if can be well-ordered then
ï^^l^^lk^ can be well-ordered, and so M^ ijr|k| oan be well-ordered 
for all^, Since Axiom C is valid in the model, let pf(f *) be the 
least ordinal such that v(f*^M^)«l. Define f*< g* if ÿf(f *) <  
^(g*) or if j^ (f’)=jzf(g’)«^and f* precedes g* in the well-ordering
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of Thus we have given a single formula A(f*, g*) which
well-orders all sets* Hence Axiom A.G* is valid in the model;
The next step is to show that Axiom GGH is valid in the model, 
using Axioms 0 and A;<5* The proof follows that in Cohen,[3], pp, 
8,nd 82-63, Instead of using ranks in the SkOlem^-Lowenheim 
Theorem on p»62, use the least ordinal 0( such that f This
does the required joh of restricting the Axiom of Choice to sets
and so the theorem follows similarly to the proof of the validity
of the Axiom of Replacement in the model* One does, of course, 
only need to consider formulae A(x^*,*.,,x^*) containing only the 
connectives ^ , &, and T and with its quantifiers, A and B, at the 
beginning of the formula*
Lemma 6*
For all infinitee,/ , S in the model.
Proof, is finite, for all integers n, M^3%n s i n c e ^  , for
all ordinals o(. Hence If is a successor ordinal and
for all|5ÿ«^-l, then the number of predicates A^ u|k?
S and hence 2 . =i-l If is a limit ordinal and M
for all ? then Since «-x nnd hence
1^ -oC* Hence, for all infinite^, M^^^in the model*
Thus, in the model, lemma 1 of p*9^j [3], follows, where a set f ’ 
is extensional if g* and h*&f* and ~(g*=h*) implies (Sx*)(x*^f* &# 
(x»<^ g> & -x*^h*) V (x*£h* & ~x*Eg*))* lu the theorem on p.73,
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[3], concerning the unique one-one map j/ from an extensional set 
to a transitive set, let the rank of f* he the least such that 
f*€M^, and if k is an individual £A then let (2((k) =k and if rank(f*) 
=0 then let 0(f*)~f*=£ky* In the proof of ^ being one-one, where 
^  = max(rank xj rank y)=0, x=y-{kj, since the proof is being carried 
out in the model* If x and y are individuals then it is not the 
case that ~(x^ =^ y)* If x is an individual and y is a set then ~T 
(ÿf(x) »ÿf(y) ). So the one-one condition is g T(x=y) iff T(j2f(x) «(2f(y) ) • 
The rest of the proof follows as in Cohen, [3], and we can use 
the unique 6 -isomorphism in the proof of Theorem 1 in pp. 95*97,
[3]. The next result we need is the absoluteness of * x^fM^ *,
Since the proof is being done in the model, if k^T and lok then 
l^T for any transitive set T# Hence we can show that ’ x*=y* * 
is absolute and use this to show the absoluteness of * x*^M^ *, 
following through the steps in Cohen, [3], p*94, and using my 
formal definition of the M^'s# How Theorem 1 (p*95*"7, [3]) will 
follow. The Axiom GCH can now be shown to be valid in the model 
by the proof at the bottom of p.98, [3],
Hence all the axioms are valid in the model and the formal sys­
tem is consistent relative to the theory needed to set up the 
model. NBGr is sufficient to do this, the s being sets of exp­
ressions and Jp9 iPj all being proper classes
of expressions. These expressions are treated as individuals and 
sets and classes are formed from them, but nowhere is there a
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need for the postulate that there is an individual nor is there 
a need for restricting consideration to the domain of individuals 
for the purpose of theorising about them and hence requiring at 
least one individual for the quantification theory to come out 
right. So the consistency of NBG without individuals is sufficient 
to guarantee the consistency of the above theory. Since HBG is 
relatively consistent to the above formal theory is relative­
ly consistent to Z-F,
This leaves a number of questions unanswered* We have not proved 
formally that Axiom G implies Axiom AC, This however looks very 
doubtful because Axiom 0 does not say anything about the well- 
ordering of the set of all individuals, I. However, if an extra 
axiom, call it WOI, was added which ensured the possibility of 
well-ordering the set of all individuals, then it seems likely 
that Axiom AC would follow.
However, Axiom C formally implies Axiom B.
It also seems likely that Axiom G, together with Axiom WOI, 
formally implies Axiom CCH, To prove this, it seems, involves 
dispensing with the individuals altogether in the normal proof 
of Axiom GCH from Axiom C because they affect the cardinalities 
in the form of Axiom GCH. It seems the result can be proved by 
building up a transfinite sequence of H^*s, similar to the s, 
but with Hq-0 instead of £^kj-,|l?, eto,|, and so the individuals 
are excluded completely from the construction. Then show that the
" î r - r .  ,„r;. ' f " ' ' '".''X; & \
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Axiom GCH holds for the seta belonging to the class Ü H . and,
using the Axiom AC, that to each set belonging to U M there is
a set belonging to U H. with the same cardinality.f5< t*
However, Axiom GCH formally implies Axiom AC.
The question that now arises is that of the independence of the 
Axioms 0, GCH and AC. It seems likely that these can be shown by 
forming inner models along similar lines to those of Cohen in 
[3]* As well as the ’’generic" sets that Cohen uses, one also needs 
the generic sets, £kj , |l|, etc., for all the individuals, and 
at each stage in the transfinite construction one should form 
subsets of M mI, as in the model H of this chapter.
One could also add to the formal system ordinary language pred­
icates 80 that these can be used to generate classes. The addition 
of these does not affect the consistency proof nor the develop­
ment of the formal theory if they are introduced by adding general 
predicate variables and general subject variables to the formal 
theory. For the purpose of proving consistency one can specialise 
the predicate variables to those concerning membership and over­
lapping of special classes and individuals. In the development 
of the formal theory, whenever a wff-sohema appears, as in forms 
of the Abstraction Axiom and Axiom of Replacement, a general pred­
icate variable can be substituted. This would then allow one to 
generate classes from ordinary language predicates.
The theory of significance ranges for this formal theory will
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be developed in Chapter 8, where they will be considered on their
own with the class theory used just to define them and show their
properties*
223 *
CHAPTER 5.
A 3-VALU.EP GLASS THEORY AVOIDING THE PARADOXES,
In this chapter, I wish to present a 3-valued class theory with
only the Axioms of Abstraction and Exténsionality so that the
class paradoxes can be avoided. This is the one mentioned in the 
Introduction. I use a 3-valued Lukasiewicz logic and restrict the 
connectives and quantifiers, used in constructing predicates for 
the Abstraction Axiom, to & and A. I have explained how other 
such connectives lead to contradictions and have explained how 
the present theory avoids some of the class paradoxes. The 
formalisation is as follows?
Primitives
1« U, V, W, X, Y, Z, (variables over classes.)
2. € (is a member of).
3o ^^9 , A (connectives and quantifier of the Lukasiewicz
3-valued logic).
Formation Rules.
1. If X and Y are variables then X€Y is an atomic wff.
2. The prepositional constants 1, 0, ’g-, are atomic wff s.
3 If B and C are wffs and X is a variable, then '-B, B-^ C^
and (AX)B are wffs.
Definitions,
X»Y=df(AZ) (zeXe^Z<Y) = (X is identical with Y.)
V(X)=df(AZ)C(z4X). (X is 2-valued,)
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Axioms.
i \ * (SY) (ax) (X€Y<é^ j2((Xÿ Z^,___,Z^)), where {Zf is either a prop-
ositional constant or constructed from atomic wffs of the form 
UfV by using & and A,
E, ( AZ) ( ZéX^.Ztï)5 ( AW) ( XfWW-Y«f) .
Theorems.
T.l. X=X.
Dëfnv = : T.l.
T.2, X=Y Y=X.
Defn, « I T.2.
T.3. X=%Y=&>X=Z.
Defn, = 8 X=Y*-»(AW) (WeXwWfY)___ (l)
Defn. = 8 Y=Z«(AW) (W*-Y<-»Wez)___ (2)
(1),(2) 8 X=Y3).Y=Z3(AW) (WeC*>WftZ) (3)
(3) j Defn. = s T. 3.
T. 4. X=Y3.Gf(X) WQ((Y) . for any wff gi
Defn. = 8 X=Y3ZeXf*Z(Y (l)
Defn. =, Ax.B s X = Y % X f W W Y # ___(2)
By using induction on the number of connectives and quantifiers 
in {Zf, T,4 can be shown.
T.5. (8!Y)(AX)(X6Y+*0).
Ax.A 8 (SY) (AX) (X€Yf#0)___(l)
Hyp 8 (AX) (X6Y^<»0) & (AX)(xerg44 0)___ (2)
(2) 8 (AXÏXëY^tfXeYg) (3)
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( 3 ) ,  D e fn .  = 8  (4 )
( 2 ) ,  <4) 8 (A X ) ( X « r ^ « 0 )  & (A X )(X « T 2 fW i)^ Y j= Y 2 __(5 )
( 1 ) ,  (5) 8 T .5 .
[N o te  th a t  ( s /Y ) A ( Y ) “ df(SYKA(Y) & ( AZ) (A(2)3»Y=Z)) .  A ls o ^ i t  can
he shown t h a t  I f  ( s {Y)A(Y)  i s  p rovab le  then one can in tro d u c e  a
new symbol in t o  the  th e o ry  f o r  t h is  unique Y w ith o u t  in t ro d u c in g  
any e s s e n t ia l l y  new theorems in t o  th e  th e o ry  because o f such a 
sym bol.]
In tro d u c e  th e  d e f i n i t i o n  ^ f o r  the  unique c la s s  Y such t h a t  
(A X )(X tY *^ 0 )  , i . e .  (AX)F(XS0) ho ld s .
T .6 .  (s iY )  (AX) (X fe Y f» l) .
Ax.A 8 (SY) (A X ) (X é Y f» l )  ( l )
Hyp 8 (AX) ( X W ^ W )  & (AX) (X eY g i-v l)___ (2 )
(2 )  8 (AX) (X tY ^ m X tY g ) (3 )
( 3 ) ,  Defn = 8 Yj=Yg ___ (4 )
( 1 ) ,  ( 2 ) ,  (4 )  8 T .6 .
In tro d u c e  the  d e f i n i t i o n  U f o r  the  unique c la s s  Y such th a t  
(AX) ( X ë Y f f l )  , i . e .  (AX)T(XéU) ho ld s .
T .7 .  (S iY )(A X ) (XéY»»è)
Ax. A 8 (BY) (AX) ( X f Y e i )  ___ (1 )
Hyp 8 (AX) ( x € Y ^ # i )  & (AX) ( X f Y g # i )  ___ (2)
(2 )  8 (AX) (X fY ^ e X fY g )  ___ (3 )
(3 )  , Defn . = 8 Y^=Yg ____ (4 )
( 1 ) ,  ( 2 ) ,  (4 )  8 T .7 .
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Introduce th» definition H for the unique class Y such that 
(AX) (X«Y*>i) , i.e. (AX)P(X€H) holds.
T.8. V(d) & V(U) & ~V(H).
Defns. V, 0, U, H : T.8.
T.9. (S>Y)(AX)(XgY<-»(A2)(~za v ZtW.&.-Z# v ZtX)).
Ax.A 8 (SY)(AX)(xey<^(AZ)(~Z©C v ZfeW.&.~Z€W v Z€X) ) ___ (l)
Similarly to the above proofs, T.*9 follows.
Introduce the definition for the unique class Y such that
(AX)(XeYf+(AZ)(~ZfX V -ZéW V zex) ),
T.IO. T(X6|W?)gT(X»W) & V(W)
Defn. (w) 8 T(Xé(w|)g(AZ) (F(ZéX) v T(Z<W) .&.P(ZÉW) v T(Z6X))
Hyp 8 T(Xe|w}) ___(2)
Hyp 8 ~V(W)___ (3)
(3)» Defn.V 8 (SZ)P(Z6W) ___(4)
(1), (2), (4) 8 (SZ)(P(Z6X) & T(ZéX))____(5)
(3), (5) 8 V(W) ___(6)
Similarly» V(X) ___(7)
(1), (2), (6), (7) 8 (Az) (zexmzew) (8)
(8), Defn.* s T(X=W) _____(9)
(2), (6), (9) 8 T(Xf{w}) 3T(X*W) & V,(W)  (lo)
Hyp 8 T(X*W) & V(W) ___(11)
(11), T. 4 8 V(X) ___(12)
(11), (12), Defn = t (AZ)(P(Z©C) v T(Z6W) .&.P(ZéW) v T(Z6X)) (13)
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( I ) ,  (13) s T(Xé{w}) ____(14)
(II), (14) ! T(X*W) & V(W) T(X«;fvir?) ___(15)
( 1 0 ) ,  (15) 8 T. 10..
T . 11 F (X e jw ))s (8 Z )(T (Z ë X ) & F(ZCT) . v.F(ZfcX) & T (Z 0 ? ) ) .
Defn. {w} s F(Xé(w}) gF(AZ) (~ZÊC v V Z€X) ___ (1)
(1) ! T. 11.
T. 12. (AX)p(xeM) , i.e. H.
Defn. H 8 P(z6H) ____( l )
T .8 ,  T. 10 8 ~T (xefH }) ____(2)
(1), T.11 8 ~P(Xt{H\) ___(3)
(2), (3) s T. 12.
T . 13. (AX)P(Htfx'V).
Hyp 8 T(He|x|) (1)
( 1 ) ,  T. 10 8 T(H=X) & V(X) ___ (2)
( 2 ) ,  T. 48 V(H) ___ (3)
( 1 ) ,  ( 3 ) ,  T.8 8 ~T(He.fx» ___ (4)
Defn. H t P(ZéH) ____(5)
( 5 ) ,  T. 11 8 " P ( H e % )  ___ (6)
( 4 ) ,  (6) 8 T. 13.
T. 14. T (x e {0 ? )= T (X = # ) .& .T (0 4  M )  gT (X=0t).
T .8 ,  T. 10 8 T (X e f0 f)sT (X =0 ) ___  (1)
T. 10 8 T(p(f(xD5T(X=0) & V(X) ___(2)
T .8 ,  T . 4 8 T(X=0k>V(X) ___ (3)
( 2 ) ,  (3) 8 T(iZ(A[xp=T(X=SZ()  (4)
( 1 ) ,  (4) 8 T. 14.
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T'15. F(Xfjzf j) H( SZ) T(Z«~X. F( fe-tX}) 5(SZ) T(Z6X). 
T.11, Defn t T. 15.
T.16. T(XffD}).gf (X*U) .&. T(uéL sT(X*U).
T.8, T.IO 8 T(X«{u})sT(X=U) __ (l)
T.IO 8 T(Ué^psT(X»U) & V(X) ___(2)
T.8, T.4 8 T(X=U)3V(X)____(3)
(2), (3) 8 T(Ut.{XpaT(X=U) ___(4)
(1), (4) : T.16.
T. 17. F(xefui)a(8Z)F(ZëX).&.F(UeiX))s(SZ)P(Z6X) 
T. 11, Defn U 8 T.17.
T.18. ~V((xlf).
T.13, Defn. V s T.l8.
T.19 ~T(Yg3-(xrn.
T.IO, T.18 8 T.I9.
T.20. ~T( jY^ efxl;)
T.4, T.IO, T.18 8 T.20
T.21. V(X) & (X?*-^Y^7X*Y.
Hyp. 8 V(X) & {X|=/y} __(1)
(1), Defn. * 8 (AZ)(Z€jx]f-> Zt^ Y'j)____(2)
(2) 8 xe(xîf>xé-(Y} (3)
T.l, T.IO, (1) 8 XC-^ X}  (4)
(3), (4) 8 X6%) ___ (5)
(5), T.IO 8 T(X=Y) & V(Y) ___ (6)
(6) , 8 X*Y   (7)
(1), (7) 8 T.21
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T.22. (s!Y)(AX)(X6Y^(A2)(-YZ«g-X v Z0T.&.-Z6V v ZfeX) v (A2)f~2«C 
V  Z^ .&.>t.26» V  Z«X))l 
Ax.A, Defn,“ ,  as before t T.22,
Introduce the deflnltion^V,Wj for the unique class Y such that 
(AX)(X€ï<r»(AZ)(~zex V  Z6V.&.~ZÊV v ZSC) v (AZ) (~ZgX v Z#.&.~Z# 
V Z€X)).
T .2 3 . T(Xfe/v,w}) 5 T(X=V) & V(V).v.T(X=W ) & V(W).
Defns. {u,v}, fv}, fw| * Xg|r,w/«->Xé^V'J v Xg-%) _____ (l)
(1), T. 10 s T,23.
T. 24. F(X6(v,wJ) 2 F(xe{y> & FCxefw}) .
D efns ,£v ,w ], {w ), T. 11 » T.24. 
T .25. P (H 6 (v .w ]).
T .23, T .8  : ~T(H fe^,w }) _______( l )
T.24» T. 13 » ~F(H<^,w}) ______ (2)
(1), (2) ; T.25.
T .26. ~ V (fv » w j).
T.25» Defn. V J T.26.
T. 27. ~T(X6-ffr.wj}).
T. 10, T.26 s T.27.
T .2 8 .  ~ T ( f v , w M x } ) .
T.4» T . IO ,  T .26  s T .2 8 .
T.29. ~T( fv,wl6(x ,y}). 
t . 4 ,  t . 2 6 ,  T.23 : T.29.
T. 30. ~T(x^/(yV.fv.wl>').
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T.18, T.26, T.23 8 T.30.
T.30 rules out the possibility of using the Kuratowski definition 
of ordered pair because it prevents a proof of ,
[u,v]j 3 X-Y & U=V,
Similarly to £ x j  and ^X,yJ, ^X^,...,X^^ can be defined so that
Z 6 ^ ^ , . . . z e ^ X J  V V . , . . v  using this definition,
the following can be shown % T(Zé-^X^. ,X^) s V(z) &,T(Z=X^)
V . . . . V  T(z=x^), P(ze^x^,...,x^) H F(ze%^) p (z ^[x ^}),
P(H€^^,...,xJ), ~V({x^,...,xJ), ~T({Xj,...,X^^<^j,...,Y^}), 
~T(X(g^ {Yj^ , Y ^ ^ «, • These rule out
the use of classes of unordered n-tuples singe they have no mem­
bers", Also unordered n-tuples cannot be "members" of any upord- 
ered m-tuple and so this restricts their use. This prevents a lot 
of the normal class-theoretic results from being proved. One could 
try to use an ordering relation to order an unordered pair as long 
as this relation is not a class of ordered pairs. In fact, even 
if one does form ordered pairs in this v/ay one still cannot form 
useful classes of them to define relations and so their principal 
use is not there.
However, the ordered pair ^X,Y/^ can be defined, as |*X,Y^ for a 
given wff R(X,Y) such that TR(X,Y) & FR(Y,X) is provable. Assuming 
v(x), V(Y), V(U) and V(v) , let <X,Y>g = <U,V>g. Then {x,Y_^ *
■[u,v}& TR(X,Y) & FR(Y,X) & TS(U,V) & PS(V,U) holds. Hence Z^(x]
V  zfr^)t->ze[y} V Zg|v|. since V ( x ) ,  then Xf|x] and Xg(u} v X«-[v}.
Hence X*=U v X=V, Similarly, Y®U v Y=V, If X*U then *-T(Y=*U) and 
hence Y=V. Similarly, if X«V then Y=U*
If TR(U,V) & PR(V,U)^ holds then call R and S similar relations.
F, TS d ^  s('^ j V)If TR(V,U) & FR(U,V)^holds then call R and S dissimilar relations.
If R and 8 are similar then X*U & Y-V holds and if R and S are 
dissimilar then X=V & Y=U holds. Hence, under the assumption that 
V(X), V(Y), V(U), V(V) all hold and that R and S are similar then 
the usual property of ordered pairs : <X,Y)^=<U,V)g 3 X*=U & Y-V, 
holds.
The next question is whether one can successfully define classes 
of these ordered (or unordered) pairs as determined by a predicate* 
Let Wg be defined by s ZfiWj^ <-^ (3X) (SY) ( (AV) (-V4SZ v VfOc,Y>^*&* 
-Ve<X,Y>g V vez) & (2f(X,Y)), where TR(X,Y) & FR(Y,X) holds for 
all X and Y* Then T(Z#^) h  (SX) (SY) ( (AV) (F(V€z) v  T(V€<X:,Y>^ ) 
*&.F(ve^,Y>^) V T(Véz)) & T0(X,Y)). Since P(H4g-^ ,Y}') , P(Hg<k,Y>^) 
and hence •^ T(ZfeWj^ ). Hence one cannot successfully define classes 
of ordered (or unordered) pairs as determined by a predicate.
Hence, if one wants to deal with two-place relations, one cannot 
define them as classes of ordered pairs but must consider them 
as two-place predicates of the form ; ç/(X,Y). This prevents 
quantification over these relations. Many-place relations must 
also be considered in a similar manner because similar difficulties 
to the above ones for two-plaoe relations will arise.
Another problem that arises in connection with unordered pairs
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is that v(X) holds for so few classés X. The only blasées so far 
established as Satisfying this property are the universal class U 
and the null class (2(# It is not clear how any other classes satis^ 
fying V(X) can be constructed.
In Whitehead and Russell's "Principia Mathematical, [34]? p*
265 and p.357 (paperback edition), an ordered pair is defined as 
I’x'fi'y, i.e. the class of all (ordered) couples (x,y) sUch that 
x£'t<x & yéi*:y, where t'x is the singleton of x. On p.200, they 
define a relation as a class of (ordered) couples such that a 
given function"^(x,y) is true. These definitions cannot be used 
in the above theory because there is nothing corresponding to 
classes of couples. One advantage that the type theory has is 
that it allows quantification over predicates and relations, which 
is one thing that cannot be done in the above theory.
However, let us go ahead with classes which can be defined from 
the Abstraction Axiom. The union XuY of two classes X and Y can 
be defined as follows s (AZ) (ZfXvY44 ZIEX v ZéY). The intersection 
Xf|Y of tv/o classes X and Y can be defined as follows s (A Z )(Z  
f x n Y <4 zex & zeY).
T. 31. T(ZéXuY) 5 T(Z€X) v T(zer) .
Defn. V 8 T. 31.
T.32. F(Z6X</Y) 5 F(zeX) & F(ZfY).
Defn. Us T.32.
T. 33. T(zeXnY) 5 T(zgC) & T(Zfl)..
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Defn. 8 T. 33.
T.34. F(ZtXrtY) s F(zeC ) v F ( Z € r ) .
Defn. g T. 34.
The coinpleraent X of a class X can he defined as fblldwB g (AZ) 
(Z6X6-,~Z<X).
T.35. T(zei) g F(Z6X).&.F(Z6X) a T(zec).
Defn. 8 T.35«
The domain§^(0) of a relation ^ can he defined as follows % (AZ) 
(Z^(2f) 4-b (8V)(2f(Z,V) ). The range of a relation can he def­
ined as follows 8 (AZ)(Z6A(|Z0 *^(8V)^(V,Z)),
T .36. T(Z(A(gO) 5 (sv)T{((z,v).
Defn.% 8 T.36.
T.37. F (Z f t (g O )  5 (A V)Fgf(Z ,V ).
Defn.® 8 T.37.
T .36. T(z6at(aO) 5 (SV)TC((V .Z).
Defn. Si% T. 38.
T.39. F ( Z # A )  5 (A V )Fg((V .Z ).
Defn.<Rx8 T.39.
The following theorems follow immediately from the definitions.
T. 40.. XftY=Y/lX.
T.41. X«Y=YmX.
T.42. (XflY)/, Z=X/) (Y(»Z) .
T.43. (XvY)yZ=Xv(Yi/Z). 
t*44. Xj|x=x.
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T. 45. X||X=X.
T. 46. X40=ÿf.
T. 47. X*pf=x.
Ti48. XAU=Xt 
T . 49. XwU=U.
T150. Xm(Yyz)=(X4Y)#(XAz).
T .5 1 . Xtf(Y/jZ)=(XyY)/»(XWZ).
T.52. XüŸ=X«Ÿ.
T. 53. xJîŸ=XüŸ.
T . 54. x=x.
T .55. 0=u.
T .56. \5=çl.
Define X-Y as XrtŸ,
T .5 7 . T (Z fX -Y ) 5 T(ZÊX) & F (Z€Y ).
T . 58. F(zgX-Y) s F(Z€X) V T (Z 6 f ) .
T. 59* Ü-X*X.
T. 60. ~T(ZÇX«X).
T. 61. ~T(zeX’- X ) .
The Cartesian Product cannot be defined as it is a class of ord­
ered pairs satisfying a predicate.
The Power Glass(p(x) of a class X can be defined as follows g 
(AZ)(Zé(P(X)0(AV)(~VfeZ V vex)).
T.62. T(Z6(P(X)) 3 (AV)(F(VfZ) v T(VgX)).
D e fn . f r  : T .6 2 .
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T . 63. F (2 6 fP (X ))  .3 (SV) (T lVgz) & F(VÆC))i 
Defn. (jf* s T.63.
T . 64. 6^(<^) = ..ÇS k
Defn. O’, Ç( : Z*l^pf)*-^(AV)('«V(Z) _____(1)
■Defn.(^j t Z€^^.-->(AV) (~VéZ v v V^) _____ (2)
(2) s Zfe|?(}^(AV)(~VéZ) _____ (3)
(1), (3), Defn.* ; .
T. 65. < f(U )*U .
Defn.(P, U » Zfe'f(U)<^(ÂŸ)(«-VÉZ v V#) (l)
(1) s 1  (2)
Defn.U s Z6U*^1 _____(3)
(2), (3), Defn.* s (p(U)=U.
T.66. ~T(X=U) D P(He(P(X)’).
Hyp 8 ~T(X*U) _____ (1)
Defn. ( F  g H6-0ÎX)«->(ÂV)(~VéH v Vfx) ____ (2)
(2) s ~P(Hé<Ftx)) _____ (3)
T.62 I T(Hé<f(X)) s (AV)T(vec) _____ (4)
(1), (4) 8 ~T(Hétf(X)) ___ ^(5)
(3), (5) s P(H60tx))  / O
(l) , (6) 8 T. 66.
T.67. U€<P(X)4-»X=U.
Defn. <P ï Ué(J^(x)4-»(AV) (~V€U v V*X) ______(l)
(1), Defn.U 8 Ut(P(X) W  (AV)(V4X) _____(2)
Defn.* 8 X=U «(AV) (VeX«>»VeU) ____(3)
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(3), Defn.U s X*U W(AV) (V€X) ____ (4)
(2), (4) s ue<P(x) <^X=U.
T. 68. ~T(X*U) J~V((P(X))»
T. 66, Defn. V 8 T. 68.
T.69. T(cfé<ftx)).
Defn. dP 8 Ze(f(X) «-=>(AV) (~V4Z v V6X) ______(l)
(1), Defn.j^ 8 T(Çf6(P(X)).
T.70. ~F(xe/P(x)).
Defn. 8 Xef(X) 6-9(AV) (.V6X v V4X) _____(l)
(1) 8 ~P(X£(P(X)).
T.71. T(X6(P(X)) 5 V(X).
Defn. f  8 T(X<F(P(X)) s (AV)(P(VéX) v T(vec)) ____(l)
(1), Defn.V 8 T.7I.
T.72. ~T(X°U) O P((P(X)6-à^((F(X))).
Hyp 8 ~T(X=U) _____ (1)
(1), T.68, T.7I 8 ~%(4f(x)fdP(dP(X)))  (2) ■
T.70 8 ~F(<P(X)«dP((P(X))) (3)
(2), (3) 8 P({P(X)6(P((p(X)» _____ (4)
(1), (4) 8 T.72.
There are similar difficulties with the power classes as there 
are with the unordered n-tuples. These both arise because of the 
use of and v in the Abstraction Axiom instead of the stronger 
and 4^, which lead to contradictions.
The Sum Class U(x) of a class X can be defined as follows :
. V' L'f- '^^1:L'i-'.'-'-i/'f - A -3 ■-..■Av-. 1 =- j- -j" x . f y  fi. Q:f ' f'-' V •' - W  -' " î."‘” "'3'
' 'M. Vs' J'* V, .. .{T
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(AZ) <Z«U(X)«-»(SV) (ZÉV & V6X) ) .
T .73. T (Z ty (X ) )  s .(SV).(T(Z«V) & T(V6X))..
Defn.U 8 T .73.
T . 74. F (Z gJ (X ))  s (A V )(p (zev ) T F (V 6 X )) .
Defn.U s T. 74.
T . 75. T (Z é -U (/x .Y h ) s T (z 6 ( )  & V ( x ) . v.T(Z<2f) & V (Y ) .
T.73, T.23 8 T(ZéU({x,Yj-)) s (SV)(T(Z&V) &.(T(V*X) & V(X)) v 
(T(V-Y) & V(Y))) _______(1)
(1 )  8 T (Z è .U (p ,Y } ) )  h . (S V )(T (Z € v ) & T(V=X) & V (X ))  v (S V )(T (Z fV )
& T(V=Y) & V(Y)) ____ (2)
(2) 8 T. 75.
T .76. ~F(Z6U(fx,Yj)).
Hyp 8 F (Z € U ({X ,y} ) )  (1)
( 1 ) ,  T . 74 , T .2 4  8 (ÀV)(F(ZéV) v.F(V€%(^) & F ( v e ^ b )  ____ (2)
(2 )  8 F(Z€H) v .F ( H ^ x } )  & F ( H 6 0 )  _____ ,(3)
( 1 ) ,  ( 3 ) ,  T . 13 , Defn.H s T . 76.
Henoe, if simple unions have to he formed it is better to avoid 
the construction U('^ X^ ,... ,XjJ) for X-V....UX .
The Intersection Class ft(X) of a class X can be defined as follows 
(AZ) ( z e 7 ) ( x ) w  (AV) ( -v e c  v z # ) ) .
T.77. T(Z€AX)) 5 (AV)(F(VeC) V T(ZfeV)).
Defn. 8 T .77.
T.78. P(zeKx)) 3 (SV)(T(V€X) « F(Z6V)).
Defn. 8 T. 78.
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~T(Zéfl(Xx,Yb).
T .7 7 ,  T.24 s T (Z 6 f l ( fX ,Ÿ ] ) )  3 (AV) (F (V f [x J )  & F (V é (x } )  v .T (Z^V )) _ ( l )  
(1), Defn.H, T. 13 : ~ T (Z é f t ( | ) t ,Ÿ } ) ) .
T .8 0 , F(Zfefl(Xx.Y>)) .3 F(Z^X) & V(X).v .F(_Zef) & V (Y ) .
T.78, T.23 8 F(Z€/X{X,yJ)) 3 (SV)((T(V-X) & V%X).v.T(V=Y) & V(Y))
& F(ZiV)) ____ (1)
(1) 8 f(z«;K[x,y})) 3 (sv)(T(v=x) & v(x) & F(zev)) v (sv)(t(v*y)
& V(Y) & F (z g v ))  ______(2)
(2) 8 T .80.
Hence, if simple interseotionc have to be formed it is better to 
avoid the construction
We will now give some definitions concerning relations.
If {Zf(X,Y)4-^'^Y,X) , for all X and Y, then Çf a n d a r e  inverse 
relations of each other, 0 is \  and is ^ , Also (J\(S20 
and (R(y = ^ (90.
Un(pf) (AU)(AV)(AW)(j2f(U,V) & ÿ((U,W) 3 V=W), is univocal.)
Un^(0) Un(0) & Un(0). (0 is one-one.)
z1j2^ (X,Y) X£Z & p((X,Y). restricted to the domain Z.)
Note that zi^ is a proposition, where Y'lx, as in [1?], p.l68, 
is a class.
If there is a unique Z such that jZ((Y,Z) then Z=^^ $ otherwise
0^Y Çf (the null class).
is defined as the unique W such that (Az) (Z6W<-^(8X) (Y10(X,Z))). 
0*^Y is the range of ^ restricted to the domain Y.
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The usual form of the Axiom of Infinity is g (SX)(5JfeX & (AU)
(U'€'X O Ui/[ü|érX)), The question arises as to whether UvfuJ is dis­
tinct from U for each U- Certainly ^ and are distinct,
£(2^  ^and are distinct because ;
T . 8 i . _ 2 ü & A A i L
T.15 8 a____(SZ)T(Z*|Vj)  _(1)
T.14 8 T(î^ 6f^ ]) _____ (2)
(1), (2) 8 T.81. 
t.82. Fgçihii^JçsU).
T.23 8 & V(ji0.v.T((yj*[s^ j) » Vi((jSp  (1)
(1) 8  (2)
T.24 8  (3)
T.ll. F({i2f]ê^ }) H (SZ)(T(Zfe{s!f|) & H Z € ^ j )  v (SZ) (F(Zf#) & 
T(Zf^))) ____(4)
(4), (3) 8 ~P( ,(S2(I j )  ______(5)
(2), (5) 8 T.82.
From here on, the position is not clear since the following are
provable s
T.83,. ?(?(£& fel).
T.84.
T-85.
T.86. T(pf40,(^f,{|2f,f^,Yj).
T.87.
T. 88. P( £j!f .
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T.89.
T.90. '
A similar situation arises if one tries to use power classes to
generate an infinite number of classes. Clearly, ^ and (?({2() are
distinct. klBo(Ÿ{çS) end (?(Çf({2^)) are distinct because of the
following g
T.91* F ( (P (p f )& < P (0 ) .
T.92. P(
But from here on, the position is not clear since the following
are provable %
T.93.
T.95. p(<f(f(0))&f((P(i^))),
T.96. i ^ W ) ) ) .
>
T.97. P((f)(0€(f((P(<P(0))).
T.98.
T.99. p(f (P(6'(X R w ))).
T.ioo. p ( (F ((? ( (P W ))e (P (( f(0 ) ) .
So, the question of whether there are infinitely many classes
remains open*
We will now give some more definitions concerning relations,
j^ flrrT (AZ)(2iaY D ~Tj^(Z,Z))# is an irreflexive relation on Y,)
(2fTrY (AU) (AV) (AW) {U€Y & V ©  & W^Y & pf(U,V% & -0(V,w) 3  ÿ((U ,W )).
(j^  is a transitive relation on Y.)
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^PartY Ç^ IrrY & ^TrY. (Çf partially orders Y. )
ÿfConY (AU)(AV)(UgY & VfY & ~T(U=V) 3,j^ (U,V) v j!((V,U)). is
a connected relation on Y.)
j^ TotY pfirrY & ÿfTrY & j(ConY. (0 totally orders Y.)
pfWeY 0lTTr & (AZ)((AW)(WgZ 3 WÉ-Y) & (SX) (X6Z) 3 (SU)(U6Z & 
(AV)(V6Z & ~T(U=V) 3 Tp((U,V) & ~T5i({V,U)))). (ji( well-orders Y.) 
5im(0, X^, fg, Xg) Un^(^) &(AW)(W$B(0) a W«C^ & (AW)(W
f a WéXg) & (AU)(AV)(U6X^ & V€X^ 3,f^(U,V)t-*fg(ÿ(^, 0^ V)).
(0 is a similarity mapping of the relation f^ on onto the rel­
ation fg on Xg.)
We cannot form the expression representing the existence of such 
a similarity mapping between relations on domains because it would 
require quantification over relations*
Fld(S^ ) (The field of 0 . )
TOR(Çf) 0Tot(Pld(0)), (fl is a total order,)
VfOR((gf) 0We(Pld(0)), (Çl is a well^ordering relation,)
T. 101. Sim(gf, f^ ., .X^ , fg, Xg) 3 81m(@f, ..fg, Xn, .X^.).,.
Defns. Sim, Un., i T. 101.
T.102. S±m(0, f .^ X^, fg, Xg) & 81m(l^ , fg, Xg, f,. X^ ) 3 8im(W, 
f X^, fj, X )^ , wherelyW is the composition of 0 andV’.
Defns. Sim, Un^,  ^ : T.102.
C^p((U,W) (8V)(0^U,V) &>(V,W)).3
T.103. 8im(#, f^, Fld(f^) . fg, Fld(fg)) 3 (TOR(f^) s TOB(fg).&. 
WOR(fj^) 5 WOR(fg)).
Defns. Sim, Fid, Un^,^ : T.103»
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The class of all total orders similar to X is called the order 
type of X. Order types cannot be formed because they require quant­
ification over relations. This prevents the ordinals from^being 
introduced by using order types* The paradigmatic method of intro­
ducing ordinals also fails because of what has already been shown 
about (2f, etc. Similarly for cardinals, one cannot
form the class of all classes which are equinumerous with a given 
class and also one cannot use any paradigmatic method of intro­
ducing them. However, one can express the fact that the relation 
^ yields a one-one correspondence between the members of the two 
classes X and Y.
“df * (AW)(W68(?() = Wâc) & (AW)(We(%p() a WtY).
But one cannot form an expression for the fact that the members 
of the classes X and Y can be put in one^^one correspondence,
T.104* X y  X, where l(U.V) U*V & UgC & VCC.
Defns. Un., I : Un^(l) ____(l)
Defns. , I s 5 ^  (l)=X ___ (2)
Defns. (E, I sC(l)=X ______(3)
(1), (2), (3), Defn.«C 8 T.104.
T. 105, X<^  Y D Y "r X.
Defns, C.', ^ b T.105.
T. 106, X Y & Y ~  Z 3 X.—  Z.—  Y ------
D e f n s . o  8 T.106.
' V'-'- ■
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T. 107..JÇjY_&_X^: ^ a  ^ XvXj p^YwY^.
Defn. cr s T. 107.
YThe class usually represented as X cannot he formed as it is a 
class of functions.
X ^ Y  (SZ) ((AW)(waZ D W6f) & X ^  Z ) ,  (The relation estât-
lishes a one-one correspondence between the members of X and the 
members of a sub-class of Y.)
Whin dealing with one-one correspondences there is only need to 
consider the members of the classes involved, i.e. Z is a member
of Y iff T(Z6Y). Hence a subclass X of Y is taken to be such that
all members of X are members of Y.
X-<Y cannot be formed in the usual way because one cannot express
the fact that there are no one-one correspondences between X and 
Y.
T.108. X ^  X.
T.104, Defn. g T.IO8.
T.109* (AW)(W6C 3 WéY) 3 X Y, where I is the identity relation 
on X.
T.104, Defn. s T. 109.
T.llO. X ^ Y  & Y ^ Z  O X . ^ ^
(1)
(1) , Defn. <  % (AW) D WéY) & X Y^
(1) , Defn. S. % (AW) (WéZ^ 3 WfeZ) & Y ç  Z^
__(2) (Y^ is a con­
stant. )
,(3) (z^ is a constant.)
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(2), (3) » 3 ^ ____ (4)
Defn.o, (3), (4) s Wédi(foÇf} S WÉZ _____ ,(5)
Defns,=^,o s^,(^{iO ^  X ____(6)
(5) , (6) , Defn. ü  t X. ^ ^ Z ___ (?)
(1), (7) s T.llO.
1 do not know whether the SchrBder—Bernstein Theorem s X ^  Y &
Y ’^ X D X ’^ Y ,  for some relationJC, follows or not, The type of
proof given in Mendelson, [1?], will not work. Cantor's Theorem,
X ^  (P(x)  ^ cannot he stated and, anyway, U=(P(U) provides a counter­
example to it.
As stated before, cardinal numbers cannot be introduced as such 
and the theory cannot usefully be carried much further.
As for the following forms of the Axiom of Choice, the Well- 
ordering Principle, Trichotomy, and the form asserting the exist­
ence of a choice function for any non-empty set, all cannot be 
stated. However we can state the Multiplicative Axiom as follows s 
(AU) (U6X 3 (SW)(ffigU) & (AV)(VgX & ~T(V=U) D V#=pf)) 3 (SY)(AU)
(UgX 3  (S/W) (WéUrtY)).
This would almost certainly be independent of the Axioms of Abs­
traction and Extensionality as there is no obvious predicate to 
generate the class Y. Zorn's Lemma can also be stated, i.e. ^PartX 
& (AU)((AW)(weU 3 WÉX) & ^Totu 3 (SV)(V€X &  (AW) (%U 3 W=V V Çf(W, 
V)))) 3 (SV)(VÉX & (aw) (wee 3 -T^(V,W))).
I do not know whether these two forms of the Axiom of Choice are
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equivalent in this theory. Many of the usual methods of proof 
would break down as they depend on ordered pairs, well-*ordering, 
Cartesian Products, quantification over relations, and the like.
The last thing I wish to consider is the Axiom of Regularity.
The form of it is as follows i (AX) ( (SW) (W€X) 3 (SY)(Y6X & YflX^ SO), 
Let X he (u].Then Z6(u^4^Z=U and (SW)(Wf|j|). (SY)(Yt^ U'^  & Y^  
=0)^->(SY)(Y=U & YA^UppO^ Since Uftfu}=|u}, P(Urt(u}=pO ,
F((3Y) (Yf(u} & Yrt(u}=5iO) and hence F(AX) ((SW) (WéX) 3 (SY) (Y^X & 
Yf*X=^) The class falsifies the ahove Axiom of Regularity.
So there are many developments of ordinary set theory which do 
not follow for this theory. The Boolean operations, except for 
X-X=0, come out as usual, but there are few areas of ordinary 
set theory left unscathed. The theory, by itself, is rather weak. 
However, there are a number of possibilities for strengthening 
the theory.
If the predicate {gf(X, Z^,...,Z^) of the Abstraction Axiom was 
allowed to be constructed from atomic wffs of the form X-Y as well 
as XfY then the theory about ordered and unordered pairs would 
turn out much more satisfactorily. As yet, I have not been able 
to establish any contradiction arising from its inclusion. But 
the consistency proof to follow would not be able to be used if 
X=Y was added. In fact, the method of proof would have to be changed 
radically to make allowances for the addition of X=Y. Also I have 
not been able to discover such a proof.
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Another way of strengthening the theory woul# he to use a ’ 
second order LukasiewicB predicate logic ihstfead of the first 
order one used; This would ohly be a minor strengthening compared 
to the previous suggestion hut it would allow quantification over 
relations and functions. One could then express the statement 
that X is equinumerous with Y, the statement that for every non­
empty class X there is a choice function for X, the statement 
that X has a lower cardinality than Y, and others.
One of the problems with the theory Is that it is not Strong 
enough to develop Mathematics. However this will be overcome in 
the next chapter by adding the class theory HBG (as in [l?]) as 
a 2-valued sub-theory, to the above theory.
The remaining task of this chapter is to show that the above 
theory is relatively consistent to Z-P (as in [30]). Th. Sfcolem 
has produced models, in [26] and in [2?] for an Abstraction 
Axiom the same as above except that ^ may not be constructed 
using quantifiers A and S. He shows that the Axiom of Extension­
ality is valid also in his model in [27], The procedure we use 
for constructing the model roughly follows the lines of P.O. 
Gilmore's paper, [8], where he constructed a model fprhis partial 
set theory PST'.
To construct the model, we need to extend the wffs used in the 
above theory by adding some terms, some of which will be used as 
the domain of the model. We give the formation rules for terms
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and wffs as follows :
1* If X'and y are class variables, then X(Y is an atomic wff,
2, Any combination of wffs using A are wffs.
3. A prepositional constant (i.e. 1, -g- or o) is an atomic wff.
4# A propositional constant (i.e. 1, or O) or a wff constructed 
from atomic wffs using only A is a standard wff.
5. If P is a standard wff and X is a class variable, then £x s 
P I is a term.
6. If |X s P^ and £x g Q j are terms and Y is a class variable,
I Yé|x 8 p|, {x s : q ] are atomic wffs.
We will use A, B, C, etc. for constant terms. We construct a 
model for the Abstraction Axiom with domain the set D of all con­
stant terms Jx : p|, i.e. P either has no free variables at all 
or has X as its only free variable. Ron-constant terms can be def­
ined from these as follows g Associate with any term ^X g P(X,
• for which are the only free variables of the
term, the function which for constant terms A^,...,A^ of D takes 
as value the constant term ^X g P(X, ^^9* * * 9^ ^'^ of D.
Let any specification of values for all the constant atomic 
wffs of the form X0T’, where X and Y range over the domain D, be 
called a structure on D. Let v^(p) denote the value of the con­
stant wff P given by the structure M on B. Also let v^(l) =1, v^ ^
(0)”0 and v^ (-&) Define for two structures and on
D if, for every constant atomic wff P, if v^ (p)=l then v^ (p)=l
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and if (p)-0 thon (p)=0. Define the structure such that, 
for all constant atomic wffs P except propositional constants,
(p) =2# Then for any structure M on D* defines a
partial ordering on the set of structures, since (i) (ii)
if and M g t h e n  5^3 and (iii) if and
then (i»e«. and Mg are the same structure. )•
Prom now on, when mentioning values of wffs in a structure it 
is automatically assumed that the wffs are constant ones, l*e, 
they hcve no free variables.
Lemma 1.
Let M and M' he two structures on D such that M^M'. Then, for 
any standard wff P, if Vj^(p)=l then v^^(p)~l and if v^(p)=0 then
Proof. By induction on wff evaluation procedure. This means that 
we start at the values of the substitution instances of all the 
atomic wffs and build up the value of P from these values according 
to the connectives and quantifiers in the Lukasiewicz logic. If 
P is an atomic v/ff or a prepositional constant, the lemma holds^
(i) Let v^(-Q)=1, Then v^(q)«0. By ind. hyp. , Vg,(Q)=0* Hence 
VQ,(~Q)=1. Let v^(-Q)=0. Then v^(q)=1. By ind. hyp. , v^,(Q)=1;
Hence v^_(^Q)=0.
(ii) Let v^(q & r)=1. Then v^(q)=l and v^(h)«1. By ind. hyp, ,
v^j(H)=l. Hence v^,(Q & R)=l. Let v (Q & R)=0. Then 
■Vj^ (Q)=0 or v^(H) =0. By ind. hyp. , Vj^,(q)«0 or v , (H)=0. Hence
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Vjj,(Q & E)=0.
(iii) Lot V ((AX)q)=1. Then Vj.(Q(X))=l for all X£D- By ind. hyp., 
Vjj„(Q(x))=l for all XÉD. Hence Vjj, ((AX)Q) =1. Let Vjj((AX)Q) =0.
Then v„(Q(X))=0 for some XA). By ind. hyp,, v^^(Q(X))=0 for some 
X€d. Hence Vjj, ( (AX)q) =0.
The model is the limit of a sequence of structures,
, on D. is defined above, i.e. v^ (?)=& for 
all atomic wffs P, except propositional constants. Assuming 
defined for some o r d i n a l i s  defined as follows 2 Per all 
standard wffs P, v^  ^ (Aë^ 2 P(X)J')«Vjj (p(A)).
For a limit ordinal^, for all atomic wffs P, if v^ (p)=l for some 
then v^ (p)=l, if v^ (p)=0 for some V<y4then Vg (p)=0, and 
if v (P)=& for all M c M then v^ (P)
in the definition of M^for a limit ordinai^W, it was assumed 
that if v^ (p)=l (or O) for some^<yA, then VgJ[p) =1 (or O) for 
all T  such that The construction of needs to be coupled
with Lemma 2 so that when is formed the assumption above will 
be satisfied. That is. Lemma 2 is proved for each structure Myj 
as it is constructed.
Before proving Lemma 2, I will give some examples in M^, Mg and 
M^. Since standard wffs include propositional constants 0 and 1,' 
by definition of M^, v^ (A6^ s 1^)-1 and v^ {k(^^ s 0^) =0. Let
JX g l\ be called U and |x s 0^ be called ÿf. Hence (j2f£U)-l
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and V j j  (U6U)^1. Using these two we can construct wffs taking values 
1 or 0 in Mg. For example, v^(U6-(x s ((Zfigjx s -X(?x|)
=1, V j j  (ue{x 8 X«c])=l, V j j  ((2fë^  8 ~Ufx})=l. Let |c) be {x : (AY) 
(~YéX V  YéC.&.~YeO V  Y6X) .  Then (^ ef;jfJ)=l, v (U€|jJ)=l,
V j j  (Ué"|^j)=0 and Some examples in M, are the follow­
ing : \  s i2ffrX})=l, V j j  ({Ujt£x 8 UISX})=1, ({x s
<F{x s UéX'/)=l and : ~X€x})=l.
Lei ma 2.
for all
proof. By transfini te induction ony^ ,. The ind. hyp. is 
for all y for all %: <yx.
(i),M=q. Mq Mq.
(li)^ i s  a successor ordinal.
Let ( A s  P^)=l. There is a >^ <j/ such that v^ (P(A))=1 By 
the method of construction of the structures. Since 
^  M . hy the ind. hyp. Hence v_ (P(a ))«1. By the construction
A  . V i  .
of M , Vgg (A^jX i pj*)®!* Similarly, if v^ (A^^ : Py)-0, then 
V j j  (Aéfx 8 Pj)=0.
( iii)y4 is a limit ordinal.
Let Let v^ (A^jx s p/)~l. Then v^ (A&jx § pj)»l, By defin­
ition of M 0 Let vy (a6*)X s p])“0. Then v_ (A6-{x : ?}) =0, By def-
V  ’ ft
inition of M...n
Let Then M_ &M .
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Lemma 3
There is an ordinal^ of the second number class sudh that A
Proof. The increasing chain of structures 2 ;. * » #
can be regarded as two increasing dhains of subsets of the denum-* 
erable set of all atomic wffs of the form A&B. One chain is of 
those atomic wffs taking the value 1 and the other is of those 
taking the value 0. If , then for all ordinals
such that , since, by the method of construction, there is no 
way of changing the values of any atomic wffs. There is a denumerr 
able set of ordinals yc such that But the set of all ord*^
inals of the second number class is non-denumerable and hence 
for some/\ in this class,
Theorem 1.
s V) is valid in , for all standard wffs P*
Proof. Let v^ (A^^X % P^)«l. Let )/ be the least ordinal such that 
V» (AG{x 3 pj ) =1, V i s  a successor ordinal. Hence v„ (p(A))-1.
Since 1-^ -1 lemma 2. Hence Vj^  (p(A))=l since P
is standard, by lemma 1. Similarly, if Vg (A^|x § P^)=0, then
Let V (P(A))=1, Then v_ (Ag(x s P%)=1. Since H «M. , v^ ,(A€A 144-1 '• ^
{X g P^)=l. Similarly, if v^ (P(A))=0, then v^  ^(Aé(x t Pj)~0.
A ATheorem 2.
The Abstraction Axiom is valid in .
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Proof, By Theorem 1, for any standard wff P, « P|<H^P(V)
is valid in Hence, (8Y)(AX)(XfY44P(X, &i,*"»,%%)) la valid 
in for all wffs p which are propositional constants or cons­
tructed from atomic wffs of the form X^Y using only -, & and A*
The next task is to prove that the Axiom of Extensionality is
valid in M,. Let P he a standard wff such that v„ (p)=l or 0,
LetjUp he the least ordinal such that v^ (P)=l or 0, Form the
set of all substitution instances of all the atomic wffs of P 
which take the value 1 or 0 in M.. . Call this the dependent set
of p. P(P).
Lemma 4*
Let P(A) be a standard wff such that v^^(p(A))»l or 0, If, for
each Q(A)^D(P(A)), (Q(B))=V% (Q(A)), then (P(B))«Vg^(p(A))»
Pror By induction on wff evaluation procedure. Let P(A) be an
atomic wff such that v^ (p(a))«1 or 0# Then D(P(A) ) » {p(A)} i Hence
Vji (P(B))=Vjj (P(A)).A A
(i) Let P(a) he ~R(A). Since D(~R(A))»B{E(A)) , for each Q(A)é 3)(H(A)) ,
(Q(B))=Vjj (Q(A)). By ind. hyp. (r (b))=Vjj (S(A)). Hence 4 A A A A(P(B))=V (P(A)).
(ii) Let P(A) be K(A) & 8(A) and v» (R(A) & S(A))«^ l, Then v^ (B(A))
«1 and Vjj^ (S(A))*=l, Since & S(A)^ 2>(R(A)) $I)(R(a)
& 8(A)). Hence, for each Q(A)iED(R(A)) , Vj^ ^(Q(b))«Vjj^ (Q(a)) # By 
ind. hyp., v^ (R(B))=v^ (R(A)). Similarly, (S(B))«Vjj (8(A)),
^ A A
. . T / " .v-£-,î ,r,. y...- .:... C ^  S-.;" '.
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Honce (P(B))«Vjj (P(A)).A A(lii) Let P(A) be R(A) & 8(A) and (R(A) & S(A))=*0. Then 
(E(A))=0 or Vjj^ (S(A))-0. Since -^^(A) & 8(A) ^(A) "
^(A) & 8(A)' I>(K(A))£d(H(A) & 8(A)) or D(S(A))Cd(E(A) & 8(A)). 
Hence, as above, Vj^^(R(b)) *'Vj^ (^r(a)) «0 or v^^(8(B)) «=v^ (^8(A)) «0, 
Henoe (R(S) & S(B))=0 and (?(B))»v^ (p (A)).
(iv) Let P(A) be (AZ)R(A,z) and ((AZ)R(A,Z))=1, Then (R(A,
A A
for ail R^(A)Z)^ *(az)R(A,Z) thon B(R
(ApZ))£I>((AZ)R(A,Z)) for ail Z. Henoe, for each Q(a)€D(R(A,Z)) $
(q(B))«Vj^  (q(A)). By ind, hyp., v^ (R(B,Z))=v^ (R(A,Z)), SinceA ^  À A
this holds for all Z, (p (B))«v^ (p(A)),
 ^ A(v) Let P(A) be (AZ)R(A,Z) and v^((AZ)R(A,Z))^0. Then v^ (r (A,Z))
=0 for some Z. Since - ^(AZ)R(A,Z) some Z, say Z^,
then D(R(A,Zq))C d((AZ)R(A,Z)). For each Q(A)6D(R(A,Zq)) , Vj^ (Q(B))
=Vjj_(q (A)). By ind. hyp., Vjj^ (R(B,Zq))»Vjj (R(A,Zq))*0. Henoe v„ ((AZ)
R(B,Z))=0 and (P(B))=Vjj (P(A)).
4 ^
Let R be an atomic wff (not 1 or O) such that v„ (P)“l or 0.
ÀDefine the corresponding standard wff of P, as follows « Let
P have the form A^fx s Q(X)j’. Then is Q(a).
Let P be a standard wff such that v^ (p)«l or 0. Let P have
A
dependent set, d (p). We define a general dependent set of P as 
follows s
(i) The dependent set D(p) of P is a gen# dep* set of P.
f . y. .
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(ii) If or 0 and R is an atomic wff (not 1 or O) y then
AD(C^) is a gen# dep. set of R#
(iii) Let D' be a gen. dep. set of P. Let S£D'. If q€S, let D_
be a gen. dep. set of Q. Then (DViS)w^U„ D_ is a gen. dep, set 
of P.
This assumes (q) =1 or 0* for all Q68* Note that leifiifià 5 should
be ooupled with the definition of a gen. dep. set so that the
assumption can be made before the construction of the gen. dep.. 
sets Dq.
Lemma 5*
Let P be a standard wff such that (p)“l or 0. If B* is a gen, 
dep. set of P then* for each QCH*, (Q)®1 or 0,
AProof. By induction on the stages of construction of gen. dep.
sets of all standard wffs such that (p)**l or 0.
(!) By definition of B(p), if Q€B(P) then (o)=l or 0,
A(ii) If q6L;0^) 5 where R is an atomic wff (not 1 or O) and (r)
=1 or 0, then (Q)»l or 0.A(iii) Let B' be a gen. dep. set of P. Let SCB*. If QgS then, by
ind. hyp. for B* , Vg (0)=1 or 0 and so, let B^ be a gen. dep. set
of Q. Let T€(B’4 S)u^^g B^ . If T^B^, for some (%8, then by ind. 
hyp. for Bq, (T)=l or 0. If T^ B^ /jS, then, by ind. hyp. for 
B', (T)=l or 0. Henoe, if T^(bV,S)i/^ U^  B^, then (T)=l or 0.
A ALemma 6.
Let P be an atomic wff such that v (p)=l or 0* If B' is a gen,
A
.'"i,  ^.. ■ •'i-.r ' r ' - _ _ _     _ _ _ •    _ ______
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dep. set of f which is not B(p) then, for each QéB', v» (q)
Vp-1
«1 or 0.
Proof. By tranafinite induction on the ordinals The ind. hyp. 
is that the lemma holds for all atomic wffs q such that <^.
(i) P is 1 or 0. The only gen. dep. set of P is of the form 
B(p). Hence the lemma holds vacuously.
(ii) is a successor ordinal. Use induction on the stages of 
construction of gen. dep. sets of P.
(I) B(p) is not used as a gen. dep. set in this lemma.
(II) If (r)“1 or 0, R is an atomic wff (not 1 or O) and if 
q^ I)(C-) , then (q)=l or 0. In the process of construction
of gen. dep. sets of P, R is either P itself or is a member of a
gen. dep. set of P. If R is P itself, then (q)=l or 0. If
P *s a member of a gen. dep. set of P, then, by ind. hyp. ,
(r)«1 or 0 or v% (R)=l or 0* the latter being the case when R
Vp
is a member of the dependent set of P. Hence and if qfD(O^)
then V» (q) = l or 0.
(ill) Let D' be a gen. dep. set of P- for which the lemma holds.
Let SCB*. If q(8, let be a gen. dep. set of q. By ind. hyp.
for B*, (q)-l or 0, for all q£S. By ind. hyp. for the ord-
inals* the lemma holds for any gen. dep. set of Q except for B(q).
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Lot %(D',)8)u^Ug Dqf If TtDq (D.^(Q)) , for some QS8, then VjjVp-1
(T)“1 or 0. If TgDq, where D^ is D(Q), for some Q6S, then, since
D(Q) is (%], %D'. By ind. hyp. for D', v» (T)=1 or 0. If T6
Vp-1
D'/JS, then, hy ind. hyp. for D', -v% (t)=1 or 0. Henoe the
lemma holds.
Lemma 7.
Let P(a) he a standard wff suoh that (p(A))=l or 0. Consider
Aany gen. dep. set B* of P(A), suoh that, in the process of const­
ruction, (ii) is not applied to any atomic wff of the form CëA.
If, for all q(A)6BS \  (%(&)), then (p(B))*y^ (P(A)).
A A A Aproof. By induction on the stages of construction of gen. dep.
sets of all standard wffs p(A) such that (p(A))=l or 0, such
that (ii) is not applied to any atomic wff of the form C6A,.
(i' ^et the gen. dep. set of P(A) he B(P(A)). Then, hy lemma 4, 
the lemma holds.
(ii) Let the gen. dep. set of P(a) he D(Cp^^^), where P(A) is an 
atomic wff. We need only consider p(A) in the form Ac|x ;
Hence is Q(A) . (q(A))=l or 0. By the lemma condition,
if R(A)€B(Op^^j) then (R(B))=v^ (R(A)). Henoe, hy lemma 4,
Vjj^ (Q(B))=Vjj (Q(A)). Therefore, (Bc(x % Q})=Vjj (a€{x j qJ).
Hence (P(B))=v^ (P(A)).
A A(iii) Let B* he a gen. dep. set of P(A) and let %B*. For each
^Q(Ay£S ^Q(A)’ G^ (A)€S, by ind. hyp., .($($))=v^ (Q(A)),
A A
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Q(A)^S, let be a gen. dep. set of Q(A). Let the lemma hold
for D* and the ®y the condition of the lemma, for all
T (A )6 (D .A 8 )v ^ ^ y ^ g  V a ) ’ Vjj^ (t (B ) )= v^ ^ (T (A ) ) .  S ince
,
f o r  a l l  Q(A)€-S. A ls o , f o r  a l l  T (A )eD 'A S , .( 'r (.B ))-V jj ( T ( A ) ) .
H ence, i f  U (A )e s ',  Vjj (U (B ))= V jj (U (A ) ) .  By in d . hyp. f o r  D ' ,
Lemma 8.
If Vjj (AAC)=1 or 0 then k<SO has a gen. dep. set without any wffs
Aof the form A6'B for any B, except A. The gen. dep. sets so const­
ructed are such that (ii) is not applied to any atomic wffs of the 
form A'^A.
Proof* Let the wff AéC be W. The proof is by tranafinite induction 
on The ind. hyp. is that the lemma holds for all wffs A€D (call 
it X) such that
(i) )^ =1. Let (A(C)=1 or 0. Let A and 0 be different. Then 
(^ AEC^  i or 0. Hence or (o|. This satisfies
the lemma. If A is C, then D(A6C)=jA6C^ satisfies the lemma,
(ii)l^ is a successor ordina.1 >1. Let v-^ (AéO)-~l or 0.* If A
is 0, then D(A60) «^ AEOj^  satisfies the lemma. If A and 0 are diff­
erent, (z(A))»1 or 0, where Z(A) is . Henoe, I)(z(A)) is
a gen. dep. set of. W. It has a subset S of all atomic wffs, of the
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form A€B, where B is not A. For all Q, if QtS, then Vj. (Q)=l
or 0. Henoe, by ind* hyp. , all these wffs QÉS have gen. dep* sets 
Dq without wffs of the above form. Form the set (b (z(a) S)Oq^ Bq, 
which has no atomic wffs of the above form. This is a gen* dep. 
set of W which satisfies the lemma*
Lemma 9.
If A6,0<^A® has the value 1 in ; for all A, then C604^D€D has 
the value 1 in M^ .
Proof. Call 0^0, W. Let Vg (W)=l or 0. By lemma 8, W has a gen. 
dep. set B* without atomic wffs of certain forms and constructed 
in a certain way. For the sake of lemma 8 the right hand C of 
CfeO is regarded as different from the left hand 0. So (ii) is 
applied in forming a gen. dep. set of 0(0, but apart from this 
one instance all the usual conditions apply. By lemma .6, all mem- 
berf of B* have the value 1 or 0 in M.. ,, since, by lemma 6, B*
can be constructed so that it is not B(W). Hence W is not a mem­
ber of B* # Hence B* has atomic wffs containing 0, only of the 
form A60 or not at all. By the condition of the lemma, if q(o)(
B* then Vg (Q(B))~Vg (Q(G)). By lemma 7, Vg (B€C)=Vg (0(0). Since A A A A(ii) was applied to 060 in forming the gen. dep. set B*, the 
substitution of B for 0 occurs only in the left hand 0 of C€C.
By the condition of the lemma, Vg (B€D)-Vg (B60) and hence VgA A A(B0))=Vg (0€0) „ Similarly, by letting B£D be W and substituting 
A
0 for B, Vg (C(0)*-=Vg (BCD)* Hence the lemma is proved*
A A
( ; - V *  T'A; : ; %' \ : .": y. ' ÿ ' . V X V y.s ,' y. 't. ? ' . " , y . \',y f .^ j
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Theorem 3-
The Axiom of Extensionality is valid in ,
Proof. We will prove : If V60 f->V(I) is valid in , then 0(24-^
DéZ is valid in M .. Let v^ (C(0*)=1 or 0, By lemma 8, hasA ^
a gen. dep* set B* without any wffs of the form G(B, for any B
except C. Henoe the only occurrences of C in B* are of the form
A€.0 (a is not O) and 0(G. Because of the condition of the theorem
and because of lemma 9, if Q(0)feBS then v^ (q(B))=v^ (Q(C)). By
A A
lemma 7, Vg (D&C’)“Vg (CécO* HenCe C(Z(?^B4Z is valid in 2^ and X A
the theorem is shown.
Since the model with domain B was constructed using only set 
theory formalisable within Z-F, the Axioms of Abstraction and 
Extensionality are relatively consistent to Z-F*
' Q.'-: K  £-'jL-LV>'z»r C'_-i ' . ' ■*.- '.'4'--- < z i  • i t  Lf i '■.t' i V  - 4is\'V'4W « -f» r-.':' 'sî.-'j; z-. -
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CHAPTER 6.
A 3-VALUED GLASS THEORY AVOIDING THE PARADOXES AND CONTAINING NBG.
In this chapter, I wish to present the 3-valued class theory of 
the previous chapter hut with NBG embedded in it. This is what 
was mentioned in the Introduction and in the previous chapter.
The formalisation is as follows t 
Primitives.
1. u,v,w,%,y,B,...# (variables oVef special classes, i.e. the classes 
of NBG.)
2. U,V,W,X,Y,Z,# • •* * (variables over classes.)
3* € (is a member of.)
4* A (connectives and quantifier of the Lukasiewicz 3-valued
logic.)
Formation Rules.
1. For variables x, y, X, Y, the following are atomic wffs : xjgy, 
x6K, X<£3c, XeY*
2. The propositional constants 1, 0, & are atomic wffs.
3. If B and C are wffs and x and X are variables then ~B, B-^C,
(Ax)Bp (AX)B are wffs.
Definitions.
X=Y (AZ)(ZÉX^ZéT).
v(x) (Az) c(z«gc).
The definitions of NBG, each one distinguished from any similar 
definition for classes in general by the symbol *s*. For example :
■ - j - i -  i i ' £ ü  i  1'  f  j - n - j . ' ' . '  J.£L" V ' ’■ ■ -- '--'i - J. ' i i r . ' i 7 A ÿ  1A  z: - C l i .Æl J - ^ t t f
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X &  “df (^^)(2i€x s %€y);
The set consisting of the single set x as represented as
The power set of x is (F^(x) # The definitions aye taken from Mend-
elson, [17], p*159-188;
(Ax*)0(%*) (Ax)(M(ic) 3 {X(x)).
(Sx*)j2f(x*) (8x)(M(x) & 0(x)).
u',v^,w*,x*,y*,»’,•4*** are variables over sets.
SGl(X) (Sx)(Az)(ZCX z6X). (X is a special class in that 
it has the same special class members as some special class but 
X may not lie in the range of the special class variables.) 
Axioms.
8T. x=y 3.x(z s ySz.
Ax*)(Ay*)(8z')(Au*)(u*az* s u'^x* v u*=y*),
8x*)(Ay*)~y *ex*.
8%)(AXi'),..,(A%^')(f%i',.,.,%p/fgfz s ,
, where only set variables are quantified in 
Ax') (Sy*) (Au * ) (u'e'y^ s (;Sv*) (u*é-v* & v*6x*)), 
Ax*)(8y*)(Au')(u\&y* a u*<2gX*).
Ax*)(Ay)(8z*)(Au')(u*ez* s u*6‘x* & u'ey).
Ax»)(Un^(x) 3 (Sy*) (Au*) (u'fy’ h (Sv*) ((v * ,u*>^€x & v *6x *)) ), 
Sx* ) (Oex* & (Au* ) (u*^x* p u *W»|u*} gCx*) ),
ST) (ax) (X)^y4> J2((X,z^ ,... ,z^,2^,... ,Z )^) , where (jS is either a 
propositional constant or constructed from atomic wffs of forms, 
U^V, U«^ v, UÊV, uCv, by using only /y, &, A#
P.
N.
B.
U.
w.
s.
R.
I.
A.
y ij4 ; .::V.
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E. X-Y 3 (AZ)(Xé.Zf*YéZ).
General Axioms.
1. (AX)9^X)-» (A%)0(%).
2. (Az) ( afex <-i> zeX) 3 (Aw) ( x^w 4-^ XAw).
3. PSOI(X) 3 P(X6x),
4. PSOl(X) 3P(X€x).
5. C(xty).
The Axioms T to I are the axioms of NBG as in Mendelson; The 
Axioms of Choide, Restriction^ Construotibility and the General­
ised Continuum Hypotnesis can be added if one wishes. As will be 
shown later, one can prove the relative consistency of the above 
system with or without these additional axioms. The Axioms A and 
E are the 3-valued Axioms of Abstraction and Extensionality, resp. 
General Axiom 1 follows from the fact that every special class 
is a class. General Axioms 2,3 and 4 determine the values for 
olc^ ss membership of special classes.This determination is the 
one used in constructing the model of the theory. There is a degree 
of arbitrariness about it, especially for the values arising from 
General Axiom 4* However, it fits in with the model and I cannot 
think of anything else that will. Also certain interesting con­
sequences follow from it, e.g. x»y 3 x=y. General Axiom 5 asserts 
the two-valuedness of membership between special classes.
The theorems following from +he above axioms will be the theorems 
of NBG for special classes, the theorems of the previous chapter
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for classes in general, and theorems following from the General 
Axioms that relate special classes with classes in general. Henoe 
the only theorems left to deal with are the ones following from 
the General Axioms as the others can he found in Mendelson or 
in Chapter 5*
T.l. (Sx)g((x)-»(SX)g((X).
Gen. Ax. 1 s (AX)~j^(X)— (Ax)~0(x) ( 1)
(1) I ~(Ax) ~j^ (x) ■— ~(AX)~0(X) _______(2)
(2) 8 T.l.
T.2. x°y 3 x»y.
Hyp ! %=y _____(1)
(1), Defn. “ : (Aw) (wgx s wgy) ______(2)
(l), Ax.T s (Az)(xea s yÊz) ______ (3)
Hyp 8 TSCl(Z) _____(4)
(4) , Defn.SCl : (Aw) (wfZ4*wgz.) (5 ) (z, is a constant.)
(5/, Gen.Ax.2 s (An) (Z(u*#^z^gu) ______(6)
(6) : Zéx<^z^€x______ (7)
(6) 8 Z % f » Z j € y ______ (8)
Gen.Ax.5, (2) s z^çx^z^Cy ______ (9)
(7), (8), (9) 8 Z6x**Z6y (lO)
(4), (10) 8 TSCI(Z) 3,Z6x^+Zfey_____ (11)
Hyp 8 PSCI(Z) _____(12)
(12), Gen.Ax.3 s F(Zgx) & F(ze) ______ (13)
(13) 8 Z6x-W>Z€y _______ (14)
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(12), (14) s FSCI(Z) o.Ux4^Ziy ____(15)
Hyp s PSCl(Z) ______ (16)
(16), Gen.Ax.4 8 P(Zéx) & P(Z%r) _____^(17)
(17) 8 z e x w z f y ____ (18)
(16), (18) s PSCl(z) 3;Z6c*-»-Z*y____ (19)
(11), (15), (19) 8 Z«x44Ziy (20)
(20) , Defn»= s x=y (21)
(1), (21) 8 T.2.
T. 3. x %  5 %=y.
Gen.Ax.l s (A2) (Z€x4-^ZCy) D (/z)(jséx z€y) ______(l)
Gen.Ax#5> (l), g x-y 3 x=y ______ (2)
(2) , T. 2 g T. 3,
T, 4> (Aw) (xgw4^ -»X<gw) 3 (Az)(z6]C4^zfX).
Hyp g (Aw) (xéw X(w) _____(1)
(1) 8  (2)
{Z) % T(X€|x}g) ______(3)
(3), Gen.Axs.3 and 4 s TSCl(X) ______(4)
(4), Defn.801 8 (AB)(zey^4* %€X)_____(5) (y^ is a constant.)
(5), Gen.Ax.2 s (Aw) (y^w*.»X0*) ______(6)
(3), (6) : T(y^f^jg) ______ (7)
(7), Defn.{x|-g s y^=x _____ (8)
(8), T. 3 8 y^=x______ (9)
(5), (9) s (Az) (zÇx 6-izÊX) ____ (^10)
(1), (10) 8 T.4.
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T.5. (Az) (zéx*» z<ëX) g (Aw) (»ew»-»Xeiff) 
Gen.Ax,2, T.4 : T.5.
T.6. PSCl(X) 5 P(Xgx).
Hyp » P(xex) ____ (1)
(1), Gen.Ax.3 : ^PSCl(X) .(2)
Hyp * TSCl(X) 
(3), Defn. SCI 
(A) , Gen.Ax.2
(5) , Gen.Ax.5 
(1), (3), (6)
.(3)
(Az) (zgy^ #-* z6X) 1 (4) (y-, Is a. constant.)
(Aw) (y^ew^XÊw) _____ (5)
o(xex) ____ (6)
~TSC1(X) ____ (7)
(2), (7) t PSCI(X) __ ^(8)
(1), (8) 8 P(X€x) 3 PSCl(X)
(9), Gen.Ax.4 s T.6.
T. 7. x°y^x°y.
Hyp 8 P(x=y) __
.(9)
.(1)
(2)(./, Defn.* 8 P(AZ) (Zgxf* Z6y) ___
(2) 8 P(Zj^Çx«^ Z^gy) _____(3) (Zj^  is a constant.)
(3) s P(Z]€x) V P(Z]€y)
(4), T. 6 8 PSCI(Z^) __
(4)
.(5)
(5), Gen.Ax.4 s P(Z^€s) & P(Z^y)
(6) 8 T(Zj6x44Z]€y) ____ (7)
(1), (3), (7) 8 C(x*y) _____ (8)
(8) , T. 3 8 T.7.
.(6)
t .i. A.Jr.'.Tvr.. «.
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T.8. TSCl(x).
Defn.SCl t S C l ( x ) (Sy) (Az) (zey** zAX) _______(!)
(1), Gen.Ax.1 : SCl(x)*^ (Sy) (Az) (z«y«-^z6x) (2)
(2) : T.8.
T. 9. PSCl(H).
Defn. 801 s 801(H) M» ( 8x) (Az) ( ggx W  ztR) ______(1)
Defn.H ! ~P(2ex4H-agH) ____ ^(2)
(2), Gen.Ax,5 : P(zfcxz^SH) ______ (^3)
(3) ! P(8x)(Az)(zfxiA»zeH) (4)
(1), (4) 8 T.9.
T. 10. P(H<x).
T*9, Gen.Ax.4 s T. 10.
T. 11. ~V(%).
T. 10, Defn.V s T. 11.
We now introduce the notion of absoluteness for functions and
wixs. f is absolute if f^.(x^,... ,x^)»f (x^,..♦ ,x^ ) for all
x^f where f^ is defined the same way as f except that all quant­
ification is with special class variables. ^ is absolute if j2f^
for all x^,...,x^, where is defined
the same way as (2f except that all quantification is with special 
class variables#
By T.7, = is absolute, since x»y4-f x»y. The union,!/, is absolute 
since z(xuy w  zfx v zgy and z^xl^y z(x v z(y. The intersection, 
/7, is absolute since z^ xf^ yf-^  z€x & z(y and z€"x/)^ y4^  & ,z€y.
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[Note that in the Axiom I, it does not matter whether it is written 
with or with ]
The complement, , is absolute, since z(x4f *^ (zgx) and 
'^ (zéx)* The null class,0, is absolute, since and 0,
The universal class,U, is absolute, since z^U4-^l and 
[V is the special class of all sets because proper (special) 
classes do not belong to special classes,]
However, { ]• is not absolute because z ( f x | , (AW) (-W€z v W#x. 
&.<s'Wfx V W^z) and z^ixj^<^ (Aw) ('^ w^gfc v wgx,<fc,^ wCx v wEz) * By T*10, 
'-T(AW) (-Igz V W(%,&,.^W4eX v W(z) and henoe ~T(zf^xj)# But T(x§jx|^) 
and henoe ~T(x6'-Jx^ (^r-?= x4|x|), (P is also not absolute because 
zé^P(x)<r^(AW) (~W(:z v 10c) and z(;d^(x)4^ (Aw) (-w&z v wgx), By 
TtlO, -T(a C(P(x)) , But T(x6^(x)) and henoe «^T(x(f ( x ) ^  x (%)) # 
The connectives needed to avoid the non-absoluteness of  ^J and 
6P are not available for substitution into the Abstraction Axiom, 
The strange properties of £ ^  and (P in the last chapter show 
up even when the domain is restricted to special classes. Note 
also that the Boolean operations which are well-behaved in the 
last chapter continue to be so when the domain is restricted to 
special classes.
The next task is to prove the consistency, relative to #-?, of 
the above theory. The method is similar to that used in the last 
chapter, but differs from it in that contains a model o^ NBG 
and the method of generating the sequence of structures,
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, is more complicated.
Take any model N of NBGr whose domain is a denumerahle set. The 
domain will consist of special class constants and the membership 
between any two of these constants will be determined as true or 
false in N# To construct the model of the whole system* we need 
to extend the above wffs by adding the special class constants 
of the above model of &,b*o,.,#,, and some terms to be defined.
The domain of the model will consist of some of these terms as well 
as the special class constants. We give the formation rules for 
terms and wffs as follows :
1. If X and y are special class variables, a and b are special 
class constants, and X and Y are class variables, then a^b, a*%, 
xCa, a^X, Xéfa, x$y,x6X, Xcx, XCY, are atomic wffs,
2. Any combination of wffs using A as in the Lukasiewios 
3-valued logic is a wff.
3. A prepositional constant (i.e. 1, or O) is an atomic wff#
4# A propositional constant or a wff constructed from atomic wffs
using only &, A is a standard wff.
5# If P is a standard wff and X is a class variable, then {X : 
is a term.
6. If '[x $ p|* and |x : qJ- are terms, y is a special class variable, 
a is a special class constant and Y is a class variable, then 
{x s p|ea, aefx s F},fx s P|«y, yé(x t pj , [x s pjfX, Tf(x s pj,
^X 8 P^€^X 8 Qj are all atomio wffs.
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Wo construct a model for the axioms with domain the set J> of 
all special class constants and all constant terms £x ? p}, i.e. 
P is a standard v/ff and either has no free variables at all or
ghas X as its ^nly free variable. Let D denote the set of all
gspecial class constants and so L-I) is the set of all constant 
terms# We sh- ll use constants A B, 0, # #. , for members of P.
Non-constant terms can be defined from these os fallows:
Associate with ony term fx s P(X, z,, 2^1 ••• ? Z )% ,j. m i  n
1 ’ n^i ' ^1 ^ *•> * f .2^for which . .t.  ^ #«*, g are the only free variables.gthe function which for constants a^, of D and A^,
A of D takes as v^lue the constant term fx  t P(X, a., an ' 1 '  ^ m
Let any specification of values including the value assignments
salready given to members of D in the model N, for all the constant
atomic wffs A^B, where A and B are members of D, be called a
' ture on D. Let v^(p) denote the v^lue of the constant wff
P given by the structure M on B« Also let v^ (^l) =1, v^(0)=0 and
Vj^ (^-|')»4* Define for two structures ^nd Mp on D
for any constant atomic wff P if v^ (P)-l then v^ (P)~l and if
v„ (P)=0 then v^ (P)=0, ’ ’ defines a partial ordering on the
1 2 «ne/ Na
set of structures since (i) M^M, %ii) if M^^Mp^and
then (i.e. and. Mp are the same structure).
Prom now on, when mentioning values of wffs in a structure it
is automatically ^^ssumed that the wffs are constant ones, i.e.
they have no free variables,
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Lemma 1.
Let M and be two structures on D, such that M Then,
for any standard wff P, if v^(?) = l then v^,(p)“l and if Vj^(P)=0 
then v^,(P)«0#
Proofo By induction on wff evaluation procedure. This means 
that we start at the values of nil the constant atomic wffs 
obtained by substitution for free variables in P, and then build 
up the value of P from these values according to the connectives 
and quantifiers in the Lukasiewicz logic, If P is an atomic wff, 
the lemma holds,
(i) Let v^(-Q)«1. Then v^(Q)=0. By ind, hyp., v^,(Q)*0. Hence
Let Vjj(~q)=0. Then v^(Q)=l8 By ind. hyp., v^ , (%)=!. Hence Vjj,(~Q) 
=0.
(ii) Let Vj^ (Q & R)-1.# Then v^(Q)«1 and Vj^ (r )-1# By ind. hyp. ,
. t)=l and VQÎ(R)=1. Hence
Let v^ (^Q & R)=0. Then v^ (Q,) =0 or •v^(r)«0. By ind. hyp. , v^,(Q)~0 
or v^,(R)»0. Hence v^,(Q & R)=0,
(iii) Let v^^((Ax)Q(x)) =1. Then Vj^ (Q(-x))«l for all By ind.
hyp. s v^^(Q(x))=l for all x€D^. Hence v^,((Ax)Q(%))=l'
Let Vj^ ( (Ax)Q(z))=0. Then Vj^(Q(x))“0 for some x€D^. By ind. hyp., 
Vj^,(Q(x))=0 for some Hence y^^(Ax)Q(x))=0.
(iv) The case for (AX)Q^X) is similar to (iii).
/. - .L.: «L--2* ■ i •-'i--'VSi';'a.,.:''' i" > ;■
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Define the structure as followss
If A,É)® or then v (AÉB)=|.
B S °If A&D and BéD , then (A^B)=1 if A€B is true in the model N
and “0 if AÔB is false in the model H.
SHence with domain D is a model of NBG satisfying all the axioms, 
The model of the whole system will he the limit of a sequence of 
structures, #. ? on B. Assuming M^^defined for
some ordinal , is defined as follows?
For all standard wffs P, (A£^X s P(X^p)=v^ (p(A)),
Ik -^ 1 V -
If V %%&.&.-%&& V zSA is valid in for some a, then, for
all h, V (AS'b)“v (afb).
> + l  “o
If (Ax)(Sz)(a^A & v.%6X & -z<éA) has the value 1 in M^then,
for all b, v_ (A€b)=0,
If neither (Sx) (Aa) (-z€A v z<:x..&,r#zigx v z^A) nor (A%)(8z)(zEA &
v.z€x & '^z€A) have the value 1 in M, then, for all b, v»
/ %■*!
^.^b)
For a limit ordinal yu., on the assumption that for all^^T,
for all Z ^/^3 for all atomic wffs P, if v^ (P)«l for some V
then V-- (p)«l, if v,^  (P)=0 for some then v^ (p)=0, and if
\  for all P KJA. then v^ (?)
Lemma 2.
for all
Proof. By transfini te induction on^. The induction hypothesis 
is : M^jÇM^for all for all T</^.
.1,'"^",'"'"'.'" '\.v' 2-'” ?■:. r- ,.'■■■ Î-- v;, , ; * . : •  ",,7 j" "■. ■•■'
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MoSMq.
(ii) is a euooessor ordinal,
(a ) Let (A^{X g pj) =1# There is a w suoh that (p(A))=l
by the method of construction of the structures. Since
M by ind. hyp. Hence v^ . (p(A))=l, By the constructionX /H* -L  ^ ^ - 1
of (Aé{x g pj-)«l. Similarly, if (A6^X : p})=0 then
V (Aéfx 8 p})=0.
(B) Let (A€b)=l (or O) There is a >j<i/&\xGh that ((Sx)(A%) 
(*zfAv8fx,&,~z%xvzfà))=l or ( (Ax) (Sz) (zC.A & ~z#x%z%% & ^%éA))=l,
(a) Let V» ((Sx)(A%)(-B&Avz4%_&^^8€%v%*A)) = l. Then (A&b) =
Vj^  (aeb)=l (or c), for some a. S i n c e t h e  ind.0
hyp. Hence v._ _^((8%)(Az)(~%eAvB6x,&, ~Be%v&eA))=l and (A$b)
(&€b)=l (or O) , for some a,
(b) Let ((Ax)(8%)(z&A &; ~z3%,v,%&x & ~z6A))=l. If (A&b)=l,
this does not apply. Let (A6b)=0. Since a^rl» M M,1/ y J. 9
by the ind, hypv Hence _^( (Ax) (Sz) (z^ rA & -zG%. v,z6% & -zeA)) »1
and Vjj (A6b)«0s
(iii) is a limit ordinal.
Leti>^M. Let (A<B)=1. Then (A6B)=1 by definition of
Similarly when (A6B)=0 then v., (AfB)=& If
My (
Lemma 3
There is ordinal A of the second number class suoh th^t 
Proof. The increasing chain of structures, ... S .. ,
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can be regarded as two increasing chains of subsets of the
donumerable set of all atomic wffs of the form AeB One chain
is of those atomic wffs taking the value 1 and the other is of
those taking the value 0 If then M , for all ordinals" y» >vy*| /&L
^  such that since, by the method of construction of the
structures, there is no way of changing the values of any atomic 
wffs. There is a donumerable set of ordinals^ suoh that 
But the set of all ordinals of the second number class is non*
donumerable, and hence for some in this class, »
Now it is required to show that is the required model, 
Theorem 1*
All the axioms of NBG are valid in M..A
Proof, By the definitions of and the domain D , with D0     “o
as domain is a model of KBG, By lemma 2, if v_ (A€B)«1 (or O)
%0
v^ (A€B)=1 (or o), Hence with domain D’ is a model of 
NBO. ^
Theorem 2
Y€{x 8 p\t-iV{r.) is valid in
Proof Let v» (AéfX s Pj)*l. Let i/ be the least ordinal suoh
A
that V., (AS(X g ?]•)»!, #is a successor ordinal. Hence v» (p(A))
*=1. Since y— 1:$,^  , by lemma 2, Since P is a standard
wff, by lemma 1, (p(A))=l, Similarly, if v^ (Ae^X % P^)=0,
A A
then Vjj (P(A))=0. Let Vjj (p (a)) = 1. Then v^ (At{x s P})=1.
4 A % 4"/
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Since Vj^  (Ai'-^ X : P^)=l. Similarly, if v„ (P(A))=0, then
Vjj {&k{X 8 P,î)-0.
A
Theorem 3,
The Abstraction Axiom (A) is valid in M y
Proof, By theorem 2, for any standard wff p, s p| ^ P ( y ) is
valid in Therefore (SZ) (AX) (XfeZ P(X, y^, . y^* Y^, .
Y^)) is valid in , for all wffs P which are either prooositional 
constants or constructed from atomic wffs of forms, U&V, U6v, u&V, 
u(5v by using -, A only5 since all wffs of this sort are standard 
wffs.
Let P be a standard wff such that v._ (P)«l or 0« Let be the
least ordinal such that v^ (p)=l or 0, Form the set of all
%constant atomio wffs P (i.e. atomic wffs of P with all substitutions 
madA for any variables that occur in them) which take the value 1
or 0 in Call this the dependent set of P, p(p).
Lemma 4*
Let P(A) be a standard wff suoh that v^ (P(A))=1 or 0. If, for
each Q(a)€D(P(a )) (Q(B))=v^ (%(&)), then (P(B))=v^ (P(A)).
^ 4 A À
Proof. By induction on wff évaluation procedure. Let P(A) he
an atomic wff suoh that v„ (P(A))=1 or 0, Then D(P(A)) = {p (A)J .
Hence Vj^  (P(B))=v^ (P(A)),
A A
(i) Let P(A) he ~R(A) Since D(~H(A))=D(R(a)) , for each
Q(A)«D(R(A)) , Vjj (q (b))=Vjj (Q(A)). By ind. hyp., v^ (R(B))=v^ (R(A)),
^ A A A
0 . *  2 _7_-.7'K''. t ‘lîlO'Æ- LVl'f i  ^.. ii î- ■J.-i.i-'
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H»nO0 Vjj (P(B))*Vjj (P(A)).
.'V j4
(ii) Let P(A) be H(a) & 8(A) and Vjj (R(A) & S(A))=1. Than
Vjj^ (S(A))=1. Sinoet^^^^^ *^ (&) & 8(A)’ ^(RfA))
CB(R(A) & 8(A)). Hence, for each Q(A)€D(R(A)) , (q(B))»v„
.A /%
(q (a)). By ind. hyp., v^^(R(B))ay^ (R(a)). Similarly, (S(B)) = 
(3(A)). Hence (P(B))=v^ (P(a)).A  A A(iii) Let P(A) be R(A) & 8(A) and Vjj (r (A) & S(A))=0. Then
(h (A))=0 or Vjj^ (S(A))=0. Since & 8(A) °^ '^ S(A)“‘*^î(a) &
g(A)' D(R(A))c D(R(A) & 8(A)) or B(s(a))C B(r (a) & 8(A)). Hence,
as above, v» (R(B))=v^ (R(A))=0 or v^ (S(B))=Vg (S(A))=0. Hence
v^ (R(B) & 8(B))=0 and v^ (P(B)).v^ (P(A)).
A A A
(iv) Let P(A) be (AZ)R(A,Z) and v^ ((AZ)R(A,Z))=1. Then v (R
4 A
(A,Z))=1 for all Z. Since ^'^Az)R(A,z) then
D(R(A,Z))S D((AZ)R(A,Z)) for all Z. Hence for each Q(A)SD(R(A,z))
Vg (Q(B))=Vjj (Q(A)). By ind. hyp., v^ (R(B,z))=v^ (R(A,z)).A A A A
S' e this holds for all Z, v^ j (p (B))=v„ (P(A)).
4 A(v) Let P(A) be (A'Z)R(a,Z) and v^ ( (AZ)R(A,z) )=0. Then v (R
A
(A,Z))=0 for some Z. A^a(A,z)“'‘fAZ)R(A,Z) eome Z, say
C, then D(R(A,C))6D((AZ)R(A,Z)) For e*oh Q(A)6 D(R(a,C)), v .
(Q(B))=v^^(Q(A)). By ind. hyp., v^  ^(R(B,0))=v^ (R(A,C))=0. Hence
Vjj ((AZ)R(B,z))=0 and v^  ^(P(B))=v (P(a)).
>7 A A
(vi) Let P(A) be (Az)r (A,z) and Vj^^((Az)r (A,z))«!» Similarly to
(iv), Vjj (P(B))=Vjj (P(A)).
A A
(vii) Let P(a) be (Az)r (a ,z) and ( (Az)R(A,z) ) “0. Similarly
A
to (v ) , Vjj (P(B))=\ (R(A)).A A
— 2?6 —
Let P be an atomio wff (not 1 or o) of the form Aé'^ ? Q(X)y suoh 
that v^^(P)=1 or 0. Define the corresponding standard wff of P,Op, 
as Q(A). Let P be a standard wff such that (P)=l or 0. Let P
A
have dependent set, D(P), We define a general dependent set of P 
as follows?
(i) The dependent set D(P) of p is a gen. dep. set of P.
(ii) If v^ (R)~1 or 0, R is an atomio wff (not 1 or O) and
À
is defined for R, then D(C^) is a gen* dep. set of R,
(iii) Let D* be a gen* dep. set of P. Let S C D ’* If QfS* let 
Dq be a gen, dep. set of Q. Then is ^ gen, dep, set
of P,
This assumes v^ (Q)=l or 0 » for all Q€S« Note that lemma 5 should
A
be coupled with the definition of a gen. dep. set so that the 
assumption can be made before the construction of the gen, dep, 
sets D^«
Let#a 5*
Let P be a standard wff such that v^ (p)»l or 0, If D* is a gen„
A
dep. set of P then, for each Q€D*, v,^ (Q)®1 or 0.%
Proof, The proof is the same as that, in (ii) , must be defined 
for R.
Lemma 6.
Let P be an atomic wff such that v_^  (p)=l or 0 and suoh that C_ 
is defined. If D* is a gen, dep. set of P which is not D(P) then, 
for each Q6D’ , v,. (0) = 1 or 0.
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Proof, The proof is the same as that for lemma 6 of the last 
chapter, except that:
(I) The first ordinal that can be considered in the induction 
is 1. If .Mp«l, then the only members of gen. dep, sets of
P belong to D(Cp) and satisfy (Q)«l or 0.
(II) In (ii) of the construction of gen. dep, sets of P, R 
must be such that is defined.
Lemma 7»
Let P(A) be a standard wff such that (P)-l or 0. Consider
any gen, dep. set L» of P(A), suoh that, in the process of
construction, (ii) is not applied to any atomic wff of the form
CU. If, for all Q,{A)eD', (Q(B))=v^ (Q(A)), then (P(B)) =A A A
Proof. The proof is the same as that of lemma 7 of the lest 
chapter, except that in (ii) , P(A) must be of the form Ae{x s Q 
(X)} because is defined.
Lemma 8,
If (AcC)«1 or 0 then A€C has a gen. dep. set without any wffs 
of the form A6B for any B, except for 1 and for BtD . The gen, 
dep. sets so constructed are such that (ii) is not applied to 
any atomio wffs of the form V€ku
Proof, Let the wff A€C be W. The proof is by the transfinlte 
induction on which is 0 or a successor ordinal. The ind,
hyp. is that the lemma holds for all wffs AgD (call it X) such
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that
(i) and C€D^. Let the gen, dep. set he D(W) , i.e.
w^j^ , is not defined,
(ii) is a successor ordinal.
If CfeD^ , let the gen. dep. set he D(w) • If C is A, then also let
the gem dep, set he D(w). Otherwise, (z (A))«1 or 0, where
jC-1
Z(A) is C^, Hence D(z (A)) is n gen. dep, set of W, It has a
subset S of all atomic wffs of the form A€B, except where B is A
or where For all Q, if Q€S, then v,. (Q)5*1 or 0. Hence,
by ind, hyp. , all these wffs have gen, dep, sets without
wffs of the above form. Form tha set (p(z(A))#8)vQ^^ D^, which has
no atomic wffs of the above form. This is a gen. dep. set of W
which satisfies the lemma.
Lemma 9*
If is valid in M^, then A^A 4 ^ M B  has value 1 in
Proof, Call AfA, W. Let v^ (W)®1 or 0, By lemma 8, W has a gen.
dep. set D* without atomic wffs of certain forms and constructed
in a certain way For the sake of lemma 8, the right hand A of
A(A is regarded as different from the left hand A. So (ii) is
applied in forming a gen. dep. set of AfA, but apart from this one
instance all the usual conditions apply»
is either 0 or a successor ordinal,
(1) Then A6D®.
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(a) Let Then zifA is valid 4fl and hence in Mq *
Because the Bxtensionalihy Axiom holds in NBG, A^yW*B#y is valid 
in Mq . Hence A6=A f + BSA and, since BéA^-^BiéB, A & A B ^ B  is valid 
in Mq and hence in
(B) Let Then is valid in Î/L. Hence by Lukas­
iewicz logic, ~zeA V z&B, &, BfA V '^ ewcB Is valid in Hence, by
construction of M. . , v^ (BèiV)~v^ (AteA) and then, since v._ (B^)^ 1  ^0 "v^  (B4A)., v^  (B6B)«v^  (A4:A).
A A A n
(ii) is a. successor ordinal. Then A^D • By lemma 6, all
members of D have the value of 1 or 0 in ., Hence W is not
a member of D', Hence has atomic wffs containing A, only of
the forms A^^A(A*4a ) and A^ 'B' , where
Consider the atomic wff A^B’,
(a) Let ~z5rA V zCa.&.^-zÊa v zEA be valid in for some a. Hence
v^ (AGB*)=v_ (a€B‘)» By the condition of the lemma, ~g&B v
Afl 0
V z4B is valid in M .. Hence v., (B^^) = v. (a^B*) and v._ (B$
B')=v% (A*B').
A
(B) Let (Ax)(Sz)(z^A & v.zéx & -z A^) have the value 1 in
M.. Hence v^ (A&B*)=0. [That is, the case (B) is not a poss-
ibility if v^ (AtB*)=l,] By the lemma condition, (A%)(8z)(z%B 
A
8c ~z&%. V. &&X &  ~z#B) has the value 1 in Mj. Hence v» (B^B*)=0
^ % ^ 1
and V» ( B e O = v  (AfB*). Hence, if Q(a)^BS v (q (B))«v,. (q (A)).
A d
By lemma 7, v^ (B^a)®v^ (A6A) . Note that the substitution of B 
A A
for A is only for the left hand A because (ii) was applied to 
A€A* By the condition of the lemma, v^ (B^B)-v^ (BfrA) and hence
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Vjg • Similarly for the caae when (B€B) is 1
or 0, hy setting W as B4B» Hence the lemma holds.
Theorem 4>
The Axiom of Extensionality (E) is valid in îs^ •
Proof. We will proves If % A  4^ VfB is valid in then A^Z w- 
is valid in Let v^ (AfC)=l or 0, By lemma 8, ACC has a
gen, dep. set D* without any wffs of the form A<?B* for any B*
gexcept for A and cases where B^CD . Hence the only occurrences 
of A in D' are of the forms? A'CA(A*/^A) , A€A and A€B^ (where B'6D^). 
Consider the atomic vff A€B’.
(A) Let
(i) Let BfD . Then z^A^z^B is valid in M^. By the Extension-
ality Axiom of NBG, v_ (BCB*)*v^ (ACB*) and hence v^ (BCBO*v (A#*)<
0 ^0 ^
(ii) Let Bj'D . Then z^AtH is valid in By the Lukasiew­
icz l^#io, /^ z6A V zCB,&*~z€B v zfA is valid in M .. Hence v«
(BGB')=v (ACS') and v_ (B^B*)«v^ (ASB').
^0 _ /I ^
(B) Let iifb .
(i) Let ~%6A V zéa*&.~z€a v z6A he valid in M^for some a. Hence
v_ (AEB*)»v^ (a^B'). By the condition of the theorem, ~&fB v
^  +1 0
V zêB is valid in M*. Hence v^ (B€B')-v^ (a€B*)
and Vjj (Ba*)»Vjg (Ae*).
A
(ii) Let (Ax)(8z)(%€A & ~86x,v,&gx & ~^ëA) have the value 1 in
M . Hence v« (AEB*)=0. [That is, the base (ii) is not a poes-
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Ibility if (&*#*)=!.] By the condition of tho theorem, (Ax)
(8%)(%&B & ~z#x. V. z&x à ~8ëB) has the value 1 in * Hence
v^ (B€B‘)*0 and v^ (B^B*)*v^ (AeB'). Hence, in all oases,
v^ (B^B')»v^ (A«B0. By lemma 9, v^ (B€B)«v^ (AfA) * By the 
A A A A
condition of the theorem, v^ (A'#B)=v^ (A^eA). Hence, if Q(A)6
B S  Vjj (Q(B))»Vj^ (q (A)). By lemma 7, v^ (Beo)-v^ (A€C). Similarly,
if Vjj (B5C)=1 or 0, then v^ (A#0) = v^ (BéC). Hence the theorem holds, 
^ À
Theorem 3*
(Az) (zflx 4-yz€r50C3(Aw) (x^w^X'Sw) is valid in M . (l,e. General*
Axiom 2 is valid in )
QProof (i) Let A ^  # Let z^n ir>z^k be valid in M , Hence
a V z#A.&,~z&A V zt^'a is valid in M., Hence v^ (Aé^ o)*v.. (a^o)
/  M l  ^0and Vjyj (A<^ o<'^  aÇo) «1, for any ci^ D .
A q
(ii) Let A^D . Then, by the Axiom of Extensionallty for NBG, the 
theoyem holds.
Theorem 6.
(i) C(xgy) ,
(ii) FS C l(x)i>F(X «x),
(iii) P80l(X)2P(Xgx) ,
ar® all valid in (i.e. General Axioms 5» 3 and 4 are valid
in M..)A
Proof, (i) is valid by definition of Let Vj^ ^(FS01(a)) =1,
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V ( (A x ) (ü a )  (atisx &  ^  --s5£xX)**l and (A€b)«0,
for any b. Hence F(A«x) is valid in
Let v^ (Afb)«l or 0. Then either A€D^, zfa4r^%A is valid in
for some a, or (Ax) (8z)-(zsxw z^A) is valid in Hence SGI (A)
has the value 1 or 0 in ÎL* Hence if v„ (80l(A))r& then (A*%)A •
«
Theorem 7#
(AX)0[(X) (Ax)g((x) is valid in (I.e. General Axiom 1 is valid
in M^ f^)
Proof. Let v^JjAX)0(X))=l. Then v^ (0(x)ypl, for all XtD. Hence 
A q q ^
v^ (pX%))=l, for all xéT) , since D £D. Therefore v^^((Ax))»l.
Let Vj^  ((AX)9((X))*4’* Then Vg ((2f(X))®t or 1, for all X. Hence
A ^
Vg (%))- & or 1, for all x. Therefore v^ {{kx)^{x))^ or 1.
A A
gw nee all the axioms are valid in Since D .and D are sets,
the whole proof of being a model for the axioms can be formal­
ised within Z-F. Since NBG is relatively consistent to Z-F, the 
above theory is relatively consistent to Z-F.
The above method can be used to extend any set or class theory 
with a two-valued model with the Axiom of Extensionallty to a 
three-valued class theory satisfying the Axioms of Abstraction 
and Extensionallty. By using appropriate models of NBG, the 
consistency and independence of the Axiom of Choice, the
■ ,v- ; - f....
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Generalised Continuum Hypothesis and the Axiom of Construct* 
ihility can he shown. Also the connectives and quantifiers of 
the three-valued logic used to define standard wffs pan be 
extended to Include any which satisfy the following property, Pi
(i) For oonneotlves, r(P^, ...,
Let Vjj( (&^,.,.,&^))=1 (or O), Let be the set of indices i
such that Bet X^ be the set of indices i such that
v»*(q.)=0, and let Xn’ be the set of indices i suoh that
{pVjj’(q.i)=l. If Xq C X q ' and X^C ', then • • ,\)5=1 (or O) .
(ii) For quantifiers, (OX)A(X)
Let Vj^ ( (QX) A(X) »1 (or O), Let X^ be the set of X's in D such 
that Vj^(a(X))-0, Let X^ be th^ set of X*s in D suoh that v^(A(X) ) 
=1. For some structure M\, let X^’ be the set of X*s in D such 
that v^^(B(X))=0, and let X^. * be the set of X*s in D suoh that 
v^^(B(X))=l. If X^CX^^ and X^CX^' , then v^' ((qx)B(X))^l (or O). 
vJ-ii) For quantifiers, (Qx)A(x).
Similar to (ii) , except for D.
Proposition
Any quantifier or connective defined in terms of quantifiers and 
connectives satisfying the property P also satisfies the property 
P.
Proof, (i) Connectives,
Let Vjj(f'(û]^ (Gj^ ,... ,q^ ) ,.... ,4jj|(q,^ ,...,q^ )))=l (or o) « where C,
satisfy the property P Let X_ be the set of indices i
i
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suob that B^t be the set of indicés 1 suoh that
v^(q^)*l. Per some structure M*, let X^* be the set of indices i
suoh that (r^) =0 and let X^  * be th>- set of indices i suoh that
Vj^'(r.)*l, Let X^ex^# and X^^CX^',
Let Yq be the set of indices i such that . • ,q^ ) )«G
and let Y^ be the set of Indices i such that >• • •
Let i<fY^ vY^ , Because A ^ ( q ^ • ,q^ ) satisfies the property p, and
XgCXg' and X^^CX^', V j j ' . ,r^)) = V j j ( ^ ^ ( q ^ ), Hence,
if Y_ * is the set of indices i such that v.,* (&. (r. . ,r ))=0 and0 M ' r 1 n
Y^’ is the set of indices i suoh that #,#%))=!, then
YiCYp' and Y^CY^*. 8inoef^{#^,,.,,6^) satisfies the property P,
»Aj^ ))=l (or O).
( i-i) Quantifiers.
Let v^(fX (QX)A(A(X) ) ) )-1 (or O), where H ^ and (QX) satisfy the 
property P. Let X^ be the set of X’s from D such that Vg(A(X))=0. 
Lc/6 X^ be the set of X’s from D such that v^jA(X))=l. For some 
structure of M ’, let X^’ be the set of X’s froui D such that 
v^/(B(X))=0, and let X^’ be the set of X’s from D suoh that 
Vw'(B(X))=l, Let X^CIXo’ and X^STXi'.
Because satisfies the property P, if v^(i^(A(X))) =1 or 0 then 
v^*(6(B(X)))=v^(A(A(X))) , for any X fc p. If Y^ is the set of 
X’s in D such that Vj^ (b(A(X.))) =0, Y^ is the set of X's in D suoh 
that Vjj(^(A(X))) =1, Y^ ’^ is the set of X ’s in D such that v^’ (Aw 
(B(X)))=0, and Y^' is the set of X’s in D such that (j^ (B(X) ) )®1,
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then and Y^C Y^’, Because (QX) satisfies the property
P, if v^((QX)xA(A(X)))=l or 0 then ((QX)z^ (B(X))) =v^((QX)^(A(X)))*
Since P  satisfies the property P, ( ( (QX)ji(B(X) ) ) (or O).
Similarly for quantifiers, (Qx )*
Some examples of connectives satisfying the property P are:
I 1 0 i l o i
1 1 1, 0 or& 1, C or & i 1 1 1, 0 or i i
0 1 1, 0 or & 1, 0 or& i 0 1 1 1 or i
i ii * i i i I 1 or i i i
1 1  1 1 1 1, 0 or ^
° i 1 0 1, 0 or i1 10 ;1 or i i i
The Lukasiewicz (AX) , (Ax), (8X), (Sx) are examples satisfying
e quantifier property P.
The following connectives are not examples :
"4^ 1 1 0 i 1 0 i J, 1 0 i I. 0t0 1 1 0 i 1 1 0 i : ii 1 0 i 1 1 1 11 1 0 0 1 i 1 1 1 0 ' 0 0 1
i| 1 1.2 1 i i i 1 * 1 1 1 1 & ! 0 i 0
To show that any of the connectives or quantifiers satisfying
the property P can be used to define standard wffs and hence be
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substituted into the Abstraction Axiom, it is only necessary to 
examine lemmas 1 and 4 in the proof. Lemma 1 is obvious from 
the definition of the property P. In lemma 4, leave out the 
original steps for the connectives and quantifiers and replace 
it by the following?
(!) Let P(A) be r{R^(A) ,R^(A)) and let v^ (/»(R^ (a) , ,R^
A(A)))=l or Ou Let P(R^(A) ,R^(a)) be W . Then v^ (W)=l or 0-
'MjstLet Xq be the set of indices i such that v^ (R^(A))=0 and let X^ 
be the set of indices i such that v^ (R_(A)T=1. Since ^  
y^, for all iSX0Ü%i,D(R^(A)) ÇR(W) , for all By the
lemma condition, for each Q(A)^d (R^(A)) where iSX^VX^, v^ (Q(B))*
(Q(A)). By ind. hyp., v^ (R^ B) )«Vj^  (R^ (A) ) , for all i^X^uX^,
A A ALet X^’ be the set of indices i such that v^  ^(R^(B))«0 and let
X. ’ be the set of indices i such that v.. (R.(B))=1, Hence C
x^’^  By the property of f , v^ (P(R (^B) , »
>.,R.^ (A))) and Vj,j (P(B))=Vjj (P{A))..
(ii) Let P(A) he (QZ)R(A,Z) and ((Q Z )R (A ,z )) =1 or 0- Let
d(QZ)R(A,Z) be Wf Let be the set of Z's in X) suoh that 
v,, (R(A,Z))»0 and let X® be the set of Z’s in D such that v._
*4 K(E(I,Z))=1. Since 2)^Hf’ «11 ZeX^ yX^  ^,D(R(A,Z) ) CB(w",
for all ZiX^uK^. By the lemma, condition, for each Q(A)^D(R(A,Z)) ,
v^ (Q(B))=v^ (Q(A)), where By the ind. hyp., v^ (R (B ,z ) )  =
À A Av^ (R(A,Z))j for all ZtX^wX^. Let X^ * be the set of all Z's in
A
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D such that (R(B,Z))~0 and let X^’ be the set of all Z’s in 
D suoh that v^^(R(B,Z))=l, Hence and X^CX^’- By the
property of (QZ), v» ((QZ)R(B,Z) ) (  (QZ)r (A ,Z) ). Hence
A %Vjyj (P(B))®Vj^  (P(A)).
/J A
(iii) Let P(a) be (Qz)R(A,z). This case follows as for (ii)
qexcept that D replaces B#
There is a further generalisation which allows any set op class 
theory using a many-valued (finite or infinite) logic L and with 
a denuraerable model in which the Axiom of Extensionality is 
satisfied to be extended to a class theory, using a logic L’ of 
one more value and with a model in which the Axioms of Extension- 
ality and Abstraction are satisfied*
The many-valued logic L must contain.a quantifier S suoh that 
(SZ)A(z) takes the value m (where m is some designated value)
at least one of the A(z) *s are designated and takes the value 
n (where n is some undesignated value) iff all of the A(z)'s are 
undesignated (similarly for (Sz)A(z)), a quantifier A such that 
(AZ)a(z) tàes the value m (same value as above) iff all of the 
A(Z)’s are designated and takes the value n (same value as above) 
iff at least one of the A(z)*s is undesignated (similarly for 
(Az)A(z)), and equivalence connective #  such that p q is desig­
nated iff p and q take the same value, and an implication connec­
tive D suoh that p^q is designated iff q is designated or p is
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undesignated.
The many-valued logic L', which has an extra value (call it pd) 
added to L, must contain appropriate extensions of S, A, and!?* 
The Value pd is undesignated. p%. is defined so that it is 
designated iff q is designated or p is undesignated, p ** q is 
defined so that if p and q take values in L, then pf4 q takes 
the value in L for its value in L’, if p does not take the value 
pd and q takes the value pd or if p takes the value pd and q does 
not then p # q  takes the value pd, and if p and q both take the 
value pd then p ^ q  is designated. The quantifier S is defined in 
in L’ as follows: If A(Z) has a designated value for some Z, then 
(SZ)A(Z) has the value m. If A(z) has an undesignated value, not 
pd, for all Z then (SZ)a (z) has the value n* Otherwise (SZ)A(z) 
has the value pd. The quantifier A is defined in L’ as follows?
If A(z) has a designated value for all Z, then (AZ)A(z) has the 
*’ue m. If â(z) has an undesignated value, not pd, for some Z, 
then (az)A.(z) has the value n. Otherwise (AZ)A(z) has the value
pd. Similarly for (Az)A(z) and (Sz)A(z).
The Axiom of Bxtensionality can now be stated as (AZ)(ZfeX^Z^Y)
.!0 (AZ) (XfZ^Y^Z) p The Abstraction Axiom can be stated as (SY)(AX) 
(XéYf4j2f(X,z^,.. ♦ ,z^,Z^,* # ♦ ,Z^ ) ) , where ^ is constructed from atomic 
wffs U3V, U€fv, u&V, u6v, using the connectives and quantifiers
used in forming standard wffs.
The Axiom of Extensionallty for special classes can be stated
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as (Az) (zéx4^ 8i€'3r):?(Aa) . SCX(X) is defined as (8x)(Aa)
(z(;xf404X).
The propositional constants are left out from the atomic wffs 
and if atomic wffs with some of these values are wanted then 
perhaps an atomic wff of the form a&h can he used.
The connectives and quantifiers used in forming standard wffs 
are ones which satisfy the property Ss
(i) For connectives P ( p ^ .,p^).
Let v^(P(p^,•*.,p^)) some value of L- Let X^ he the set of 
indices i such that Vg(p^)=m, for each value m of L. For some
structure M*, let X’ he the set of indices i such that V-,(q.)=m,
for each value m of L. If X^cX^’, for all m in L, then v.,,(Pm —  m ' ' M* -
(Si,.*.,q%))=k.
(ii) For quantifiers (QX)A(X).
Let Vjg((QX)A(X))“k, some value of L* Let X^ he the set of X ’s
in D such that v^jA(X))=m, for each value ra of L, For some
structure M ’, let X ’ he the set of X's in D suoh that V-.’(B(X)) »m.m M
for each m in L, If X^C X^, for all m of L? then v^ *^ ( ( Q X ) B ( x ) ) » k .
(iii) For quantifiers (Qx )a (x ) .
Similar to (ii) except for D.
Using a similar proof to that used for the three-valued case, 
it can he shown that any quantifier or connective defined in terms 
of quantifiers and connectives satisfying the property S also 
satisfies the property S.
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Note that the quantifiers S and A of L’ satisfy the property S
For the definition of for two structures and M2 the
generalisation is as follows? iff, for any atomic wff P,.
if Vg (P)*m, for some value m of L, then v^ (p)=m. Lemma 1 follows
"by the property S for connectives and quantifiers used in forming
standard wffs. It takes the forms Let MîfM', where M and M' are
two structures on D. Then, for any standard wff P, if Vj^(P)»m,
for some value m of L. then v^,(p)«m.
Define the structure as follows?
If or B^D®, then Vjj (A frB)=pd. If AÆD® and BéB^, then
V.. (A $ B) = the value of L given to A% B in the model of the special
class theory.
Assuming defined for some ordinal , is defined as follows:
For all standard wffs P, v.. : P(X)|)»v„ (p(A)),
/•/•>! o /g“If v_ (2fA)»v« (z&a) for all z^D , for some aéD , then v^ (ACb)«
V  . ^Vfj (afb). If there is no a^D such that for all ,v„ (z£A)«
'o y-A"
v^ (z4a), then v_ (A£b)«v^ (801(A)),
Note that SCl(X) satisfies the property S, because z^x only takes
CJvalues in L. Also v^ (z6A)=v._ (zfa) for all z^D for some
/•'. /k.
iff v.^  (801(A)) is designated, and there is no a€D^ such
that for all z€D^, v„ (z(^A)®v» (z^a) iff v^ (801(A)) is undesig- 
noted.
If yw-is a limit ordinal, on the assumption that M^^-JM^for
all PC r , for all'5f<y.t, for all atomic wffs P, if v^ (p)=k, for
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some value k of L, for some then v_ (P)=k, and if v„ (p)*pd
for all y<yuL, then v^ (P)=pd.
Lemma 2 follows similarly to before. In case (B) , let v^ . (A€b)=k, 
for some value k of L. Then there is an ordinal y<>/ such that 
V» (SC1(A))»/9 for some value of L. Since ^ )C-1, M .
Hence v^ (SC1(a))*^<, If ^  is undesignated, if«k and v^ (A^) -k* 
If 4^  is designated, then there is an such that v^ (z£a)-v^Mq
(%2A) for all z6D . Then v„ (a^b)~k. Hence v» (zéA)»v^ (z#a), 
o 0 V i  ^0
for all zftD 5 and v^ (A6‘h)»k.
Lemma 3 follows similarly to before except that there is one
increasing chain of subsets of the denumerable set of all atomic
wffs for every value of L. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 follow similarly
to before. The definitions of and dependent set D(p) are the
same except that all values of L must be put in place of values 1
and 0.
Lemma 4 can be shown for connectives and quantifiers satisfying
the property S by a simple generalisation using X , where k rangesk
over the values of L, instead of using X^ and X^.
Corresponding standard wff and general dependent set are defined 
similarly. Lemmas 5,6, 7 and 8 follow as before with the values 
of L in place of 1 and 0, In lemma 9$ (ii) (A) becomes; Let
SC1(a) be valid in î^. Then v^ (z^)=V|^ (zfb) , for all for
S ^ Asome ag.p Hence v„ (A$B’)®v^ ( ’ ) « By the condition of the
^^ 1^ 1 ^0
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l e m m a , ( A € B ’)-y^ (B/SB'). (ii) (B) becomes; Let 801(A) be 
A .4
invalid in 1^, v^  ^(SCl(A))5^pd because v^ (A#B') is a value of L.
 ^ 4
Hence v_ (A#B')=v^ (801(A)), By the lemma condition, v_ (SOl(A))= 
.141 ^  .i
v„ (801(B)), Hence v_ (B^B’)«v (801(A)) and v_ (BéB')=*v (A6B’),
The rest of lemma 9 follows as before.
In theorem 4, (B) (i) and (B) (ii) are similar to (ii) (A) and
(ii) (b)* resp,, of lemma 9* Otherwise the theorem follows as
before.
Theorem 5 follows as before.
Theorem 6 needs two monadic operators; 0 suoh that Op is designated
iff p takes a value in L, and U suoh that Up is designated iff p
is undesignated. Theorem 6 becomes: (i) C(x^y) and (ii) U80l(X)3t
8Cl(X)^X4%, are valid in , both of which are obvious.
Theorem 7 becomes; (AX)Q(X)^(Ax)Q(x) is valid in M., which isA
obvious. Hence is a model for the class theory with logic L’
arf^  with generalisations of the previous three-valued axioms.
This class theory is relatively consistent to Z“P and the class 
theory with logic L*
There are certain advantages the above method of avoiding the 
class paradoxes has. It allows each predicate (with some 
restriction on the connectives) to generate a class and separates 
the "paradoxical" class membership statements from the "non-para- 
doxioal" ones using a criterion of circularity of definition. For,
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in order for a membership statement to take the value ^ (or pd), 
there must be some circularity involved, in the sense that its 
value Is dependent on itself or on the values of membership 
statements whose values are dependent on themselves. If there 
is no such circularity then there is a chain of dependent member­
ship statements leading from the membership statement in question 
right back to membership statements of NBG (or other model) and 
prepositional constants (or pd)). This is represented in the 
proof by the general dependent sets of a membership statement. If 
there is such a chain of dependent membership statements then the 
membership statement In question takes a value (or pd).
By basing the system on HBG, this allows the whole of Math­
ematics to be deduced in the usual two-valued logic. One can 
make true and false statements about the universal class and 
Russell class which cannot normally be ma.de in other attempts to 
avoid the class paradoxes. One can make true and false statements '
about classes of proper classes which cannot be made in NBG,
By defining all classes which can be generated by a predicate 
we can get a broader picture and see how the paradoxes arise| 
indeed, it shows that it is the circularity of definition of 
certain membership statements that leads more directly to the 
paradoxes than just the inclusion of a certain range of classes 
because true and false statements can be made about these classes 
and further, by using some general criterion for the rejection of 
classes, one may well reject classes which lead to no paradoxes at all.
..X,' yy; - V.'4 ■■ ■ ■' '
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CHAPTER 1.
A 4-VALUBP CLASS THEORY.
we^eIn Chapters 4 and 6, there presented two 3»^ valued class theories, 
one consisting of a Glass theory like HBC but containing a theory of 
individuals as well and using a 3~value& significance logip ; # #
other consisting of a# extension Of to a class theory satisfying 
the Axioms of Abstraction and Bxtenslonal-ity and using # 3rvalued 
Lukasiewicz logic. In this chapter, I want to combine thesf two the? 
ories into a class theory using a 4rvalued iOgio, Thif ie done by 
taking the classes of Chapter 4 ae special classes and expending 
this special class theory to a ,4?yaiued claee #,eo.py by adding the 
Axioms of Abstraction and Extensdpnality,, ,si®^ ilhh $9 the extension 
of NBC to a S^valued class theory ,as if ,appear,s in Chapter The 
purpose of constructing this 4"'Wlued theory fs to obtain an allr 
embracing theory involving all pi ass es ,ahd individuals,# Me can form 
t^ *^  class of all classes, the class of ail individuals and the class 
of all classes and individuals, l,e# the class of all things *^#
The formalisation of the theory is as follows s 
Primitives#
1# U,V,W,X,Y,2, (variables over classes and individuals.)
2# u,v,w,x,y,z,. #•## . (variables over special classes, i. e* the-classes
« « ci < n ci )' of Chapter 4?^
3# € (is a member of), o(overlaps).#
4# ~,<Sb,D,T^  (connectives of the .4"^valued logic#)
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5# A,S (quantifiers of the 4""valuod logic.)
Formation Rules.
1. For variables, X,Y,x,y, the following are atomic wffs s XoY, Xox, 
xoX, xoy,XeY, X€x, xcX, x£y.
2* The propositipnal constants 1,0 arc atomic wffs.
3# If B and C are wffs ànd x and X are variables then ^B, B & C,
B 3 C, T B, (AX)B, (SX)B, (Ax)B, ($x)B are Wffs.
Definitions.
C1(X) (SY)S(Y6'X)i (X is a class.)
l(X) ~C1(X). (X is an individual.)
Clg(x) =.^ (Sy)S(yçx), (x is a special class.)
Ig(%) ~ci(x). (x is an individual.)
(Ak)pf(k) (AX)(I(X) 3 ÿ((X)).
(Sk)!Z((fc) -gg (SX)(T^I(X) &S2f(X).
k , l , m , n , ( v a r i a b l e s  over individuals.)
(..j)7j2((F) (AX)(C1(X) 3 PXX)).
(SF)J((P) (SX)(T^C1(X) &0(X)).
F,G,H,I}J,.......(variables over classes.)
(Af)p((f) (Ax)(01g(x) 3 {Zl(x)).
(8f)p((f) (Sx)(T^01g(x) & 0(x)).
f,g,b,i,i,.......(variables over special classes.)
M(f) (Sg)(f«g). (f is a set.)
(Af')S^(f') =af (Af)(M(f) 3 0(f)).
(Sf')p%f') (8f)(T^M(f) & 0%f)).
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f ’ ,g',h',1',5*  ...... (variables over bets.)
(Au’)j^ (u') (Au)(m (u) V Ig(u) 3 pf(u)).
(Su')pKu') “at (8u)(%a(M(u) V Ig(u)) & pf(u)).
u',v',w',x',y',z',......(variables over sets and individuals.)
X*=Y (Ak) (koX koY) v (AZ)(26-X-#^ ZéY). (X is identical with Y.) 
V(X) (AZ)O(ZfX).
The definitions of the theory of classes and individuals of Chapter
4. [Bach such definition is distinguished from any similar definition 
for classes (and individuals) in general by the symbol 's'. For ex­
ample 8 xSy (Ak) (koxi^koy) v (Az) (z^x ^ f^z-y). ]
SC1(F) (8f)(Au)(u*f<^ueF), (F is a special class in that it 
has the same special class members as some special class but F may 
not lie in the range of the special class variables,)
General Axioms.
1. (AX)0(X)-+ (A%)0X%)'
2. ' Az) (z5f W  zfc'F) 3  (Ag) (feg f-»Rlg).
3. FSCl(P) 3P(Pff).
4. PSCl(P) 3P(Fef).
5. C1(X) 3 8(Y&X).
6. C(x€f).
7. C(kol).
8. 01(X) V C1(Y) 3  ~S(XoY).
9. k»l 3.kfP4-f 1<!F.
Individual Axioms,
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1. kol 3 (8m) (An) (nom 3 nok & nol).
2. (8k)(kff') 3 (Sl)(lPuf')>
3. (8f')((Ak)(k*f' 3 0Xk,li,...,l^)) & (Ag*)(g'*-f'))» where is 
constructed using only o, &, A and variables quantified over ind­
ividuals.
4# k«i D.kéf s laf,
5. (Sx)l(x).
Special Class Axioms.
T. f-g 3 (Ah)(fgh s ggh).
P. (Ax') (Ay') (Sf') (An*) ( u V f  * a l(u'=x' v u'=y'))«
U. (Sf')(Ax')(~x'Çf).
U. (Af')(8g')(Ax')(x'eg' a (Sh')(x’«h' & hV(f')).
W. (Af')(Sg')(Ax')(x'«g' = !T(Ay')(y'Cx' Dy'âf')).
S. (Af')(Ag)(8g')(Ax')(x'ag' 3 x'«f &x'sg).
B. (Ax^',...,Xj^',y^,...,y^)Sp^(Xj',...,Xj^',y^,...,y^) D(Sf)(Ax^',
*•' Xfc') where ^ is
constructed using o , 6 , 3, T , A, S(quantifier) such that only
variables over sets and individuals are quantified, and 3:^*,,..,%^*, 
y^,...,y^ are all the free variables of (2f and f is not amongst them. 
E. (Af')(Un(f) 3 (Sg')(Ax')(x'ég' s (Sy') (<y',x'>^éf & y'tff'))).
I. (Sf')(Ofcf & (Ag') (g'^f 3 g'«fg'Jg«,f')).
The Axioms of Choice, Restriction, Construotibility and the Gener­
alised Continuum Hypothesis can be added if one wishes. As will be 
shown later, it does not affect the consistency proof of the 4-valued
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theory whether they are put in or omitted.
Class Axioms,
A. (AU j ,• » • jX^  ^,# • ,  SÇî((U ,, ♦ # , x ^ , , , , jX^ ) O (SP) (AU) (U^F
^j2((U,V^,,. ♦ ,V^,x^,,., ,Xj^ )) , where is either a prepositional con­
stant or constructed using o, é, v, 8(sig*), A, S(quantifier) ,
where quantification is unrestricted using variables of type x or X 
or restricted to a predicate A(x) or A ( x ), in which every occurrence 
ot a variable over classes and individuals is covered by S(sig,), 
and where A is constructed from atomic wffs using only &, v, 8 
(sig,); A, 8(some), where the quantifiers A and S are unrestricted, 
E, F«G D (AH)(F6Hf->GC-H).
The only theorems we will deal with are certain ones following from 
the General Axioms as the others can be found in Mendelson or in 
Chapters 4, 5, or 6*
T,l. (8x)0(x)-» (8X)dYx).
L c ~8(8x)0(x) D T((8x)(Zf(x) (8X){2((X)__________ (l)
Hyp Î 8(8x)0(%) _____  (2)
Hyp s -S(SX)j2f(x) 
(3)  8 (AX)~8p%X)
.(3)
J4)
( 4 ) , Gen. Ax>l g (Ax)~80(x) (5)
(5) 8 ~8(8x)0(%) (6)
( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , ( 6 ) 8 8(8X)p((X) _______(7)
Hyp 8 -T(SX)^(X) ______ (8)
(8)  : (AX)-Tÿf(X) ________ (9)
' ' ' •, - •' -r -V VO »•••>••. ' ' , r '■ » ■ « V • »' • -V
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(9 )»  Gen, Ax. 1 s (Ax)~Tff(x) ______ (lO)
(10) » ~T(Sx)(ïf(x) _______(11)
(8),(11) : T(Sx)Ç((x) 3 T(SX)S2f(X) _______ (12)
Hyp * P(8X)0(X) ________ (13)
(13) I (AX)(F0(X) V ~SÇS{X)) ________ (14)
(14) , Gen.Ax*! : (Ax) (Pÿ((x) v ~S^(x)) ( 15)
(2) , (15) s F(Sx)^(x)______ (16)
(2), (7), (13), (16) ! T(8x)0%x) V P(8x)0(x) 3 T(SX)j!Î(X)  _______(17)
(7) 5 F(Sx)jZf(x) 3 8(8X)0(X) ______(18)
(2), (7), (12), (17), (18) : S(Sx)S2((x) 3 T((8x)#(x)-> (8X)^(X)) ____(19)
(1), (19) s T.l.
®*2. Cl^(x)W Cl(x).
T.l, Defne.01^,01 » Clg(x) ••+Ol(x) _________ (l)
Hyp s 01 (x) (Z)
(2) , Gen. Axs. 1,5 s S(y^ x) (3)
(3’' ! (Sy)s(y4x )  (4)
(4), Befn. Gig s Clg(x) ______ (5)
(2), (5) s Cl(x)-f Clg(x) _________ (6)
(1), (6) ; T.2.
T.3. 1 J.x) *-* lU) .
T.2, Defns. I , I s T.3.
T.4. x=y 3 x°y.
Hyp » x=y (1)
(1), Bafn. “ : (Ak) (kox<4 key) v (Az) (z«x.^ac y) _____(2)
A » \ :_....t,;,................................  .......  . _ ___
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Hyp : l(x) & l(y) (3)
(2), (3) 8 (Ak) (kox koy) ____ (4)
(3), (4) 8 (Ak) (kox.V koy) v (AZ) ( x (A* z*y) (5)
(5) , Defn.>= t x=y _____(6)
(3) , (6) 8 I(x) & I(y) 3 x=y _(7)
Hyp 8 l(x) & Cl(y) _____(8)
(1), (2), (8) 8 ~S(x§y) (9)
(2), (8), (9) 8 ~T(l(x) & Cl(y)) __ (10)
Similarly, ~T(Cl(x) & l(y)) _______ (H)
Hyp 8 Cl(x) & Cl(y) (12)
(l), (12), Ax.T 8 (Ah) (xfh s yfe'h) (13)
Hyp 8 TSOl(F) ______ (14)
(14), Defn. SOI i (Aw) wff )^ __(15) (f^  is a constant.)
(15), Gen. Ax. S 8 (Ag) ?6g)   (16)
(16) 8 Pfxx^f^tx_______(17)
(i63 s F':.y <7 fj«y
(2) 8 f^&x fv f^Sy _
.(18)
(19)
(17), (18), (19) 8 PSx««Fsy ______(20)
(14), (20) 8 TSOl(P) 3  F t : X f f . % y  ________ (21)
Hyp 8 PSOl(P) _____ (22)
(22) , Gen. Ax. 3 s (^F'fx) à P(P«'y) ______(23)
(23) 8 P&xf'*Fgy ________ (24)
(22), (24) 8 PSCl(F) 3.P8Sx«^P*-y ______(25)
Hyp 3 PSC1(f) _____ (26)
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(26) , Gen. Ax. 4 : P(F x) & P(F y)  ___(27)
(27) 8 Ff X Ffy _____ (28)
(26), (28) : PSCl(F) 3.Ft:x<4>Fey ____ (29)
(21), (25), (29) 8 F6xm-Fgy (30)
(2), (12) 8 (Ak) (kfx,^ -* kfy) _____ (3l)
(2), (12), (30), (31) 8 x-^ y _______ (32)
(12), (32) 8 Cl(x) & Ol(y) b x=y_____(33)
(7), (10), (11), (33) 8 x»y (34)
(1), (34) 8 T.4.
T.5# 3c«y 5 %=y.
Gen. Ax. 1 8 (AZ)(ZfxAzKy) 3 (Aa) (z4x<^ zfe'y) ___ (1)
(1) , Defna. = 8 x=y 3 x=y ______,(2)
(2), T.4 8 T.5.
T.6. PSOl(F) g P(Ffcf).
Hyp 8 P(F«f) _____(1)
(t), Gen.Ax.3 8 ~FSC1)(F) ____ _(2)
Hyp 8 TSCl(F) ____(3)
(3), Defn.501 8 (Az)(zfcf^« zgF) (4) (f^ _ i s  a constant.)
(4), Gen.Ax.8 8 (Ag) (t^eg ft-F^ g) ____ (5)
(5) 8 C(Feg) ___ ^(6)
(1), (3), (6) 8 ~TSC1(F) ____ (7)
(2), (7) 8 PSCl(F) ______ (8)
(1), (8) 8 P(Pfef) 3 PSOl(F)______ (9)
(9), Gen. Ax. 4 s T.6.
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T,7.
Hyp : P(%=y) (1)
(1), Defn. = 8 Cl(x) & Cl(y) & P(AZ)(%xw ZW)  ______ (2)
(2) 8 P(Zj^ éx<t-»-Zjgy)  (3) (Zj is a constant.)
(3) 8 P(Z^&%) V P(Z^y) ______ (4)
(4), T.6 8 PSCl(Z^) (5)
(5) , Gen. Ax. 4 s P(Z^èx) & P(z^fy) _(6)
(6) 8 T(Zj€x-«Zj^£y) _____(7)
(1), (3), (7) : ~P(x=y) _____ (8)
Defns. = 8 S(x=y) h 8(xey)_______(9)
(8), (9), T.5 8 T.7.
T.8. TSOl(f).
Defn. SOI s 801(F) A* (8g)(Az) (zgg<4 ztP) _____ (1)
(1), Gen. Ax. 1 8 801(f)<-.) (8g)(Aa;(zgg<-bz(f) ______(2)
(2) 8 TSCl(f).
T 9. PSCl(H).
Defn. SOI 8 801(a) (8g) (Az) (z£g w  z&H) _____ (1)
Defn. H 8 ~F( z<g <-» z*H) _____(2)
(2) 8 P(zsg'É'-s> zeH) (3)
(3) 8 P(8g)(Az)(z6g 8^z<a) ______(4)
(1), (4) 8 P8C1(H).
T.IO. P(Hfef).
T.9 9 Gen* Ax* 4 % T.10*
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T.ll. ~V(f).
T.IO, Defn. V i T.ll.
The theorems of Chapter 5 follow in this theory with some modific­
ations due to the inability in the Abstraction Axiom of distinguish­
ing classes and individuals. The results on Boolean operations follow 
with little change. However, for the example, (SP) (AX) (X<fF 4^Z€X) ,
ZCX may be non-signifloaht and there is no way of restricting the 
variable X to classes only» The usual method is to use the predicate, 
Ol(X) & ZfX, but this is non-significant when X is an individual. 
Although restricted quantification is allowed in the Abstraction 
Axiom, it cannot be used for the variable X. One could try the 
predicate (SP)(F*X & ZfF), but then F«X would have to be represented 
as 5 (Ak)(-koF v koX.&.-koX v koF) v (AZ)(-2éF v ZéX.&.-Z-^X v ZfF).
This is false when X is an individual, which is what one wants, 
but it is not true when X is a class such that -'V(X)»
For an individual, X, fx| can be defined as the unique class Y 
such that ( AU) (UifcY (Ak) ('^ koU v koX.&.^koX v koU)). If U is a class, 
then U|Y is false. If M is an individual, then UffY iff U»X,
For a class, X, ^X^ can be defined as the unique class Y such 
that (AU)(UéY^(AZ)('-ZfeU v Z^X*&. -%X v ZéU)). If U is an individual, 
then UfY is not true. If Ü is a class then % Y  iff U«X, If V(X) holds.
So similar problems to those encountered in Chapter 5 will again 
appear in the case of ^X], and similarly fortjP(X).
As in the previous chapter, w© will introduce the notion of absolute­
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ness for functions and wffs. f is Absolute if f^(x^,». • ,x^)»f(x^,
. for all where f^ is defined in the same way as
f except that all quantification is with special class variables* 
çf is absolute if . ,x^ ) j2^(x^. ,x^ ) , for all x^,.,,,x^,
where is defined the same way as ÇS except that all quantification 
is with special class variables.
By T.7, “ is absolute, since x-y* Also the union, intersect­
ion, complement, null class and universal class are absolute as they 
are defined using v, 0 and 1, respectively. Also, by T.2 and
T*3, I and 01 are absolute. If X is an individual, then(X ( is absol­
ute. But, if X is a class, jx'^  is not absolute, by similar reasoning 
to that of the previous chapter. Similarly, (P(P) is not absolute.
The next task is to prove the consistency, relative to Z-F, of 
the above theory. The proof is similar to that of the last chapter 
but has to take account of individuals and non-significance. The 
do n of special classes and individuals can be taken as denumerable 
since, in Chapter 2, it was shown that a consistent applied predicate
calculus with the 3-valued -=-‘ignifloanee logic has a model with a
S Sdenumerable domain. Let the domain be D and the model be N, 2) contains
special class and individual constants, the value of the membership
between any two of which is determined in N, To construct the model
of the whole system, we need to extend the wffs of the 4"valued
theory by adding the special class and individual constants of the
model N, a, b, c,...,..., and some terms to be defined. The domain
'k . , 4 ; -  .___\  _'‘.v (i: jf. f f  - - » i i-'" ' 'i ' - -- ' 'Lft l'ï-' ■'■■I— ; ' '' '■i's'iAi.i’-rja" ;• ■■
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of the model will consist of some of these terms as well as the 
special class and individual constants. We give the formation rules, 
for terms and wffs as follows t
1. If X and y are special class and individual variables, à and b 
are special class or individual constants, and X and Y are class 
and individual variables, then a^b, at’x, x£a, aÇ"X, X€a, xi?y, x#X,
X^x, X^Y, aob, BOX, xoa, aoX, Xoa, xoy, xoX, Xox, XoY, are all atomic 
wffs.
2i Any combination of wffs using &, D, A, S(quantifier) , as 
in the 4-valued logic, is a wff,
3* A propositional constant (l, 0 or n) is an atomic wff#
Call a predicate A(X) or A(x) a restricting predicate if the 
following are satisfied s
(i) A(X) or A(x) is constructed from atomic wffs using only &,
V, S(sig*), A, S(some), where the quantifiers A and S are unrestricted* 
Bach term and each variable over classes and individuals in A 
is covered by an 'S’ (sig#).
(ill) A(X) or A(x) has the value 1 for some X or x, respectively,
Sassuming the valuations for members of D , the significance of class- 
membership, the non-significance of individual-memLcrship, the 
significance of the overlapping of individuals and the non-signif­
icance otherwise. These valuations and significance conditions are 
sufficient to evaluate A(X) or A(x) because of (i) and (ii).
4# A propositional constant or a wff constructed from atomic wffs
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using only -, &, v, S(sig*), A, Sfsome), where the quantifiers A 
and S can be unrestricted (using variables of type x or X) or 
restricted using a restricting predicate A(x) or A(%) as defined 
above, is a standard wff,
5, If P is a standard wff and is significant for all substitutions 
into its free variables (using the significance conditions of (ill)) 
and X is a class and individual variable, which does not occur free 
in predicates used to restrict variables in P, then |X § pj- is a 
term,
6, If [X 8 p| and ^X g are terms, y is a special class and 
individual variable, a is a special class or individual constant 
and Y is a class and individual variable, then |X s P>éa, a sjx g p]*, 
jX ; pj<;y, y^^X : P}, ^  g pjgY, Ti&/x g P}, ^X g P^ ,^|X g all 
atomic wffs.
We construct a model for the axioms with domain the set J) of all
special class and individual constants and all constant terms ^X s p|-,
i.e. P has no free variables at all or has X as its only free
Svariable* Hence D-D is the set of all constant terms. We shall use 
constants A, B, C,....., for members of D# Non-constant terms can 
be defined as follows g Associate with any term |x g P(X,z;^,.•, ,2^ ,
Z^,,.. # for which 2^,.,.,%^^Z^,..,,Z^ are the only free variables,
gthe function which for constants aT,...,a of D and A t ,**.,A of1' m 1 ' n
D takes as value the constant term JX ; P(X,a^,...,a ,A.,,,.,A )|t ' ' 1/ - m- 1? * n'^
of D.
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Let any spécification of values including the value assignments
Salready given to members of D in the model N and satisfying the 
significance conditions given in the formation rules, for all 
constant atomic wffs A#B, where A and B#D, be called a structure 
on D, Let v^(?) denote the value of the constant wff P given by the 
structure M on D* Also let v^(l)f 1, v^(&)=:&, v^(0)»0 and Vgg(h)*#,
Not© th&t the values of the predicates A(x) and A(X), used to restrict 
variables, are either 1, 0 or n and are fixed for all structures. 
Define for two structures and Mg on D as, for any constant
atomic wff P, if v^ (P)=l then v^ (P)el, if v^ (p).«0 then v^ (p)=0,
j. 2 1 2
and v^ (p)=n iff v^ (P)^n. ' ^  ' defines a partial ordering on the . 
set of structures, since (i) (ii) if Mg and Mg.ÿM^ then
and (iii) if M^^ÿMg and Mgî S then M^*Mg (i.e. and Mg 
are the same structure.).
Lemma 1»
Let M and M* be two structures on D, such that M ÿ M ’. Then, for 
any standard wff P, if v^(p)«l then v^,(p)«i, if Vj^(p)«0 then v^,(p) 
«0, and Vjj(p)=n iff v^^(p)=n.
Proof. By induction on wff evaluation procedure. This means that 
we start at the values of all the constant atomic wffs obtained by 
substitution for free variables in P, and then build up the value 
of P from these values according to the connectives and quantifiers.
If P is an atomic wff, the lemma holds.
(i) Let v^(-Q)=l. Then v^(Q)«0. By ind. hyp., v^,(Q)«0. Hence v^ ,^
-\îl' '.'i il' 1 ' L •'* - -V !:'L .y- • 'A' ■ 1: 4 A  -{.1 ■■■ i
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(-Q)=l. Let v^(-Q)'=0. Then v^(q)*1. By ind. hyp., v^,(Q)«1 and 
Vj^ ,(-Q.)«0. Let Vj^(-Q)«n. Then v^(Q)=n. By ind. hyp. , Vj^,(Q)»n and
v^q(-Q)=n. Then v^^(Q)=n. By ind. hyp., v^(Q)=n and
Vjj(-Q) =n.
(ii) Let v^(Q & R)=l. Then v^(<^)=l and Vg(a)«l. By ind. hyp. , v^, 
(q)«1 and v^,(r )«1. Hence v^i(Q & R)=l#
Let v^(Q & R)=0. Then Vg(q)=0 or v^(R)=0^ v^(Q)/n and Vj^ (R)/n. By 
ind. hyp., v^,(Q)=0 or v^,(H)=0, v^,(Q)/n and v^,(R)/n. Hence v^, 
(Q Sc R)=0.
Let v^(Q & R)=n. Then v^(Q)-n or Vj^ (R)“n. By ind. hyp., v^^(Q)~n 
or v^^(R)=n. Hence v^, (Q, & R)-n.
Let v^,(Q & R)=n. Then v^, (Q)»n or v^^(R)«n. By ind. hyp. , v^(Q)-n
or Vg(R)«n. Hence v^(Q & R)=n.
(iii) Let v^ (Q, v R)=l. Hence Vj^(^)^l or v^(r )*?1. By ind. hyp., 
VjjtCQ)'"! or v^^(R) = l. Hence v^,(Q v R)=l,
Let v^(Q V R)»0. Then v^(h)*0 and v^(Q)=0 or n, or Vj^ (R)?=n and
v^(Q)=0. By ind. hyp., v^, (R);=0 and v^,(Q)*0 or n, or v^^,(R)»n and
v^^(Q)=0. Hence (Q V R)=0.
Let v^(Q V R)=n. Then v^(Q);=n and v^ j(R)~n. By ind. hyp. , Vj^,(Q)-n 
and v^^(R)=n. Hence v^, (Q v R)=n.
Let v^, (Q V R)=n. Then v^, (Q)-n and v^^(R)=n. By ind. hyp. , v^(Q) 
=n and v^(R) »n -and hence v^(Q v R)«n.
(iv) Let Vj^ j(SQ)“l. Then v^(Q)/n. By ind. hyp. , Vj^,(Q)/n and hence 
Vw,(8Q)=l.
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Let Vj^(SQ)«0. Then v^(Q)=n. By ind. hyp., (Q)»*n and hence Vj^ ,(SQ) 
=0.
SQ cannot take the value n.
(v) Let Vjyj((Ax)Q(x))=»l. Then v^(Q(x ))»1 for all By ind. hyp.,
Vj^ i (Q(x ))~1, for all and hence v^^((A%)Q(%))»l.
Let v^((A%)Q{%))=0. Then Vj^(Q(x))^n for all and v^(Q(x))=0 for
some %<D^, By ind. hyp., v,,,(Q(x))/n for all xfD^ and v_,(Q(%))=0
for some Hence Vg,((Ax)Q(x))=0*
Let Vjg((Ax)Q(x))=n. Then Vj^(Q(x))=n for some x&D^* By ind, hyp*, 
Vj^,(Q(x))~n for some x6D^ and hence v^^((Ax)%(x))=n.
Let Vj^ ,((Ax)Q(x))“n. Then v^^(Q(x))=n for some x^D^# By ind. hyp.
CfVj^(Q(x))«n for some x€B' and hence v^^(Ax)A(x))=n ,
(vi) The case for (AX)Q(X) is similar to (v).
(vii) Let v^((Sx)Q(x))=1. Then Vj^(Q(x))«l for some x(D^. By ind.
Qhyp., V.,., (Q(x )) «1 for some x<D and hence v.., ( (Sx)q(x)) = 1.
Lr^,t (Sx)Q(x))«0o Then Vg(%(x))=0 or n for all xfD^ and v^(Q(x))
(X CJ/n for some x€D . By ind. hyp., v^^,(Q(x))=0 or n for all x^D and 
v^,,(Q(x))/n for some x*D^. Hence v^, ((Sx)Q(x))«0.M’    ^ ' .....
'’m '
’ ''g,
Vjj(Q(x))“n for all x^D and hence v ^(( s x )Q(x ) )=n.
(viii) The case for (SX)q (X) is similar to (vii).
(ix) Let Vj^ ( (Ax) (A(x) D Q(x)))»l. Then v^(A(x) D Q(x))-1 for all
Let v^((8x)Q(x))=n, Then Vg(Q(x))-n for all x%D^. By ind. hyp. , 
Vj^,(Q(x))«n for all xCD and hence v^  ((Sx)Q(x))*=n.
Let v_^((8x)Q(x))=n. Then v„,(Q(x))~n for all x*D^. By ind. hyp.,
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and hanoe v^{A(%))=0 or n or, Vj^ (A(x))»1 and Vj^ (Q(x))«1, for
all %&D^. By ind* hyp* and the conditions on A(x ) , v.„(a(x))«0 or
n or, Vj^,(A(x))«l and v^,(Q(%))=!, for all xfD^. Henpe v^, ((Ax) (a (x) 
3 Q(z)))-1.
Let Vjj((Ax) (a(x) O Q(x)))=0* Then V^(A(x) D Q(x))«0 for some xtgB^  
ànd v^(A(x) O Q{x))/n for all 0 Hence Vj^(â(x))»l and v^(Q(x))
=0 for some x^ e.D^ , and v^(A(x))=0 or n or, v^(A(x))-l and v.,(Q(x))
/n, for all x*D^^ By ind, hyp. and the conditions on A(x) , the same 
holds for M ’ and hence v^,((Ax)(A(x) 3 Q(x)))=0.
Let v^((Ax) (A(x) O Q(x)))
(see next page.)
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«n. Then v^(A(x) □ Q(x))«n for some x#D^, and v^(A(%))«^l and v^(Q(x))
m«n for some X4D . By ind# hyp. and the conditions on A(%), vy^(A(%)) 
»1 and Vg,(%(%))=%, and so v^^((A%)(A(%) 3 Q(%)))=n# Let %*((Ai)
(A(x) 3 Q(x)))»n. Then v^,(A(x) 3 Q(x))«n for some X4D^ and hence 
Vjj,(A(x))«1 and (q (x ))*=n for some By indi hyp* and the
conditions on A{x) , Vjj(A(x))«l and v^(Q(%))=% for some XfB^ and hence 
Vg((Ax) (A(x) 3Q(x)))«n.
(x) The case for (AX) (A(X) 3 Q(X)) is similar to (ix).
(xi) Let v^((Sx) (T^A(x) & Q(x)))=l# Then v^(T^A(x) à Q(x))*l for some
Q axeB , and v^(A(x))»l and v^(Q(x))«l for some x^D • By ind. hyp# and 
the conditions on A(x) , Vj^,(a(x))«1 and v^^(Q(x))=l for some %%D^. 
Hence ( (Sx) (T^A(x) Sc Q(x)))«1.
Let v^((8x) (T^A(x) & Q(x)))»0. Then v^(T^A(x) & G(%))=0 or n for all 
x$B and v^(T^A(x) & q(x))/n for some X€J) . Then v^(A(x))=0 or n, or
rj^(A(x))«l and v^ iV (q (x))«0 or n for all x€B^, and v^(A(x)) (Q(x))/n for some
xfT)^  By ind. hyp. and the conditions on A(x) , the same applies with
M» for M. Hence v^,((8z) (T^(x) & Q(x)))*0.
Let Vg((8x)(T^A(x) & Q(x)))=n. Then v^(T^A(x) Sc Q(x))=n for all xgD^. 
Hence Vj^(A(x))«0 or n or v^(Q(x))«n for all xcD^. By ind. hyp. and the 
conditions on A(x) , v^,(A(x))=0 or n or v^,(Q(x))=n for all x^B^. Hence 
Vj|,((Sx)(T^A(x) & &(x)))=n. Let v^,((Sx)(T^(x) & Q,(x)))=n, Then v^, 
(A(x))=0 or n or y^;(Q(x))=n for all xgB^. By ind. hyp, and the 
conditions on A(x) , Vj^(A(x))«0 or n or v^(Q(x))«n for all x#B^ and 
hence v^((8x)(T^A(x) Sc Q(x)))=n.
. y  / f  & ... V .
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(xii) Th© oaee for (SX)(T^A(X) & Q(X)) is similar to (xi).
Define the structure Mg as followss 
If A^® or then v.. (A& ) ^ 9  where B is a class, [By the definitionJlflQ
of structures in general, v.. (A^ B)*^ », where B is an individual.]
q q 0 tIf AeD and B(0) , then v,, (A#) «1 if AcB is trus in the model N, ^00 '
if AirB is false in the model and ^n if A^B is non-significant in 
the model N.
If A is a class or B is a class then v_ (AoB)«n.%
If A and B are individuals then v% (AoB)e the value given in the model
0
H.
gHence Mg with domain D is a model for all the special class and
individual axioms. The model of the whole system will he the limit
of a sequence of structures, on D.
Assuming defined for some ordinal^, is defined as follows:
V (A6fc s P(x)))=v (P(A)).
If h is a individual, then v„ (A<[h) =n,
Ikfl gNow let h he a special class and AtfD-D . If -z^A v %#a,&,"#*a v z^A 
is valid in for some special class a., then, for all special classes 
h, v^ (Afh)«v (aigh). If (Af)(8B)(%fA & -z^ f.v.gigf & -z^ gA) has the
V^-^ 1 ^0 '
value 1 in then, for all special classée h, Vy. (A#h)eO, If 
neither (Sf) (Az) (-z^A v z^f.&. -z(:f v z^) nor (Af) (8z) (z<A & '^ z^ f^.v. 
zCf & -zg'A) has the value 1 in M then v_, (A#)*=&, for all special
classes h.
 1—____ 1 i'l'-i-i-r - - J l . - ‘j l i - I ' T . ' i  ‘
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If A is a class or B is a class thon v.. (AoB)»n. If A and B are
individuals then v^ (AoB)* the value given in the model H.
> t lFor a limit ordinal on the assumption that for all v^ j^ 'f,
for allT <M., for all atomic wffs P, if v^  ^(p)=l for some y<^^then- 
Vjj (p)=l, if Vjj (P)=0 for some »/<ykth^n (P)“0, if V g f o r  
ally<^then (p)=&, and if (P)?n for some y<^*then (P)=n.
Lemm& 2*
, for all ^^ 0¥ fK.
Proof. By transfinite induction ony<. The induction hypothesis is % 
M^^Æ^for allj^ r^i for alir<^'
It is clear that v% (AoB)-v^ (AoB) , for all A and B.
(ii)^  is a successor ordinal.
(a) Let Vg (A^(x § P))=l. There is a such that v^  ^(p(A))=l by
the method of construction of the structures. Since
by the ind. hyp. Hence v^ (p(A))-l. By the construction of îy^ ,
v^ (Aêj^ 8 P|)«l. Similarly, if v^ (Aé[X s P|)*0 then v^ (Ai6‘^ X 5 P|)
^0.
(B) Let V.. (A&b)=n, b being an individual. Then v». (A*b)=n, indep- 
endently of v^ (A#b)=n. Similarly, vice versa.
(0) Let v^ (A^b)«l (or O) , b being a special class. There is an s*| < M  
¥
such that v^ ((Sf) (Az) (-z^A v z£f.&.^zéf v z^A))«l or v^  ^ ((Af)(Sz)
( zfA à -z<f.v. zef & -z€A))-1.
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(a) Let V ((Sf)(Az)(-a«A v v zeA))«1.< Then (A#b)
=v» (a4r"b)~l (or O) , for some special class a. Since *?^ jf4rl, ^Q q, >
hy the ind. hyp. Hence ((Sf)(Az)(-z*A v B€f,&,-&*f v z cA))=1
and (Ay^h)«v^ (a«'b)“l (or O) , for some special class à.7U- ^0
(h) Let ((Af)(8%)(z*A & -%*f,v,aef & -Z6A))=1, If (Aeh) = l,it.. ^  ^
thethis does not apply. Let (Afb) =0. Since hy
ind. hyp* Hence ((Af)(sz)(zéA & -%#f.v»%*f & -zfA))=l and
> - l
v^^(A€D)=0.
(iii) .^. is a limit ordinal.
Lety<t(. Let v» (AsB)=l. Then (A«B)=1 hy definition of M .f *y/.f
Similarly if v., (A<B)=0 then v» (AeB)=0, and if (A*B)»n then 
V.. (A#B)=n. Also if (A<:B)«:n then B is an individual and (A^B)
Lemma 3»
There is an ordinal^) of the second number class such that M 
Proof. The increasing chain of structures, ^ ^ . .., can
be regarded as two increasing chains of subsets of the denumerable 
set of all atomic wffs of the form A^B, B being a class. One chain 
is of those atomic wffs taking the value 1 and the other is of those 
taking the value 0. If then f or all ordinalSyu , #3 4^,
since, by the method of construction, there is no way of changing 
the values of any atomic wffs. There is a denumerable set of ordinals 
A/, such that m /M .. But the set of all ordinals of the second number
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class is non-dsjaumerabl©, and hence for some  ^In this class,
Now it is required to show that is the required model.
Theorem 1.
All Individual Axioms, all Special Class Axioms and General Axioms 
6 and 7 are valid in
Proof* By the definitions of Mg and the domain all the above 
axioms are valid in with B as domain. By lemma 2, if v^ (A€B)U Mg
*1, 0 or n then v^ (AtB)=l, 0 or n, resp. Also v^ (AoB)»v_ (AoB),
4 0 ATheorem 2*
8 P < #  P(Y) is valid in
Proof. Let v^ (A4\X % p]^ ) =1. Let y be the least ordinal such that
AV.. {kMX g P|)»l* y is a successor ordinal. Hence v^ (P(A))=1,
V " '^ '—1Since y -1^,4 , by lemma 2., Since P is a standard wff, by
lemma 1, v^ (p(A))«l. Similarly, if v^ (Aü^X § P&)=0, then v^ (p(A))
«0.
Let Vg (P(A))~1. Then v^ (A^jX î P))=l. Since (A€-|X %
pt)=l. Similarly, if v^ (p(A))=0, then Vj^  (A^[X s P?)=G.
4 A
Theorem 3.
The Abstraction Axiom (a) is valid in M^.
Proof. By Theorem 2, for any standard wff P which is significant 
for all substitutions into its free variables, Yfjx & pjï.4^  p(y) is 
valid in . Therefore (AX,y^,*... ,y^,Y^,... ,yJ S^(X,y^,. .. ,y^,Y^, 
...,Yj 3 (SP) (AX) (X^F<-^{2f(X,y^ y^,Y^,... ,Y^)) is valid in
'V ^ '- T-: •’ ' <"■;
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for all wffo J2f of the required sort*
Let P be a standard wff such that (p)=l or 0, Let be the 
least ordinal such that v» (p)=l or 0. Form the set of all constant
atomic wffs of P (i.e. atomic wffs of P with all substitutions made 
for any variables that occur in them) which clo not occur in .a predicate 
used to restrict variables, which are not covered by an (sig.), 
and which take the value 1 or 0 in M., . Call this the depend,emt set
of p, D(P).
Lemma 4.
Let A and B be classes. Let P(a) be a standard wff suph that A does 
not occur in any predicate used to restrict variables# Then v_ (SP(A)) 
=V (SP(B)).
Proof# By induction on wff evaluation procedure. It is clear in the 
case of an atomic wff.
(i) A at P(a) be B^.{k) • By ind, hyp# , v^ (8R(A))«v^ (;SR(B)) and hence 
Vjj^(S~R(A))«v (S~H(B)).
(ii) Let P(A) :be R(,A) .& 8(A). By ind., hyp,, (8E(A)).=y^ (SR(B))
and Vjj^(SS(A))-Vjj^(SS(B)). v (S(r (A) & 8.(A)))=.y^  (8R(A) & 88(A))
*Vjj (3R(B) & SS(B ))«V jj (S (R (B ) & S (B ))) , .
A A
(Iii) Let P(A) he B(A) v  8(A). By ind. hyp., y (8R(A))=y^ (SR(iB))
and Vjj^(SS(A))»v„ (88(B)). v„(S(R(A) v S(a )))-Vjj^ .(SR(.A) y 88(A))
•=yy (SR(B) V SS(B))=Vjj :(S(R(B) v  ,8 ( B ) ) ) .
A
- 3.17 “
( i v )  Let P ( a) be SR(A). By In d .  h y p . ,  (S R (a) ) = V jj (S R (B ) ) .  Henoe 
Vjj (S S H (A ))=v  (S S R (B ) ) .
(v )  L e t  P ( a) be (Ax ) R ( A , x ) .  By in d .  hyp. , ( 8 R ( A ,x ) ) = v ^  (S R (B ,x ) ) ,
f o r  a l l  x*D®, v„  (S (A x ) r ( A , x ) ) = V jj ( ( A x ) 8 R ( A , x ) ) - v ^  ( ( A x )S R (B , x ) )  =
Vjj ( S ( A x ) R ( B , x ) ) .
( v i )  S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  P ( a ) i s  (A X )R (A jX ) .
( v i i )  L e t  P(A) be (Sx ) R ( A , x ) .  By in d .  h y p . ,  v ^ ( 8 R (A ,x ) ) «v^^  ( 8 R (B ,x ) ) 
f o r  a l l  xéB^. v^ ( 8 ( 8 x ) R ( A , x ) ) = v ^  ( ( 8 x ) S R ( A , x ) ) = v ^  ( ( 8 x ) 8 R ( B , x ) )  =
V  ( S ( S x ) R ( B , x ) ) .
( v i i i )  S i m i l a r l y  i f  P(A) i s  (SX)r (A ,X ) .
( i x )  L e t  P(A) be (Ax ) ( A ( x ) O R ( A , x ) ) .  By in d .  h y p . ,  v^ (8 R ( A , x ) )  =
v„ (S R (B ,x ) )  f o r  a l l  x«D®. v„  ( 8 (Ax ) ( A ( x ) D R ( A , x ) ) ) = v„  ( ( A x ) ( A ( x )
A A
3  SR(A,x ) ) ) = V jj ( ( A x ) ( A ( x ) 3  S R (B ,x ) ) )= V j j  (S (A x ) ( A ( x ) D R ( B , x ) ) ) .
(x )  S i m i l a r l y  i f  P ( a) i s  (AX)(A (X)  3  R ( A , X ) ) .
( x i )  L e t  P(A) be (S x ) (T ^ A (x )  & R ( A , x ) ) .  By in d .  h y p . ,  v„ (S R (A ,x ) )  
(S R (B ,x ) )  f o r  a l l  xCD®. v^ (S (Sx)  ( ï ^A(x) & R ( a , x ) ) ) - V jj ( ( S x ) ( T ^
A(x)  & m ( A , x ) ) ) = v ^  ( (Sx ) (T^A (x ] (  & 8 R ( B ,x ) ) ) = v ^  (S(Sx) (T^A(x ) & R ( B , x ) ) )
( x i i )  S i m i l a r l y  i f  P(A) i s  (SX)(T^A(X)  & R ( A , X ) ) .
Lemma 3 *
L e t  A and B be c lass es .  Le t  p(A) be a s tandard w f f  such t h a t  A does 
not occur i n  any p r e d ic a t e  used to  r e s t r i c t  v a r i a b l e s  and such t h a t  
Vjj (P (A ) ) = 1  o r  0 .  I f ,  f o r  each Q(a) « I ) ( F ( A ) ) V j^ (Q (B ) )^ V j j  (Q (A))  , 
tben Vjj (P (B ) ) = v ^  ( P ( A ) ) .
A A
P ro o f .  By in d u c t io n  on w f f  e v a lu a t io n  procedure.  I f  P(A) i s  an atomic
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w f f  suoh that Vjj (P(A))=1 or 0, then Ii(P(A)) = {P(a)} . Henoe (P(B))
=Vjj^(P(A)).
(i) Let P(A) be ~H(A). Since D(~E(A))=D(R(A)), for eaoh Q(A)6D(H(A))j 
Vjj (Q(B))»Vjj (Q(a)). By ind. hyp., (R(B))=v^ (R(A)). Hence Vjj (P(B)) 
“Vjj^(P(A)).
(ii) Let P(A) Le R(A) & S(A) and (R(a) à 8(A))»1, Then (R(a))
^ A
«1 and (8(A))=1. Slnoe & 8(A)' %(%(&)) 2lD(R(A) &
8(A)). Henoe, for eaoh Q(a)^L(E(A)) , v» (Q(B))«v.^  (Q(A)). By ind.
hyp., Vjj (R(B))“Vjj (R(a)). Similarly, v^j (S(b))«Vjj ^ (S(a)) . Hence
v» (P(B))=v_,(P(A)).Mj' ' '' “A
(lii) Let p(A) he R(A) & 8(A) and Vjj (R(A) & S(a))»0. Then (R(A))
A A
=0 or Vjj (S(A))=0, and Vjj (R(A))/n and Vjj (s(A))/n. Since^,^^ =
^R(A) & 8(A) ^S(A)“^(A) & 8(A)' D(R(A))SD(B(A) * ^(A)) or
I)(S(a)) £ B(R(a) & 8(A)). Hence, as above, Vg (R(B))=v^ (R(A))=0 or
A At
Vjj (8(A))=Vjj (S(B))=0. By lemma 4, Vjj (R(B) & S(B))=0 and Vjj (P(B))
^ ^ A
=Vjj (P(A)).
W(Iv) Let P(A) be R(a) v 8(A) and v^ (R(A) v S(A))»1. Then Vjj (R(A))
A A
Vjj (8(A)) =1. Since y g(A) •^S(a)“^(A) v  8(A)'
B(R(A))&D(R(A) V 8(A)) or D(S(a))c d (r (a) v 8(A)). Henoe, as
above, Vjj (R(B))=v^ (R(A))=1 or Vjj (8(B))=v^ (S(A))=1. Henoe 
A A A A
V (R(B) V 8(B))=1.
(v) Let P(A) be R(A) v S(a) and Vjj (H(A) v S(A))=>0. Then (l)
Vjj (R(A))=0 and Vjj (S(a))=0, (II) Vjj (H(A))=0 and Vjj (S(A))=n, or 
(III) Vjj (R(A))=n and Vjj (s (a))=0.
A ^
'"-4: ' '■ '■■■' jtî|
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In oase (l) ; ^^(A) v 8(A)* )S v 8(A)), and henoe
Vjj^(R(B))“V-jj (R(A)). Similarly, (8(B))=v^ (S(A)). Henoe v^ g (R(B)
V 8(B))=v„ (R(A) V 3(A)). A A A ,
In oase (ll) , y g(&), D(R(A))<^Ii(r(a) v 8(A)), and henoe
V j j  (R(B))=Vjj^(R(A)). By lemma 4,  Vjj ( S ( B ) ) = V j j ^ ( S ( A ) )  and henoe Vg
(E(A) V S(a))=v (R(B% V 8(B)).
A
Case (h i ) is similar.
(vi) Let P(A) he SR(A). By lemma 4, Vjj (SR(A))«Vjj (SR(B)).
(vii) Let P(A) he (A x ) H ( A , x ) and let (P(A))=li Then (R(A,x))
=1 for all xéD®. ^b(A,%)3:^^A%)R(A,z) D(B(A,x))gD((Ax)R(A,x))
for all xfD . Henoe, Vjj ( r ( a , x ) ) = V j j  (r (B,x)) for all seD®, and
Vjj ((Ax)R(a ,x))=v ((Ax)r (B,x)).
(viii) Let P(a) he (Ax)R(A,x) and let v (P(a))=0. Then v._ (r (A,x))
A A
=0 for some x,®^ and Vjj^(R(A,x) )/n for aïl xéD^ ï^ î(a ,x)‘= >tAx)R(A,x)
for some x^B®. Henoe D(R(a ,x)) CD( p (a)) and Vjj (r (A,x))=v (B(B,x))
À
=0 for this X. Henoe v^((Ax)R(A,x))*v^ ((Ax)R(B,x)), by using lemma 4.
(ix) The case for P(A) being (AX)R(A,X) is similar to (vii) and (viii).
(x) Let P(a) be (Sx)R(A,x) and let v^ g (P(a))«1. Then v^ g (R(A,x))=l 
for some xfD®. Slnoe &^(Ap%)=l^g2)a(A,x) and B(R(A,x) ) Ç  D( (Sx)R(A,x)) 
for some x6D , Vjj^(R(a,x)) =Vjj (R(B,x)) for this x. Henoe Vjj,((8%) 
R ( A , x ) ) » V j j  ((Sx)R(B,x)).
A
(xi) Let P(A) be (Sx)R(A,x) and let v^ g (P(A))=0. Then v^ , (r (A,x))
S~0 or n for all xg) , amd v_ (R(A,x))«0 for some xCD . If v^ (R(A,x))
A ^4
«n then v^ g (R(B,x))«n, by lemma 4. If v^ g (R(A,x))=0 thenj/^^^ ^
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H^(A) D(R(A,x))<SD(P(A)). Henoe '%^(H(A,x))-?Vjg (R(H,x))** Henoe
Vjg ((Sx)R(A,x))«Vjg ((8x)R(B,%)).
A A
(xii) The oase for P(A) being (SX)r (A,X) is similar ta (x) and (xi),
(xiii) Let P(a) be (Ax )(A(x) D R(A,x)) and let (P{a))~1, Then
S ^Vjg (A(x) 3 E(A,x))«l, for all , and henoe (a (x))«Q pr n or,
V j j  (A(x))«1 and Vjj^ (R(A,x))«1, for all x«OD®. If Vjj (r (A,x))?1 and
V j j  ( A ( x ) ) = l  and B ( B ( A , x ) ) ^ B ( f ( a) ) i Heape
V j j  (H(a ,x))=»v (r (b ,x)), and v,^  (p(A'))^y„ (P(B)),
/ A A
(xiv) Let p (a ) be (Ax)(a (x) 9 R(A,%)) and let y^ (f,(A)')^ 0, fben
V j j  (A<x) D R{a ,x))»0 for some .and Vjj (A(x) 3 R,(A,x))/n for
A q q
all • If Vjg (A(x) O &(A,%))=0 fpT some x0> then (A(x))=l
A A
&nd Vjg^(R(A,x))«0 for that x, % ( a ,x)"“^ (.A)
for some igD^ .such that Vjj (AiW').el.. JlOOO.e Vjj (®(A,,x)).ç=yjj (3S.(;B,x))
. A Aand, using lemma 4> y» (P(B));;:v^i$
(xv) If P(a) i;S (AX)(Ai(X) P:R(A,X)) then thie .case similar to
(xiii) and ;(.xiv).
(xvi) Let p(a) be (8x) .(T^ A(x) ,& Ri(A.,x) ) m é  let 'Then
Vjj (T^A(x) & R(,A,x))-l for some xCf^. Henoe %  i(A(x)).=:l .and y ;(.R(A, 
h  q À
%))=! for .some x^L . r^ (a ,x)"¥(A) D(R(A,.x))9B'(:P:(A)) for .some
suoh that (A(x))=l. H.eno,e Vjj .(;R(A,x):)=Vjj #(B,:X)) and Vjj 
A .A ' A <^1(P(B))*V (P(A)).
/(xvii) Let F(a) be (:Sx) (T /AX# & R(A.,x:)) and let ,y f(;P(A))r=a. Then
qVjj (T^A(x) à R(A,x))^0 or n for all X^B $ and (T^.x) & ;R(A,%))
S q«0 for .some x^D . Henoe, for all x^L , Vjj ■'(A(x)^fI .and -Vjj
A ' A
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=0 or n. Vjj^(R(A,x))«0 for some x^D^. If v^ g (R(A,x))«0 ihexiV^^^^
-^'Hp(A) D(R(A,%))<cD(P(A)), Hence v^ g (R(A,%))»v^ (r (B,x).) and,
using lemma 4, v^ g (p(A))=v^ (P(B)).
\ A
(xviii) If P(A) is (SX)(T^A(X) & R(A,X)) then this oase is similar 
to (xvi) and (xvii).
Let P be an atomic wff of the form A&{X g Q(x)| such that (?)
A=1 or 0. Define the corresponding standard wff of P, C^, as &(A), 
Let P be a standard wff such that (P)=l or 0. Let P have 
dependent set, D(P). We define a general dependent set of P as 
follows 2
(i) The dependent set D(P) of P is a gen. dep. set of P.
(ii) If Vjg (R)=l or 0, R is an atomic wff (not 1 or O) and 0^ is 
defined for R, then D(Og) is a gen. dep. set of R.
(iii) Let D^ be a gen. dep. set of P. Let Si^D*# If Q28, let D^ be 
a gen. dep, set of Then (D 8) is a gen. dep. set of P.
This assumes v^g ^ (Q)~l or 0, for all Rote that lemma 6 should
be coupled with the definition of a gen. dep. set so that the ass*" 
umption can be made before the construction of the gen. dep. sets 
of D^.
Lemma 6.
Let p be a standard wff suoh that (p)=l or 0> If D ’ is a gen.
A
dep. set of P then, for eaoh Q6D*, ,v^  (Q)=l or 0.
Proof. The proof is the same as that for lemma ;5 of the previous
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chapter.
Lemma 7»
Let P he an atomic wff suoh that Vjg (P)«l or 0 and such that is
Adefined. If D* is a gen, dep, set of P which is not D(p) then, for 
each QfD*; (q)»1 or 0,
Proof. The proof is the same as that for lemma 6 of the previous 
chapter.
Lemma 6.
Let A and B he Classes. Let P(A) he a standard wff such that A does 
not occur in any predicate used to restrict variables and such that 
Vjg (p(a))~1 or 0. Consider any gen, dep, set of P(A), such that, in 
the process of construction, (ii) is not applied to any atomic wff 
of the form Of A. If, for all Q(A)f D*, (Q(B) (%(A)) , then v^ j
(P(B))»v (P(A)).
Proof. The proof is the same as that of lemma J of the previous 
cV&pter, except that the induction involves all standard wffs p(A), 
satisfying the property that A does not occur in any predicate used 
to restrict variables, as well as satisfying the other Conditions, 
Lemma 9*
Let A and C be classes. If (AfO)=l or 0 then A€0 has a gen, dep,
set without any wffs of the form A^B for any class B, except for A 
sand for BfeB , The gen. dep. sets so constructed are such that (ii) 
is not applied to any atomic wffs of the form A*€A.
2 c. ' %; C'f' . - y -  -<■ ; 'X; ,-S'; >-■•'. C  '■' ' . ; f
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Proof. The proof le the same as that of lonàaa 6 of the previous 
chapter*
Lemma 10.
Let A and B be classes. If Y$A #  YéB is valid in , then Aik
4^ B$B has the value 1 in
Proof* The proof i s  the same as that of lemma 9 of thé previous
chapter, except in (ii)(B) where the variable <f* should be used
instead of *%'.
Theorem 4 *
The Axiom of Bxtensionality (B) is valid in M^.
Proof. The proof i s  the same as that of Theorem 4 of the previous 
chapter, except in (B)(ii) where the variable f^* should be used 
instead of *x*.
Theorem 5.
(Az)(zi-f f» 3#) 3 (Ag) (f^g^ Is valid in (I. e, General Axliom 
2 is valid in )
Proof, (i) Let A^D^. Let z m  !?>eA be valid in for some special 
class a. Hence v B*A.&.-86A y z«a is valid in M,* Hence v„
V i(Ac o)*^ Vjj (a€o) and v^ (a« o -^ a^c)«l, for any special class ofD .*
0 g ^
(ii) Let A^D . Then, by the Axiom of Bxteneionality fo,r special 
classes, the theorem holds..
Theorem 6.
(1) C1(X) 3 :8(Y<X) ,
(ii) C1(X) V C1(Y) D-SiXoy),
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(iii) FSCl(F) 3 F(Fef),
(iv) PSCl(F) 3 P(FGf),
are all valid in (l# e. General Axioms 5, 8, 3 and 4 are valid 
in Mj^ .)
Proof* (i) and (ii) are valid by the definitions of the a. Let
Vjj (SC1(a)«0, where A is a class. Then Vjj ( (Af) (Sz) (zéf & ^zfA# v*
A A
z^A & ~B&f))=l and v_ (A^b)=0, for any special class b. Hence (iii)
4*^ 1is valid in
Let Vjj (Afb)-l or 0, for some special class b and some class A, Then 
^ Seither AfD , or zfaf^ z*A is valid in M^for some special class a, 
or (Af)(Sz)(z£f & ~%fA.v.a^A & ~zff))«l in M H e n c e  801(A) has the 
value l/in M|. Hence if (8G1(A))=& then Vjj ( A f b ) H e n o e  (iv)
A Ais valid in 
Theorem 7»
(AX)^(X)^ (Ax)ÿf(x) is valid in M . (i.e. General Axiom 1 is valid 
in Mj.)
Pi.vl. Let Vjj ((AX)0(X))=1. Then Vjj (p%X))=l, for all XeD. Henoe
'A
Vjj (j2((x))=l, for all xéD^, since D. Therefore, v. ((Ax)^(x))«1.8^ . M
Let Vjj ((AX)(Zf(x))=&. Then Vjj (9^ (X))=*g- or 1, for all XÔ. Hence Vjj 
 ^ q A(Ç2((x))=-J- or 1, for all x#D . Therefore, Vjj ((Ax)^.(x))«^ or 1.
Let Vjj ((AX)yf(X))«0. Then Vjj (0(X))=O, i  or 1, for all XéD. Hence
A q
v^ (^(x))=0, or 1, for all X6D . Henoe v^ ( (Ax)9f(x) ) =0, or 1.
A %
Henoe (AX)J2^ (X) (Ax)j2^ (x) is valid in
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Theorem 8»
k«l 3.kijpF #  l^P is valid in M.. (i.e* General Axiom 9 is valid in Mw.) 
Proof* The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4, only using individ­
uals instead of classes# According to the definition of D(P), it 
can have members, AoB, where A and B are individuals, since AoB can 
take the value 1 or 0 in In showing the validity of the Axiom 
of Exteneionality5 we were substituting one class for another and 
so there was no need to consider such atomic wffs as AoB. In this 
theorem, however, we need to take suoh atomic wffs into account.
Lemmas 4 &nd 5 follow if A and B are individuals. Lemma 8 follows 
if A and B are individuals, where (ii) cannot be applied to any atomic 
wff of the form 0<^ A because C|A is non-significant. Lemma 9 follows 
if A is an individual and C is a class, where A^C has a gen. dep. 
set without any wffs of the form A^B for any class B, except for 
B<B # The gen# dep. set is suoh that (ii) cannot be applied to any 
wffs of the form A‘£A. Obviously there is no equivalent of lemma 
10, The proof of Theorem 8 is similar to that of Theorem 4 except 
for the following s
(i) Instead of assuming that VeB is valid in assume that
A and B are individuals such that A-B has the value 1 in , i.e# 
boAf^ boB has the value 1 in M^, for all individuals b,
(ii) The only occurrences of A in D' are of the forms s A€B*, where
g
B’éB (B* being a special class), and G’oA and AoC”, where C’ and
G" are individuals, BeB'f*» A€B* takes the value 1 in M. since Indiv-A
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idual Axiom 4 is; valid in G'oA C’oB and BoC” (also AoA
f> BoB) take the value 1 in because of the above assumption* Hence, 
if Q(A)^D* , Vjj (q (B))=Vjj (Q(A))* Hence, as in Theorem 4, Vjj (B*C)
=v„ (AfC) and Theorem 8 follows#
A
Thus we have shown that M. is a model for the complete set of axiomsA
given for the 4-valued theory of classes and individuals# This
qprovides a proof of consistency, relative to 2-P, since Î) and 1) 
are sets#
The above method can be used to extend any set or class theory 
with a 3-valued model suoh that, (i) the third value n is charact­
erised by the fact that v(X# a class)/n and v(X#&a individual) =n, 
for all X in the domain, that is, it divides the domain into two,
(ii) the Axiom of Extensionality holds for Classes, X and Y, i.e# 
if v(W<tX)«v(W^Y) for all W in the domain, then v(XëZ) =v(Y^Z) for 
all classes z of the domain, and (iii) a type of Axiom of Extension- 
ality holds for individuals, X and Y, i#e# if X and Y are identical,
. the sense that they are inter-substitutible in any context of 
the theory of individuals (if there is one), then v(X€Z)~v(YCZ), 
for all classes Z of the domain#
The extension becomes a 4-valued theory of classes and individuals 
satisfying the Axiom of Abstraction and the Axioms of Extensionality 
for both classes and individuals. The domain of this 4-valued theory 
is an extension of the domain of the 3-valued theory by adding extra 
classes, but no individuals# The 4-valued theory preserves the property
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of the value n*
If the independence of the Axiom of Choice, the Cenoraliaod "Cont­
inuum Hypothesis and the Axiom of Constructihility can be shown by- 
using inner models of the special class theory, as suggested in 
Chapter 4, then they would also be independent in the 4-valued theory# 
The connectives and quantifiers of the 4-valued logic used to define 
standard wffs can be extended to include any which satisfy the following 
property, P s
(i) For oonneotives, .
Let Xg be the set of indices i such that v^ j (p^)*0# Let X^ be the
set of indices i such that (p^)=l. Let X^ be the set of indices
i suoh that v^ For some structure M*, let X^* be the set
of indices i suoh that v^^(q^)=0, let X^* be the set of indices i 
such that v^^(q^)=l, and let X^* be the set of indices i such that 
Vi(,(<ip=n. Let Xq S X q S  X^CX^', and X^=X^'. Then, If ,
9%))=% (l> 0 or n) then Vjj, .. ,q^ ) )=k, and if Vjj, ,
4jjj)=n then ..
(ii) For quantifiers, (QX)a (x).
Let X^ be the set of X*a in D suoh that Vjj(A(X))*0, let X^ be the
set of X ’s in D such that Vjj(A(X))«l, and let X^ be the set of X^s
in V such that v^^A(X))=n. For some structure M* , let X^* be the
set of X '8 in D such that v^^(B(x))=0, let X^ *^ be the set of X*s 
in D suoh that v^^(H(x))=l, and let X^’ be the set of X*s in D suoh 
that VQ,(B(x))=n. Let XQ&Xg', XigZXi* and X^=X^;. If VQ^(QX)A(X))
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~k (1, 0 or n) then Vjj, ( (QX)B(X))~k, and if (qx)b(X))*»îi tboa 
Vjj((QX) A(x))=n.
(iii) For quantifiers, (Qx)a(x).
This is similar to (ii) except for P*
Proposition#
Any connective or quantifier defined in terms of connectives and 
quantifiers satisfying the property P also satisfies the property P. 
Proof, (i) Connectives#
Let ,<ljj)))=k (1, G or n) , where P,
satisfy the property. Let he the set of indices i such
that v„(q.)"0# Let X. he the set .of indices i such that v_(q.)=l#M' X 1 ‘M l
Let X he the set of indices 1 such that v_^(q.)«n. For some structure n M X
M*, let Xq *, X^t, X^* be the corresponding sets of indices i for 
Let X ^ g X ^ \  X^^gX^* and X^«X^’# Let Y^ _, Y^ be the 
sets of indices forj3.(q^,.##,q ) evaluated in M# Let iCY^^uY.uY -1 ** Xi U j. T1
Sinceii^(q^,# .# ,q^ ) satisfies the property and -X^ C-Xç^ ’ , X^C’X^* and
' V ) "  Hsnce if , Y^' , Y^' 
are the sets of indices for 4)^(r^ ,# # # ,r^ ) evaluated in M ’, then
TQCYg', Y^CY^' and Y^ CY^. If iéY^', then v^,(6.(r^.... r^))=n
and, since X^ÇX^', X^CX^' and X^=X^', .. ,q^ ) )=n. Henoe
^n’S'^n' Since satisfies the property, Vjj,(jP(4j,... ,<S^ ))
with r's for q.’s, «k. Also if Vj^ , . ,i^)) =n then Vjj(p(û^,...,
A J  ) =n.
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(ii) Quantifiers.
Let Vjj(p((QX)iî(A(X))))«k (1, 0 or n) , where P, ^  and (QX) satisfy 
the property P. Let X^, X^, X^ be the sets of X*s in D for A(X)
evaluated in M. Let X^*, X^', X ' be the sets of X ’s in L for B(X)
evaluated in M*. Let X^^OX^S and X^=X^’. Beoause ^  satisfies
the property, if v^ j (^(A(X)))=k (1, Ô or n) then Vj^ ,^ (6(B(x)))=k and 
if Vjj,(Û(B(x)))«n then Vjj(À(A(X)))=n, for any XfD. If Y^, and Y^ 
are the sets of X ’s in I) for ^ 1(A(X)) evaluated in M and Y^’, Y^’
and Y^’ are the sets of X ’s in D for ^ (b (X)) evaluated in , then
YqCYq’, 1 ^ 3 Y^=Y^*. Because (QX) satisfies the property, 
if Vjj((QX)û(A(X)))=?k» (1, 0 or n) then v^ j, ((qx)4(b(x)))~k* and if 
Vjj,((QX)^(b(X)))=n then Vjj((QX)-d(A(X)))~n# Since Psatisfies the 
property, Vjj,(r((QX)4(B(x))))«k and if v^ j, (r(  (QX)â(B(X)) )) «n then 
V j j ( r ( (Q X ) & ( A (X ) ) ) ) = n .
Similarly for quantifiers (Qx),
Informally the conditions on connectives satisfying the property P 
are %
For the one-place connective r(p) , r*(n)~l, 0 or n, if r(l)=n or
r*(&)=n or p(o)«n then p(l)=n and p("&) =n and P(o)«=n, if rt'fe‘)~l (or o) 
then n(l)«l (or O) andJT»(0)=l (or O) , and if P(-2)-g- then P(l)-1,
0 or -g- and p(o)~l, 0 or
For the two-place connective fXPj^) j in each of the four boxes 
(bounded by continuous lines) in the diagram, there are either all
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n*s or no n's at all. If any value 1 (or 0) appears on the dotted
line then there must he 1 (or O) in the two places on either side 
of it and perpendicular to the dotted line, i.e, if f*(-g-,0)«l then 
P(l,0)~l andp(0,0)-l, and if n(n,*J')«0 then/*^(n,l)-0 and r%n,0) =0, 
If P("&,&) =1 then the whole hox containing the (-g-,-^) position has 
1*8 only in it. P(n,n) can he any value.
The quantifier property is satisfied hy (AX), (SX), (Ax), (Sx) 
and restricted quantifiers to A(X) or A(x) , where the predicate A 
takes only the values 1, 0 and n ard takes them independently of 
the structures, M and M* #
To show that any of the above connectives and quantifiers can he 
used in defining standard wffs and hence he used in the Abstraction 
Axiom, it is only necessary to examine lemmas 1, 4 and 5 in the proof. 
Lemmas 1 and 4 are obvious from the definition of the property P.
In lemma 5 y replace the steps for connectives and quantifiers hy 
the following s
(x) Let P(A) -be r(Ri(A),...,H„(A)). Let {r{n^{A) . ,U^{k)))‘>l
X.. X_ and Xnor 0 and let P(A) he W. Then v^ (W)=l or 0. Let ^, ^ ^ he
W
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the sets of indices 1 for R. (A) evaluated in . Let i^ X^iiX^* Then1 0 1
&nd) using the lemma condition and ind. 
hyp., Vgg (R^(A))~v^ (R^(B)). Let X^*, X^', X^ he the sets of indices
A A ^
i for R.(B) evaluated in . Henoe X-CX«* and X,CX-,*. If v._ (R.(A))1 ^ U !*• 1 ' 1'
W
*n, then hy lemma 4, (R_(B))=n. If y^ (R^(B))=n, thf& v^ (R^Ca ))
-n and hence By the property P for P, Vjj^(P(R^(b) , ,Rj^ (B) ) )
( r ( R i ( A ) , . " ' ,% % (& ) ) )  and v^ (P (B ) ) = v ^  ( P ( A ) ) ,
(ii) Let P(A) he (QZ)r (A,z) and v^ ((QZ)R(A,Z))=1 or 0, Let P(A)A
he W. Let X^, and X^ he the sets of Z*s in L for R(a ,z) evaluated 
in My. Let Z^X^dX^. Then and D(R(A,z))Sl)(t). By the
lemma condition and ind. hyp., v^ (R(B,z))=v^ (R(A,Z))* Let X^',
,4 A
X^* and X^' he the sets of Z’s for R(B,Z) evaluated in Hence 
Xq C X q * and X^SX^^V. If v^ (R(A,z))=n then, hy lemma 4, (r (B,Z))
=n. If V» (R(B;Z))=n then v.. (E(A,Z))=n. Henoe X =X *, By theM  % isi| * xl ii .
niy
property of (QZ), v^ ((QZ)R(B,Z));=v^ ((qz)R(A,Z)). Henoe (p(h))
=Vjj^(p(A) ).
(iii) The oase for (Q#)R(A,B) is similar to (ii).
There is a further generalisation which allows any set or class 
theory using a many-valued (finite or infinite) logic L containing 
a value n and with a denumerahle model N, in which the Axioms of
-,... r: — î.-;: ’ r ' T V ' v '  ' -" - ' -, .-T' ■......■ ■ ’ ■ ■■ '-%;
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Extensionality for both classes and individuals aro satisfied and 
v(X6 a class)/n and v(X^an individual) »n for ail X in the domain, 
to he extended to a class theory using a logic L* with one more value 
(call it *pd’) and with a model in which the Axioms of Abstraction 
and Extensionality for both classes and individuals are satisfied 
and in which the property of the value n is preserved.
Let the many-valued logic L contain designated values and undesig­
nated values, where the value n is undesignated. The many-valued 
logic L must contain a quantifier S such that (Sb)A(z) takes the 
value k (one of the designated values) iff at least one of the A(z)*s 
are designated, takes the value n iff all of the a(z)‘s take the 
value n, and takes the value ra (one of the undesignatod values (not 
n)) otherwise. The logic L must also contain a quantifier A suoh 
that (Az)A(z) takes the value k (the same value as above) iff all 
the A(%)*s are designated, takes the y^lue n iff at least one of 
the values of the A(a)*s is n, and takes the value m (the same value 
as above) otherwise. The logic must contain an equivalence connective 
4^  suoh that p ^ q  is designated iff p and q take the same value, 
takes the value n iff either p or q, hut not both, takes the value 
n, and is undesignated (not n) otherwise. The logic contains an 
implication connective 3 such that p D q is designated iff q is 
designated or p is undesignated. It also contains a significance 
operator S such that Sp is designated iff p does not take the value 
n and is undesignated (not n) iff p takes the value n.
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Also a method of restricting variables in the logic L is required.
For this, see the method used in L*.
The many-valued logic L', which has an extra value (call it *pd*) 
added to L, must contain appropriate extensions of the quantifiers 
S and A and of the connectives 4^, D and S. The value pd is undesig­
nated. If A(z) takes a designated value for some Z, then (Sz)a(z) 
takes the value k (as above) and otherwise if a(z) takes the value 
pd for some A(Z) then (SZ)A(z) takes the value pd. If A(z) takes 
the value n for some Z then (AZ)A(z) takes the value n, if A(z) takes 
no values n for any Z and a(z) is undesignated (not n or pd) for 
some Z, then (AZ)A(z) takes the value m (as above), and otherwise 
if A(z) takes the value pd for Some Z, then (AZ)A(z) takes the value 
pd. p D q is designated iff q is designated or p is undesignated. 
p #  q takes the value pd if either p or q takes the value pd except
when both p and q take the value pd in which case p # q  is designated,
and except when the other one takes the value n in which oase p # q
takes the value n. Sp is designated if p takes the value pd. □ and
can be used to restrict variables, where p &' q is designated 
if both p and q are designated, undesignated if p is designated and 
q is undesignated, and takes the value n if p is undesignated.
The Abstraction Axiom can be stated as (AX,2^,. .. . ♦ ,Z^ )
where (Zf is oonstruoted using the connectives and quantifiers used 
in forming standard wffs. The Extensionality Axiom for classes, F
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and G, can be stated as (AZ)(Z^PC^ Z6G) D (AH) (P4!H ^  G«H) . The 
Extensionality Axiom for special classes, f and g, can be stated 
as (Az) (z<f K  25€g) O (Ah) (f^h ^  géb) • The Extensionality Axiom for 
individuals, fc and 1, can be stated as k=l D (AP) (k-ÿP 1#P) , where 
k=l is an identity defined in the theory of individuals and special 
classes suoh that k and 1, being identical, can be inter-substituted 
in all contexts* In particular, the Extensionality Axiom for indiv­
iduals, k and 1, must hold in the theory of individuals and special 
classes, i.e. k=l D (Af)(k6f#T»ief).
SCl(P) is defined as (Sf) (Az) (z<îrf z€P) .
Rote that all the symbolism of the 3~ and 4-valued theories are 
carried over to the many-valued theories#
The propositional constants are omitted from the atomic wffs and 
if atomic wffs with some of these values are wanted then perhaps an 
atomic wff of the form a b can be used. The connectives and quantifiers 
used in forming standard wffs are ones which satisfy the property S s 
( i) For oonneotiyes ,p^) .
Let X be the'set of indices i suoh that v,,(p. )=m. for eaoh value m M l
ra of L. For some structure M*, let be the set of indices i such
that v..,(q.)='m, for each value m of L# If X C X  * for all values M l  m "*•' m m
of L and X^=X^' for the value n of L, then if Vjj(f’(p^j... ,p ).)=k 
(some value of L) then and if v^ , (r(q^,... ,q^))
=n then Vjj(r(P]^ )-.. ,Pjj))=n.
(ii) For quantifiers (QX')a (X).
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Let be the set of X's in D such that vj^(A(X))-m, for each value 
ra of L. For some structure M* , let X^* be the set of X's in 3) suoh 
that Vj^ , ( B ( X ) ) f o r  each m in L* If for all ra of L and
X^=X^' for the value n of L, then if v^ (^ (QX) A(X) )«k (some value of 
L) then Vj^,((QX)B(X))^k and if v^ ,^ ( (QX)B(x)) «n then v^((QX)A(X))^n#
(iii) For quantifiers (Qx)a(x).
This is similar to (ii), except for D.
Similarly to the 4-valued case, it can be shown that any connective 
or quantifier defined in terms of connectives and quantifiers satisfying 
the property S also satisfies the property S. The quantifier property 
S is satisfied by the quantifiers S and A, unrestricted or restricted 
to a predicate A(X) or A(x), where A does not take the value pd and 
takes its values independently of the structures, M and M*.
We now show that the Axioms of Abstraction and Extensionality 
(for both classes and individuals) hold in the extended system with 
logic L*.
^1^^2 defined as s iff, for any atomic wff P, if v^ (p)
«m, for some value m of L, then v__ (P)=m, and if v._ (p)=n then v» (p)Mg 2 1
=n.
Lemma 1 follows by the definition of standard wff, is defined as 
follows 8
If A^B^ or B^B^, then v^ (A<fB)~pd, where B is a class, or v^ (A^B)
0 8 S °=n, where B is an individual. If M D  and B€B then y^ (A€B)= the
0
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value of li given to A4êB in the model F of the theory of individuals
and special classes#
Assuming defined for some ordinal^, defined as follows
V,. (Aéi;X 8 P(X)|')=v^  ^(p (a))# If h is an individual then v,, (Aab)
//#1
«n# Now let h be a special class and A«B-D . If V» (zyA)-v^ (z&a)^ A I.
for all for some a^B^, then v„ (Afeb)«v^ (a^b). If there is
g ^ f l  ^0
no a^B suoh that, for all zéD , v^ (z4&A)-v^ (zfa), then v^ (A^b)
V -  V  ^ ^ 1
=VA (801(A)), Note that 801(F) has the property S, because z<f only
C*takes values in L. Also v^ (zfA)-v^ (z&a) for all z^B , for some 
8 ' oa^B iff v^ (801(A)) is designated, and there is no a^D suoh that, 
for all z€B^, v„ (zdA)=v^ (z&a) iff v_ (801(a)) is undesignated#
If yLuis a limit ordinal, on the assumption that M . for all><rr,f ^ Tr '
for all for all atomic wffs P, if v (p)=k, for some value k
in L, for some then v^ (p)=k, and if (p)=pd for all^<^<,
then v^ (p)=pd,
/X..
If there is any relation, R(k,l) say, among individuals defined in
the theory of individuals and special classes, then VA (R(k,l))=
the value of L given to R(k,l) in the model N, and v^ (R(A,k))“
v^ (R(k,A))~Vj^ (R(A,B))«n, where A and B are classes. The values 
Aare the same for all structures M ,r ‘
Lemma 2 follows similarly to before. In case (o), let v^ (A^b)=k 
for some value k (/n) of L. Then there is an o r d i n a l s u c h  that 
Vg (8Cl(A))=m, for some value m in L, Since -1, < M Henoe^ t f'
v^ (SCl(A))=m. If m is undesignated, m=k and v^ (A^b)*k. If m is
/A.-1
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Sdesignated, then there is an a^D such that v» (zéa)«v^ (z^A) for all
S 0 ^7 c;zéD , Then v„ (a#h)=k. Henoe v (èié-A)=v^  (%6a) , for all , and
A~1 %
V (Aéb)=k.
Lemma 3 follows similarly to before except that there is one increas­
ing chain of subsets of the denumerahle set of all atomic wffs for 
every value in L except n. Theorem 1 follows similarly to before, 
but shows that any wff valid in the model N of the theory of indiv­
iduals and special classes is valid in M • Theorems 2 and 3 follow 
as before. The definitions of and D(p) are the same except that 
all values of L except n must be put in place of the values 1 and 0. 
Lemmas 4 and 5 can be shown by replacing and X^ by X^, for all 
values k of L except n. Corresponding standard wff and general 
dependent set are defined similarly. Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 9 follow by 
replacing 1 and 0 by the values of L except for n. In lemma 10, (ii)(A)
becomes g Let 801(A) be valid in Then v^  ^( z^A) - v^ (zea) , for all
S S d Az41) , for some a€B . Hence v_ (A^B*)~v_ (a€B'). By the condition
^  +1 0 g
of the lemma, v^ (zeB) =v^ (z(a), for all z^ J) . Henoe v„ (BEB*) =
^  /l+lBence v^ (AfB*)=v^ (BfB').
0 A 4
(ii)(B) becomes g Let 801(A) be invalid in M . v. (SCl(A))/pd becauseA
v^ (AfB') is a value of L, Hence v.^  (A6B')=v (801(A)). By the
4 4^ -1
lemma condition, v^ (8Gl(A))=v^ (SCl(B)). Hence v^ (B6B')=v^ (801(A))
A A A’f'l A
and v^ (BfB')=v^ (A*B'). The rest of lemma 10 follows as before.
ÀIn Theorem 4, B(i) and B(ii) are similar to (ii) (A) and (ii)(B), 
respectively, of lemma 10. Otherwise the theorem follows as before.
CM';
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Theorem 5 follows ae before#
Theorem 6 needs two monadic operators s G such that Cp is designated 
iff p takes a value in L excepting n, and U such that Up is desig­
nated iff p is undesignated# Theorem 6 becomes g (i) S(YCF) and (ii) 
USC1(F) P#801(F)F#f, are valid in The proof is obvious. 
Theorem 7 becomes g (AX)j2((X) 3 (Ax)^(x) is valid in , which is 
obvious.
Theorem 8 follows similarly to before, except that account must be 
taken of individuals# If a relation, H(k,l), is defined for individ­
uals, then k«l must imply that k and 1 are inter^substitutible in 
contexts involving this relation#
Hence appropriate generalisations of the usual theorems that hold 
in the 4-valued class theory hold in this many-valued theory#
''..^3 ' - t.... " ' -y. "" '•'■ : -' ' " v,c,v j-ÿ: r
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CHAPTER 8.
SIGNIFICANCE RANGE THEORY^
{%) The Connectives and Quantifiers Used to Define Significance
Ranges.
Firstly I want to consider the significance ranges that might 
arise from the 3-valued theory of classes and individuals of Chap­
ter 4. By Axiom B, (Ax^* • ,x^*, y^,... ,y^ )sS{2((x^ * ,# #. ,x^*, y^,
* * * ^ m^^  ^ >• • • >• • • f 5 * ,x^*,
y^,...,y^)), where quantification is over sets and individuals 
only. Since SSp is valid in the logic, (Sf) ( A x ^ * . ,x^*) (<^ x^ * , 
...,3^*^f s S ( Z f ( x ^ * , y^,..,,y^)). Although this would seem 
to yield the most natural definition of a significance range from 
the Axiom B, this does not specify the class f uniquely. Hence I 
will use the following definition s The unique class f, such that 
(Az*)(z*€^f s (Sx^* ,3^*) (T(z*-<x^* ,x^V) & Sj2((x^ »,... ,X£* ,
y^,... ,y^))), is a significance range. (jZf, of course, contains 
quantification over sets and individuals only#) We shall also 
call this unique class f, the significance range of çf(x^ *»..
X|,* f y^,... *y^). Since there are no restrictions on the connect­
ives that can he used to construct {Zf, the unique class f , such 
that (Az')(z*6f s (Sx^* ,x^ *') (T(z *«<5c^ * ,... ,3^»)) & 8T^gf(x^*,
...,x^*, y^,...,y ))), is the significance range of T .^ But ST p J- in ij, n
“ Tp, and henoe every class, uniquely defined as a class of W&-" 
tuples for some predicate ^(x^*,...,3^*, y^,..,,y^), which is
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significant for all substitutions into its free variables, is
—  ^the significance range of
This is an undesirable result as there are many examples in 
ordinary discourse of classes which are not significance ranges 
of any predicate, if one restricts the oonneotives used to cons­
truct predicates so that the predidates so formed can be inter­
preted in ordinary discourse# A simple example of suoh d class 
is the class consisting of a single member, say, a particular 
leaf of a tree or a number# Unless T^ is used in restricting the 
8-quantifier, it cannot be used to construct a predicate which 
can be interpreted in ordinary discourse. T^ is an operator which 
can convert a false proposition to a non-significant one, so there 
must be something intrinsically non-significant about T^. T^ has 
no interpretation on its own and it was only introduced to serve 
the purpose of restricting the 8-quantifier and such restricting 
does not give an interpretation to T #^
The difference between classes and significance ranges on this 
point is that, by Theorem 1 of Chapter 4, all classes can be gen­
erated by predicates constructed using only the oonneotives r.,
& and T and the quantifier A, whereas by introducing further conn­
ectives, such as T^, one may define significance ranges which 
would not have been definable had these further connectives not 
been added. It remains to determine what connectives and quantifiers 
should be used in constructing predicates to generate significance
: See eilso Cz3a]
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rangea. One of the requirements is that the predicates oonstruoted 
using these oonneotives and quantifiers must he suoh that they 
can he interpreted in ordinary discourse. This should also apply 
to predicates used to generate classes, hut the only reasons for 
allowing all connectives and quantifiers is that it simplifies 
the formal treatment not to place restrictions on them and no 
classes are formed which could not have been formed by using pred­
icates with some interpretation in ordinary discourse. If there 
is no suoh interpretation of a predicate then there would be no 
such interpretation of the class generated by it nor of its signif­
icance range.
The connectives, & and T, can be interpreted as 'not*, *and* 
and *it is true that*, respectively. As explained in Chapter 1,
V can be used to formally construct *fx v gx*, which has the same 
value as *(f or g)x*, which can be interpreted in ordinary dis­
course as a predicate disjunction. The example given was *x is a 
holiday or likes cheese*. The quantifier A can be interpreted as 
*for all*. As explained in Chapter 1, the quantifier S can be 
interpreted as *for some* as in the example, 'Something is happy* 
or 'For some x, x is happy*. As also pointed out, v can also he 
used to express S-quantification over a finite range. Given a 
predicate A(x) such that A(x ) is true for some x, the quantifier 
S restricted by the predicate A can be interpreted as *for some 
X such that A(x)*. Formally this is represented as (Sx)(T^A(x)
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& where (Zf is the predicate which is quantified* Given a
similar predicate A(x), the quantifier A restricted hy the predi­
cate A can he Interpreted as 'for all x such that A(x)'« Formally 
this is represented as (Ax) (a (x ) D pf(x) ) , where çl is the predicate 
which is quantified# The connective S can he interpreted as 'it 
is significant that'. The connective D, as well as being used to 
restrict the A-quantifier, can be interpreted as 'if -wnL&a—trues,. 
then . This has to be interpreted in a similar way to the 
material implication of the 2^valued propositional calculus, in 
that if the antecedent is not true then the implioational state­
ment is vacuously true and if the antecedent is true then the 
implioational statement takes the value of the conclusion. 
However, peculiar significance ranges can be formed by using 
the connective D, Form the significance range f suoh that (Az') 
(z€f 5 8(0^(z') 3 (^ (^ (z'))# Henoe (Az*)(z*éf s T^JZ(^ (z') v# TÇf^ (z') 
& 802(8')). Thus, f is the union of the ,-T-range of 0^ and the 
intersection of the T-range of 0^ and the significance range of 
02# f is a peculiar sort of construct from these ranges* This 
is a similar situation to that in the Introduction where the Luk­
asiewicz is rejected as a connective used in constructing pred­
icates to generate classes. In the above example if the signif­
icance range of 0g is empty (which can sometimes occur, e.g. as 
the intersection of two disjoint significance ranges) then the 
significance range f is the -T-range of 0^, i.e. the union of
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the «-S-range of and the F-range of Take the example of the 
predicate x^2 in formal arithmetic. Its '^ T-^ range consists of evezy- 
thing except the number 2. This can hardly he regarded as a sig­
nificance range as it does not exhaust one sort of thing nor even 
many sorts of things since the number 2 must be the same sort of 
thing as the number 3, say.
So not all connectives used to construct predicates, which can 
be interpreted in ordinary discourseJ Can be used in the formation 
of significance rangesa The foregoing argument in the case of D 
suggests that significance ranges should be constructed from other 
significance rangés rather than from T-ranges, F-ranges, ^T-ranges, 
and "F-ranges. This does seem plausible enough since, classes, such 
as the one above cohsisting of everything except the number 2 
should not be able to influence the construction of significance 
ranges. In order to satisfy this property the connectives and 
quantifiers must produce predicates whose significance depends 
only on the significance of the atomic formulae in the predicates. 
For example, the connective & satisfies the property because 
S(p & q) 5 8p & Sq. In fact, what is required is for the connect­
ives and quantifiers to be able to be used to form an "s-n sublogic"
An s-n sublogio is obtained by grouping together the signific­
ant values, 1 and 0, and calling it the value s.,. while the non­
significant value n remains intact. In order to be able to perform 
this on a connective or quantifier one must be able to consistently
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assign the value s or n in the 2-valued matrix of the connective 
and in the 2-valued description of the quantifier. One can do 
this for the connectives -, &, v, T, S and the quantifiers À and 
S as follows §
a n V 8 n T s —  »
s n 8 s s s 8 s 8
n n n s n n S n 8•*■*!**** 1
(Ax)j2f(x) takes the value s if Ç2^(x) takes the value s for all x
and ( A x ) çI ( x ) takes the value n if 9^ (x) takes the value n for some x*
(Sx)^(x) takes the value s if j2f(x) takes the value s for some x
and (Sx){/(x) takes the value n if Ç2f(x) takes the value n for all x.
However, there is no consistent assignment for 3.
n I s 8
If p is significant and q is non-significant then p 3 q is sig­
nificant or non-significant according to whether p is false or 
p is true, respectively, This is in fact what caused the problem 
about significance ranges generated by predicates containing 3.
However, consider the connective N defined by the matrix :
N
1 n
0 n
n 1
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N can be consistently assigned values in an s-n sublogio as follows t
N
8 n
n 8
N satisfies the equivalence, SNp s -Sp* Form the significance 
range f such that (Az*) s By the equivalence, (As*)
(z*Êf 3 So the significance range of is the -S-
range of Çl{z^ ) 0 But not every -8-range is a significance range. 
Consider the predicate is primeU This has a significance range 
consisting of all natural numbers. Its -8-range would consist of 
all things which are not natural numbers. This can hardly be said 
to be a significance range because one cannot isolate the natural 
numbers from the other rational numbers or from the other real 
numbers so as to form a significance range without the natural 
numbers. Such a significance range would not exhaust one sort of 
thing or many sorts of things, without containing only a part 
of such a sort of thing. Hence the connective H, although it can 
consistently be assigned values in an s-n sublogio, cannot be 
used to form predicates which generate significance ranges.
The preceding argument suggests that the connectives and quant­
ifiers which can be used to form an s-n sublogio should be positive 
so that the significance of any predicate constructed using them 
depends positively on the significance ranges of the atomic wffs, 
i,e, it does not depend on the -S-ranges of any of the atomic wffs»
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The 8 -n  su b lo g io  b t such monadiô ànd dyetdio oonyiWotivoe l a  rep*" 
re s e n te d  by th e  fo llo w in g  m a tr ic e s  %
Monadic»
(3)(1)
‘s js 
n j 0 
Dyadic*
(2)
s
n
n
n
(1) i » n (2) 8 n (3) 8 n
"1 a s s 9 s s 3 s
n I 8 8 n 9 n n
(5)_ S n (6) a n
0 9 n a n n
n n n n n n
s n
s { s n
n I B n
We will now show that &, v and T and connectives defined in 
terms of them, assuming that the constants 1, 0 and n are obtain­
able from the theory of classes and individuals, will not only
exhaust a l l  o f the  above p o s s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  monadic and dyad ic
i>a'6connectives also exhaust all of the "positive" connectives 
which can be used to form an s-rn sublogio*
Note that &, v and T are all "positive" connectives which can 
be used to form an s-n sublogic* The classical connectives ~ and 
& will yield all the monadic connectives of type (2) end ell the 
dyadic connectives of type (5).# The constant n will yield the 
monadic connective of type (3) in the form 88p & n and the dyadic
Z ' -.-A-'LLt ' r J ■VrvQi ■ :-9
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connective of type (6) in the form SSp & SSq, & n. [Note that Sp
is definable as Tp v T~p. Also ?p is definable as T^p. ]
The monadic connectives of type (1) are obtained in the form
(~Tp V (1 or O)) & (-Fp V (1 or O)) & (Sp v (l or O)), where
substitutions of 1 or 0 in the places indicated will yield the
eight required connectives, The dyadic connectives of type (1)
are obtained in the form (~(Tp d? Tq) v (l or O)) & (-(Tp & Pq)
V (1 or O)) & (~(Tp & ~8q) V (1 or 0)) & ('^ (Pp & Tq) v (1 or O))
& (^(Pp & Pq) V (1 or 0)) & (^(Pp & -Sq) v (1 or O)) & (~(^8p &
Tq) V (1 or O)) & (~(~8p <Sc Pq) v (1 or O)) & (^(~8p & #-Sq) v (1
or O)); where substitutions of 1 or 0 in the places indicated
gwill yield the required connectives.
Next consider the connective defined as (p v ~p) v (q v ^q).
It has the matrix s 
1 0 n
1 1 1  1 1
n j 1 1 n
Take each of the dyadic connectives of type (l) in turn and form 
the conjunction, using &, of it and (p v ^^p) v (q v ~q). All the 
places in the matrix of the dyadic connective of type (1) will 
remain intact except for the n-n place, which will be converted 
to an *n*« By using this method all the dyadic connectives of type
(2) can be defined.
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Next consider the oonneotive defined as (p v & SSq* It has 
the matrix s
1 0 n
1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
n n n n
As above, take each of the dyadic connectives of the type (l) in 
turn and form the conjunction, using &, of it and (p v ^ p) & SSq, 
All the places in the matrix of the dyadic connective of type (l) 
will remain intact except for the n-1, n^ O and n-n places, which 
will be converted bo * s. By using this method all the dyadic 
connectives of type (3) can be defined.
Similarly, by using the connective defined as SSp & (q v ~q), 
all the dyadic connectives of type (4) can be defined, "positive"Hence v and T are sufficient to define all the/monadic
and dyadic connectives which can be used to form an s-n sublogic. 
The next task is to generalise the above procedure to deal with 
n-adic connectives.
The type (l) monadic and dyadic connectives can be generalised 
to n-adio connectives by representing each place in
the matrix by a conjunction K^p^ & & K^p^, where is T, F
or «vg according as a^ is 1, 0 or n, respectively, and by forming 
the conjunction of all expressions of the form &
Iv^ p^ ) V (1 or O)), where substitutions of 1 and 0 in the places
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indicated will yield all the required connectives. By forming 
arbitrary disjunctions and conjunctions of the formulae p, v '-p. ,1 X
for 1=1;,,. ,n, so that if p* v ,-p. does not occur in it then thew J
formula is conjoined with SSp., all the formulae generalising theu
formulae, (p v -p) v (q v -q), (p v -p) & S8q, SSp & (q v ^
and (p V '^ p) & (q V -*q) of the dyadic case, can be obtained. [We 
could have used (p v ^p) & (q v ^q) in an alternative method of 
obtaining the dyadic connectives of type (5)*3 In the case of 
n«3; (p^ V ~p^) V (pg V ^pg) V (p^ V ^p^) has a single value n
when p^, Pg and p^ all take the value n, ((p^ v ~p^) v (p^ v wp^))
& SSp^ has a "line" of values n when p^ and pg take the value n, 
and (p^ V ~p^) & SSpg & SSp^ has a "plane" of values n when
takes the value n. By forming conjunctions of these formulae,
one can form 2 or 3 "planes" of values n, 2 or 3 "lines " of values 
n, and a "plane" and "line" intersecting at (n,n,n)« So, in gen­
eral the disjunctions of the atomic elements v determine 
the simplex and the conjunctions of these disjunotione superimpose 
the simplexes to form the configuration of the n*s.
All of these formulae take the value 1 whenever it is signific­
ant and so, using the same method as was used in the dyadic case, 
any significant value can replace a value 1 in any of these form­
ulae, A formula taking the value n, whatever the values of its 
propositional variables, p^,.,,,p^, can be defined as n & SSp^
& .... & SSp^. This completes the proof.
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Hence v, T and the constants 1, 0 and n generate all the
"positive" connectives which can he used to form an s-n sublogio.
If a quantifier, when used over a finite domain, can be replaced 
by a "positive" connective which can be used in forming an s-n 
sublogic, then this quantifier can be defined in terms of A and 8. 
Both A and 8 are "positive" because the significance of the quant­
ified statements, (Ax)pf(x) and (sx)j2f(x) , can be determined from 
the significance of the (2f(x)^ s* The same applies for restricted 
quantification since (Ax) (a(x) O ^(x)) takes the value s if Çl{x) 
takes the value s for all x such that A(x), (Ax)(A(x) 3 x)) 
takes the value n if ^(x) takes the value n for some x such that 
A(x) , (Sx)(T^A(x) & 0(x)) takes the value s if p((x) takes the 
value s for some x such that A(x) , and (Sx)(T^A(x) & ÿf(x)) takes 
the value n if ÿf(x) takes the valve n for all x such that A(x).
Now that the connectives &, v and T and the quantifiers A 
and S (restricted and unrestricted) have been characterised, let 
us see what significance ranges result from predicates constructed 
using them. Since S^p « Sp, the significance range of 
the same as that of j2f(z*)* So no new significance ranges can be 
introduced by using
Since STp is valid, the significance range of T0(%*) the 
universal class of all sets and individuals. Intuitively, there 
should be a significance range of all classes and individuals 
determined by using a predicate such as *x is a member of the
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null class (or any particular class)*. One of the drawbacks of 
the theory of Chapter 4 is that one can only form classes of sets 
and individuals and not classes of classes and individuals, in 
general. Accepting this drawback, the significance range of all 
sets and individuals, obtained above, is the closest one can get 
to the desired significance range of all classes and individuals.
The predicate (^ (z*) can also be a constant, taking the value 
1, 0 or n. If it takes the value 1 or 0 then its significance 
range is the same as for Tj2f(z*), as above. If it takes the value 
n then its significance range is empty. This is the same as would 
be produced by the intersection of two disjoint significance ran^ 
gee, which will be considered next.
Since S(p & q) e Sp & Sq, the significance range of 0^(%*) & 
{/^ (z*) is the intersection of the significance ranges of ^^(z*) 
and ÿfg(z * ). If these two significance ranges exhaust some sorts 
of things then their intersection exhausts the common sorts of 
things, if it consists of anything at all. For example, the pred­
icate *x* is blue and hard (physically firm)* has a significance 
range consisting of all material objects, which is the intersect­
ion of the significance ranges of all extended things .and all 
material objects, these two significance ranges being determined 
by the predicates, * x* is blue * and * x* is hard (physically 
firm) *, respectively. Consider also the predicate * x* is blue 
and is a holiday*. Its significance range is empty because the
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significance ranges of * x* is blue * and * x* is a holiday * 
are disjoint. However, this empty signifioanoe range is quite 
all right because it is determined by the predicate * x* is blue 
and is a holiday * and because in establishing the notion of sig­
nificance range it is awkward to try to avoid including it.
Since S(p v q) s Sp v Sq, the significance range of v
(iKg(z*) is^^union of the significance ranges of and (z*) »
If these two significance ranges exhaust some sorts of things 
then their union exhausts these sorts of things. For example, 
the predicate * x* is blue or is a holiday * has a significance 
range consisting of all extended things and all days, which is the 
union of the significance range of all extended things, determined 
by the predicate * x* is blue *, and the signifioanoe range of 
all days, determined by the predicate * x* is a holiday *,
Since S(Ax*)j2f(x* ,z*) s (Ax*}S{2f(x* ,z*) , the significance range 
of (Ax*)0(%*9%') is the intersection of the signifioanoe ranges of 
0(x*,0*), for all X*. The significance range of (Ax*)0(x*;%*) 
would then exhaust all the common sorts of things present in all 
of the significance ranges of the (2((x* ,z*) *s, assuming these are 
ranges of 1-tuples. For example, the predicate * x* is similar 
to everything * or *(Ay*)(x* is similar to y*)* has an empty sig­
nificance range because it is the intersection of many disjoint 
significance ranges of the predicates * x* is similar to y* *, for 
all y*. However, the predicate * x* likes everything * has a sig-
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nifioanoe range consisting of all animals because it is the inter­
section of identical significance ranges of the predicates * x* 
likes y* *, for all y*,
Since s(S%*)0X%*,z*) s (Sx*) Sjzf(x* ,z* ) , the signifioanoe range 
of (Sx*)9^ (x* ,0*) is the union of the significance ranges of (/(x*, 
B*), for all X*. The significance range of (Sx*)0(%*)%*) would 
then exhaust all the sorts of things present in at least one of 
the signifioanoe ranges of the ^(x*,z*)»s, assuming these are 
rànges of l-tuples* For example, the predicate, * x* is similar 
to something * has a universal significance range because it is 
the union of the significance ranges of the predicates, * x* is 
similar to y* *, for all y*^ and there is always something which 
is similhr or not similar to x** The predicate ’ x* likes some­
thing * has a significance range consisting of all animals because 
it is the union of identical significance ranges of the predicates, 
’ X* likes y* *, for all y * #
The significance ranges resulting from the use of restricted 
quantification are restricted unions and intersections of signif­
ioanoe ranges, determined in a similar way to those obtained from 
using unrestricted quantification#
So, the connectives &, v and T and the quantifiers, A and S 
(restricted and unrestricted) are satisfactory for the purpose 
of determining significance ranges. The predicates constructed 
using them can be interpreted in ordinary discourse. Because they
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are "positive*^ connectives which can be used to form an s-n sub­
logic, the signifioanoe ranges of predicates formed using them 
depend only on the significance ranges of atomic predicates (and 
on the universal signifioanoe range). Hence, instead of signific­
ance range theory being just a theory of s-ranges of classes, 
according to the definition at the beginning of the chapter, ei^ 
nifioanoe range theory is an independent subtheory of the theory 
of classes. That is, hignifioance ranges do not depend on T^ranges, 
P-ranges, ^T-ranges, ~P-ranges or even ^Stranges; Significance 
ranges have their oWn characterisation as being classes whose 
members exhaust one sort of thing or exhaust some sorts of things, 
assuming that these classes are classes of 1-tuples,. Significance 
ranges of n-tuples derive their character from the significance 
ranges of 1-tuples. Here, the .empty and universal aignificano.e 
ranges must be included as well. Classes, on the other hand, can 
be made up of arbitrary members, where there is no necessity to 
exhaust a sort of thing just because one of that cprt d.s a member.
The formal definition of significance range is as follows 8 
The unique class f, such that (Az*)(z *^f = (Sx^* . ,3^*) (t (,z * =
< ^ x ^ * & S(2f(x^*,3^. *, y^,... ,y^))) , ..where ÿf is cons­
tructed using only the connectives r-, &, v and T and only the 
quantifiers, A and 8 (restricted and unrestricted), Is the sig- 
nifloaaoe range of
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Theorem#
If f is the signifioanoe range of j/, constructed as above, then 
there is a predicate pf*, constructed using only the connectives & 
and V and only the quantifiers A and S(restricted and unrestricted), 
such that f is the significance range of
Proof, This is shown by induction on the number of connectives 
and quantifiers used in the construction of (Zf,
(1) It is clear in the case of atomic wffs#
(2) Let <jl be By the induction hypothesis, there is a , con­
structed using only &, v, A, S, such that SVs sV* Since e 
S^y Spf s Let [Zf* be"^*, which is constructed in the required
way*
(3) Let jZf be & V 2* the induction hypothesis, there are pred­
icates and ^  *, constructed using only &, v, A, S, such that
S>^ = 8^* and s Since 5 à Spf s
and s Let jZf’ be & V 2S  which is constructed
in the required way,
(4) Let ^ be By the’induction hypothesis, there are pred­
icates a n d *, constructed using only &, v, A, S, such that
SV^ s and b\  s  Since S$f s v Spf s S>^» v
and 8(Zf s S(Y^* v )/^  * ), Let pf* beV*^* v Yg * » which is constructed 
in the required way,
(5) Let ^ be tV» Since BÇl s Sp^  is true and so çzf* can be any
significant atomic wff of the class theory.
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(6) Let (f be (Ax*)Y{x*). By the induction hypothesis, there is a 
predicate (x*), constructed using only &, Y, A, S, such that 
sY(x*) 3 S^’(x*)# Since a (Ax*) S^x*) , SjZf a (Ax*) S^ (x*) and 
Sj^ 3 S(Ax*)1|^ * (x*). Let j^* be (Ax*)y (x*), which is constructed in 
the required way.
(7) Let Çl be (Sx*)^x^) * By the induction hypothesis, there is a 
predicate t^*(x*), constructed using only &, v, A, S, such that 
S“^ x») 3 sy(x*). Since &ç( 3 (Sx*)S^(x'), Sÿf 3y8x*)sy(x*) and 
SjZf 3 S(Sx*)\^ * (x* ). Let jZf' be (Sx*)y*(x*), which is constructed 
in the required way,
(8) Let ^ be (Ax*)(A(x*) D*y(x*)). By the induction hypothesis, 
there is a predicate y (x*), constructed using only &, v, A, S, 
such that Sl|(x*) 3 8^ (x*), Since SJZf 3 (Ax*)(A(x*) D S'V(x*)),
Syf 3 (Ax*)(A(x*) D sV*(x*)) and 3^ s S(Ax*)(A(x*) 31^* (x*)), Let
yf* be (Ax *)(A(x *) 3l|#*(x*)), which is constructed in the required 
way.
(9) Let pf be (Sx*) (T^A(x*) &V(x*)). By the induction hypothesis, 
there is a predicate^* (x*) , constructed using only &, v, A, 8, 
such that SXx») s 8"^(x*). Since BÇf s (8x*)(T^A(x*) & S^x*)) ,
spf 3 (Sx*)(T^A(x*) & sy(x*)) and spf s S(Sx») (T^A(x*) i&>*(x*)).
Let pf* be (8x*)(T^A(x*) »Sc^ *(x*)), which is constructed in the 
required way.
This shows that, once one has a set of significance ranges ob-
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tained from aisomio predicates, then by forming all the unions 
and intersections of these ranges, one can obtain all the sig­
nificance ranges of predicates constructed from these atomic pred­
icates. In the case of the relations o and £ of the theory in 
Chapter 4> the following significance ranges are obtained i 
The signifioanoe range Of o is the class f such that (Az*)(zh&f 
5 (Sx*) (Sy*) (T(z* = <!3C* ,y*>) Sc $(x*oy*))). Since S(x*oy*) 3 l(x')
Sc l(y’) , f is the class of all ordered pairs of individuals. By 
taking either x* or y* as constant, the significance range of 
1-tuples resulting from this will consist of all individuals, 
i.e. it will be the set I.
The signifioanoe range of é, is the class f such that (Az’)(z*^f 
3 (Sx*) (Sy*) (T(z*«'<x* ,y*>) Sc S(x^y*)))* f is the class of all 
ordered pairs, x^* ,y’)^*, such that x*éV (the class of all sets 
and individuals) and y *6 the class of all sets (call it T.), If 
X* is taken as a constant then the significance range of l^tuples 
resulting from this will be the class of all sets. If y* is taken 
as a constant then the significance rmnge of 1-tuples resulting 
from this will be the class of all sets and Individuals.
If one considers the atomic predicate x*^k^, for some partic­
ular individual k^, then its significance range is the null class, 
p'. Thus the atomic predicates formed using o and £ yield the four 
significance ranges consisting of 1-tuples, 0, I, T and V. Notice 
here the unusual situation where one significance range is a diff-
1 k - - _ '"'ÿ'a "
y  ;r ".-j. / T , . _ , . 6- . , 1  k ^ , “ " - Ï .  „ . f.,
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erenoe of two others, i.e. T*V-I or I=V-T. This is brought about 
by the rather technical use of the word ’overlaps* where it is 
applied to all individuals.
It is clear that all significance ranges of predicates, formed 
using only the relations o and are of the form, x^ , x ... x x^, 
where x^ is either I, T or V, for all i, or are empty. As stated 
at the end of Chapter 4, ordinary language predicates can also 
be added to the relations o and 6  to form predicates which have 
significance ranges* So the signifioanoe ranges formed above can 
be enhanced by the use of ordinary language predicates.
(ii) Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Relations.
We will now look into relations in general, but we will first 
consider 2-place relations. Goddard, in [)]. p.153-162, disting­
uishes two types of relations % homogeneous and heterogeneous.
He defines the significant domain, call it of the relation 
H such that ( A s * ) s  S(Sx»)(z*Rx*)) holds for He also 
defines the significant converse domain, call it 0 , of the rel­
ation R such that (Ab*) (z’éGj^  s S(Sx*) (x*Rz*)) holds for C^. He 
defines R as homogeneous if x*Ry* is significant for an arbitrary 
choice of x* from and y* from i.e. s(x*Ry*) « S(Sy*)(x*Ry*) 
& S(Sx’)(x*Ry*}. If f is the significance range of R, i.e. (As*) 
(z’fef « (Sx*) (Sy*) (t(z* = <x * ,y*^  ) & S(x’Ry*))), then <x* ,y*)Cf s 
S(Sy*)(x’Ry») & S(Sx*)(x*Ry*). The domain of f,^(f), is defined 
t y  s (Ax *) (x»e S(f) 3 (Sy*) (<x* ,y»^€f)). Hence x*€Sfe(f) s (Sy*)
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S{x*Ry*) and s s(Sy’) (x*Hy*). The range,{R.(f) , is defined
by s (Ay*) (y’6{R(f) « (Sx*) (6c* ,y*>éf)). Henoe y*êi6(^) = (Sx*) 
S(x*Ry*) and y*é<^(f) s s(Sx*)(x*Ry*). By the homogeneity of R, 
<x»,y*^ff s x*6^k(f) & hence f *S^(f)x(^(f). An alter­
native definition of homogeneity is that R is homogeneous iff its 
significance range f satisfies the identity, f=^(f)xf^(f). In 
fact the domain,%(f) ^ and the range, (5^ /(f) , of the significance 
range f of the relation R are the same as the significant domain, 
of R and the significant converse domain, 0^, of &,
Goddard defines R as heterogeneous if R is not homogeneous#
He says that he introduces them merely to exclude them from the 
more interesting homogeneous relations. He introduces four types 
of homogeneous relation# (i) R is a family relation if
(ii) R is a nest relation if or (iii) R is a
oategorial relation if (iv) R is a partial categorial
relation if and 0^^ He then discusses each
one in turn giving examples of each type# However, in the case 
of the partially categorial relation, he gives the examples of 
membership and ownership, which I think are dubious# He says, 
on p.l62, "it is never significant to say that a class belongs 
to an individual, a set or a class#" According to the notion of 
class I have given this is certainly not so. Also according to 
an intuitive notion of class this is not so. But he has presented 
a special class theory along the lines of Bernays*» theory# So the
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notion of class here is really a technical one and technical not­
ions can he invented to serve some formal purpose without necess­
arily corresponding exactly to an intuitive notion. This, I suppose, 
is similar to Goodman’s notion of overlapping of individuals, 
which produces a signifioanoe range which is the difference of 
two significance ranges. Goddard, however, admits in the case 
of the relation of ownership that it is not very plausible because 
people can own people. I will come bhok to the question of partial 
oategorial relations later in the chapter.
We will now move on to consider heterogeneous relations. Let 
f be the significance range of the relation R, If R is heterogen­
eous then there may be a proper subclass g of f such that g**^(g) 
x(^ ,(g). In this case, R could be called partially homogeneous 
because there is some part of its significant domain and some 
part of its significant converse domain 0^ from which arbitrary 
choices, x* and y ’, may be made so that x’Ry’ is significant. But 
this can be done in general with any heterogeneous relation. Let 
x^’^ ^(f). Form the class G of all y ’ such that S(x^*Ry*),- Now 
form the class H of all x* such that (Ay*) (s(xQ*Ry*) 3 S(x*Ry*)), 
Then the class, g ,, which is the Cartesian product of G and H,
is a non-empty proper subclass of f and g ,"%(g ,)%(R(g ,).
^0 0 • ^0 
One can also form a similar class g , by choosing a set y * from
(5^ (^f), Thus each member of ^(f) generates a non-empty class g such
that g C f  and g*,^(g) x<îÇ(g) and also each member of {^(f) generates
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suoh a class g. Hence f= U g ,, where i)
*o'«5(f) 0 0
,=^(g_ ,)z(%(g ,), and also f= U  ^ , whpre y 'g. ^0 0^ 'o "
(g« ,) and g ,“^(g„ ,)%!%(g_ ,), In general, f=.U. g. , where
^ 80#G index class j. (The g^’s are distinct.)
Let f= U g ,, where ,) and g , = ^ g  ,)x^0 0 0^ *0
(g ,), as constructed above. Let g be one of the g ,*8, let 0 "  0
y ’e(S?(^ )“‘(R(^ ) > assuming that %g)/jRXf)f Since
> by the method of construction, (Ayi)(S(xQ*Ry*) « 8(%*Ry*)),
for some %Q*6 * By the inethod of construction of 0^(g) , y*£
^(g) s S(x^*Ry*), and hence y*^^(g) s S(x*Ry*). Since y^^^(g) ,
~S(x*Ry*), Henoe, for every x*'ér^ (g) , 0^(g) is the significance
range of x'Ry*.
However, if x*é9^(f)~^(ê) and y*t^ (^ ?,(g) , assuming that ^(f)
^5^(g) , then there is nothing in the construction to prevent x’Ry* 
from being significant.
Let % ( g  ,)/i ^ g  Let x'élï>(g ,)ft^(g_ i)» By the methodIq x  ^ Xq
of construction of the g^ , *s, S(x*Ry*) s S(x^^*Ry*) and 8(x*Ry*)
s 8(x^*Ry'). Hence sCx^'Sy') s s(x^'Hy') and y't-(R(g^  ,) s y'f
0
(g ,). Hence (\(g ,)~^(g_ ,) and the class of all x* suoh that1 0 1 
(Ay*) (s(Xç^ ’Ry*) s S(x*Ry*)) is identical with the class of all x*
such that (Ay') (S(x^'Ey') a s(x’Hy')). Henoe ^  (,g^  ,)-%(g^ ,),
This shows that if ^ ( g  ,)^^(g ,)/Çf then % ( g  , ) = ^ g  ,)0 1 0 1
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and g ,“S ,« Henoe, if one Chooses a- class of members x. ' of
^(f) suoh that all the classes , are distinct and if x.' and
X.' are two such members, then Henoe g ,/j
J *i " *i
g and f is a disjoint union of these g ,’s.
j *i
However, the g ,*s do not necessarily determine homogeneous 
%i
relations with% (g ,) as significant domain and ( ^ g  ,) as
^i ^i
significant converse domain because, although arbitrary choice
from these domains yields signifioanoe and arbitrary choice from
^(g^ ,) and from the complement of (g^ ,) yields non-signifie- 
3. i
ance, arbitrary choice from the complement of (g ,) and from 
,) does not necessarily yield non-significance,
»’ *here y.' 6 % g y  ,) • and g ,= ^ g  ,)x
y n ' é Ü W  ^0 ^ 'O ^0 'o0
^(g ,), then similar results to those shown above will hold
with the domains and the ranges reversed. Hence, if one chooses
a class of members y. * of (^ ,(f) such that all the classes g ,
^i
are distinct and if y. * and y.’ are two such members, then fP(g ,)
,)=0« Hence g ,^g and f is a disjoint union of these
^j ^i ^j
Let f=^^j g^, where g^=^(gj^)xÿ%,(g^) , for some index class j.
Let the g^’s be distinct and let g^ g^j^ ,-9^ , for all h^ h’6j, g^’s 
can be chosen so that ^(g^)4 -{2^, for all h, h ’éj# Also
g^’s can be chosen so that ()?(gj^ ) a for all h, h^ '^ j. It
would be interesting to consider the consequences of being able 
to choose g^*s so that3(g^)rt and 0?(g^)r> for
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all b, h’ëj. Suoh a relation R will he called a stratified hetero­
geneous relation»  ^This means that the significant domain 3)^  and 
the significant converse domain C_ can he divided up into an equal 
number of disjoint subclasses. One subclass of B will correspond 
with one subclass of suoh that by making an arbitrary choice,
X* , from the subclass of B^ and y* from the subclass of 0^, x’Ry* 
will be significant. However, if one chooses an x* from a subclass 
of B^ and a y* from a subclass of C^, which does not correspond 
with the subclass of B^ from which x* is chosen, then x’Ry’ will 
be non-significant.
To show this, let x’Ry* be significant. Let x* 6^(g^) and let
, where h/h* and h, h*6 j. Henoe <“x* , y ’> é f  nnd <x*, y*>  
for some kfj. Also x’6 A(g^) and y ’(:^(g^). Since h/h’, k/h 
or k/h*. If k/h, then by the definition Of stratified heterogeneity,
contradicting x’eS^ (êj^ ) ànd x ’^ S^(g^). If k/h’, 
then by the definition of stratified heterogeneity,
«jZf, contradicting y ’£(3p(g^) and y* # Hence x’Ry* is non­
significant.
2Hence a stratified heterogeneous relation R is a disjunctioni
(1) s These relations are mentioned in [lo], p.255 and in note 
15, in the context of zeugmas.
(2) % This is not a classical disjunction but the disjunction, v. 
See note 15, p.264, [lO].
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of a class of homogeneous relations suoh that, for any 
and y*60^ suoh that s(x’Hy’), there is a unique relation such 
that S(x’Rj^ y’)# The relations R^ are homogeneous because they 
have a significance range g^ suoh that ^^g^) is the significant 
domain, ^(g^) is the significant converse domain and 
x^(gj^). The relation R^ is unique because the class of ordered 
pairs ^x*, y*^ such that x’Ry* is true is determined as the inter­
section of g^ with the class of ordered pairs ^x*, y*^ such that 
x*Ry* is true.
Hence the relation R is ambiguous between the relations R^#
This is typified by the example of the relation £ under Type Theory, 
Let f be the signifioanoe range of this relation é* Then ^ f ) 
consists of individuals(type O) and classes (of all types) and 
^ f )  consists of classes (of all types). The significant domain 
and significant converse domain are "stratified" as follows s 
Individuals of type 0 in ^(f) correspond with classes of type 1 
in ^(f). For all n, classes of type n in^(f) correspond with 
classes of type nfl in (%(f), Each correspondence between these 
subclasses is suoh that an arbitrary choice from them yields signif­
icance and if one chooses from subclasses which do not correspond 
then non-significance results. Here the classes ^ ( f ) , (j^ (f) , etc, 
are metatheoretio as they cannot be formulated within Type Theory 
itself. The relation £  is ambiguous between the relations 
(n=0, 1, 2, etc, ) where IL consists of classes or individuals
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of type n and C consists of classes of type nfl# Instead of using
n
the general relationfe, one could use the r e l a t i o n i n  its place* 
Similarly with the relation R, one could use the relations R^ in 
in its place. Henoe any stratified heterogeneous relation can 
he replaced by a class of homogeneous relations*
The question now arises as to whether there are any heterogen­
eous relations which are not stratified heterogeneous relations*
I do not think that there are any that can be obtained from atomic 
relations that occur in ordinary discourse* The only suoh relations
I can think of are either homogeneous, like ’admires*, ’names’, ’is
Ifather of’, ’owns* and ’is a member of* , or s»featified hetero­
geneous, like ’between’, ’is next to’, and other ambiguous relations, 
However, by using connectives and quantifiers, one may be able to 
artificially construct a heterogeneous relation which is not str­
atified.
We will now consider n-place relations as a generalisation of 
the 2-plaoe relations already considered* Let f be the class of 
n-tuples which forms the signifioanoe range of an n-place relation 
R. Let ^^(f) be defined as follows s (Ax* ) (x*€'^(f) « (Sy^’,*..,
(1) I ’is a member of’ is taken in the ordinary discourse sense 
where its significant domain consists of individuals and classes 
and its significant converse domain consists of classes only.
- ^ ... X..; ■; -  : - -  ' .. r; ■ \ - - - , "''-.I..' ' ■ - ' f ■:]%
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homogeneous if f~ ^ (f)x. *. • H is heterogeneous if it
is not homogeneous.
One can define generalisations of the family, nest, categorial 
and partial categorial relations, although it is fairly arbitrary 
how one does this. I will do it as follows g â homogeneous relation 
R is a family relation if j^^(f) = .... ® 3^^(f), is a nest relation 
i-f OT for all i, j=l,...,n and J^\(f)
j(f) for some i,j=l,...,n, is a categorial relation if ^^(f)
/3^^ j(f) for all i,j=l,#..,n, and is a partial categorial rel­
ation otherwise.
Let R be heterogeneous with a^ <^ ,5^ (^f). By the definition 0#
^^(f) , there are sets or individuals such that
SR(a^, a2,...,a^). Henoe " Form the class
® 8R(a^,...,a^_^, %^’)} , and hence Given h^, we
can now define s (Ax^’)(x^’6h^ 3 8R(a^,,,.,a^_2,
V l ^ V l  a SR(a^,... %%')).
Given and h^_^, we can form \-2"{^n-2' * (■*‘*^n-l'^^^n')
(^n-l'G'^n-1 * ^n'^^n ^ SE(a^,... , *^n-l'’
% - 2 ^ V 2  (^Vl')^^n-l’^ V l  = 3SE(a^,...,
®'n-2’ *n-l’’ induction, we can form h^= ' : (AXg')
...(Ai^')(xg'fhg 3 SR(x^‘,... ,Xj^ '))7. a^^h^ since,
by the definition of h^, (AXg*) (x^’^ h^ s (Ax^*) , (Ax^*) (x^’^ h^
& ••• & x^*£h^ 3 SR(a^, x ^ * , x ^ * ) ) ) * Hence, non-empty classes 
h^,...,h^ can be formed so that (Ax^*,,.,,x^*)(x^^gh^ & .#. &
. - î P - ' . ;  ‘  ■ >  ■: ' - A * , C V - , Ü, .  t  . i  n  A v L ' . t ü k . ' I / . > . • ' i  i  ’ 12- ’I  j .  '>* •■
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X *£h D 8R(%^ for each set of members a ,n n J. n JL n— JL
of jpi(f) 9***9 ? respectively. Let h^x.,.,xh^=g. Let
$  lis) be defined by s (Ax’) (x*£^^(g) = (8y^',,..,y^_^*,
9 9*^  * 9y^>es))* Then h^=^-^(g) ,
* *, h^= %(s) aud g=S^(g)x ... x%^(g). Hence f= g^, where 
^h“?^l(%)^ *' ^ ^'^n^^h^ where the g^’a are distinct, for all 
hS-j, If a relation R is suoh that it has a signifioanoo range 
^“hi-j where ••• for all h^j, where the
gj^ ’s are distinct for all h&j, and where ^  '*9^ ?*i* * f
^n( %  J "9^9 for all h, h ’£j, then suoh a relation is called
a stratified heterogeneous relation. This means that its domains 
^■^(f) • i é , S&^(f) can be divided up into pn equal number of die-
joint subclasses# There is a one-one correspondence between the 
subclasses of these domains such that by making an arbitrary choice 
x^*;.#.;X^' from these corresponding subclasses R(x^’,#,,,x^^) 
will be significant# However, if one makes a choice x^’,,,,,x^/ 
from subclasses that do not correspond then R(x^’,##,,x^*) will 
be non-significant#
To show this, let &(%%'/*«*?%%*) be significant. Then <x^’,.#.,
some hgj, and ^^ l'é Sx^®h''‘ %i',
.«., x^* all belong to corresponding subclasses of ^(f),..., 
Sf^(f), respectively.
As before a stratified heterogeneous relation R is a disjunction 
cf a class of homogeneous relations R^. If SR(x^*,,.#,x^*) then
— 3 6 8  ~
there is a unique relation such that 
relation R is ambiguous between the relations R^ #^
(iii) Atomic Significance Ranges,
In the first section of this chapter, it was stated that sig­
nificance ranges, that is, if they are classes of Iriuples, are 
characterised as being classes whose members exhaust one sort of 
thing or exhaust some sorts of things# In this section, I want 
to define the notion of atomic significance range so that it is 
characterised as a class whose members exhaust just one sort of 
thing and it consists of l-^tuples only# It is clear that the union 
of at least two mutually disjoirxt significance ranges cannot bè 
an atomic significance range. So, let us define an atomic signif­
icance range as a non-^empty significance range Which cannot be 
expressed as the union of at least two mutually disjoint signif­
icance ranges. This seems to satisfy the above characterisation# 
The important thing to note about the definition of an atomic 
significance range is that it requires a knowledge of all signif­
icance ranges that are subclasses of a given significance range 
in order to determine whether that given significance range is 
atomic or not# Hence it depends on the different predicates in a 
language as to whether a significance range is atomic or not#
With technical languages, where all the predicates are well- 
defined, it is usually an easy task to determine which are the 
itomio significance ranges# For example, in the theory of classes
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and individuals of Chapter 4, if no other predicates are added 
but the original ones, 6 and o, then the atomic significance ranges 
are the set of all individuals, I, the class of all sets,T, and ‘ 
the class of all sets and individuals, V. All of the other signif­
icance ranges of this theory are n-tuples of unions of these three, 
plus the null class#
However, if one takes into account the predicates of ordinary 
discourse, one is not always sure of a significance range being 
atomic. For example, whether the significance range of material 
objects is atomic or not depends on whether there are significance 
ranges of animate and of inanimate objects, say, or whether there 
are significance ranges of certain types of animate objects which 
exhaust all of the animate objects and there are significance ranges 
of certain types of inanimate objects which exhaust all of the 
inanimate objects# So it depends on the types of predicates one 
has in the language#
It is possible by using certain predicates to get atomic sig­
nificance ranges which are quite small. For example, *is a good 
creamer*^ has a significance range of milk-giving animals. This 
is a strange significance range produced by using a fairly ordinary 
predicate but it is a bit technical# ■Howover, çoneider-the^legal 
-p r e d ic a t e', • * i -s '' S't a.t er:aDsi "0ted"i ',,',.Ti.sa y w h i c h - -
'1) 8 This example is due to Mr. R# Hughes#
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range a oeX^a^n raco of people certain country with
a legal system in which the predicate is used in such a way as to 
apply only to this r^e# This is an artifioial^predicate determined 
hy an arbitrary legal system of a particular countr^j^ It is poss­
ible to use such legal predih^tes to obtain atomic sigru^canoe
Xraises which one would hardly want to call Ha sort of thing'X 
but t^ce significance ranges would s^ll be the union of the 
true and the false ranges of these predicates,
Next we willNprove that there are only finitely many signific­
ance ranges^ The odly way one can construct a sigM^icance range 
with infinitely many mela^ers is to use idealised concepts such 
as occur in Mathematics becèqse it is Mathematics which dehQs with 
he infinite and contains concepts, such as sets, classes, points, 
lin^v numbers, etc., of which thereNare infinitely many. BecauseX  7xMathematic^ theory is well-defined, it rs possible to count all 
the signifioanc^ ranges that occur in it. Fo^i^xample, *is prime* 
and *is divisible by 2* determine the signifioancb\range of all 
natural numbers. * is grb^er than 2.56* and *is between 2 and 
2,4* determine the signifiohnce range of all real numbers*\*has 
our subgroups* determines the signifioanoe range of groups. A 
thoùgh conventional Mathematics does Inot contain significance ran 
ges, the^\can be introduced as indicated in the above examples. 
Hence there are only finitely many such signiflcanoe ranges with
(1) s Here and througbqut this section I will only be concerned 
with significance rangesscf Irtuples.
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infinitely\many members-
The ideali^d concept of type-sentahçe also yields infinite 
significance rahges# But here again, bechiuse of well-defined 
grammatical rules\there are only finitely V a ny significance ranges* 
In general, idealised, concepts are sufficiently well-defined so 
that one can count sigm^ficanoe ranges and be sure that there are 
ily finitely many#
tX® class of all things wh\oh are not Idealised con^qepts is 
finitXand hence there can onl^he a finite number of significance 
ranges v/Xth these things as members# Hence if one forms a signif­
icance rangk X containing infinitely\many members it contains^ & 
subclass y whi\h is an infinite signifXpanoe range such thafc tm 
class x-y is finXje, such that y containsXidealised concepts only 
and such that x-y does not contain idealised concepts# There are 
only finitely many sig^fioance ranges like y and only finitely 
many classes like x-y andMaenoe there are only finitely many in­
finite significance ranges like x. Hence there are ^ l y  finitely 
m ^ y  significance ranges# This\proof is subject to theXassumption 
that\all idealised concepts are s\ffioiently well-defined\and the 
predicates used to describe them aresfully determined#
This seems to be a fair assumption tX make and it would only^ 
be refuted rn a highly artificial way, ak in the Theory of Typek 
As shown beforX, there are denumerably many\ignifioance ranges s 
individuals (type\p), classes of type 1, classes of type 2, etc#
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In fact, in some recent class theories, there are a transfinite 
number of types and hence a transfi^ite number of significance 
ranges. Firstly, these theories are artificial and do not repres­
ent the ordinary discourse notions of membership and class. Secondly, 
non-signifioanoX in these theories are exolkded by the formation 
rules or just repiXced by falsity*
Using the above result, we will prove % All nohrempty signific­
ance ranges are unions asÇ mutually disjoint atomic \ignifioance 
ranges,
Proof. Let X be a non-empty significance range. If x isVtomio, 
we are done. If x is not atomic \hen, by the definition of a 
atomic significance range, it can expressed as the union of\at 
t two mutually disjoint signifioahqe ranges. Let these signify 
icano\ ranges be x^, where i^ :j, an indexXclass. for
all i,i^j. If the x^*s are all atomic, we a^e done. If some are 
not atomic\then express each non-atomic signi%icanoe range as the 
union of mutu^ly disjoint significance ranges, and let the step 
by step process bf forming mutually disjoint signifiance ranges 
continue. Because tkero are only finitely many signifidanoe ranges, 
there are only finitely many steps in this process and ifWill 
terminate with the formation of a union of mutually disjoint\pig- 
nifioance ranges, as require^d#
le
We will now consider the types of predicates which can be used 
to determine an atomic significance range, assuming we have some
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idea of the types of predicates used in the language. One would 
suspect that there is some connection between atomic significance 
ranges and atomic predicates. There are atomic predicates yield­
ing non-’atomic significance ranges. For example, the predicate 
1*owns a car* has a significance range consisting of people and 
companies. This occurs because ‘owns* is a legal term and can 
only legally apply to people and companies. It is clear that people 
form a significance range because of predicates like *works in 
the library*. Also companies form a significance range because of 
predicates like ’merged with Consolidated*•
There are compound predicates yielding atomic significance ranges. 
For example, * is blue or is hard* has a significance range consist­
ing of extended things which is obtained by forming the union of 
the significance ranges of extended things and of material objects. 
The significance range of extended things seems to be atomic because 
there seems to be no predicate* with all non-material extended 
things as a significance range, I am subject to correction on this 
point, but I doubt whether there are any predicates of the above 
type from ordinary discourse. Another example of a compound pred­
icate with an atomic significance range is the predicate ’merged 
with Consolidated and owns ten oars’. Here the significance range 
is that of companies and this is a more clear out atomic significance
(1) t The relation ’owns* is discussed in [9], p.l62.
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range than the above one.
However, I think that given an atomic eignifidahô’è range there 
is an atomic predicate with this significance range. Since
an atomic significance range consists of just one sort of thing, 
according to the interpretation, then if it is distinguished as 
a significance range at all by means of predicates, there should 
be some atomic predicate which applies to things of this sort.
The example given above, ’is blue or is hard’ bears this out as 
’is blue* has the same significance range as ’is blue Or is hard’a 
At this point, I would like to distinguish between atomic sig­
nificance ranges and categories. As stated above, atomic signif­
icance ranges depend on the types of predicates one has in a lang­
uage or in the system being formalised. In the literature, ’cat­
egory’ and * significance range’ are often used interchangeably. 
However, I would like to make a useful distinction by defining 
a category as a sort of thing, only instead of being determined 
by a predicate in a language or in a formal system, it is indep­
endent of language. Categories are metaphysical as opposed to 
significance ranges which are logical. Categories are sorts of 
things which the "things" of the world naturally fall into. Cat­
egories depend on the way the world is divided up.
However, they are more or less the same as atomic significance 
ranges. Most ordinary discourse atomic predicates will determine 
a category but artificial and technical predicates would have to
V  ' t.. -T:- s ‘
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be omitted# So, <yategoriee Are formed from predicates of ordinary 
discourse with a certain amount of trimming down of these predic­
ates so that categories are not made to depend on special words or 
phrases with artificially limited application or on predicates 
imposing, hy mere choice of words, conditions on the subject which 
no category can satisfy#
The notion of category needs further elucidation, much more 
than can be done in this thesis, but I just wanted to draw the 
above distinction to avoid the conflation of these two notions, 
that sometimes occurs in the literature#
(iv) Sommers’ Principle#
It is clear from the foregoing examples that two atomic signif­
icance ranges can be disjoint and that one can be contained in the 
other# But there have not been any examples where two atomic sig­
nificance ranges properly intersect# Sommers, in [28] and [29], 
develops a theory of significance ranges in a rather different 
way to that in this thesis# In his theory he affirms the equival­
ent of ’Two atomic significance ranges do not intersect’# The 
two significance ranges are atomic because he "locates" a signif­
icance range in different places if the predicate determining it 
is ambiguous# For example, on p#177 of [28], he gives ’reasonable* 
two locations, one according to the use of ’reasonable* in ’A man 
is reasonable’ and the other according to the use of ’reasonable’ 
in ’An argument is reasonable’#
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Let us examine what the proper ihterêedtion of two atomic sig­
nificance ranges, x and y, entails* The intersection x^y itself 
is a significance range, not necessarily atomic» It consists of 
some sorts of things and is properly contained in two distinct 
atomic significance ranges both consisting of jUst one sort of 
thing. In ordinary discourse, when some sorts of things are all 
of the one sort of thing, that is, they receive a more general 
classification, then any other more general classification is 
more general or less general than the first. That is, there is 
a total ordering of classifications of things which are members 
of some significance range containing some sorts of things.
Consider the example of some sorts of things which are all 
material objects. The significance range could be determined by 
the disjunction of the predicates , with
the significance range of tawtee, and ’is a good creamer’, with 
the significance range of milk-producing animals. The members 
of the significance range z can be generally classified as material 
objects, extended things, substances (as in Aristotle’s theory 
of substance) ^individuals*^ Some of these
classifications may be atomic significance ranges but anyway each 
one in the sequence contains all earlier ones in the sequence.
This is an example of the total ordering of classifications.
There is another example of this in Mathematics- Consider the 
sequence of classifications, natural numbers, rational numbers,
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algebraic nuihbers, real numbers', complex numbersand matbemat-
f?(yjVe't£ioal eencep4e- Here again, all natural numbers are rational numbers,
all rational numbers are algebraic numbers, all algebraic numbers
are real numbers, all real numbers are complex numbers, all comp­
té Lj' ectrs"lex numbers are mathematical wneepts#
The above argument is in terms of sorts of things, bpt this 
would be borne out in the case of atomic significance ranges as 
determined by predicates, provided the predicates were not art­
ificial or too technical. The only .counter-examples of this total - 
ordering of atomic significance ranges could occur by using art­
ificial or technical predicates# For example, there could be some 
predicate used solely in the context .of pows and bulls, so that 
its significance range consists just of cows and bulls. But the 
predicate ’is a good creamer* has a significance range of milk- 
producing animals# provided there are no predicates determining 
a significance range of bulls or a .significance range of milk*^  
producing non-cows, the above two significance ranges are prob­
ably atomic# Let us assume that these significance ranges are 
atomic# Then they have a proper intersection consisting of cows# 
That is, cows are classified according to two different properties 
that they have, one of being of the species of cow and bull and 
the other of being milk-producing# While these two different types 
of classification are all right when dealing with.classes, they 
are peculiar when dealing with significance ranges as one does not
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expect these significance ranges to "be significance ranges at 
all. Essentially, they are determined hy technical predicates 
applying to a narrow range of things# However, there are no 
proper intersections of categories, since significance ranges 
like the examples above are too small to be categories.
Anyway, I would like to assume that there are no proper intersect­
ions of atomic significance ranges. This is what I will call 
Sommers* Principle# It is a principle restricting the technical 
predicates in a way to avoid the proper intersection of two atomic 
significance rangesi As in Sommers, [28], the Principle yields 
a tree structure of atomic significance ranges. Two atomic sig­
nificance ranges can be identical, one can be properly contained 
in the other, and they can be disjoint. Hence the set of atomic 
significance ranges containing a given one is totally ordered by 
the relation of proper containment. The tree structure is as shown i
/ f > i
The dots represent atomic significance ranges# If a dot X is higher 
than a dot Y and connected by a line going upwards only then the 
significance range represented by X properly contains the signif­
icance range represented by Y. Note that there is no null atomic
••tv K'l -41 - f . . Vi. - : y r . - k ' . ' '  ;V  ,V; Æ
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significance range contained in all atomic significance ranges, 
also that there is no universal atomic significance range contain­
ing all atomic significance ranges, I think it is unlikely that 
the universal significance range is atomic because each thing in 
the universe can probably be classified in some way, as in the 
Aristotelian categories, so that it is contained in an atomic 
significance range which is not universal, Sommers* Principle 
has the effect of preventing anything of the form ■* /V
appearing in the tree,
- B^y—the results-iof the last section-, non-^pty--&ignificance ranges-
are f ini-te - unienB—of mutually- ■die j
Arlso every member-of -a- .soW.
-anemic s-ignifi-canc-e—rangey Sommers* Principle entails that if
two atomic significance ranges, x and y , intersect then the inter­
section it an atomic significance range, which is either % or y. 
Also the union of two atomic significance ranges, x and y, is not 
an atomic significance range if x and y are disjoint, and is an 
atomic significance range, which is either x or y , if x C y  or 
yCx.
Two properly intersecting significance ranges, x and y, occur 
in the case of a partial categorial relation# At least one of 
these significance ranges must be non-atomic# Usually, either 
x-y or y-x is a significance range making either x non-atomic
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or y nonr-atomic, reepeotivcly, A counter-example to this would 
be a case where x^x^^oy^, where and y=y^Xg, where y^àXp
and where y g C y ^  and x^Qy^=pf. x ^ , Xg, y^ and a re
atomic significance ranges and of course, x and y are not# In 
this case, neither x-y nor y^x are significance ranges sinos xry 
=x^-X2 and x^ is atomic and since y-x^y^-y^ «and y^ is atomics,
The intersection of x and y is which is the union of two
disjoint atomic significance ranges. In this oaso also x and y 
are both non-atomic. Jt is easily seen that the atomic signifie^ 
ance ranges x^, x^, y^ and y^ satisfy gommers* principle,
of--4he-"Bd’gnifioant--domad-ng---0f-a-4i-e%erQgenepu.s relation-must be
non—Or only’^be"
ircanœfAl-so~-in-»4h-e---#or 
of
-m-eans-
-pro due e'-'a-~s4gni“"f-i”Ca-HC 0
“Um-ng-^ a-
-f&n& te--dir8-jun04& en--er--0en^unc4^0nv
(v) Significance Ranges in the 4^valued glass Theory.
If one uses only the connectives .and quantifiers as stated for 
the Axiom (A) of Abstraction then significance ranges can be form­
ed as in the 3~valued theory, except that one cannot use ordered 
n-tuples. The definition is as follows : The unique F such that
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(AU) (UëFff 8p((U, where pf is either a
propos!tional constant or constructed using o,€^, &, v, S(sig,),
A, S(sorae), where the quantification is unrestricted using 
variables of type x or X or restricted to a predicate A(x) or 
A(X) , in which every occurrence of a variable over classes and 
individuals is covered by s(sig»), and where A is constructed 
from atomic wffs using only -, &, v, S(sig#), A, S(some), where 
the quantifiers A and S are unrestricted, is the significance 
range of Q^ (U^  ,.. » , $ x^ *### ,x^ )^ #
However, if pf is allowed to be constructed using the connectives 
and quantifiers of standard wffs, then anomalous results can 
follow. These connectives and quantifiers can be used to form 
an s-n sublogic but are not necessarily "positive". For example, 
the following generalisation of the 3-valued N is such a connect­
ive which is not "positive".
N  *
n
n
0 n
n I 1
Since -Sp s SNp, -8-ranges can be formed with similar objections 
to those mentioned in the 3~valued case.
Similarly to the 3~valued case, it can be shown that if P is the 
significance range of (Zf, constructed as above, then there is a
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predicate ooijistructed without - and without s(sig«) such that 
F is the significance range of Hence, once one has a set of 
significance ranges obtained from atomic predicates, then hy form­
ing all the unions and intersections of these ranges one can obtain 
all the significance ranges of predicates constructed from these 
atomic predicates.
The most important difference between the significance ranges 
of the 3-valued and 4-valued theories is that of the universal 
significance ranges of classes and of classes and individuals.
In the 3~valued theory one can only form the significance ranges 
of all sets and of all sets and individuals, but in the 4-valued 
theory one can form the significance ranges of all classes and 
of all classes and individuals. The difficulty with the 3-valued 
theory is that it is false for proper classes to be members and 
yet the significance range of the predicate excludes them.
However in the 4-valued theory there is no such difficulty.
The theory of homogeneous and heterogeneous relations still 
holds in the 4-valued theory but one must avoid the use of n-tuples 
and Cartesian products. That is, R is homogeneous if s(XRY) h 
s(SY)(XRY) & S(SX)(XRY), for all X and Y, R is heterogeneous if 
R is not homogeneous and R is stratified heterogeneous if its 
significant domain and significant converse domain can be divided 
up into an equal number of disjoint subclasses so that there is 
a one-one correspondence between them and any choice made from
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corresponding subclasses yields significance while any choice 
from non-corresponding subclasses yields non-significance. Simil­
arly, for n-plâoe relations, these types of relations can be def­
ined without the use of n-tuples or Cartesian products.
There is essentially no difference to the theory of atomic 
significance ranges and Sommers’ Principle by using the 4"~valued 
class theory.
(vi) Axiomatisation of Significance Range Theory.
The theory of significance ranges presented above was done inform­
ally using a formal 3 or 4-valued class theory as a background.
It is also possible, however, to axiomatise the theory of signif­
icance ranges and incorporate it into a formal theory of classes.
It is doubtful whether the predicate ’is a significance range’ 
can be defined explicitly in either of the 3 or 4""valued class 
theories because it depends on a general abstraction-type axiom.
So one must take as primitive the predicate ’is a significance 
range’, call it R(f) (or R(p)), and use axioms about significance 
ranges in order to pin down the meaning of the primitive predi­
cate.
This can be done as follows for the 3""valued theory s Add the 
primitive predicate, R. Add the definition of variables ranging 
over significance ranges s 
(As)(^ (s) (Af)(H(f) 3 pf(f)).
<Sa)çS{s) (Sf)(T^R(f) &
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Let r, s, t, etc. *be suoh variables over eignificanpe ranges.
Add the definition of atomic significance ranges s 
At(r) & ~(8s)(St)(r=sut Sc s/1t=0.
Add the axioms dealing with significance ranges s
SI. (Ss) (Az*) (z’és s ( S x ^ * , x^*)(T(z »-<x^’ ,x^’^ ) & 8ÿf(x^*,
... ,x^*, where çl is constructed using only the
connectives &, V and T and only the quantifiers, A and S(rest­
ricted and unrestricted).
82. At(s) & At(t) 3.sAt=0 V s^t V tÇs.
S3. SR(f) Sc ~SR(k).
The informal definition of atomic significance range is equiv­
alent to the formal definition because one can always form the 
union of all but one of the disjoint significance ranges in the 
event of there being more than two disjoint significance ranges.
The axiom 82 is Sommers* Principle.
The axiom S3 states that the predicate *is a significance range*
has a significance range of classes.
The special class Axiom B is extended so that ^ can be constructed 
using the predicate R as well as the relations o and6. This then 
allows the formation of the class of all significance ranges (which 
are sets) as the unique class S such that ( A z * ) ( z * £ S  s  T R ( z > ) ) .
-84;— (fg) (S'W g  Sc g C ’4 ".
 A-xi om . .s4"State4S..that."the iClas-e of -a l-l- ■.s-ignif-i cane e rangpe—(whioh
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are sets) inite. Using this one can then prove that all non­
empty significant^ ranges are unions afv^disjoint atomic signif­
icance ranges,
In order to make the laèt axiom sensible, one ÈMst add ordinary 
dfhqourse predicates to the fœ^sml system. If predicates which 
are artificial or too technical areN^dded then Axioms S2 orN^4 
could be coihtradicted by the formation of\signifioance ranges by
Axiom bl._______________________ _______________________ ______
The axiomatisation of significance range theory using the 
4-valued class theory as a background is similar to that above.
The variables ranging over significance ranges are R, S, T, etc. 
They are defined as follows using the primitive predicate R : 
(AR)9f(R) (AP)(R(F) 3 Ç((F)),
(SR)S2f(R) (8P)(T^ R(P) & SZf,(F)).
Atomic significance range is defined as follows s
At(R) ,(SX)T{X R) & ~(SS)(ST)((AX)(T(X€R) 2 T(XéS) v T(XfP))
& ~(SX)(T(XfeS) & T(X(9T))),
The axioms are as follows s
81. (SR)(AX)(X^R = S(2f(X, x^,...;X^)) ; where pf is con­
structed as in the definition of significance range in the last 
section.
82. At(s) & At(T) 3.~(sx).(q?(xe8) ,& T(XéT)) v .(AX)<T<XfeS) 3 T(Xéï)) 
V (AX)(T(3CeT) 3 T(X6S)).
S3. CR(P) & ~SR(k).
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The Abstraction Axiom A is extended so that can be constructed 
using the predicate R as well as o and . The class of all signif­
icance ranges, S*, can then be formed s (AX)(XéS*f-?R(X))*
Bu-t the f i-ni tenes b ■  of ■■■the -o las e- ■S *— canno t be- s tarted- very—satirS=--
-fac-tori-l-y i n --thi-s--th-e-Qry-w— gQwev-er-y-onQ—can- add— t-h-e- ■a-xiom
 ^Thi4»-@d;îew0 '-a-'-e&mpléf&e
There are some advantages and disadvantages about these two 
class theories as used for the formalisation of significance range 
theory. The advantage of the 3-valued theory is that it allows 
the formation of n-tuples leading to a general notion of sig­
nificance range for relations. The disadvantage of the 3-valued 
theory is that one cannot form the significance range of all 
classes but one can only form the significance range of all sets, 
despite the fact that it is false for proper classes to belong 
to classes and hence significant for proper classes to belong 
to classes, and also that it is significant for classes and 
individuals to belong to classes, i.e. to proper classes as well 
as sets. The advantage of the 4-valued theory is that one can 
form the significance range of all classes. The disadvantage of 
the 4-valued theory is that
— f ini-ten-Qes of the number of-s-i-gnirficanoe- ranges and», one cannot
use n-tuples for defining significance ranges of relations.
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Nevertheless it is essential for there to he some class theory 
which can he used as a background for the formalisation of signif­
icance range theory. On the whole, the 3-valued theory is easier 
to deal with hut one must make allowances for the significance 
ranges of all sets and of all sets and individuals.
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CONCLUSION.
Firstly, I will go through eaoh of tho aims and show where the 
results for eaoh can he found*
The 3-valued logic with values, truth, falsity and non-signif­
icance is developed in Chapter 1, where the sentential logic is 
developed, and in Chapter 2, where the predicate logic is devel­
oped. The theory of significance ranges is developed in Chapter 8. 
Goodman’s theory of individuals ie developed in Chapter 3* Here 
there is incorporated into it a theory of sets of individuals.
In Chapters 4 and 7 the theory of individuals is incorporated 
into a 3-valued and a 4-valued class theory, respectively. The 
problem of distinguishing the null clams from individuals is 
solved in eaoh of the three theories it appears in, i.e. in Chapters 
3 , 4  and 7. In Chapter 5? hy using a 3-valued logic, the paradox­
es of class theory are avoided as shown hy the relative consist­
ency proof. The same applies to extensions of that theory in 
Chapters 6 and 7# The 3- and 4-valued logics used in these theories 
are developed in Chapters 1 and 2. I have also shown the relative 
consistency of the class theory of Chapter 4, using the devalued 
significance logic.
Secondly, I will ’.assess the 3-valued approach in solving the 
class paradoxes. Certainly the 3-valued logic allows a consistent 
extension of any 2-valued theory of classes and hence generalises 
any such theory. As pointed out in Chapter 5 9 there are many prob-
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lems in the development of the 3-valued class theory hut, as pointed 
out in Chapter 6, the theory is strong enough for the development 
of Mathematics because it can contain NBC as a 2-valued sub-theory. 
One of the problems about the 3“*valued approach is that there is 
a restriction on the connectives and quantifiers that can be used 
in the Abstraction Axiom, At the end of Chapters 6 and 7 there 
was a characterisation given for all the connectives and quanti^ 
fiers that could be used in the Abstraction Axiom so that the 
consistency proof given would hold. This restriction of connectives 
and quantifiers is essential to avoid contradictions which arise 
if certain other connectives and quantifiers are used* But this 
leaves open the question of what to do with predicates formed 
using connectives or quantifiers of the type that can lead to 
contradictions. For example, form the c l a s s s u c h  that (AX)(Xf 
'^T(XéX)), Then , Since the right hand side is
2-valued so must the left hand side be. Hence there is a contra­
diction, This applies to any finitely or infinitely valued logic 
with a 2-valued T operator. Hence many-valued logics cannot be 
used to solve this paradox. The reason for T*s being 2^valued 
is that it is a meta-theoretic notion but formalised in the
theory. The same applies to F, P, C, 3 and s. ’p 3 q* is read as
____’If pri^^^^^Xthen q*, 4-^ is not meta-theoretic as it is not
wholly 2-valued, Similarly with , However, a 2-valued version 
of 4^ would be meta-theoretio, meaning 'has the same value as’.
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Anyway, and O  can be used in an Abstraction Axiom using Luka­
siewicz infinitely-valued logic. Hence a levels of language arg­
ument can be used to determine what connectives and quantifiers 
lead to paradoxes using any many-valued logic* I think the general 
use of-> and4*4 should be avoided because, as mentioned in the 
Introduction, peculiar classes can be formed. As for "classes" 
l i k e a s  above, I do not think that these should be classes at 
all* cannot be given any logical value and one is forced to 
say that (K, is not a class or that ^ f^is not a sentence capable 
of taking a value. If Æ, is a Class then the sentence must be cap­
able of taking a value and sortis not a class.
Since classes, by their very nature, are generated by predicates, 
as stated in the Introduction, one must be able to give general 
criteria for the construction of such predicates* If certain 
predicates give contradictions, it seems implausible to disallow 
just those predicates that give contradictions. The general crit­
eria I have given are that the connectives and quantifiers should 
be restricted so that only those used in forming standard wffs 
should be used, and that they should be restricted so that none 
yielding peculiar classes should be used. This reduces them to 
& and A and allows the possibility of U=y being used as a 
predicate as well as Ü^V. [in fact, one of the unsolved problems 
in this thesis is whether U~V can be consistently added as- another 
predicate which can be used to form predicates to generate classes*]
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This gives a theory satisfying the Boolean operations. Its advant­
ages are that one can forb unrestricted complements and one can 
form the universal class. This is an aid to significance range 
theory also, as one can form the significance range of all classes 
in the 4"^ valued theory. Other advantages are elucidated at the 
end of Chapter 6.
I will now consider the semantic paradoxes and see whether a 
many-valued logic can he used to avoid these. Take the example, 
’This very sentence is false’. If ’is false* is 2-valued like 
the F of the preceding section then there is no many-rvalued logic 
in which the above sentence can be consistently assigned a value, 
for similar reasons to those of the preceding section. If ’i s 
false’ just negates the sentence so that ’is false* can be many­
valued, then the Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic can be used to con­
sistently assign a value to the sentence, as the sentence takes 
the value
Consider now the heterologicality paradox. Here ’heterological’ 
is heterological if and only if ’heterological’ does not apply to 
itself, i.e. ’heterological’ is not heterological* The ’not’ seems 
to be a predicate negation as opposed to a meta-theoretio falsehood 
and so ’ ’heterological’ is heterological’ can be assigned the 
value ^ in a Lukasiewicz 3~valued logic. So far as semantic para­
doxes are concerned, it depends on the interpretation of the neg­
ation as to whether one can use a Lukasiewicz 3~valued logic or
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not bo able to use any many-valued logic at all*
I will now consider significance ranges and categories* There 
needs to be further research done into the notion of category 
and its comparison with that of atomic significance range* This 
would have to involve a study of the predicates one is prepared 
to reject when forming categories* One would also need to determine 
what predicates are safe to use 0"0,
signifie a-nee ranges -is finit o • - and so that Sommers* Principle 
holds* ■-number""Of■■■&tomio. -s-ignifieanoe-yangea.■
■d-e-t»rmine ■ exactly what. j niift -IlB-t., weuldube*
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